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Les instruments dialectiques: théorie et pratique 

Résumé 

Cette thèse a pour but d'éclairer la conception qu'Aristote se fait de la nature et de l'utilité des 
instruments dialectiques, ainsi que de contribuer à établir l'existence d'une cohérence entre sa 
théorie logique et sa pratique philosophique. Une fois les instruments situés dans les 
Topiques, nous nous pencherons sur la présentation qu'Aristote fait du syllogisme dialectique 
et des buts de la méthode dialectique. Nous examinerons ensuite les chapitres qu'il consacre 
aux instruments, puis nous proposerons de ces derniers une définition plus essentielle et 
complète que celle qui leur a été assignée jusqu'à maintenant. Ceci fait, nous examinerons 
I'usage qu'Aristote fait des instruments dans des parties des traités De l'Arne et de la 
Métaphysique. 



Les instruments dialectique: théorie et pratique 

Cette thèse vise à éclairer la conception qu'Aristote se fait de la nature et de l'utilité des 
instruments dialectiques, ainsi qu'a contribuer à établir l'existence d'une cohérence entre sa 
théone logique et sa pratique philosophique. Le premier livre des Topiques est unanimement 
considéré comme l'introduction d'Aristote à sa méthode dialectique. Ainsi. une certaine 
familiarité avec ce livre est nécessaire à quiconque entreprend d'étudier un de ses éléments 
fondamentaux. comme les instruments. C'est à son examen que la première partie de la thèse 
est consacrée. Après avoir situé les instruments dans les Topiques, nous nous pencherons sur 
le proèrne d'Aristote (1,I-3); surtout sur la présentation de l'argument dialectique et des buts 
de la dialectique. Car c'est à procurer de tels arguments que les instruments sont dits servir, et 
c'est l'usage qu'Aristote fait de la méthode en vue d'une desdites utilités que nous étudierons 
plus loin. Nous examinerons ensuite les chapitres consacres aux parties de l'argument 
dialectique (1,412). Les prédicables constituent les énoncés qui seront posés comme 
problèmes dialectiques ou assumés comme prémisses dialectiques. Or, c'est précisément parce 
que les instruments fournissent de telles prémisses qu'ils permettent d'abonder en arguments 
aptes à résoudre de tels problèmes. Ces arguments peuvent Stre des syllogismes ou des 
inductions. Nous analyserons ensuite l'exposé qu'Aristote fait des quatre instruments (1'13- 
18). Après quoi, nous en proposerons une définition plus essentielle et complète que celle qui 
leur est habituellement assignée. Ils sont en effet décrits par Aristote et par ses exégètes 
seulement en rapport avec l'abondance qu'ils assurent en arguments. Or selon nous, on 
touche davantage leur essence en en parlant comme de capacités ordonnées à 1 'obtention de 
prémisses probables. Dans la deuxième partie de la thèse. nous examinerons l'usage 
qu'Aristote fait des instruments dans certaines parties du traité De l'Arne et de la 
Métaphysique. Nous serons ainsi en mesure de vérifier que, quand il argumente 
dialectiquement, il emploie effectivement les instruments tels qu'il les a décrits dans les 
Topiques et tels que nous les avons expliqués. Enfin. nous proposerons quelques explications 
de l'usage qu'Aristote fait des instruments dans les passages analysés qui paraissent pourtant 
relever davantage du savoir que de la dialectique. 



The Diaiedicol Tools: Theory and Practice 

The purpose of this dissertation is to clarify Aristotle's conception of the nature and utility of 

the dialectical tools, as weii as to help in establishing prwf for the existence of a coherence 

between his logical theory and his philosophical practice. The first book of the Topics is 

unanimously considered to be Aristotle's introduction to his diaiectical method. Thus, a certain 

familiarity with this book is necessary for whomever undertakes a study of one of its 

fundamental elements. such as the tools. The fmt part of the dissertation is, therefore, devoted 

to this task. After situating the tools in the Topics, we wili study Aristotie's proemium (1.1-3), 
especially as concems the presentation of the dialectical argument and the goals of diaiectic. 

For it is in order to procure such arguments that the tools are said to be useful, and it is how 

Aristotle uses the method for one of the aforesaid purposes that we will be studying later. We 

wiil then examine the chapters devoted to the parts of the dialectical argument (1.4- 12). Arnong 

these are the predicables. which enter into the constitution of the propositions that will be laid 

down as dialectical problems. or taken as dialectical prernises. Now, it is precisely because the 

tools fumish such premises that they allow us to obtain an abundance of arguments apt to 

solve such problems. These arguments can be syllogisrns or inductions. We will next analyze 
Aristotle's presentation of the four tools (1,1348). After which. we will propose a more 

essential and cornplete definition of them than is usually assigned. They are in fact described 

by Aristotie and his cornmentators in terms of the abundance of dialectical arguments they 

serve for. To my rnind, however, it is better to speak of them as abilities ordered to obtaining 
probable premises. In the second part, we will examine the use made of the tools in certain 

sections of the De Anima and the Metaphysica. We will thus be in a better position to verify 

that when he is arguing dialecticaily, he is reaily using the tools as he described them in the 

Topics and as we explained them. Finaliy, we wili propose a few explanations of the use of the 

tools in those passages where it seems that it is more a question of knowing than of dialectical 

reasoning. I) 4 
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INTRODUCTION 

A time-honored tradition. supposedly going back to Andronicus of Rhodes and followed 

by most cornmentators since, has accorded io the collective logical works of Anstotle the name 
a 0  

o p y a v o v  ('Tool'). 

Now. as a tool is something whose whole essence is to be subordinated to. or to serve 

something else in the accomplishment of an end or goal, logic was cailed a tool because its 

whole purpose was to help reason to operate more perfectly and more efficiently in the 

phlosophical sciences. It does this principally by fumishing tools to them. And that is why 

not only logic as a whole is cailed a tool, but also its various subjects, such as definition, 

enunciation, syliogism. etc. Each of these exists with a view to accomplishing some specific 

task for the mind: the definition is usehl for undentanding what a thing is. the enunciation is 

necessary to apprehend the true and the false: and the syllogism, as well as the other f o m  of 

reasoning, serve to discover one truih starting with othen.1 We cm, therefore. Say that logic is 

both a tool and about tools.2 

' 'Syllogismus est ut insmimenturn quocidam deveniendi de noto ad ignotum' (Albert the Grear In Top. 234a;. 
Alexander of Aphrodisias also cîlls the syllogism a tool: 8 ~ i ~ r i i a i v  6 'AP L U T O T ~  A ~ F  ;TL 
>8 

opyavov i c r ~  iv 8 OU kkor i ~ u k  He reasons from part of the definition to its being a tool (In 
Top. 9.20-29). In Cru. 388b-c. Plato speaks of the word or name as a tool. In Resp. iX 5824 he seems to 
speak of arguments by which we judge as tools. And he also speaks of the discourse by which, when dividing, 
we hunt down what a thing is as a tool: see Soph. 235b. 

'scientiae speculativac. ut patet in principio Mcrqhysicnc. sunr de illis quorum cognitio quaeritur propter se 
ipsa Res autem, de quibus est logica, non quaeruntur ad cognoscendum propter se ipsas, sed ut adminiculum 
quoddam ad alias scientias. Et ide0 logica non continetur sub speculativa philosophia quasi principalis pas, ssd 
sicut quiddam reductum ad philosophiam speculativam, prout minisuat speculationi sua instrumenta, scilicet 
syllogismos et diffiniriones et d i a  huiusmodi. quibus in scientiis spcculativis indigemus. Unde secundum 
Boethium in Commento super Porphyrium non tam est scientia quam scientiae instrumentum.' Aquinas, In 
80th de Trin. q.5. a 1. ad 2. 



This name Organon is certainly in keeping with the nature of logic as conceived by 

Aristotle, and many indications in his works jus@ its use. For exarnple, the absence of logic 

in his classification of the sciences (Metaph. VI 1; XI 7),3 and a certain number of texts 

affirniing that it is necessary, before approaching any science, to acquire a propaedeutic and 

me thodological formation.4 Nonetheless, Aristotle hirnself never used this word to 

characterïze logic as a whole, or to speak of things such as definition, syllogisms and 

enunciations.5 Indeed, almost his only use of the word o p  y a v OU in an inteliectual sense is to 

designate the elements of the dialecticai method introduced for the first time in Chapter 

Thineen of Book One of the Topics: the abilities to take (or choose) premises. to distinguish 

in how many ways [words] are said. to find differences and to examine likeness.6 

Furthermore, the Peripatetics almost cenainly supponed their use of Orgonon for logic 

as a whole by means of a parallel between two classifications in Book One of the Topics. In 

Chapter 11, Aristotle distinguishes practical problems, theoretical problems, and problems 

whose solution serves as an aid to solving the preceding ones. Then, in Chapter 14, he divides 

the premises and problems into 'ethical', 'physical' and 'logical' ones. Now. the 

superposition of these two classifications by many of the ancient commentators suffices for 

determining the status of logic as Organon.' Thus, Alexander of Aphrodisias starts the 

proemium to his comrnentary to the Prior Analytics by asking if logic is a part or a tool of 

philosophy : 

3 This division is recalled in two places in the Topics: VI 6.145a 15 and VIII 1. I57a 10. 

' Mrtaph.  IV 3.1005b2-5; 4.1006a5-8. Aristotle mentions here the knowledge of the Anolyrics and of 
demonsuation. and he was certainly thiniung, among other things, of logic in II 3.995a12-14. This is how 
Alexander interprets the passage, saying that it is necessary to acquire competence in reasoning and 
demonstration before underraking to do science: see In Metaph. 168.2 1- 169.1. 

In regard to the enunciation. Aristotle uses organon nther to deny rhat it is a natural tool: sec Int. 4.17al. 
This denial may be motivated by the desire to refute the position in Plato's Cra. that words signify naturally. 

in mother case. Aristotle comes close to calling dialectic itself a tool. In Top. Vm 14.l63bg- 12. he says, 
concerning the ability CO exmine the consequences of positions. that it is a 'tool' for philosophy. Now. in 1 
2.10ia34-36, Aristoile said that dialectic makes one able to argue on both sides of a question. 

See Alexander. In Top. 74.3-6; 11-12: 26-75.1. Alexander reasons from what Aristotle says in his division 
of didectical problem to the fact that logic is a tooi: yÙp h o y ~ ~ ? j  n p a y ~ a ~ d a  8py6vou 

>/ 
~ G p a v  E X É L  j v  ~ p i h o a o ~ i g  (...) O ~ Q Ô C  8: K P ~  h a Û 6 a  T ? ~ V  A O Y L K ~ ~ Y  
n p a y i l a ~ c i a v  tpyavov  &at  A É Y C L .  And when he examines Chapter 14. hc procceds to the 
division of propositions, which Aristotle afterwards applies to problems, by defining each of the subject 
matters through the goals enumeraied in Chapter 1 1 (in Top, 94.2- 1 O). 



The fist view is generally associated with the Stoics and with certain Platonists. The 'othen' 

include Aristotie, according to Alexander, and himself. Furthemore, in the division of 

Stagirite's wntings that was considered authoritative at that tirne, the logical works are grouped 

under the heading 6 p y a v LK 6 -9 

In the light of these considerations, the reason for Aristotie's limited use of organon is 

not immediately evident. but perhaps it was applied to the four tools of the Topics by 

antonomasia. Thus. just as a later tradition called al1 of logic the Tool by antonomasia. so 

Aristode reserved this honor for one particular part of that auxiliary science. This lirnited use 

of the word would be indicative of theu speciai role and great utdity in logic. 

The title having been explained, it is time to tum to some aspects of the contents. Now, 

although it has been and always wiil be difficult to understand the relations between Anstotie's 

teachings in h s  logical treatises and the use he makes of them in his philosophical works. this 

has never k e n  as problematic as in the modem critics: 

This, then, is the Problem: on the one hand a highly formalised theory of 
scientific methodology; on the other, a practice quite innocent of 
formalisation and exhibiting rich and variegated methodological pretensions 
of its own: how are the two to be reconciled? (Barnes 1969, 124- 1 25)1° 

For some account of the nature and importance of the debate on the question whether logic is or is not a 
principal part of philosophy, see Barnes et a1 199 t. An interesting detail: they refer to the text of Topics VIII[ 
that we dready mentioned in order to comment on Alexander's use here of the expression 'tool' to designate 
logic: 'No Aristotelian text expressly says that logic is an instrument of philosophy; but Top.  163b9-11, 
which uses the word Orgwton in a pertinent context, may have ken in Alexander's rnind' (41n5). We could add 
to the example given Ammonius, In An. pr. 8.15-1 1.21; Philoponus, In AR pr. 6.19-9.20; Olympiodonis, In 
Car. 14.18- 18.12. 

See Ammonius. h Car. 4.28-5.4; Simplicius, In Cor. 4.21-5.2; Philoponus, In Car. 4.23-35; Elias. in Car. 
i 15.14-17- 

l0 Noting that Barnes is one of those who has clearly set out this problern and proposed an original solution 
to it, Kullrnann 1974, 1 raises the question in the same terms. The problernatic is still a curent one: Devereux 
and Pellegrin 1990.2 speak of an 'absence de connexions Cvidentes entre les textes logico-rnktaphysiques et les 
textes scientifiques' to explain 'i'un des problèmes les pius aigus que nous pose le corpus aristotélicien', 
namely, 'celui des relations entre 1'4pist6mologie et la métaphysique aristotéliciennes, d'un côté, et Ia science 
'en acte' telle qu'on la trouve dans certains des traités qui nous ont dtd conservés sous le nom d'Aristote de 
l'autre'. 



This criticism h a .  gone as far, in fact, as to put into doubt the existence of any coherence 

between Aristotle's practice and the rules he furnishes in the Posterior Analytics and the 

Topics . 

Thus, certain authors see few ties between the first treatise and works whose goal is 

theoretical, where the matter is necessary and where, therefore, one would expect Aristotle to 

demonstrate as described in the Posterior Analytics, such that he seems to be doing something 

quite different and going against the method that he hunself proposed: 

The method which Aristotle follows in his scientific and philosophical 
treatises and the method which he prescribes for scientific and philosophical 
activity in the Posterior Analytics seem not to coincide. (Bames 1969, 123) 

Such comments motivated Bolton to write in 1987 that: 

There has (...) developed in recent years the widespread view according to 
which there is a more basic unresolvable discrepancy between the account 
of the path to scientific knowledge mandated by th- Posterior Analytics and 
the path actually followed in al1 the scientific writings including the 
biological. (Bolton 1987, 120- 12 1 )  

There are even some who would deny that in the Stagirite's work the totality of the conditions 

laid down for strict demonsuation are ever respected: 'in the whole of the Aristotelian corpus 

there is not, as far as 1 am aware. a single example of a demonstration' (Barnes 1969, 174).li 

Others will simply conclude that Aristotle failed to carry out his project for scientific 

knowledge. Pierre Aubenque 1962. for example, observes that 'rien ne ressemble aussi peu il 

une science, telle qu'Aristote l'entend' as the Metaphysics he left us: 'Ni attribution ni 

déduction: aucune démarche du discours scientifique, tel qu'Aristote le décrit dans la première 

partie de son Organon. ne trouve d'application dans le cas de l'être' (250; 249). 

' '  Barnes is in fact struggling with a serious problern. for not only does he clairn he has found no 
demonstration in the scientific treatises and feeb obliged to invent one himself for the benefit of the reader, but 
he also af f ins  that he can see no example of demonstration in the Posterior Analytics: 'The Posterior 
Analytics quotes arguments which corne close to demonstrative form; but there is no perfect example. In the 
other treatises there is scarcely a syllogism. There are arguments which might be said to show a degenerate 
syllogistic form; and there are arguments which can be brought into perfect syllogistic form without much 
violence to the text; but even these cases are rare, as will be clear to anyone who tries to formalise any of 
Aristotle's arguments. If the Organon were lost we should have no raison to suppose that Aristotlc had 
discovered and was mightily proud of the syllogism' (t969, 124). 



Even those who might have managed to suffciently master the notions of demonstration 

by cause and by effect, and that of definition,l2 would still have difficuity in analyzing the 

demonstrations in the treatises, since they require a familiarity with the nature of the subject- 

matters studied and the greater or lesser degree of necessity that they [end themselves to. 

Moreover, to this difficulty must be added the fact that one finds alongside these 

demonstrations arguments that certainly contravene the rules of the Posterior AnaLytics or 

involve very little certitude, and this is so even in metaphysics, where we are nonetheless 

considering things that c m  exist without matter and motion. This is certainly an object of 

astonishment. since the things studied would hardly seem to justify recourse to such poor 

arguments. CertMy here, at least, Aristotle should be rnostly demonstrating. 

Now. in the naturai treatises as weil, and in d l  of his philosophy in a general way, there 

are abundant arguments in which Aristotle sins against his own precepts of demonstration: 

either by the form, as when he sometimes gives only inductions rather than syllogisms-and 

even incomplete ones at that;l3 or by the matter, and in respect to al1 the qualities of the 

pnnciples he has so carefully laid out.14 as when he sometimes takes premises that are neither 

true nor immediate, or which are too cornmon in relation to the subject of his conclusion. And 

very often, he takes premises that are not necessary or that are not taken as such. 

Indeed, he makes use of opinions that are only true in the rnajority of cases or that are in 

keeping with common opinion and often reflected by popular language use. He also uses 

opinions in keeping with the sayings of the wise or the precepts of the various arts and 

techniques.15 In addition, it is not rare to see a position established by mmy rniddle terms.16 

l 2  The difficulty ihat is usually acknowledged to reside in the understanding of the logical trcatises thernselves 
certriinly does not faciIitate that of the concordiince between theory and practice. See Gotthelf and Lennox 1987, 
68; AckriIl 198 1, 359. 

l3 Now, the syllogism consists in the fom of the demonstration (An. ps t .  1 2.7 1b 17- 18), whereas the 
induction is explicitly recognized by Aristotle as one of the two species of dialecticai reasoning (An. post. I 
1.7 1a5-6; Top. 1 12.105alO- 12). 

l4 Aristotle fmt describes the principles of demonstration by the fact that they must be m e ,  immediate and 
fint, this last criterion implying, he says, that they should be proper to the subject demonstrated (An. post. 1 
2.71b19-23; 7215-7). He explains later that the principles must be necessary, per se, not extrinsic to the 
subject genus of the demonsmtion and not common (1 6-9). 

l5 Now. he hirnself established that opinion, 86 E a ,  contrary to the hobitus of science and of intelligence. 
f 

which bear on the necessary. has for its object the contingent: o UTÉ h ~ h r  a L av E i w a i 
ncpi TG $ A T ~ & F  WEÛBOF, ~ V ~ C X ~ ~ C V O V  81    ai ~ A ~ O C  > i ~ t i v .  
TOÛTO 6'  h ~ i v  6 n 6 h q W i ~  T{C & p h o u  n p o d o c w q    ai p i  Pvayitaiac 
(Aml. post. 1 33.89a3-4). But we must see that it is the seizing that is not necessary; the opined proposition. 
in se, could be. See Aquinas, In Post AmL 1 4411399. An argument that proceeds From opinions, even from 



One even sees the Philosopher reasoning in contrary directions,17 a practice that he 

recornmends for establishing the problem before proceeduig to a more apodictic determination 

of the truth.18 Often he starts out, in fact. by gathering together the opinions of his 
predecessors,~g confident that every philosopher 'finds something to Say on nature'. He 
comments on the reasons they had to hold such opinions.20 discems the differences between 

the opinions. and evaluates their similarities.*1 It is often enough these cornnion elements that 

constitute the propositions Aristotle wiii retain, since he judges that they take account of the 

reaiity he is studying; but he also explains the reason for the errors comrnitted. and he corrects 

the inadequate criticisms that have been made of them? 

Nevertheless, these arguments that are not in keeping with the cnteria of the Posterior 

Analytics, as well as Aristotle's own remarks within them to the effect that he considers them 

to be a distinct step in his philosophical investigations.23 show sufficient likeness to be 

considered the signs of a distinct method.Z4 Furthemore, it is easy enough to imagine that it 

might be necessary when there is no certain knowledge of the defmition of those things whose 

natures are not directly accessible and evident to us, to develop and use argumentative 

techniques that do not have aii the rigor of demonstrations, and which are in fact quite different 

opinions that are received and probable. from Y U ~ O E  a .  cannot. therefore. be dernonsrntive. since it does not 
proceed from what is necessary. 

l 6  1s it necessary to note rhat Anstotle, when doing this. multiplies different kinds of rniddle rems to support 
one conclusion. sornething that is forbidden by the rules of the Posterior Anaiytics'? See 1 12.78a14 seq. and 
Aquinas, In Post Anal. 1 22# 19 1. 

l 7  Now. he hirnself established that the dernonstrative proposition is made up of one of the two parts of an 
enunciation. namely, either by the affirmation or by the negation of the rittribute. and this is how it differs 
from the dialectical problem. since this proposition is determined to one of these parts. such that the 
demonsrntor does not dispose of a way to bath of the contradictories, as does the dialectician, but that he musc 
only proceed to the m e .  See An. post. 1 2.72a8- f 1 ; 1 1.77a33-34. 

l8 For example. Metaph IU 1.99%M-b4; Cacl. I 

l9 For exarnpk, De m. I 2; Ph. 1 2.184b 15-22. 

20 For example. Ph. I 4.187a26-30; 5.188b26-30. 

21 For example. Ph. 1 S.188b3O- l89a9. 
q- 

10.279b5- 12; De an. I 2.403b20-34. 

LL For example, Ph. 1 5.188a19 seq.; 189a9-10; 4.187b7-88a18; 8; 9; 3.187al-Il. 

23 For example. Ph. I 7.189b3û-32; IV 4.2 1 1 a7- 1 1 ; De on. II 1.4 12a3-6; Metaph II 1.993a3O-bîO. 

24 This is rny opinion: for example, Bninschwig 1991. 238-239 does noi seern to share it: 'il n'est pas 
évident, ni hors de toute contestation. que les proc6dures qui, dans les traites scientifiques et philosophiques 
d'Aristote, peuvent être qualifiées de 'dialectiques' reDvent toutes d'une seule et même 'mdthode dialectique". 



from it. True and certain knowledge is only possible in certain very limited subject-matten: 

'one should not seek mathematical rigor everywhere'. If we hold back from presupposing that 

there is sorne incoherence on Anstotle's part, we cm propose the hypothesis that one part of 

the non-demonstrative ways of proceeding in the theoretical philosophical treatises is guided 

by the niles of another method expounded in another treatise. 

If we admit this, then it is towards dialectic and towards the Topics, 'Aristotie's official 

ueatise on dialectic' (Bolton 1990, 189), that we would naturally tum to explain these other 

ways of arguing. For Aristotle is certainly not just arguing from any kind of propositions. but 

from what is in opinion. Now, the goal of the Topics is to 'discover a method thanks to which 

we will be able to syllogize from endoxa about every problem proposed'. Funher, one chapter 

treating of the genen of problems mentions certain of them whose only end is the acquisition 

of knowledge. Aristotle even cdls them the 'physical problems' (1 14.105b 19-25). Finally. not 

only does he affirm there that one of the uses of the method consists in the possibility of 

bringing forth 'arguments on both sides' in order to better discover truth and error. but 

Aristotle lets it to be understood that this preparation for disceming the true and the false 

touches even upon the staning points of our reasoning, and that this method is the only one 

that can veat of the principles of the philosophical sciences, which, because they are first. 

cannot be demonstrated (1 2.101a34-b4). Diaiectic would then be a way for the sciences to go 

towards their respective principles. Would this be what the natural philosopher is using in the 

Physics to inquire about the principles of mobile beings? Or the 'psychologist' in the De 

Anima to establish what definition will take account of the essence of the soul?s 

Thus. when once we are familia with the introductory remarks of the Topics, it seems 

reasonable to suppose that certain kinds of non-demonstrative arguments aise from dialectical 

operations, that the methodological remarks that accompany them pertain to the science of 
dialectic. and that given their frequency, these ways of proceeding are an integral part of 

25 It is unlikely-1 would even accuse these interpreters of proposing theses. according to the Anstotelian 
tenninolopy-rhat the doxographical reviews in the first books of these two treatises oniy serve to clear the 
table of previous ideas, and that the discussion of the opinions concerning the sou1 brought nothing to 
Aristotle when he undertoak Book II, as many interpreters affirm (see De Corte 1939,46243); or, again, that 
the study carried out in Book 1 is optional for my understanding of the treatise and even of little interest (see 
Durrant 1993, viii). Aquinas takes quite a different tack. Sec In de Anima 1 2#30. And it is well known that 
rnany contemporary writers on the subject are less categorical in their criticism, seeing in Book I the 
opportunity for Aristotle to lay out his problem before examining it and profiting from dues that will 
detennine his own investigation. For instance, see Witt 1992, 169. Sce also Mansion S. 1961.48. Thus, one 
could well imagine that in the Physics and the De Anima what Atistotie does is with a view to determining 
what is of value in his predecessors, drawing 'profit from what rhey said well, and avoiding what was not so', 
as he himself said (De An. 1 t .403b23-24). 



Anstotle's philosophical method. Thomas Aquinas notes just such a connection between 

certain passages from the scientific works and dialectic and, funhermore, with the treatise in 

which this method is expounded.26 Aubenque 1962, 282 puts into evidence the use of this 

method in biology and the other sciences; he even goes so far as to propose that, 'les textes 

métaphysiques d'Aristote s'ordonnent selon une structure de fait, très différente de celle selon 

laquelle Aristote lui-même aurait voulu constituer la philosophie comme science. Cette 

stmcture de fait est argurnentative et aporétique ou, dans la terminologie d'Aristote, 

dialectique'.27 Othea also call upon dialectic in order to comment on diverse passages whose 

tone is not rxactly apodictic, but they rarely cal1 upon the Topics and upon the detailed 

considerations contained therein.28 

As a matter of fact, these considerations are rather problematic and difficult to 

undentuid, as witness the Ancient commentators such as Alexander of Aphrodisias and Albert 

the Great, or even more recent ones such as Pacius, Maurus or Waitz, who hardly explain 

probable reasoning, nor the essential principles of the method. They are most often content to 

paraphrase the text and to fumish detailed explanation useful for the study of places and 

particular tools. Since the middle of the nineteen-hundreds, starting with Thionville. there is 

more of an effort to define the key concepts of the treatise. whose anaiysis has gained favor. 

but whose total value is still far from k ing  unanimously recognized.29 

26 In In Ph- I 2W16. in In de Coelo I 2W199 and 2211222. Aquinas enplains the way Aristotle treats the 
opinions and in doing so. sends his readers each time to the Topics. 

27 See also 1970. 20 rrq.; 1964, 2. 

28 'Most scholars agrec nowadays hat  Aristotle's rnethod in his writings is ro a large extent dialectical and 
much research has k e n  published on this. On the whole, this research (...) has shown how Aristotle uses 
various dialectical devices, such as division, analogy, reputable opinions and others in the context of other 
writings. However, it is stnking that no adequate research has k e n  done on the use of the central notion of 
diaiectic-the topos-in other writings; perhaps this is due to the fact that scarcely any scholar was absolutely 
sure as to what a topos was' (Slomkowski 1997, 7). Certain elements of the Topics are, however, an 
exception to this. Let us mention, as does Slornkowski, what the criteria are to which Aristotle often 
explicitly refers in his treatises that allow us to judge endoxality, as well as certain sources of probable 
premises, such as the arts and what is observed to happen for the most part. Furthemore, Aristotle's 
application of his doctrine in Chapter 15 to the other ueatises is more evident and more fiequently pointed out 
by commentators, although they don't really have recourse to this in detail to expiain the passages where they 
note that Aristode uses them. For examples. see Owens 1963, 108- 109; Smith 1995,53, as well as 1997,88. 

29 This judgment on the works of the ancient commentators in regard to the whole treatiw of the Topicr, as 
well as the classification into two trends in the opinions of rhe modern exegetes on diaiectic that 1 will now be 
presenting briefly, is largely inspired by passages in Pelletier's Introduction to La dialectique aristotélicienne 
(I990), which is devoted to these questions. 



One of the most wide-spread opinions is based on an agreement about the chronological 

anteriority of the Topics among Maier, Solmsen, Jaeger, Stocks. Ross, Kapp, and Bochenski, 

inter al, who solve the problem of understanding by the supposed evolution of Aristotle's 

thought. According to them. the Topics is an early work, written when Mstotle was still in 

ignorance about the syllogism, invalidated by the Analytics30 in which is to be found the form 

that science must take: 'It is his own Analytics that have made his Topics out of date' (Ross 

1923,Sg). 

Nonetheless. in the last few decades. De Pater. Brunschwig. Weil. Evans. Lugarini. Beni. 

among others, have corne to a better recognition of the particular value that the Topics had in 

Aristotle's eyes. and they approach it in a less historical way.31 This, then. is the situation: one 

Ends in the majority of the major treatises an examination of the previous opinions on the 

subject treated; moreover. for most of these interpreters the scientific works, including those on 

king as king, will not answer to the epistemological requirements of the Posterior Annlyics. 

Consequently, we must recognize that they are 'marked' by ~iialectic.~2 Suddenly, Aristotelian 

circles becarne dive with enthusiasm for dialectic: it was even proposed as the method of 

ontology by certain Aristotelians who found a confmation of their interpretation in the aporia 

which abound in the Metuphysics, as well as in the words of its author (1 1.101a36-b4), who 

seems to them to have the first principles depend on dialectical proofs. Beni 1970, 59 

attributes this view particularly to Lugarini and Aubenque. He claims that for the former, 

'Aristotelian philosophy (...) involves a non-apodictic, but diaporetic framework. that is. it 

consists in the discussion of aporia or problerns: the method of such a way of proceeding is 

precisely dialectic' .33 

30 See Solmsen cited by Weil 1% 1. 286. 

3 1  'il semble légitime de commencer par prendre I'ouvnge tel qu'il se donne. et de ne demander d'abord qu'a lui 
de nous instruire de son objet et de sa signification' (Bninschwig 1967, xviii); '1 am not directly concerned 
with questions of the relative chronology of Aristotle's works. I believe that before these questions can be 
embarked upon, it is necessary to obtain an accurate assessrnent of the absolute charmer of Aristotle's 
doctrines, ruid that in the case of dialectic this has not yet been done' (Evans 1977.4). 

32 Ti se pourrait (...) que ITinterpr&ation de la philosophie d'.eistote ait avantage il s'appuyer sur ['étude des 
Topiques (...) à voir combien les démarches effectives d'Aristote s'éloignaient de la description qu'il avait lui- 
même donnée des exigences et des méthodes de la science ddmonstrative, on a pu se demander s'il était 
opportun de prendre pour argent comptant les décIarations de principe par lesquelles il semblait définir 
restrictivement les pouvoirs de la dialectique. Beaucoup d'excellents interpetes de son oeuvre ont dtd ainsi 
conduits il reprendre l'examen des Topiques, avec l'espoir d'y trouver quelque chose comme la thdorie de sa 
pratique reelle' Brunschwig 1967, xvi-xvii. 'The generaI outcorne, then (...) is a view of the nature and 
function of dialectic which places it firmiy in the center of the mature Aristotie's thought' (Evans 1977'4). 



One very reassuring thing, Bolton, although he chooses Ross and Barnes as exarnples of 

these respective currents. identifies. as does Pelletier, these two trends as the principal ones 

arnong the modems. He a f f i i  that: 

Recent wnters have taken a view of dialectic quite opposed to the one 
summarized by Ross. Finding little or no indication that the method for 
fmding and laying out demonstrations described in the Analytics is actuaiiy 
guiding Aristotle's thought in his philosophical and scientific works, 
scholars have tumed to his descriptions of the method of dialectic, in the 
Topics and elsewhere, to find the key to understanding his procedures (...) 
Generally speaking, then, the two sharply opposed views represent the 
domuia~ tendencies in ment scholarship. (Bolton 1990. 186-187) 

But paradoxically. the new favor accorded to dialectic has not rubbed off on the Topics. 

The interpreters are annoyed that the pillars of the method. the tools and the places. are defined 
in tems that go hardly beyond their utility. Aristotle, when he does seem to have some 

inclination to define them, never mentions more than their very common end of assuring 

abundance. Words are used in senses that are only tied together by some analogy. 

Contradictions are multiplied between this treatise and the rest of the Organon. The verdict: a 
'mode de composition purement additif [qui] ne donne pas plus le sentiment d'une oeuvre 

qu'un tas de briques celui d'une maison' (Brunschwig 1967, viii)? Certain authors recognize 

from this point on. as Le Blond did. that one should not attempt to assirnilate theory and 

practice in Aristotle in order to avoid prejudice to their coherence and agreement.S5 Aristotle 

not having unifomily applied his theory of the Posterior Anafytics in his scientific treatises. a 

rehabilitation of dialectic has been made necessary, but this does not imply that the generd 

opinion about the Topics has been modified: 

La méthode dialectique (...) joue (...) un rôle plus important dans la pratique 
aristotélicienne de la recherche scientifique ou philosophique que celui 
auquel paraissait la destiner son statut théorique. (Brunschwig 1967. xvii)s 

In point of fact. for most contemporary Aristotelians, the tie between the theory of the Topics 

and the real way of prmeeding used by Aristotle, even though it rnight have been dialectic, is as 

34 See aiso: 'une mosaïque d'C1Crnents juxtaposés. indépendants les uns des autres' (Brunschwig 1967. viii): 
'un catalogue, où, sous tres peu de titres géntiraux, des centaines de remarques se suivent l'une l'autre sans 
ordre précis' (De Pater 1%5, 1); 'Les Topiques présentent au lecteur une masse confuse' (Le Blond 1939,2 1). 

35 '11 y aurait un incoavenient rCrieux A rapprocher trop dtroitement thdorie et pratique, chez Aristote, et à 
tenter perpétuellement d'expliquer rune par I'autre: ce serait en effet préjuger de la cohérence parfaite, poser en 
principe l'accord de celle-ci avec celle-là' (Le Blond 1939, 8). 

36 See also: 'il suffit de la comparer [la topique J (...) avec la syllogistique aristotdlicienne classique pour 
comprendre Ie destin sans éciat qui l'attendait' (Brunschwig f 967, xiv). 



fragile. if not more so, than that which connects his practice to the rules of the Posterior 

p na lytics. 37 

Since the publication of Paul Moraux's article, there is a definite tendency to speak of 

the Topics as a son of game. The interpreter considers that certain elements-those related to 

the dialogical and opinative aspects of the method-prove that Aristotle is not constnifting the 

latter in the abstract. but that he is founding it on the practice he has witnessed, and whose 

goals and means he is attempting to cl*. Moraux thus draws the conclusion that there were 

sophisticated dialectical tournaments inscribed in the national mores of the time.38 Although 

he adrnits to some possible relationship between them, he wams that one simply cannot 

identify Aristotle's systematic way of proceeding in science with what we find in the Topics. 

The latter determine a kind of intellectuai gymnastics that must not be confused with Platonic 

dialectic, which still had truth as a g0al.3~ Moreover. Moraux 1968, 309 argues, oral 
discussions are not necessaxy to the acquiring of knowledge. Thus. certain authors see in the 

supposed affected mode of disputation the artificial context which detemiined the original 

writing of the Topics. This is what wczld have required putting together a guide to conduct 

these debates.40 Certain authors thus insist that the treatise was addressed to an historically 

and socially well determined group of readers;41 and that finally it has neither philosophicai 

interest nor pertinence32 

According to another perspective. there have been some recent attempts to identiS, 

'quelles exigences (...) de la connaissance humaine ont poné [Aristotle] h prêter tant 

37 'Writers have rtandardly supposed that Aristotle simply does not say anything funher about this [the 
necessary role of dialectic in scientific inquiry mentioned in 1.2 IOla36ffJ in the Topics. Some have even 
suggested that this is an indication that the method of the Topics itself is not one which Aristotle in fact 
conceives of as appropriate for use for the scientific purposes mentioned' (Bolton 1990.2 13). For example, the 
'strong dialectic' that irwin says is that of ihe De Anim does not pertliin to the Topics, which figures arnong 
the immature works; this didectic would be the method that Aristotle developed in the Metaphysics. 

38 See Moraux 1968.277; 291-292. 

39 See Moraux 1968.300; 3 11. 

40 'the immediate subjcct of his [Aristo<le*s] inquiry is (...) a highly artificinl and (...) unnatural one* (Kapp 
1942, 63). 

" *De même que, pour lire un trait6 de jeu d'échecs. il faut connaître Ics rkgles dldrnentai.res de ce jeu. vivre 
dans un milieu où l'on ait l'occasion d'y jouer, et nourrir le ddsir de s'y perfectionner, de même, semble-t-il, 
les Topiques s'adressent à une catégorie de lecteurs historiquement et socialement bien dkfinie' (Bninschwig 
1967, ix). 

42 See Dorion 1993,500. 



d'importance à l'action de discuter et à l'habileté dont elle procede qu'il ait jugé nécessaire 

d'élaborer à ces fuis une méthode appropriée' (Pelletier 199 1, 14). Considering that aside from 

a wide-spread interpretation of the Topics, noihuig leads us to believe that at Aristotle's tirne 

people indulged in a dialectical activity that was more aaificial than that in Plato's dialogues$ 
Pelletier sees in Aristotle's references to certain realities and facts the sign that he was seeking 

'à décrire ce que tend h faire la raison qui confronte à l'ensemble de ses opinions établies une 

position prise sur un problème soulevé' (Pelletier 199 1. 23n63). According to him, 'c'est la 

vie que règlent les Topiques, et non des jeux ou des tournois purement artificiels' (Pelletier 

199 1.77). and he mdces his own an affmation of Ross 1939, 25 1, which he applies to the 

situation of the Topics: 'Aristotle in discovering the syilogism was only discovering how men 

dways actually had reasoned, and he never clairned to be doing more than this'. 

About the same time as Pelletier, Bolton 1990 put himself in opposition to the 

'tournament concept', which he claims was that of G. Grote, H. Chemiss and Brunschwig, 

and he also recognizes the natural character of dialectic.44 But the image of the tournament is 
agreeable and tenacious. The view that dialectic just rnight be the natural way of proceeding of 

the human rnind remains a minoiity one, and it is still doubted that Aristotle might really have 

used it in his treatises. In witness to this we find, arnong others, this discouraging remark with 

which one of the most recent studies opens: 

Aristotle's Topics is a handbook on how to win a debate organised in a 
certain way. (Slomkowski 1997,s) 

A reaction of many scholars-lrwin is the best exampie-has been to try to seek out 

kistotle's true dialectic elsewhere, precisely in treatises such as the De Anima and the 

Metaphysics. 

It does not seem plausible to me that Aristotle would have fixed as his goal in writing the 

Topics to pass on to posterîty a minute code of d e s  that govemed a game played by his 

contemporaies, and that at the same tirne he would have neglected to describe the logical 

principles that order reflections in which al1 agree they see distinct steps of his concrete 

philosophical rnethod. For if, as we can clearly see, certain parts of his scientific work are not 

demonstrative, we must either believe that it is the theory of his Tupics that Aristotle is using 

43 'If it [the Topics] had been lost we should have no solid reason for believing in the occurrence of anything 
other than what is depicted in Plato's dialogues, and that is something different' (Robinson 193 1,438). 

44 See 187-189. 



there45 or that he did not submit the ways of proceeding he is using there to any systematic 
study having corne down to us, or, again, these passages-they are reaily quite numerous-are 

of no particular significance. 1 think rather that the teachings of the Topics only treat of face to 

face discussions between antagonists as a preliminary step for a method chat is principally 

aimed at making someone able to reason in the best way possible, starting with a partial 

knowledge of things, and which quite nanirally is ordered to Aristode's properly philosophicai 

activity. 

To show that this is the case would amount to establishing that there is necessarily 

dialectic in the philosophicai treatises and that this dialectic is none other than that of the 

Topics. which, consequently. could not have k e n  written with a view to toumaments. This 

undertaking would also have the advantage. by pemütting a more distinct understanding of 

dialectical arguments, of throwing some Light on the confusion brought about by their presence 

in the treatises in the rnidst of the demonstrations. as well as of rehabilitating the latter. Ln fact, 

one could henceforth envisage the possibility that not only do these probable arguments not 

compromise the scientific character and the senousness of the treatises. but that they are really 

necessary as steps towards perfect demonstration. and that the rnethod that govems them is an 

integrai part of a philosophicai enterprise that takes in both dialectic and dernonstration. 

The examination required by the verification of this hypothesis that topical dialectic aims 
at philosophical knowledge in Aristotie implies that one look to see if the Philosopher, in those 

treatises that have a theoretical goal, does or does not use a part of the ways of proceeding 

described in the Topics. Philoponus, in his commentary on the Analytics, indicates two points 

of view for the snidy of dialectic: the point of view of its nature. K Q\;c€ cd c, and the point of 

view of its use. i K X P ~ ~ O E  O S . J ~  

But there is no need to go back to the Greeks, as far as that goes. For the last few years 

one very fashionable idea is that the way to understand Aristotle's method consists in k ing  

able to set up a dialogue between his theoretical prescriptions and his scientific 

accornplishments, and if not that, at least to study the Stagirite's ways of proceeding in these 

latter work. At the heart of this pnoccupation the biological treatises occupy a privileged place. 

Now, what those works that are based on this hypothesis, 'tendent montrer, c'est que ce sont 

" Adrniiting this hypothesis according to which the Topiez furnishes the details of the method of 
investigating de finitions, a method that Book II of the Posterior Anolytics descri bes in generd. 

46 See In A n  pr. 21; 25. 



bien les questions, les concepts et les méthodes de la science aristotélicienne tels qu'ils sont 

décrits dans les ouvrages épistémologiques, notamment dans les Seconds analytiques. que 

nous retrouvons 'en acte' dans les textes biologiques' (Pellegnn 1995, 2 1-22).47 But many 

have also suggested that if we want to corne to a better understanding of Aristotelian dialectic 

in the De Anima and the Metaphysics, we must now proceed by detailed studies of its use 

therein.48 

To understand and explain the entire doctrine of the Topics would be too ambitious and 

even sometimes useless in the context of ih is research. since certain important pawdevoted 

to dialogue and to the relations between the interlocutors-do not apply in philosophy. 1 wili, 

therefore, ümit my contribution to the verification of the hypothesis to one part of the method, 

and take a close look at the tools expounded in Book One. They are ofien confused with the 

places: 

S'il est vrai que les Topiques sont un livre presque oublié-ou du moins 
très peu étudié et surtout peu enseigné-cela vaut avant tout pour son 
exposé des instruments. On sait encore vaguement qu'Aristote a fait un 
exposé des lieux. Mais on ne sait plus guère qu'il s'est également occupé 
des données auxquelles ils s'appliquent; si la théorie des instruments est 
encore signalée, on voit en elle "une doctrine qui est toujours demeurée fon 
obscure". La raison historique de l'oubli des instruments semble être en 
effet que leur sens méthodologique a échappé aux commentateurs des 
Topiques. (De Pater 1965, 15 1) 

And they have k e n  neglected by the cornmentators because of the littie space Aristotle devotes 

to them. Nonetheless. if the study of Aristotle's practice is so indispensable for an 

understanding of topical dialectic, it must be crucial to that of the tools precisely because 

Aristotle gave them so little theoretical space. Indeed this snidy may well end up revealing that 

we could Say of the twls what Plato, Phlb. 16e said of al1 of dialectic. calling it a 'road', just 

iike Anstotle: it is easy to indicate, but extremely difficult to follow. 

Furthemore, if the hypothesis that there is use of the tools and of some elements of 

dialectic as described in Book One of the Topics in the philosophical treatises is confmed, it 

would be likely also that it would be the same for the more specific principles expounded in 

" Gotthelf 1987. 197 also adopts this point of view according to which theory and practice c m  and musr 
explain one another. 

48 'Despite the attention chat modern rcholarr have recently given to Anstotie's didectical rnethod. what is 
lacking in the literature are detailcd studies that show exacdy how he proceeds when he addresses a typical 
mctaphysical problem' (Cieary 1993 (1 995). 175). 



the books devoted to the problems of the accident, the genus, the property and the defdtion; 

and one would be better equipped to hquire eventually about these p ~ c i p l e s  in view of which 

the tools are said to be useful, as weii as about their application. 

In the first part. therefore, 1 will attempt to explain what the nature and hinction of the 

tools are according to Aristotle, doing so in the light of the principal commentators who have 

snidied them. In a second part, 1 will go on to examine applications in psychology and in the 

Metaphysks. 

There were many possible scenarios: Skim over a large number of passages, or more 

carefully anaiyze a fewer number of them. 1 chose the second alternative, It permits a much 

better appreciation of the importance of the tools with a view to the discovery of the mth and 

the detection of the false for Aristotle. Furthemore, the fact that he gathers up the opinions of 

his predecessors, distinguishes the meanings of words, and finds both likenesses and 

differences. is admitted; this isn't where the difficulty lies. Now, to determine when, how, and 

to what purpose he is doing so requires a careful consideration of the context in which he is 

dohg it. 

The passages to be used to illustrate the employment of the four tools were difficult to 

choose. Many parts of his work would have lent themselves to this task. It would have been 

possible to choose some typical passages where, according to al1 appearances, Anstotle is 

arguing dialectically. And his examinations of the opinions preceding the establishment of the 

definitions of place. of vacuum and of time corne readily to rnind, as well as the celebrated and 

very elaborate doxographical studies undertaken in the first books of the Physics md the De 
Anima. But these are rather isolated cases. indeed. in the majority of Aristotle's works, one 

c m  readily observe cenain departures from the apodictic method which do not necessarily go 

in a cleariy dialectical direction. It is very difficult for us to always be certain of the degree of 

certitude attached to his conclusions. And this is not surprising, since we have this difficulty 

already with our own reasoning. We pass progressively and unknowingly from dialectic to 

m e  knowledge, and it is difficult to recognize whether one knows yet or not.49 1 therefore 

chose to examine certain less manifestly dialectical passages, and sometimes even non- 

dialectical ones. 

49 See Rh. 1 2.1358a23-26; A n  p s t .  I 9.76a26. 



1 did so because this would furnish opportunities to examine the tools outside of their 

dialectical context-not aii uses of the tools in metaphysics are dialectical, as we will see-and 
thus help to confm, develop and explain the hypothesis about their naturd character. It will 

thus become clear, in fact, that they are not acquired conjointly with the dialectical method and, 

therefore, are not entirely actifïcial, since they can be used without it. 

But is it appropriate to consider the tools not only as they are perfected by dialectic. but 

aiso as perfected by the art of the Prior Analytics and even as they are natural? After ail. 

someone who would set out to study the diaiecticai syllogism would not think it a part of his 

task to explain the syllogism in general as a logical process, or even a psychological one. it 

seerns that this would be a question of a prerequisites that should be treated separately. But in 

the case of the syllogism, Anstotle did devote to its study other texts from those on the 

dialectical syllogism. Whence. there is no need when studying this latter in logic to study the 

syllogisrn of the Prior Analyrics at the sarne time. But, it seerns that to the tools Aristotîe only 

devoted those chapters in the Topics concerning them. He does not r e m  to them anywhere in 

logic. at least not explicitly. It is me. however that he does Say that: 

What Aristotle describes by, si& soias bSoÛ h q $ 6 p ~ 0 a  ràs acpl  Ë~aorov 
irpxas leaves us to believe. in fact, in the presence of rules for instrumental investigation in 

the Prior Analytics. But we must see that Aristotle also says a bit further: 

Thus, it seems pertinent to include a certain consideration of the tools in general in the study of 

the dialectical ones. 

'Now it is time io explain how r e  may ourselves always be supplied with iyllogisms about what is set 
up, and the route by which we may obtain the principles conceming any particular subject.' Smith translation 
modified 

'The way one ought to select premixs has been rufficientiy explaimd in gencral. then. We have gone 
chrough this in detail, however, in our matise conceming diaicctic.' Smith translation modified. 



The scientific context will also allow us to know the dialectical tools more distinctly in 

their specificity. For, just as for someone who is examining the dialectical syllogism, the 

examination of demonstrations would be useful in order to distinguish what is common to 

every syiiogism fiom what is proper to the dialectical one; in iike manner, for us who are going 

to treat of the dialectical tools, the examination of their use in a scientific context will be usehi 

in order to distinguish what there is that simply pertains to our rational nature or to the art of 

syllogizing from that for which only the art of dialectic can render us able. And this will  be so 

in distinguishing the meanings of words, and in seeking likenesses and differences for the 

purpose of obtaining premises. Furthemore, contrary to other disciplines, the use of the tools 

by metaphysics presupposes the mastery of dialectic and thus illustrates the tools in a way that 

is helpful for someone wishing to study dialectical tools. 

But especially 1 chose passages concemed with questions connected to the very nature 

of the tools thernselves. The fust application is from the De Anima, especiaily the fint part of 

Book III. with a few parts of Book Ii, passages in which we find not only an abundant use of 

the tools. but where they are employed in coming to an understanding of the natural abilities of 

sense and reason. Now, the intemal senses and reason are precisely the immediate natural 

sources of the other abilities called the dialectical tools. My second application is from Book 

Theta of the Metaphysics and is a consideration of the notions of ability and act. This choice 

is very suitable for many reasons, amoog which the fact that the tools are defined by the first 

of these notions (they are abilities) and are recognized by the second (we know them by their 

acts). Thus, not only will I then be considering the use of the tools, but 1 will be examining 

notions that are extremely helpfùl in understanding these same tools. 

The choice of the Metaphysics and of the De Anima has another advantage. Not only are 

these works amongst the treatises in which, in spite of the adrnitted use of diaiectic by 

Aristotle, there is no consensus about the role or the type of ths  dialectic, but there is a clear 

denial that it is the dialectic of the Topics. hdeed. since the end of the eighties, h i n  has k e n  

proclaiming that 'procedures resting on a restricted and basic set of endoxa' sufficiently 

certain can reach principles which are certain, and it is this 'strong dialectic' which he asserts 

to be that of Aristotle's mature works, among which notably the De Anima and the 

Metaphysics, the Topics being only an immature work. We will thus be better positioned to 

examine Irwin's hypothesis, ai least in respect to the tools. 

1 wu also be coasulting certain important cornmentators on these texts, particularly hose 

who have also worked on the Organon. 



PART ONE 

The Aristotelian Conception of 

The Tools of Dialectic 



CHAPTER ONE 

THE PLACE OF DIALECTIC IN LOGIC AND OF THE TOOLS IN THE TOPICS 

We will start by situating the Topics in logic and the tools in the Topics. 

DIVISION OF LOCIC INTO THREE PARTS: APPREHENDINC,  COMPOSING AND 

DIVIDING, REASONING 

One way to explain the necessity of logic is to start from the statement that the human 

race lives by art and reason and to apply this to the acts of reas0n.l This is what Aquinas does 

in his Proemium to the Posterior Analytics. And the answer that he gives there to the question 

of what logic is about is that it is about the act of reason: 

Logica (...) est circa ipsum actum rationis, sicut circa propriam materiam. 
(In Post. Anal. #2) 

But in the beginning of his cornrnentary on the De Interpretatione he gives a slightly more 
precise answer, noting that it is about three acts of reason: 

Cum autem Logica dicitur rationalis scientia, necesse est quod eius 
consideratio venetw circa ea quae pertinent ad tres praedictas operationes 
rationis. (In Periherm. #2) 

1 Mephistopheles is right. at least about bis; it is indeed a question of preventing reason from wandering 
wildIy and of training it to go straight, as is proper to ifs nature. And to do so, one must in fact lead it to 
reflect on what it was doing up to then spontaneously. 



And in exempliQing 'ea quae pertinent' to these three acts of reason. he speaks of what he 

caiis elsewhere (in the commentary on the De Trinitute of Boethius, q. 1 a.5 ad 2, for example) 
the tools of reason, such as definition, statement, syllogism. Thus logic c m  be said to be either 

about three acts of reason, or about the tools necessary for these acts. But it is about three acts 

of reason more as about its end and about the tools necessary for these three acts more as its 

subject. 

Cum autem logica sit scientia contemplativa, docens quiditer, et per quae 
devenitur per notum ad ignoti notitiam, oportet necessario quod logica sit de 
hujusmodi rationis instmmento, per quod acquiritur per notum ignoti 
scientia in ornni eo quod de ignoto notum efficitur. Hoc autem est 
argumentatio, secundum quod argumentatio est ratiocinatio mentem arguens 
et convincens per habitudinern noti ad ignotum de ignoti scientia. (Alben the 
Great, De Praedicabilibw, 6b)* 

Again. sometimes Thomas combines the two ideas, for example. in the beginning of bis 

comrnen tary on the Nicornachean Erhics: 

Alius autem est ordo, quem ratio considerando facit in proprio actu, puta 
cum ordinat conceptus suos adinvicem, et signa conceptuum, quia sunt 
voces significativae (...) Ordo autem quem ratio considerando facit in 
proprio actu, pertinet ad rationalem philosophiam, cuius est considerare 
ordinem panium orationis adinvicem. et ordinem principionim adinvicem et 
ad concIusiones. (In Eth. # 1-2) 

Logic will be divided as its subject ia divided. Now. the diversity of logical tools, as with 

al1 toois, will depend on the divenity of the ends to which they are subordinate. According as 

we emphasize either two or three acts of reason, therefore. we will be insisting on two or three 

tools, and will be dividing logic into two or three. Albert stresses the acts of reason by which it 

goes from the known to the unknown, and thus he often only mentions the iools that are 
ordered to this, namely, defulltion and reasoning: 

Divisio autem logicae, et quae sunt partes ipsius (...) accipienda sunt ex 
intentione ipsius. Sicut ver0 jam ante dictum est. logica intendit docere 
pnncipia per quae per id quod notum est, devenire potest in cognitionem 
ignoti. Est autem incomplexum de quo quaerihu quid sit: aut complexum, 
de quo quaeritur an verum vel falsum sit. Sciri autem non potest 
incomplexum de quo quaeritur quid sit, nisi per diffinitionem. Complexum 
autem, de quo quaeritur an vemm vel falsum sit, non potest sciri nisi per 
argumentationem. Istae ergo sunt duae partes logicae. Una quidem ut 
doceantur principia per quae sciatur diffinitio rei et quidditas (...) Alia ver0 

See also Albert. In  An. post. 22b. where he affims that the subject of the Posterior Andytics is 
demonstcation and not the act of demonstrating. 



ut doceannu principia qualiter per argurnentationem probetur enuntiationis 
ventas vel falsitas. (De Praedicabilibus, 8b)3 

The statement, indeed, is not a way of going from the known to the unknown as are defining 

and reasoning. It expresses rather what is already known. 

Aquinas, on the other hand, generaily shows the necessity of logic from reason's need to 

be perfected in its three acts: 

duplex est operatio intellectus: una quidem. quae dicitur indivisibilium 
intelligentia, per quam scilicet inteiiectus apprehendit essentiam 
uniuscuiusque rei in seipsa; dia est operatio intellectus scilicet componentis 
et dividentis. Additur autem et tertia operatio, xilicet ratiocinandi, secundurn 
quod ratio procedit a notis ad inquisitionem ignotorum. (In Perihenn. #1) 

Whrnce, he divides logic into three: 

Oportet igitur Logicae partes accipere secundum diversitatem actuum 
rationis. Sunt autem rationis tres actus: quorum p h i  duo sunt rationis. 
secundum quod est intellectus quidam. Una enim actio intellectus est 
intelligentia indivisibilium sive incomplexonim, secundum quam concipit 
quid est res. Et haec operatio a quibusdam dicitu informatio intellectus sive 
imaginatio per intellectum. Et ad hanc operationem rationis ordinatur 
doctrinal quam tradit Aristoteles in libro Praedicamentorum. Secunda ver0 
operatio intellectus est compositio vel divisio intellectus, in qua est iarn 
verum vel faisum. Et huic rationis actui deservit doctrina, quam tradit 
Aristotles in libro Pen Hermeneias. Tertius vero actus rationis est secundum 
id quod est proprium rationis. scilicet discurrere ab uno in aliud, ut per id 
quod est notum deveniat in cognitionem ignoti. Et huic actui deserviunt 
reliqui libri logicae. (Aquinas. In Post. Anal. #4)4 

These two currents have run side by side in the history of Aristotelian logic. Boethius 

divides it into two at the beginning of his commentary on the Isagoge; a division into three is 

what the majority of the Greek commentators propose. For example, in his division of 

Aristoteiian wntings in the Prolegomena to the Categories, Ammonius. after having divided 

the acroamatic works into the theoreticai. practical and instrumental, explains that the 

theore tical ones are those that aim at the distinction of the tnie and the false, and the practical 

ones are those that aixn at distinguishing the good and the bad. And as there are certain notions 

that appear to be tnie but are not, and which manage to insinuate their way into these areas of 

See &o. for example. De Praedicubilibus. 14b l5a where Alben says that what the logician is deaiing with 
is divided and mdtiplied according to what concems the discovery of the definition and of the syllogism. 

4 See ais0 ~n ~erihcnn, a. 



knowledge, and things that put on the cloak of the good without being so, we need a tool- 

demonstration-in order to exercise a cntical discemment in respect to t h e a  And afier having 

divided the practical and theoretical works. he divides the insûumental works, saying: 

Although the two divisions shed an interesting light on logic. and the division into two is more 

proportionate and manifests better the usefulness of logic. the division into three, which 

devotes an entire part to the enunciation, subject of the De Interpretatione, better describes the 

Aristotelian treatises as they have corne down to us. 

DlVISION OF THE THIRD PART OF LOGIC 

Four of Aristotle's logicai treatises are about the syllogism, and there seem to be two 

main divisions of it within the Aristotelian tradition. One is the division into formal and 

material logic of the third act, or into the genus syllogism and its species. Thomas' words in 

the beginning of his commentary on the De Interpretatione seem to touch upon this division, 

which is given more fully by Albert in the beginning of his commentary on the Prior 

Nonetheless, it is inconect to artribute the study of the noun and the verb to the Categories. In fact. they 
name concepts according to the rote these play in the enunciation. Now, there is no question of composition in 
the Caregories, and even if certain predicaments are exptcssed by verbs, others by nouns, noun and verb are not 
forma1 objccts of this ueatise. 



De his vero quae pertinent ad tertiam operationem detenninat in libro 
Priomm et in consequentibus, in quibus agitur de syllogismo simpliciter et 
de divenis syllogismorum et argumentationum speciebus, quibus ratio de 
uno procedit ad aliud. (Aquinas, In Perihem. #2) 

Tracturi de scieatia syllogistica, oportet primum scire quod primo 
tractandm est de syllogisrno sirnpliciter, qui super rationem et inferentiam 
syllogisrni nihil addit. Primo determinandurn et postea de speciebus 
syllogismi quae secundum materiam determinantu agendum est qui sunt 
syiiogismus demonstrativus in matena necessaria, et syllogismus dialecticus 
in materia probabili; et tandem de syllogismo sophistico et tentative 
dicemus, qui imitannir secundum apparentiam syllogismum dialecticum: et 
in his perficietur scientia syllogistica. In libro ergo qui dicitur Priorum 
Analyticorum agemus de syllogismo simpliciter non contracto ad aliquam 
matenam. (Albert, In An. pr. 459a) 

This division of the Prior Analytics against the other three treatises has found an important 

place in the scholastic text-books in logic. 

The other division is into the science of judging and the science of finding or 

investigaihg (to which can be added the science of deceiving or failing). This division is given 

by Albert (from Boethius): 

Surnme autem necessaria et utilis est logica philosophiae. Ex quo enim 
logica docet quaiiter ignotum fiat noturn, patet quod in nulla philosophia 
aliquid n o m  fieri potest nisi per logicae doctrinae facultatem. Est enim ut 
dicit Boetius in Topicis ratio disserendi, hoc est, docens qualiter de quolibet 
disserendum est. quae in duas. ut dicit. distribuitur partes, scilicet scientiam 
inveniendi quam topicam Graeci vocaverunt: et scientiam judicandi quam 
Graeci analyticarn, Latini autem resolutariam nuncupaverunt. (De 
Praedicubilibus, Sa) 

It is also given and completed by Thomas in his Proemium to the Posterior Anolytics. 
Comparing the acts of reason to the acts of nature, he starts by dividing the first between the 

acts by which reason attains certitude with necessity and those where it attains it most of the 

tirne. Whence, among the latter, some acts wdl be successful, others not. Thus, Thomas divides 

into the :  the two Anulytics against the Topics and against the Sophistical Refutations. 

Now, Aristotle's own division seems to be into two: placing the two Analytics together, 

and the Topics and the Sophistical Refutations together. That Aristotle joined the Prior 
Anolytics with the Posterior Anolytics is shown by the common proemium to them in the 

beginning of the Prior Analytics (1 l.MalO- 15), and the common epilogue to them near the 

end of the Posterior Analytics (II 19. 99b15-19). Furthermore, Aristotte always considers 

them together under the title t h  'AV a A W T L K ~ .  hdeed, the division into Prior and Postenor 

Analytics is not from Aristotle, but it is ancient: it already figuns in the catalogue of PR- 



Andronican origin, transmitted by Diogenes ~ae rc ius .~  That Anstotle joined the Topics with 

the Soplzistical Refuturions is also shown by the common proerniurn to them in the beginning 
of the Topics (1 1.100a18-21) and the common epilogue to them near the end of the 

Sophistical Refitations (34. 183a- 181b8). Moreover, Anstotie often refers to the Sophisrical 

Refutations under the name of the Topics, such that it is rather unanimously considered to be 
the ninth book of the latter.' Together, they fom a treatise that makes up alrnost half of the 

~ r ~ a n o n . ~  Also, in the Topics (1 1.100a2 1-24; 10 la1 8- lg), Aristotle divides the sy llogisrn 

into four species. Insofar as there is the same knowledge of opposites and that division makes 

clear what these opposites are, it corresponds to this division into two suggested by the 

proemia and epilogues. 

But this division seems strange and contrary to Aristotle's procedure elsewhere. For 

exarnple. in the Nicomachean Erhics, he considen moral virtue in general in Book II and then 

iü species in Books m. N and V. He does not consider moral vimie in general with one of its 

species and then consider the remaining species. It indeed seems reasonable to consider the 

genus (or quasi genus) and then al1 the species one by one (as Aristotle does, for example in 

natural philosophy. first examining motion in general, and then the kinds of motion); not the 

genus with one species and then the remaining species. 

We can, however, suggest several reasons for Aristotle's way of proceeding here. First 

of dl, both Analytics teach analysis (resolution into pnnciples) and therefore how to get to 

certitude. Now. when its object is a syllogism, this judgment depends on a resolution in both 

form and matter. Indeed, before reason c m  be sure that the conclusion of a syllogism is 

necessady true. it must consider separately two things: Does the conclusion follow 

necessarily from the prernises? And are the premises necessarily me? Seeing this, one better 

understands that the considerations of the syllogism and of demonstration are not entirely 

separate. 

Moreover. as both Ammonius and Alexander explain in the proemia at the beginning of 

their commentaries on the Pnor Analytics, the entire consideration of the syllogism is ordered 

6 Nonetheless, the earlier traces of this distinclion are in the commentary of Alexander on the fint book of 
Pnor Analytics. See Ross 1957, 1; Tredennick 1989,2; Brunschwig 1989,495. 

Foi a discussion of the arguments in favor of considering the Sophisticd Rejürationr as the ninth book of 
tfie Topics, see Brunschwig 1967, xvii-xx; Smith, 1997, xvi, xxxiv, xxv, 

See Berti 1970.33. 



to demonstration, which is its most perfect species-the K U  P i i) T a~ O t T O v 
uu h ho y i o v  6 v , says Aiexander (In Top. 15.24-25)? Without wishing to go into greater 

depth in this difficult question, it is noteworthy that in logic there seems not to be a comrnon 

consideration wherein one act is ordered to another. This is seen in the first division of the 

whole of logic into three parts, corresponding to three acts of reason (understanding what a 

&jing is, understanding the enie or the false, and reasoning). Since the fust act is ordered to the 

second, and the second, to the third, there is no common consideration of the three acts. That 

is, there is no book about what is common to the three acts of reason. And that would also be 

the case in the division of the third act. 

One could ask why it is that when. in the Prior Analytics, Aristotle takes up the pnus  

syllogism at the sarne tirne as its most perfect species, demonstration, he aiso presents the 

other forms of reasoning (induction. example, etc.). The reason is that however economical 

Aristotle may have sought to be. he still had to consider the forms that decline frorn the 

perfection of the genus in order to understand it adequately. So we must not take the length of 

the Prior Analytics as a sign of its autonomy . 

Besides, there are other places where Aristotle does not consider the general by itself 

before the particular. Let us recall the considerations of noun and verb in the D r  

Interpretatione and those of tragedy and epic in the Poetics. Aristotle in fact defines tragedy 

and epic without defining what they have in cornrnon separately. Indeed, if drama is a genus, 
Aristotle has no separate consideration of it. And noun is first defined, and then verb, rather 

than name or word first as common to both. But what is comrnon to both cornes out in seeing 

the difference of the second from the first. The Analytics is not exactly like this. for Aristotle 

does define syllogism in common before he defines demonstration.10 Nevertheless, the 

consideration of demonstration is put together in the same book or books. 

Brunschwig 1989. 495 says. 'Le texte montre (...) qu'aux yeux d'Aristote. cet ensemble [An. pr. and An. 
post.1 constituait une unitd, au moins à partir du moment où la demiiire main y a étd mise, et que son sujet 
proprement dit Ctaic la dtmonstration, le syllogisme n'&nt €tudi& en principe, qu'en sa qualité de genre dont 
la démonstration est l'espèce la plus intdressante' . 

l0 Aristotle announces in AA Pr. 1 44.2526-31. that he is going to treat the syllogisrn before treating 
dcmoastration because of its more general character: Ü O T E  P O U  82 ~ E K T  É O V  ITC p i  
tino6cj~cwc. nporcpov S i  n c p i  ouhhoyicrpoû ~ W ~ T E O V  n ~ p i  
6 n o 8 c i ~ ~ o c  812 T& ~ a 0 6 k o u  pâhhov & a i  r6v  ouhhoyiaci6v- & 
yàp  h6SriEic oukhoyicr~6c T L C ,  8 uuAkoyi0~8~  62 06 nâç 8 n 6 8 t l ~ ~ c .  



It would seem that the case that interests us is closer to that of the Poetics than to that of 
the De Interpretatione. The reason for proceeding in the Poetics in the manner described 

seems to be that the other forms, such as epic, have a tendency to move towards tragedy, just as 
demonstration is the goal of other forms of reasoning. Thus. just as in the Poetics the 

consideration of what is cornmon to tragedy and epic is found in the consideration of tragedy, 

and tragedy is higher than epic, so the consideration of the form of the syllogism, which is 

common to demonstration and diaiectical syllogism, would be attached to the consideration of 

the higher form. demonstration (although in a separate book). 

Having said this about Aristotle's own division of his treatises on the syllogism. what 

c m  we Say about the two divisions that we find in the tradition? The division into two is 
certainly useful for helping us to understand one aspect of the relations between the study of 

the forms of reasoning and the diverse subject matten in which these forms take flesh. But the 

division into three seems to f i t  better Aristotle's own division. In the division into two, the 

doctrine of the An. pr. would be distinguished from that found in the Posterior Analytics, as 

the genus is distinguished from the species and the fom of argument from the various matters 

in which it can be realized. But Aristotle clearly joined the teaching of the Prior Analytics with 

that of the Postenor Analytics. Thus, not only does the division into three have the advantage 

of respecting Aristotle's grouping of the Analytics, but it allows us to at least see a reason for 

it (the fxst of those suggested): 

Pars autem Logicae. quae primo deservi t processui. pars Iudicativa dicitur. 
eo quod iudiciurn est cum certitudine scientim. Et quia iudicium certum de 
effectibus haberi non potest nisi resolvendo in prima principia, ide0 pars 
haec Analytica vocatur, idest resolutoria. Certitudo autem iudicii, quae per 
resolutionem habetur, est. vel ex ipsa fonna syllogisrni tantum. et ad hoc 
ordinatur liber Priorum analyticomm, qui est de syllogismo simpliciter; vel 
etiam cum hoc ex materia, quia sumuntur propositiones per se et 
necessariae, et ad hoc ordinanir liber Posteriomm analyticorum. qui est de 
syliogismo demonstrativo. (Aquinas. In Post. Anal. ##6) 

Nor is there any doubt that the division into three respects Aristotle's division into two, 

from which it only diffea by king more precise; by omitting a subdivision we in fact get the 

same division into two. 

Attendendurn est autem quod actus rationis similes sunt, quantum ad 
aüquid actibus naturae. Unde et an imitatur naturam in quantum potest. In 
actibus autem naturae hvenitur triplex diversitas. In quibuscumque enim 
natura ex necessitate agit, ita quod non potest deficere. in quibusdam vero 
natura ut frequentius operatur, licet quandoque possit deficere a propiio 
actu. Unde in his necesse est esse duplicem actum; unum, qui sit ut in 
pluribus, sicut cum ex sernine generatur animal perfectum; alium vero 
quando nawa deficit ab eo quod est sibi conveniens, sicut curn ex semine 



generatur aliquod monstrum propter comptionem alicuius principii. 
(Aquinas, In Post. Anal. #5) 

I would even Say that Aristode sometimes approaches very close to the precision of the 

division into three. In the Sophisticul Refutations, fust* he divides into four: 

And then after having described each of these types of arguments entering into a discussion, 

he b ~ g s  them together into t h e  treatises: 

E ~ P T ) T Q L ,  TTEP? 8; TOV ~ I ~ ~ E K T I K Ô V  K ~ I  ~ E L P C X U T I K ~ V  É V  
iihhoic- n ~ p i  8; rôv ~ ~ O V I O T L K G I V    ai ~ ~ L O T I K O V  V Û V  
h é y o u e v .  (%ph. el. 2.165b8-11)12 

DIVISION OF THE TOPICS INTO THE PROEMIUM (1, CHAPTERS 1-3) AND THE 

TREATISE (1, CHAPTER 4-VIII)  

The first division of the Topics is into the proemium and the treatise. Let us start, then. 

by Iooking at each. 

THE PROEMIUM 

The ~roerniuml3 to the Topics (and to the Sophistical Refutations as well) is found in 

Book 1. Chapters 1-3. lOOa18- 10 1b 10. It can be divided into three parts. The first of these is 

l l 'Of arguments used in discussion there are four kinds. didactic. dialectical. examination-arguments and 
contentious arguments.' Forster translation 

12 'Demonsuative arguments have been veated in the Anolyrics, and dialectical arguments and examinations 
have been dealt with elsewhere. Let us now deûl with cornpetitive and contentious arguments.' Forster 
translation 

l3 The word n p o o i p i o v  is formed from n p 6  (befon) and frorn ofCioç (road). Thur, n p o o i ~ i o v  
says, 'placed at the beginning', but yet still indicating the road, that is, what paves the way. The purpose then 
of the proemium is to iay out the road for us fiom the beginning, and that is why it is placed iit the start, My 
choice of 'proemium' is dictated by a desire to kecp its full philosophical meaning, and to avoid the more 
poetical or rhetorical sense of the modem uses of the word, as well as the mbiguities of such wotds as 
'preface', 'prologue', 'foreword', 'introduction*, etc.) which do not necessarily indicate those elements essential 
tu a proemium, narnely ibe things to bc seen and the order. (An introduction, for example, should show us the 



Chapter 1. which constitutes the up68cots T ~ S  npay p a ~ e i a s .  The second part is 
Chapter 2 and concems apbs a6m TE  ai ~ i v a  X ~ $ D L F O S  rrpaypareia. The 

third part is Chapter 3 and is about the perfect possession of the method (pi80 80s ). Here is 

how Alexander starts his cornmentary: 

Albert divides the Topics more explicitly into a proernium. which treats 'de his qi 

praemittenda sunt' beginning with the purpose, and then the treatise (In Top. 235b). Then, 

staning into Chapter 3, he says: 

Sequens autem ecit his quae prooernialiter dicta sunt, dicere ad quot et quae 
negotium hoc sit utiie: in hoc enim finitur pars prooernialis. (In Top. 246a) 

But he also considers Chapter 3 to be a part of this preliminary consideration since he 

cornrnents on it before concluding concrrning those things which have been said 'in the 

manner of a proernium' (prooemialiter). What Albert calls a 'proernium', Pacius narnes a 

'na  de ta dialectica'. It includes. as does the proemium of Albert and ours, the three first 

chapter of Book 1 : 

Primi libri tres sunt principes partes. Nam tria prima capita continent 
premunitiones seu na &c fa v dialeciicarn, id est, subiecturn dialecticae cap. 
1. utilitatem cap. 2. & rationern cognoscendi perfectum dialecticum cap. 3. 
(In Top. 35 1 a) 

Maunis puts the same text into a proemium, with this difference that he puts together in one 

chapter what has been passed on to us as Chapten 2 and 3 ( In Top. 391#12). Many Modems 

way into sornethng, but does not necessarily show the elements of a proemium, and may well show other 
things that are not part of the latter.) The division into proernium and treatise is very common in Aristotle's 
works and the reasons are sirnilar; it is always important to indicate the goal before starting. Thus, if not aii 
proemia contain the samc elemenu, the UKO H O C  or n p h  t o i ~  is always there. (For more details on how 
the Neo-Platonic school developed this idea and applied it to Aristotle's works, see Paul Moraux 1973,8 1 seq. 



have kept this division: Pickard-Cambridge (McKeon ed.) and Forster (Loeb ed.) classify the 

fust three chapters of Book 1 as an introduction. Bmnschwig calk them 'préliminaires'. 

DMSION OF THE TREAT~SE N O  THE SUBSTANCE OF THE METHOD (1, CHAPTER 4-VU) 
AND ITS USE IN DISCUSSION ( V i Q  

Now, what is the division of the treatise? The treatise has two parts. In the first part, 

Aristotle teaches the substance or the essence of the method itself: 

Whereas, in the second part, he shows how to use the method in discussion with another: 

 MET^ 62 ~ a û ~ a  m p i  T ~ € E O  t   ai nijg â r i  Z p o ~ â v  
~ E K T É O V .  8; U ~ ~ T O V  ~ C V  ~ P W T ~ ~ ( I T ~ C E ~ V  W É  h h o v ~ a  

l4 'Fint, then, we musc consider what our method consists of.' Smith translation 

15 This is the kind of undertaking thai is meant when one brings up the possibility of a discussion with 
oneself, as we shd1 see later. 

'Aher this we should diruss arrangement. that is. how one should ask questions. Fin& then. the pcnon 
who is going to be devising questions must find the location from which to attack; second, he must devise the 
questions, and arrange them individuaily, to himself; and only third and last does he ask these of someone else. 
Now, up to the point of finding the location, the philosopher's inquiry and the dialectician's proceed alike, but 
actually arranging these things and devising questions is unique to the dialectician. For al1 of that is directed at 
someone else. But the philosopher, or someone searching by himself, does not care if the 'premisses' through 
which his deduction cornes about are true and intelligible but the answerer does not concede them because they 
are close to the initial goal and he forcsees what is going to result; rather, the philosopher would in fact 



Book Vm bars  p~c ipa l ly  on the discussion with another whose good moral and inteiiectual 
disposition one is not sure of. and with whom one must use certain strategies to test. or quite 
simply to argue, shce ihis is the only way to proceed.17 

The beginning of Book Vm is very like the beg i~ ing  of Book Di of the Rhetoric : 

probably be eager for his daims ro be as intelligible and as close cco the initial goab  as possible. for it is 
from such that scientific deductions proceed.' Smith translation 

l 7  See Top. VI11 11.161b6-10 and 14.164b8-15. 

l8 'There are three things which require special attention in regard CO speech: fint. the sources of proofs; 
secondly. style: and rhirdly. the arrangement of the parts of the speech. We have already spoken of proofs and 
stated chat they are three in number. what is their nature. and why there are only three; for in al1 cases 
persuasion is the resuit either of the judges themselves k i n g  affected in a certain manner. or because they 
consider the speakers to be of a certain chancrer. or because something has been demonstrated. We have also 
swed the sources h m  which enchymemes should be derived-some of hem k i n g  special. the ochen general 
places. We have therefore next to speak of style; for it is not sufficient to know what one ought to Say, but 
one m u t  also know how to Say ii. and this largely contributes to making the speech appear of a certain 
character. in the fint place, following the naturai order. we investigated that which €mt presented itself-what 
gives chings themselves theu penuasiveness; in the second place. their arrangement by style; and in the thûd 
place. delivery which is of the greatest importance. but has not yet been treated of by any one.' Freese 
trruislation, slightly modified, 



In both places, Aristotle indeed recapitulates, saying that he must stiil consider the ways in 

which the premises rnust be disposedlg given the particular dispositions of the auditors: 

interrogata conclusione et loco unde arguendum est invento. tunc oportet 
eum formare interrogationes proponendas in forma, quibus magis 
efficiuntur concessibiles a respondente, et ordinare singula ad se invicem et 
ad seipsum, ut videat quo ordine magis sint concessibilia et vensùniliora ad 
concedendum. (Albert, In Top. 492a) 

La diversité des enjeux dialectiques appelle un talent aux multiples facettes. 
On le remarque déjà chez I'orateur: se munir de preuves, leur faire suivre 
l'intinéraire le plus avantageux. les moduler sur un ton qui les impose à 
l'auditeur engendrent des opérations assez irréductibles pour stimuler 
l'exercice d'une diversité équivalente de puissances. Celles-ci commandent 
au moins trois moments distincts dans l'élaboration d'une rhétorique: 
"C'est en premier ce qui vient en premier par nature qui a fait objet 
d'enquête: d'où les choses elles-mêmes tiennent-elles ce qu'elles ont de 
croyable? en second leur disposition quant B l'expression; en troisième, et 
comportant beaucoup de puissance, ce qui regarde l'action." (Rhét.. III. 1, 
1403b 15-2 1 .) Le dialecticien se compare de près à l'orateur. La méthode 
qui le dirige n'économise pas beaucoup plus facilement sur les parties 
intégrantes de son talent (...) le dialecticien ne mènera pas son opération à 
bon terme s'il ne tient pas compte. de manière très concrète, de 
L' interlocuteur singulier qu' il a devant lui. (Pelletier 199 1,75 1-2) 

Now, Anstotle himself says of this book of the Rhetoric, which considers not only the 

disposition. but also the style md the action, that it is less essential to this science (Rh. 1 

1.1354a11- l8).*0 The rhetorical method, moreover. presents many likenesses with dialectic?l 

as Aristotle himself a f fms  (Rh. 1 1.1354a). In both cases we have narural abilities perfected 

by methods that allow one to argue better, and which are not limited to some one particular 

genus (Rh. 1 2.1355b25). The two abilities for hiniishing arguments22 can argue to contraries 

(Rh. I 1.1355b29) and they make use of placesa (Rh. 1 2.1358a 10). and further, as we shall 

l9 Smith 1997. 20; 104 speaks of 'arrangement'. Aristotle thus ended Book n: hoinov 6; G~c'h%eîv 
ncpi  A ~ E E U C  uai T ~ E E O C .  

?O See Maunis. ln Top. 641#4. 

21 Sec De Pater 1968. 168-169. 

22 &UV t~ T L V ~  F TOÛ no p hxi h6y ouc ( ~ h .  I 2.1356a33). Besides. Aristotle stresses the 
likeness between the enthymeme and the syllogism. and between the example and the induction (Ka hz  6' 
Cveiruripa p i v  b q r o p i ~ 6 v  ouhkoyiup6v,  nap& q l i a  81 h a y o y f i v  
bq t O p i~fi V .  Rhetor. 1. 2, 1356M.). and. in order to enplain these, he refen to the de finitions that he gave 
of these more perfcct foms in the Topics (1, 1,  100a25 et 1, 12. 105a13)). Sec Rhetor. I,2. 1356a35 et seq. 

23 1 have chosen to keep the literal translation of r6 noc as 'place' for several reasons. Fit, rherc seem to 
be reasons for Aristotie's choosing this word, which in Grcek has the same meaning as 'place' in English. (It 



seerns that the word ~6 no C ,  taken in its logical sense, was not in current use before Aristotle. Brunschwig 
1967, xxxviii, n 1 notes that there are only a few examples to be found in hocrates, and with the rather vague 
sense of 'theme' or of 'subject' (whence, probably the translations of & o i  by 'topics'), giving to an 
oratorical development its main guidelines.) Now, keeping the English equivalent may help us to discover 
these reasons. Might it be that just as place in the physical sense is the 'immobile first limit of the 

3 8  

containing' (Ph. IV 4.212a20). so place in the logical sense contains arguments: €UTL y à p  
oroixcîov  ai &oc, C I <  Ô nokhà kv%u&ara Epnin-rci (Rh. II 26.1403a17). 
T 6 n É p i y p a cg 6 ~2 v p i o  p < v O ç, says Theophrastus (Alexander, In Top. 5.23). The arguments, 
therefore, are to be found in their places like natural things in theirs. Thus, as natural place is exterior to and 
independent of the body it contains ('it is nothing of the thing' (Ph. IV 4.2 10b34); 'it can Ieave it escape and it 
1s separable from it' (21 1a2)), so too the logical place is exvinsic and independent of the argument that it 
contains. For it is not a part of the argument any more than a determinate argument necessariIy exists 
following the use of the place, which contains potentially a multiplicity of arguments: 'Il n'est rien de 
l'argument, il est hors de lui et antérieur à lui, comme te lieu où vient à se placer une chose naturelle; il n'cst 
d'ailleurs normalement pas donné dans la discussion' (Pelletier 1991,287). Furthemore, like a physical place, 
the logical place is immobile and remains the same, whatever i t  contains. Contraries are attributed to 
contraries; definition and dqîned have the same subjects and anributes. These rire immobile and necessary mlcs. 
The ancient authors developed this analogy. The prernises of the arguments are 'in a place', Alexander tells us 
(In Top. 126.30-31). Cicero, whose terrninology was later adopted by the whole Latin tradition, put it thus: 
'Ut igitur eanim rerum quae absconditae sunt demonstrato et notato loco facilis inventio est, sic, cum 
pervcstigare argumentum aliquod volumus, locos nosse debemus; sic enim appellatae ab Aristotele sunt eae 
quasi sedes, e quibus argumenta promuntur. Itaque licet definire locum esse argumenti sedem' (Top. 2). 
Quintilian speaks of it in this fashion: 'Locos appel10 (...) sedes argumentorum, in quibus latent, ex quibus 
sunt petenda. Nam, ut in terra non omni generantur omnia, nec avem aut feram reperias, ubi quaeque nasci aut 
rnorari soleat ignanrs, et piscium quoque genera alia planis gaudent alia saxosis, regionibus etiam litoribusque 
discreta sunt, nec helopem nostro mari aut scanim ducas, ita non omne argumentum undique venit ideoque non 
passim quaerendurn est. Multus alioqui erro; est; exhausto labore, quod non ratione scrutabimur, non 
poterimus invenire nisi casu. At si scierimus, ubi quodque nascatur, cum ad locum ventum erit, facile quod in 
co est pervidebimus' (De lnsrirutione Oratorio V 10#20-22). Boethius also adoprs this definition of place as the 
natural seat of the diaIectical argument: 'Locus namque est (ut M. Tullio placet) sedes argumenti' (De 
differenriis topicis, 1185); 'Ac sicut locus in se corporis continet quantitatem. ita hae propositiones quae sunt 
maximae, intra se omnem vim posteriorum atque ipsius conclusionis consequentiam tenent' (De differenriis 
topicis, 1 186). And the scholastic tradition, among whom we find Fonseca, Garlandus and Toletus, is 
generally content with taking over this definition, often quite literaily. Today there are still many who draw 
their inspiration from this traditional description. But one recent trend seeks the right explanation in rt less 
fundamental sense of T ~ R O F :  the rnnemonic place. See Smith 1995, 61: 1997. xxvii: 1994, 147. There is 
cenainly a likeness between the way the mind discoven arguments and that by which memory rediscoven 
things previously known. Moreover, Aristotle himself refers to this in order to make manifest the usefulness 
of a good mastery of the dialectical places: 'You should also try to master those problerns under which other 
arguments most often fall. For just as in geometry it is useful to have gone through exercises with the 
elements, or as in ririthmetic having the multiplication table at your fingertips makes a great difference when 
figuring a multiple of some other number, so too in the case of arguments are having things at your fingertips 
when it comes to the starting-points and leaning premisses until they are on the tip of your tongue. For just 
as in the art of rernembering, the mere mention of the pIaces instantly makes u s  recall the things, so these will 
make us more apt at deductions through looking to these defined prcmisses in ordcr of enumeration' (Top. Vm 
14.163 b 19-32, Smith tram tation). Whence, 1 believe, translations such as 'common places' (Forster) and 
'comrnonpIace rules' (Pickard Cambridge), 'lieux communs' (ThionvilIe), But these are interpremions. Indeed, 
cornrnonplace is translated from the Latin locus cornmunis. It means 1) A passage of general application; 2) a 
notable passage entered for use in a cornmonplace book; 3) a cornmonplace book; 4) a statement commonly 
accepted; a stock theme; a platitude. (Oxford Universal Dict. 1955) Thus, these expressions apply to much 
more than the togical piaces. (Colli is to be found in this current of authors who do not retain the allusion to 
physical place, but he renders ~6 no i by a term. rchcmi which is still more absuaft than is the mnemonic 
place. See 1955,927.) Principally, however, 1 do not belicve that a reference to mnemonic places clarifies the 
nature of the dialectical place. These rnnemonic places consists in associating images of what one wishes to 
recall with other images, as Aristotle himself dcscribes it: 'it is possible to cal1 up mental picttues, as those do 



see, there are many indications of the fact that there must exist an element of the rnethod which 

in rhetoric plays the same role as the tool in dialectic. Both cari also reason tnily or only 

apparently (Rh. 1 1. M 5 b  15). 

Whence, it seems legitimate to think that as our division suggests, the eighth book of the 

Topics, which describes disposition. is less essential than the other seven. just as is book III of 

the ~hetoric .u  

Furthermore, Aristotie says explicitly that we must discover those proofs that belong to 

the rhetorical art: 

who employ images in mringing their ideas under ci mnemonic system' (De an. 111 3. 427b18-20) Thcse 
images are chosen in a very arbitrary way. Now, diaIectical places are formed from second intentions, which do 
not fall under imagination, and it is not just any that can be associated with the terms of an argument. Further, 
even authors favorable to the 'mnemonic malogy', such as Smith 1997. xxx see an order required by the 
predicables between the places of Books II to VII, whereas the order of the images in mnemonic places is not 
determined since the images themselves are not determined. Thus, Cicero says that, following the advice of 
Simonides, one ought to choose in thought some distinct locations, then form images of the things one wants 
to retain, then place these images in the locations. Then the order of the places will keep the order of the 
thinps: the images recdl the things themselves. ('Itaque iis, qui hanc partern ingeni exercerent, locos esse 
capiendos et ea, quae mernoria tencre vellent, effingenda animo atque in iis locis collocanda; sic fore. u t  
orciinem rerum locorum ordo conservaret, res autcm ipsris remm effigies notaret.' Orat. IL) Zt is, therefore, 
difficult to think that Anstotle. who devoted many chapters of his Physics to natural TO no 1. would have had 
in mind rules thanks to which one could order any old images indifferently when calling the sources of 
diaiecticai abundance ~ 6 n o i .  In any case, even if I find Pelletier too conciliatory towvds this interpretation, 1 
do agree that the heuristic-mnemotechnique affinity, even if this were the case, would not dispense us From 
returning to the physical place to understand the extension de r h o c  to the Iogical place. For if Aristotie had 
named the dialecticd place after the mnemonic one, it would still not follow that their name coincided with the 
name of the physical place by pure hornonymy. See Pelletier 1991, 285-290 and 1981, 55-60. Moreover, 
many translators in many Ianguages have kept this literal translation. See Brunschwig, as well as Smith's 
recent translation which generally uses 'place* or 'location'. 

24 This is what Waiu 1846.5 1 1 says of Book Vm: 'Reliquurn est, ut etiam ea exponat, quae, quarnquam non 
necessaria sint ad probandum quod velis, tarnen requinintur, ut disputatio et apte instituatur et rite procedat'. 
On the legitimacy of interpreting the method of the Topics in the Iight of the Rhetoric, see De Pater 1968, 
168-169, who affirms that, given the numerous likenesses between the two rnethods. 

*5 'As for proofs, some arc inanificial. othen anificial. B y the Former 1 understand al1 those which have not 
k e n  furnished by ourselves but were aiready in existence, such as witnesses, tortures, contracts, and the like; 
by the latter, al1 that can be constnicted by system and by our own efforts, Thus we have only to make use of 
the former, whereas we must invent the latter.' Freese translation. See Maunrs, In Rh 647#2. 



The means for carrying out this discovery are given in Books 1 and n. and he speaks about 

hem as means for abounding in arguments, just as he speaks about the tools and the places in 
the ~o~ics .26 Further yet, rhetoric, like dialectic, has, preceding the presentation of the means 

for abounding in proofs, certain general considerations laying out the natures of these proofs 

in which it will be a question of having in abundance. Indeed, between Rhetoric 1 Ch.? 

(depending on where one thinks the proemium ends), and 14 as in Topics 14-1 12, one fin& 
general considerations: a definition of rhetoric, of the believable ( ~ 6  n i%a v 6v); reflections 

on the nature of the enthymeme and of the exarnple, on the problem; as well as a division of 

the genera of rhetoncal subjects as, in the Topics, one finds a definition of dialectic, of the 

probable, of the syllogism and induction. of the problem, as well as a division of the premises 

and problerns. The place where Anstode most likely starts these general considerations in the 

Rhetoric is moreover very like the passage of the Topics where he begins considerations of the 
same type. One has only to compare the end of Chapter 1 of Book 1 of the Rhetoric 

(1355b2 1) to the beginning of Chapter 4 of Book 1 of the Topics. 

Thus, 1 think that 'discovery' would be the best way of descnbing the object of what is 

most essential in didectical method aiso. The Latin tradition seems moreover to have chosen 

this denomination.27 Indeed, according to Post-Aristotelian developments of the art, De Pater 

claims, in the three oratorical genera, the subject to be treated requires five operations, of which 

one. to find the propositions and the arguments on the subject, is called 'inventio'. Now, this is 

the natural place for the consideration of the tools and places: 

Le terme 'inventio', au sens que nous venons d'indiquer. n'a pas 
d'équivalent chez Aristote. Mais il va de soi que la chose elle-même se 
trouve chez lui: tout rhéteur doit savoir trouver les dlbments dont il compose 
son discours. Aussi y a-t-il, chez Aristote. des indications sur la façon dont 
il faut trouver ces éléments. En ce sens on peut parler d'une méthodologie 
aristotélicienne de l'inventio. (De Pater 1968, 169- 170) 

Besid es, when at the beginning of Book VIII Aristotle recapitulates what he has done up t 

this point, he himself speaks of Topics 1 4 through MI as about 'discovery'. Maurus begins 

2 6  A i  the end of Book II. Aristotle says: h i  6; 66 tpca k i v  "a€?. 
n p a y ~ a ~ ~ u e f i v a i  ncpi T O V  A O Y O Y ,  Un?p p i v  n a p a S ~ i y p 6 r w v  KU? 

27 See Boethius, Quintilian. Cicem. Se+ dso Pelletier 1979.7-8. 



his cornmentary to Book VIII by words that well describe how 1 also look at the division of the 

treatise into two parts (1 4411 versus Vm): 

Ad disputationem dialecticam duo sunt necessaria, quorum dterum ad 
inventionem, altemm ad dispositionem referri videtur. Primum, quod ad 
inventionem spectat est, ut Dialecticus habeat copiam argumentorum ad 
proposita problemata; secundum, quod ad dispositionem refertur, est, ut 
sciat ordinate interrogare ac respondere. Aristoteles igitur, postquam 
superioribus libris, exponendo locos, tradidit artem inveniendi argumenta, 
octavo et ultimo libro agit de modo ordinate interrogandi ac respondendi, 
adeoque tradit artem disponendi ac proponendi ea. quae fuennt inventa. 
(Maunis, In Rh. 538#1) 

Besides, the specificity and the more concrete context of Book VI11 are rather generally 
admitted. In one of the three versions of the beginning of his cornmentary to ths book, 

Aiexander says: 

Albert sees in Book VlII that part of diaiectic that consists in an iut whose ends are obviatio 
and exercitatio (In Top. 491). According to Pacius. Book VIII treats of the practice, but no 
longer of the inventio (ihis is also a part of what Pacius calls the 'practical part' of didectic). 
According to him, Book VIII is concerned with the dispositio, the interrogatio , the responsio 

and the exercitatio : 

Hoc enîm opus tam theoriam q u m  praxim dialecticam contînet. Theoriae 
duae sunt partes. Prior pnncipia quaedam declarat, quorum expositionem 
vocare possumus na i 8 c i UV dialec ticam. posterior materia.cn dialecticae 
explanat. Praxis autem inuentione~, dispositionem, interrogationem, 
responsionem, & exercitationem comprehendit. (...) Haec igitur omnia his 
übris Topicis continennir, niminun primo libro na 6 c  ka dialectica, matena 
dialecticae, & -menta inuent ia :  secundo autem libro & sequentibus 



usque ad octauum loci didectici: & octauo, qui Liber ultimus est, dispositio, 
interrogatio, responsio, & exercitatio. (In Top. 35 1)28 

To the degree that Pacius also speaks about a large part of what we have called the 

'essential of the method' and 'the discovery'29 in terms of discovery-the inventio that he 

mentions coven Book 1, Chapter 13 through Book VII-he seems close to Our position. But 

the others also. Alexander speaks of a method of discovery to designate the places.30 One 

fmds inquisitiu in Albert and inventio in M a w s .  

Pelletier. whose division of the treatise according to the integrai parts of the method that 

it presents 1 have followed, also divides discovery, an essential part of the method going from 1, 

Chapter 4 through VI1 against disposition (VILI), a part more accessory but still necessary.31 

If in the other Modems we do not fmd such a divisiondiscovery versus disposition-we still 

do find the idea of a practice to which Book VLü is ordered. Le Blond 1939,23 says that it is 

the most practical book; Brunschwig 1989. 500 affirms that Book VIII is an 'appendice' 

containing the 'règles de la pratique dialectique'; Forster entitles it 'The Practice of 

Dialectics' . 

Division of Discovery into its Object (1' Chapters 4-12) and into The Means for Assuring 

Abundance of Discovery (I, Chapter 13- VII) 

28 Sea also 455 and Maums, In Rh. 39%) 6. 

29 The whole part chat we divided against Book WU (as Books 1 and CI of the Rheroric against Book iiI) would 
be concerned with discovery. But, as it is normal to determine what it is that one is seeking to regulate the 
discovery of, this part is subdivided into two parts of which the first and shoner one is on the nature of 
dialecticai arguments, and the second, longer, on the means for discovering abundancly. We wili corne back to 
this later. 

Sec Pelletier 199 1. 25 1-3. Among ohers: 'Une autre prdoccupation affleure ensuite h la conscience 
dialectique: on n'a pas toujours facilement quelque chose a dire. on éprouve souvent de la difficulté à 
sdlectionner les voies offertes B l'attaque. (...) le besoin est si grand, la ddcouverte de l'attaque est tellement 
capitale qu'on finit par souhaiter lui procurer une assistance méthodique. Aristote en fait, quant h lui, la 
préoccupation la plus essentielle de la mdthode. Elle seule satisfaite, il croirait dejà avoir répondu à l'exigence 
d'une methode pour former le dialecticien; quand, ailleurs, il est à former l'orateur, il classe comme accessoire 
tout ce qui sort & la dkouverte des preuves' (252-3). 



We can also divide the substance of the method between the distinction of the parts of 

dialectical argument (1, Chapters 4- 12)- necessary for understanding the distinction and 

usefulness of the tools and places-and how we will be able to abound in these parts (1, 
Chapter 13411). Now, there are composing parts-the rernote (Chapters 4-9) and the 

proximate (Chapters 10- 1 1)-and subjective parts (Chapter 12). Finally, we will divide the 

aforesaid means for abounding into the four tools (1, Chapters 13- 18) and the places for which 

the tools are use ful (II-VII) .32 

To determine the'position of our authors as to the division of the substance of the 

rnethod and of the means for abounding, we will have to examine their wntings on two kry 

texts of the Topics, which certainly ought to be looked at by those who are interested in the 

tools. 

Aristode begins Chapter 4 thus: 

h 6 ~ o i p c v  n p à c  n6oa   ai noîa   ai ;K T ~ V W V  o i  hOYoi,   ai 
3/ 

nWc r o C i ~ o v  ~ i ; n o p f i o o ~ e v ,  E X O L ~ E V  âv i ~ a v ô c  TO 
I T P O K F ~ ~ C V O V .  (Top. I ? . l o l b l  1-131J3 

Alexander, claiming ihat he has said what is necessary to know about dialectic, namely. its 

purpose and its difference from the other syliogistic methods, its uses, as well as the perfection 

it aims at, declares that he must still treat of the constituent elements of the essence of didectic 

(In Top. 34.9-12). Now, this seerns to imply a study of the nature of the arguments. Indeed. 

the n p o ~  noua  ai noia of Aristotle is understood by him. as by dl the commentators. 

as we shall see, to be involved with the problems (the conclusions to be reached) and the C K  
r fv o v , with the prernises: 

32 Like Albert and Smith. 1 have indeed chosen the interpretation of Topics I 18.108b33 according to which 
the tools are said to be useful for the places. But it should be noted that that is only one possibility, for r Ù 
h c ~ % h a  can refer to the fvst book of the Topics as a whole, without specifically referring to the (001s. 
This is Alexander's and Bruwchwig's opinion. 

33 'Fint, dien, we must consider what our meihod consists of. Now, if we undentood the number and kinds of 
things that arguments are about, what they are made of, and how we are to be equipped to deal with these, then 
we would have a sufficient grasp of our proposed subject.' Smith ûanslation 



But the knowledge of the essence of dialectic seems to imply for Alexander, as it does for us, 

not only a study of the nature of the arguments, but also of the means for procuring dialectical 

arguments. And at this point, he has already divided the means for procuring an abundance of 

arguments into two-tools and places (In Top. 35.25). 

Starting his commentary to Chapter 4. Albert affirms that having treated of what should 

corne before the doctrine proemiaiiter, he must now move on to the doctrine itsrlf and 

consider first what the method cornes from ('ex quibus est methodus'). Now bis means for 

Albert. as it did for Alexander, a consideration of the nature of the problems and propositions, 

as well as of the means for abundance (In Top. 250). We c m  note this difference between 

Albert and Alexander, that whereas the latter fmt places more accent on the tools as means for 

having an abundance but also mentions the places, Alben only mentions the places at this point 

(250). But he proposes nght away an interesting explanation of the signification of the 

expression that Aristotle makes the goal of the second step: abundance of arguments 

( ~ h o p f i a o p ~ v  ~ 6 y w v ) :  

Abundantia autem est in multinidine sive multiplicatione mediorum. vel ad 
omnia vel ad singula problemata. (Albert, In Top. 225b) 

Like Alexander and Albert, Pacius considers that what dialectical arguments are about 

are problems and what they proceed from are propositions (In Top. 353). And as is the case 

for his two predecessors. according to Pacius, Aristotle starts Chapter 4 by announcing that he 

will devote hunself not oniy to a consideration of the nature of the problems and propositions, 

but also to a study of the cause of theu discovery-ratio inuentionis. At ihis point, Pacius also 

distinguishes the tools from the places. He indeed says that the second step of the 

34 Aristotle in fact gives answers to these two questions (kt S v  oi h&oi (what are die constituent 
elemenü of arguments?) and npk  noua rai no'ia (how many subjects. or more precisely 
conclusions, for argument are there and which are rhey?) himself in lines 15-16: r b o v t a  i y6 P 
oi k o y o i  f u  T ~ V  ~ P O T ~ O I O V .  n c p \  bv 62 oi o u ~ ~ o y ~ o ~ o i .  

npo$ h i v a T h  k t .  It is clear that the premises are the answcr to the question ZE 7 v ;  the problems. 
the answer to the question n p6 ç noîa. 



consideration of what makes up the method that Aristotle has assigned as his goal in the 

beginning of Chapter 4 starts with Chapter 13 and ends with the end of Book W. But for h m ,  
the tools are part of a general art of discovery; the places, of a special art of discovery (In Top. 

35 1; 353). Like the others, Maums subdivides that part of the method devoted to discovery 

and preceding the consideration of the disposition, and he uses the same word as Pacius 

(invenire) to express the object of the second step, which he describes, as does Pacius. as an 
art for discovering dialectical reasons (In Top. 39#1). (It is only, however, in his cornrnentary 

on Chapter 13 that it will become evident that for him too the consideration of the tools marks 

the beginning of the study of the way of discovering (In Top. j06).) In addition, for Maunis, 

as for the other commentaton, the two expressions by which Aristotie describes the fust step 

designate the propositions and the problems respectively. 

The division of the essential of the method or of discovery is less uniform among the 

Modems. For example, Forster puts Chapters 4 to 10 together, as did the Ancients, under the 

title 'Subjects and Materials of Discussion'; and Chapter 13 through Book VTI, Chapter 5. 

under the title 'The Provision of Arguments'. Pickard Cambridge does likewise. Brunschwig, 

however. puts under the heading 'Éléments constitutifs de la méthode dialectique' Chapters 4 

to 18 of Book I and calls 'Topique proprement dite' Booh II to W. omitting to divide, as we 

do, Aristotle's consideration of the parts of the diaiectical argument against bat of the mems 

for procunng an abundance of arguments. Bmnschwig thus ends up dividing the tools against 

the places before even having grouped them. Now. since there are few mnning commentaries 

on the Topics arnong the Modems, we have less indication than we have for the Ancients that 

they might have seen cleariy a division of the means of abundance. Pelletier does. however: 

Il faut donc maintenant aborder l'examen des sources heuristiques et 
chercher comment Aristote rend compte de l'efficacité du dialecticien A 
découvrir ses principes d'attaque. Par queiles opérations, par quels moyens 
spontanés ou méthodiques, à son avis, le dialecticien s'assure-t-il de ne 
jamais être pris de court dans la discussion du moins tant que la position 
suggérée se prête à quelque attaque? Comment se découvre une attaque? 
Comment maintient-on une attaque abondante contre toute position? A quoi 
discerner aisément les endoxes pertinents il tout problème proposé? Aristote 
a cru répondre adéquatement à ces questions et régler suffisamment les 
efforts du dialecticien en lui fournissant des 'op y a v a et des 6 no 1. C'est 
d'ailleurs à indiquer que telle est leur fonction que se résume ce qu'il dit de 
génerai sur les instruments et les lieux. Tout ce qu'il ajoute à cette définition 
par l'utilité concerne tel instrument ou tel lieu particuliers. Ainsi dit-il, 
comme premiere et derniiire phrase du traité de l'instrument, que celui-ci 
assure l'abondance des arguments. ( 199 1,252-253) 

And if Waitz is not very clear about Chapter 4 of Book 1 starting a special step, he is so in 

respect to what starts Chapter 13: 



Ad quae potissimum capita respiciendum sit. ut syllogismi in disputando 
nobis suppeditent, exponitur. (449) 

Furthemore, we see that he does make the distinction between tools and places for having 

arguments in quantity : 

De locis. unde petenda sint argumenta ex quibus evincas quod velis (...). egit 
lib. II-VII. (Waitz 1846.5 1 1) 

At the end of Chapter 9, Anstotle has a conclusion that recalls what he proposed at the 

start of Chapter 4: 

But here he appean to be dividing more explicitly the act of discovery into wuys of seizing 

[the premises] (n; c 82 hq w 6 ~€69: the tools) and means for abounding [in arguments] 
(Si' G v  d n o  pfiaop~v: the pIaces).36 

Here also it is clear that Alexander considers the tools as means for having an 
abundance. They serve for obtaining dialectical prernises. he says, which in tum serve for 

dialectical arguments (In Top. 68.2-9). Now we c m  understand especially that according to 

him. the step devoted to the discovery of the arguments begins with Chapter 13, but that 

Chapters 10-12 are presupposed to it. In words that recdl those of Aristotle in Metaphysics 

Beta, Alexander, at the beginning of his commentary to Chapter 10. explains in fact that since it 

is necessary to know the things for whose discovery one is seeking a method, it is necessary to 

know the nature of the premises that one has to get and the problerns to be inquired into (68.9- 

13). And in Chapter 12. he explains the necessity of distinguishing the kinds of dialectical 

reasoning by the same reason; it is for them that the tools diat we are about to study will be 

usehl (85.26-28). 

35 'Tbese. then. are the number and variety of things arguments are about and are made from. How we are to 
obtain them, and the means by which we are to be equipped to deai with hem, must be explained next.' Smith 
translation 

36 Bninschwig 1967. 14n2, who sees a close connection between the verb lambanein and the prernise-we 
shall corne back to this-has another interpretation. According to him. with nÔ C 81 h r ( ~ o p t % a ,  
Aristotle is announcing Chapter 10, devoted to the diaiecticai premise, rather than the considerations of the 
tools in Chapters 13- 18. These latter considerations are announced, according to Brunschwig, with the words 
61' 6v C ~ T T O ~ ~ O O ~ ~ U .  



Starting with his commentary to the end of Chapter 9. it becomes evident that Albert 

considers that the second step announced in Chapter 4 wiil begin with the tools and, therefore, 

that they too are means for having an abundance. Also? we can then understand that he thinks it 
is necessary to have seen beforehand from what complex objects and about which of them 

dialectical arguments wiii proceed. As a matter of fact, up to now we have only seen the simple 

ones nom which and about which they will proceed: 

Unde cum non sint nisi decem praedicamenta. et in omnibus istis ista 
quatuor sunt praedicata, et non plura: patet quod omnia de quibus (hoc est, 
ad quae) et ex quibus materialibus et integralibus simplicibus principüs sunt 
disputationes sive argumentaiiones dialecticae, haec et tanta sunt dicta (...) 
Quomodo autem sumemus ea ex quibus ut complexis est methodus, et 
quomodo faciemus ea in communi per quae facile poterimus habere 
methodum, post haec deinceps dicendum. Per quae autem facile poterimus 
habere methodurn, infra docebimus quando dicemus instrumenta hujusmodi 
syllogismi diaiectici. (Albert, In Top. 265b) 

Chapters 10-1 1 are therefore, for Alben as for Alexander. presupposed for the study of the 

tools, because parts of the study of the composition of arguments. But Albert explains more 

clearly the difference between the considerations of Chapten 4-9 and those of Chapters 10- 1 1 

by a distinction between remote integral parts and proximate ones, as we also do. Also, it is by 

the distinction between integral and subjective parts that he explains the difference between 

what is said in Chapters 4- 1 1 and in Chapter 12: 

Habitis autem jam principiis incomplexis et complexis integralibus 
ratiocinationis dialecticae, nunc determinandum est de partibus ejus 
subjectivis, in quas ut in species dividitur ratiocinatio dialectica. 
Determinatis enim his quae ut complexa et incomplexa integrando 
constituunt ratiocinationem dialecticam, oportei determinare quot et quae 
dialecticamrn ratiocinationum sunt species. (Albert, In Top. 273a) 

For Pacius as for Aiben, Chapters 10 and 11 are there to complete the study of the 

material that Aristotle took up in Chapters 4-9, and are presupposed to the study of discovery 

that starts in Chapter 13. Then Anstotle is still considering the matter of the arguments, but as 

composed in the proposition and the problem. That is indeed how Pacius concludes his 
explanations of Chapter 9: 

Concludit se exposuisse id quod proposuit initio cap. 4 id est materiam 
disputationum dialecticarum, unde ait expiicandurn relinqui, quomodo illius 
materiae ac disputationum copiam habere possimus. (In Top. 357#4) 

And he begins Chapter 10: 

Hactenus generaliter exposuit rationum et disputationum dialecticarum 
materiam, id est, quatuor illa attributa, et decem categorias, ex quibus 



propositiones et probletnata consiciuntur: deinceps utens ordine 
compositivo. agit in hoc capite de propositionibus, et in sequentibus cap. de 
problematibus. (Pacius. In Top. 357) 

As for Maunis. just like Albert and Pacius, he sees the difference between remote integral parts 

and proximate ones as explaining the difference in the considerations of Chapters 4-9 and of 

10- 1 1 (In Top. 4O2# 1). And, like them. for Maurus it is the difference between integral and 

subjective parts which explains the difference in the considerations of Chapters 1- 1 1 and 12 

(405; 39 l-392#13). 

Now we are going to examine Smith's position in respect to the division of the 

discovery and of the means for abundance. He has come to the sarne conclusion as 1 have, 

holding that the essential of the method or the discovery involves two parts: 

101bl1-16 [chap. 41. "what our method consists of': as the close echoes 
of this sentence in 103b39-104a2 [chap. 91 show, there are two parts to this 
method. The first is a matter of classifying "what arguments are about" 
and "what arguments are made from"; Aristotle says at the end of 1.9 that 
he has accomplished this task. The next part of the task is to give the means 
through which we rnay be 'equipped to deal with these'. (Smith 1997'56) 

But whereas 1 place the beginning of the second part with Chapter 13, Smith believes it starts 

with Chapter 10. 1 think this is partiy because he cioes not distinguish, as I do, between the 

remote parts and subjects (predicables) and the irnmediate parts and subjects (premises and 

problerns) of the arguments. If he made the distinction. in fact, he would see that the dialecticai 

premises and problems must be considered parts of what 'classiQ what arguments are about 

and what arguments are made from'. Moreover, Smith doesn't take account here, nor offer 
any explanation of the fact that ihese sentences of Chapter 9 by which he says Aristotie 

finishes the first step and which announce the beginning of the second are more or less 

repeated at the begiming of Chapter 1337: 

103b39-104a2 [chap. 91. At 101b11-13 [chap. 41 Anstotle said that it would 
be sufficient for his purposes to explain what arguments are about, what 
they are made of, and how we may be equipped to deal with them. As these 
lines note, L4-9 accomplish the fist two of these tasks (by giving a system 
for classifying premisses and problems). It remains to Say how we are to be 
"equipped to deal" with these. Some interpreters suppose that the "means 
by which" is the four "instruments" Aristotle discusses in 1.13-18 (cf. 
108b32, which refers retrospectively to "the tools by means of which 
deductions come about"). In that case, we s hould expect 1.10- 12 to explain 

3 7 ~ 9  &v o6v y f v q  ncpi E v  t r  o i  ~ 6 y o i    ai ;e O u  ~ a ~ P n c p  ËCLTTOOBEV 
~ t p q ~ a i  8 i o p h i 1  (Top. 1 13.105a20-21). 



"how we are to obtain" something, but that is not what we find. 
Brunschwig nevertheless sees a reference to premisses in the verb "obtain" 
[see Top. 1, 9, 104al-2 and Smith translation, p. 81 and supposes that 
Anstotle is referring to the discussion of premisses in 1.10. A better 
solution, 1 think, is suggested by the end of Book W: 'The locations, then, 
by means of which we shall be equipped to ded with each of the problerns 
have been enumerated with reasonable adequacy." Jt is therefore thc 
contents of Books IT-VI1 that  ive "the means bv which" we have aq 
areumentative facilitv. But those contents are in tum useful onlv if we 
understand what memisses and oroblems are (1.10- 1 1 ). and Anstotle savs 
that the four "tools" are themselves to be used in connection with these 
locations (108b331. Aristotie is refemng here, then, to everything that 
follows through the end of Book W. (Smith 1997,77) 

Thus, not only does Smith think that the second part of the method starts in Chapter 10, but 

that Chapters 10-12 are there because the knowledge of the nature of the premises and 

problems is necessary for investigating the means for abundance of arguments. which for him 
are only the places, and Chaptea 13- 18 are there because they are presupposed to the places. 

n 

Now, given the statement in 18.108b32 (TO p b  o h  g p y a v a  61' hv o i  
ou A ho muai T ~ Û T  ' t  UT^ 3S) which refers retrospectively to the tools, objects of 

Chapters 13-18, and given the sentence with which Aristotle begins his consideration of the 

tools in 13. 105a21-22 ( T P  8'  xpyava  81' &v ~ h o ~ $ u o ~ e v  T O V  u ~ h h o y i u ~ O w  
h i  T É T T O ~ ~ ~ ) ,  to assert that the means for abounding in arguments are only the places 

is a strange position. We could also add as an argument Aristotle's consideration of the 

usefulness of the tools in Chapter 18. Indeed, even if they are used in conjunction with the 

places, it is clear that they are still tools for getting dialecticai arguments. 

It is true that the knowledge of the nature of the premises and problems is necessary for 

investigating the means for abundance of arguments. But Smith neglected two things. Not 

only is the definition of dialectical premise and problem necessary for understanding the 

distinction of the places in Books II-W. but the distinction of dialectical arguments (Chapter 

12). and the earlier distinction of definition, property, genus and accident also are. And these 
three distinctions are not only necessary for understanding the places, but also for seeing why 

the four tools are usefui. 

38 'niese, then. are the tools by means of which syllogisms corne about' 

39 The tools by means of which we will abound in syllogisms are four' 



Indeed, if one did not know that induction is a dialecticai argument, for example, one 

would not see one reason why the tool of likeness is useful. if one did not see the importance 

of the problem of definition and the connected importance of same and other, one would not 

understand why the third and fourth tools are so usehil in dialectic because they are both 

usefùl in deffing, and the thkd tool in seeing same and other. And if one did not know what a 
diaiectical premise was, one could hardly understand the tool's necessity and usefulness for 

abounding in dialecticai arguments. So Chapters 4 through 12 are necessary to see the 

usefulness of both the tools and the places. Nonetheless, Smith mentions only the usehilness 

of Chapten 10 and 1 I and he does so solely in view of the places. 

At the beginning of Chapter 13, Aristotie recdls what he had already done (in the first 

sentence 105a20-21) and what he is about to consider in the rest of Book 1 (in the b e g i ~ i n g  

of the second sentence lOSaî 1-22). Although Aristotle does not make explicit the distinction 

between remote and proximate parts in saying what he has done. the juxtaposition of these two 

sentences here clearly lends authonty to the reason given above for dividing Chapters 4-12 

against Chapters 13- 18 rather than dividing Chapten 4-9 against what cornes after in Book 1. 

That Smith seems to think that the means for abundance of arguments are only the 

places explains to some extent his way of dividing the book. Thinking the consideration of the 

four tools is not yet a consideration of part of how we can abound in dialectical arguments, he 

does not at least see the sarne significance in dividing Chapters 13- 18 against Chapten 4-9, 

which he thinks covers the whole first step described by Aristotle. Whence he divides 4-9 

against Book II and what follows. while still trying to find reasons to anach to this last member 

Chapters 10 to 18. 

But Aristotle's words at the end of Book VII (155a37-38) only indicate that he has 

completed the consideration of the places through which we can abound in arguments for each 
problem. It does not deny what he says (at the beginning of Chapter 13, Book 1) about taking 

up in Chapten 13-18 of Book 1 the tools through which we can abound in syllogisms. 1 

therefore do not see any reason to rehise the titie of 'means for abounding in arguments' to the 

instruments and to reserve it exclusively for the places. 

Nonetheless, when he comrnents Chapter 13, Smith becomes less clear as to whether & 

considea the insmiments that he said were presupposed by the places, which are the means of 

king  equipped with deductions, k i n g  thernselves such means. Indeed, he gives the 

impression that he considea the tools thernselves to be means: 



105a2 1-33 [chap. 131. At L4, 101b11- 13, Aristotle said that an adequate 
account of his dialectical "procedure" would state "the number and kinds 
of things that arguments are about. and what they are made of, and how we 
are to be supplied with these". He now tums to the last component of this, 
enumerating four "tools" (organa) by means of which we are to be 
equipped with deductions. (...) One thing missing from this list, and indeed 
not mentioned at al1 until the very last sentence of Book 1, is the 
"locations" or "places" (topoi) which have given the Topics its narne. 
(Smith 1997,87) 

The explanation that he then gives of place and of its relation to tool also gives the impression 

that he considers the tools to be means for abundance of arguments: 

Anstotle's dialectical art is to be a procedure for finding premisses that 
meet two requirements: (i) they will be conceded by our opponent and (ii) 
they will imply the conclusion we want to establish. To meet (i). we need to 
know what sorts of things our opponent will accept, whereas to meet (ii), we 
need to know what follows from what. A solution to the problem would 
result if we had a double system for classiQing propositions: fust as lists of 
opinions of different sorts of people, next as possible premisses for 
denving a given conclusion. Anstotle's method, as 1 reconstruct it, rests on 
just such a system of classification. First, he teils us in 1. 14 that we should 
compile lists of the opinions of various kinds of person. Next, in Books ii- 
VI of the Topics, he gives us "locations" (topoi) which consist of recipes 
for constructing arguments for various conclusions. (...) To use the method. 
we first determine our conclusion (which is simply the denial of the 
answerer's thesis). Then, using the collection of topoi, we find some 
premisses from which it would follow. Finally, we search for those 
premisses among the relevant collection of opinions. Once we have found 
them, al1 that remains is to present them to our opponent in an appropriate 
manner as questions (cf. VIII. i. 1555b4-7). (Smith 1997, 88) 

And this is how Smith begins the section on the places in his Introduction: 

These collections of endoxa will be useful for telling us whether Our 
opponent will accept any given premiss, but they will not of themselves tell 
us which premisses to put forward. This is the job of a second component 
of the dialectical art, one that is far more significant for the history of 
philosophy and logic. (Smith 1997, nxiv) 

Should we or should we not conclude that the tools are for Smith, dong with the places. means 

for abounding in arguments? This doesn't seem clear to me yet. After having explained his 
two ways of describing a place. Smith says: 

These locations and their uses are not yet the whole of Aristotle's dialectical 
method. since they only yield potentiaiiy useN premisses. To determine if 
they are acnially useful, Le. whether the answerer will assent to them. we 
shall next have to consult the relevant inventory of prernisses. And if our 
premisses survive this test, we shall then need to couch them in appropriate 
language and order them for presentation according to a good strategy. 
(Smith 1997, xxviii) 



It seems therefore that sornetimes Smith's conception cf dialectic makes of the tools a means 

for abounding in arguments, dong with the places. Other, less recent writings, increase this 

impression: 

1 believe it is enough to show how the combination of topoi and collections 
of endoxa, indexed in appropriate ways, would provide a method for 
success in dialectical argument generally . (Smith 1993,349) 

Must one undentand that the tools also serve for arguments? 

in any sort of dialectical argument, the questioner must constnict an 
ugument out of the answerer's responses. Success in this endeavor 
requires that the questioner put forward premises which satisfy two cntena: 
(1) the answerer must accept them. and (2) they must actually imply the 
desired conclusion. I think Anstotle gives a method in the Topics for doing 
just this. In outline, the method rests on two different systems for 
classifying premises. First, we are to assemble collections of premises 
which various types of person believe (...) The construction of these 
inventories of endoxa com~rises the first component of Aristotle's art. Its 
second component consisis of the ropoi, "hcations". from which the 
treatise takes its name, (...) But the method does not consist only of topoi, 
for it is not enough simply to obtain useful premises. We must also obtain 
useful premises whch our opponent wiii concede. That would be handled in 
mm by having available the inventories of endom, memorized and filed 
under the various subject headings. (Smith 1994, 145- 146) 

This passage here where he speaks about the first component of the art seems to indicate that 

Smith thinks that the instruments constitute one of the ways for abounding in arguments. But 

perhaps he is only speaking about the part of the art which he elsewhere says is devoted to 

how arguments are made and what they are about. 

Finaiiy, 1 think that it is not clear in which part of the method (that from whch and about 

which the arguments are made, and the ways to abound in arguments) Smith situates the tools. 

To conclude, 1 will give the division of the Topics schematicaliy according as 1 have 

presented it. This division has the advantage of allowing us to see an order. The reason the 

proemium cornes before the treatise is obvious. As to the division of the treatise. it is naturai to 

see what is essential to the method of discovery before what is more accessory. Now, why is 

there such an order between the two parts of what is essential to the method? The distinction of 

the parts of dialeciicd argument is necessary for undentanding the distinction and usefulness 

of the tools and places. Now, we generally distinguish composing parts before subject parts. 
Finally, Albert seems to touch upon the reason for the tools before the places when he 

distinguishes universal methods: 
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Dicitur tamen methodus univenalis tripliciter. Et quoad ea de quibus est: et 
sic methodus quae est ad omnia, dicitur universalis, et sic methodus istius 
primi libri univenalis est methodus. (In Top. 26ûb) 

DMSION AND SUBDIVISIONS OF THE TOPICS 

THE PURPOSE OF THE WORK: BOOK ONE, CHAPTER 1 

FOR WHAT AND HOW MANY THINGS THE BOOK IS USEFUL: BOOK ONE, CHARER II 

WHEN W E  POSSESS THIS METHOD SUFFICIENTLY: BOOK ONE, CHAPTER 3 

TREATISE: Book 1. Cha~ter  4 throuah Book VlZ[ 

THE SUBSTANCE OF THE METHOD (DISCOVERY): BOOK 1, CHAPTER 4 THROUGH BOOK 

v II 

Distinction of the parts of diafectical argument: Book 1, Chapters 4-12 

The composing parts: Chapters 4-1 1 

The remote parts (the four predicates): Chapters 4-9 

The proximate parts (dialectical premise and problem): Chapters 10- 11 

The subject parta (syllogism and induction): Chapter 12 

How we can abound in thest parts and arguments: Book 1, Chapter 13 thtough Book 

VI1 

The four tools: Book 1, Chapters 13-18 
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The description of  the four tools: Chapter 13-17 

The special usefulness of the last three tools: Cbapter 18 

The places for which the four tools are useful: Books II through VI1 

USING THE METHOD IN CONVERSATION WITB ANOTHER (DISPOSITION): BOOK VI11 



CHAPTER TWO 

ARISTOTLE'S PROEMIUM TO THE TOPICS 

The whole of Book 1 is unanimously considered to be Anstode's generai introduction to 

his conception of dialectical method. Thus, a certain familiarity with it is necessary for 

whornever sets out to study one of its fundamental elements. Chapters 1 to 3 contain, among 

other things, an explanation of the nature of the dialectical syllogism and its premises, as well 

as the goals of dialectic. We will see that the tools serve for getting such premises and 

syllogisms, and we will study the use that Aristotle rnakes of them with a view to reaching one 

of these goais: for these reasons among othea, these chapters are especially necessary for the 

investigation we are about to undertake. 

THE PURPOSE OF THE WORK (CHAPTER 1) 

Aristotle undertakes this treatise by saying: 



'The purpose of this treatise is to find a methodos1 from which we will be able to 

syllogize from probable opinions about every problem proposed and ourselves, upholding a 
position, will Say nothing contrary.' The two parts of this sentence correspond to the two roles 

that the interlocutors in the dialogue naturally assume in turn: the first, the role of the 

questioner; the second, that of the respondent.2 'To Say nothing contrary' is also the only 

indication furnished by the proemium of the Topics that the Sophistical Refutations is its 
Ninth Book. whereas it is clear, as was stated, that the Prior Analytics bears equally on 

demonstration, the subject of the Posterior Analytics. Having his interlocutor contradict 

himself is indeed the principal goal of the sophist.3 

Alexander notes something that Aristotle himself already clearly affms.4 that it is in 

view of understanding his proposal better that the Stagirite then defines the syilogism as a 

'discourse (or speech). in which some things being laid down, something else follows 

necessarily because of those things laid downV,5 and then distinguishes four species of it: 

demonstration (6 noSc LE iç) ,  dialectical syllogism (&a Ac  KT i ~ 6  5 ou h hoy io&), 
eristic syllogism ( E P L G T I K O C  Q U L ~ O Y L U C L O S )  and paralogisrn (napahayio&). The 

fact that the didecticai syllogism is not called by a special word. whereas the demonstrative 

1 nie word pi8080 c cornes form U E T ~  (dong or according to) and from 6 6 8 ~  (road). In one sense, it 
means a kind of knowledge which follows a road or a determinate order, especially the dernonsuritive one, and 
in another. this road or order itself. Often. Aristotle uses ~ É B O ~ O C  and t n LOT 6 pn in the same sense. in 
the Physics, for exarnple, and at the beginning of the Parrs of Animals, where it is a question of two ways of 
having the habit of science or of methodos. The second way, which Aristotle refers to as paideia, is the 
knowledge of the method in the sense of the road to be folIowed. In the Topics, it is a question of a kind of 
knowledge which follows a determinate order and which is about an order. Indeed it is only for logic that we 
find the two senses. For it is concerned with a science which has for its object an ordet. 

See Smith 1997.42. 

See Soph. cl. 3.165b 18. 



syllogism receives the name 'demonstration' is a sign of its lesser perfection. It is in fact a 
mark of analogical naming that sometimes one of the things receives a special name because of 

its exceUence.6 

Aristotle briefly defines demonstration and diaiectical syllogism. the fist as a sysyllogism 

which proceeds from fmt and true premises. or which foiiow from such; and the second, from 

probable premises. He then describes the m e  and first premises and gives in a way the 

def~tion of the probable proposition of the Tupics: 

o u ~ h o y i o p o s  5 ,  Z K  TOLOCTOV â 816 T L V O V  n P & w    ai 
6 h q a W v  riic n e p i  a h à  y v G o r w c  r j l v  O P X ~ ~ V  E ? ' ~ ~ ( D E v ,  
~ I ~ A E K T L K ~ F  8 1  O U ~ A O ~ L U ~ O C  8 ;{ ~ V S ~ [ O V  

o u h h o y t l 6 u e v o c .  ' ion 68 6hq4q p h   ai n p i k a  rà U$ 61' 
~ T É P W  8hhà 81' a h ô v  'Cxovta T:V & r i v  (...) 'E'v6ota 
62 TO ~ O K O Û V T C I  T T ~ U L V  5 T O ~ S  T I ~ E ~ O I C  TO?C OO(PO?C, 

 ai T O ~ T O L F  5 n â o i v  T O ~ Ç  n h e h r o i c  T O ? ~  u6h ic r r a  
y v o p ~ ~ o i c  n ai h 8 6 ~ o i ç .  (Top. 11.100a27-b23)~ 

He then describes the two kinds of eristic syllogism, by the form and by the matter, and 

indicates that the word 'syllogism' designating the fint must be qualified. since the thing 

designated by this word does not respect its comprehension. whereas the sophism of rnatter 

can be said to be a 'syllogism*. Aristotle ends with what he calls 'paralogism' and 

' pseudograph' . 

Although it would not be possible to fumish a complete answer in just a few pages, 

some rather controversial questions do merit being considered here because of their 

fundamental nature. and because. since they are about dialectic in generai, we wiU not have the 

occasion to corne back to them later. One of these is the translation of ouh~oyi&oeai.  
(100a2) and the current opinion conceming the presence in the Topics of what this term 

In addition to king  called 'science' dong wilh mathematics and natural philosophy. meraphysics, the 
science of king as being, is dso cailed 'wisdorn'. 

See Alexander. In Top. 19.22-2?: 6 i a g i i p r i  62 TG ËVGOEOV TOÛ $hq%oÛc 06 TG 
wruS2c & a i  &ri v 6 p  r i v a  'É'vGo~a   ai 6hn%ij)  6hhÙ ~ f j  h ~ p i o o i .  
t /  
c o ~ i  y h p  TG C L ~ Y  dhnecî 6 6  r o û  n p a y p a ~ o c ,  ncpi oÛ k o ~ i v ,  $ 

V 

i n i ~ p i u i c -  O T U V  ~ à g  TOÛTO a 6 r W  6 p o h o y f j .  T O T E  h i v  ~ A ~ B É F .  TG Bh 
k v 6 6 ~ ~ 1  o 6 r  an; r ô v  n p a y p a t o v  i n i ~ p ~ o i c  &hh' in6 r ô v  

a/ ~ K O U O V T O V    ai r ô v  t o G ~ w v  h o h i i w c o v ,  a"c c x o u u i  n c p i  T ~ V  

n p a y p 6 i o v .  



designates; another is the translation of 4 v 6 6 e w v (1ûûa3) and the identification of the 

essential characteristic of the dialectical syllogism. As we said. Aristotie defines the 

au h hoyia& as 'a discourse in which, certain things having k e n  laid down, something 

different from those results of necessity because of those things laid down' (Top. 1 1.100a25- 

27). He defines it in essentially the same terms in Prior Analytics 1 1 24a18-20b; Sophistical 

Refutations 1.164b27-16W; and Rhetoric I 2.1356b 16- 18. 

Now, according to many interpreters, although Aristotle uses the Greek word 

uuhhoy io&. the English word 'syllogisrn'. which is its historical descendant. is a bad 

translation for it. Many therefore translate by 'deduction', following corcoran! One reason 

given is that 'syllogism' or 'categoncal syllogism' is normaiiy used in what modem logicians 

cal1 a narrow sense to mean one of the specific t h e  f o m  or figures Aristotle discusses in the 

Prior Analytics 1 1-6, while these same logicians consider that his definition of 

au h ho y ia ~6 c comprehends a much wider class: pretty much anything that they consider 

to be 'valid argument'. Indeed. from the standpoint of modem logical theory, that any 

argument respecting this process that Aristotie cdls 'to syllogise' can be transformed into an 

argument using only those deductive forms nowadays called 'syllogism' is fdse.9 Another 

See Smith 1989. 106: 1994. 135. 

9 See Brunschwig 1967. 113112: xxx-xxxiv: Smith 1995. 29: 1997. xxii. 42: 1994. 133-135: 'Whether it is a 
auhhoy  l o p k  depends only on the purely logical question whether its conclusion lollows from its 
prernises. In the sarne way, whether an argument is dialecticril depends on the extra-logical question whether its 
premises are ËV 60 E a. Accordingly. we rnay separate the question '4s this argument a cru A h o  y io ~6 c?" 
from the questions "1s this argument a demonstration'?" and "1s this argument a dialectical 
ouhAoyiop6c?"  and make it the object of a more general study. the theory of U U ~ ~ O ~ L O ~ O ~ .  A 
tfieory o f  what follows from what, abstracted fiom considerations of content, can tolerably well be called a 
logical theory. Aristotle gives us just such a theory in Prior Analyiics i 1-22. Now, the long tradition of 
Aristotelian interpretation from antiquity forward universally supposed that this theory (often called "the 
syllogistic") is the underlying logical theory presupposed by both the Topics and the Posterior Analytics 
(which is why those treatises follow the Prior Anaiytics in the ordering of the Orgonon). In the present 
century, however, attention has been focused on a troublesome detail. Despite the highly general nature of 
Anrtotle's definition of au h boy lob6 G ,  the range of arguments actually considered in the Prior Artalytics 
is relatively narrow. They must consist only of categoricai sentences, as they are traditionally called: sentences 
having one of the four forms "Every/No/Not every lSome F is a G". without any propositional connectives, 
many-place predicates, or other logical devices as we have corne to understand thcm since Frege and Russell. 
Aristotle's account of validity appears to be complete if we restrict ourselves to this lirnited language. but it is 
hardly adequate by our standards as a theory of vaiidity in general since it is not even capable of expressing the 
propositional calculus. Accordingly, we must ask: did Anstotle think that he was giving an account of validity 
in generai (so that O U A A O ~ L U ~ ~ C  means "vaiid argument"), or did he intend only to give an account of 
validity for what he knew to be a limited class of arguments (so t h  uu hho y iop6s means, or cornes to 
mean "categorical syllogism")? Then is no mistaking Aristotlt's view. He says quite clearly in the Prior 
Analytics (i 23, 40b17-22, i 29, 45b36-46a2, ii 23, 68b8-14) that the theory he develops in that work is the 
tfieory of inference, giving al1 the possible valid argument forms for al1 types of argument whaisoever.' 



reason, brought forth by Smith 1995,47 is that, 'if we translate sullogismos as 'syllogism' , 

we render it [Aristotle's thesis] true but trivial: "Eveiy syllogism is a syllogism'". 

Now, to translate by 'deduction' because one thinks that modem logic has shown that 

there exist other ways to syllogize than the three figures of the categorical syllogism and 'to 

get to something different with necessity from what was laid down because of what was laid 

down'; or again because one adheres to the reason mentioned by Smith; in any case. this 

would no longer be a translation, but an interpretation. 

In the first case one cannot even use a concern for intemal coherence and the need to 
understand what the author supposedly wanted to Say as an argument; this is a matter of an 
historical reading and correction of the text of Aristotle carried out in the light of what later 

cunents of thought claimed to have established. It is better, it seems to me, to do as 

Slowkowski 1997 does and to keep 'syllogism'. even though he sides with the view point of 

modem logic in stressing that it is false that every process of reason answering to what 

Anstotle called uu h h o y  iup6 c can be reduced to a figured argurnent.10 In the other case. 

the motive is an interpretation that is questionable. For, nothing stops one from using the word 

'syllogism' to designate both the kind of discourse defined in Chapter 1 of the Prior 

Anaiytics and this type of discoune considered under the aspect of the figures and moods. It 

is even natual to do so when one understands that the figures represent ail the possible valid 

forms of what is defined by Aristotle as 'syllogism' in the Prior Analytics and the Topics, and 

that they are thus implicitly contained in this definition. 

Furthemore, quite a few modem commentators are of the opinion that there are not even 

any syllogisrns in the Topics, that is, any 'classic' syllogism in the strict sense in which it is 

presented in the Prior Analytics. with the figures and moods. One could only find what could 

be called a 'syllogism' in the general sense, and this is to be explained by the prior 

composition of the Topics in relation to the discovery of the figured syllogism, the theory of 

which is only expounded in the Prior ~nalytics.ll 

l0 See 151131 and 25-26: 'The definition of the syllogism is a very broad one: al1 it sayr is chat from some 
premisses something else. narnely the conclusion necessarily follows and it follows due to the premisses 
aione. The definition is of course broader than the categorical syllogism with which the Prior Analytics mainly 
deals and to which the word "syllogism" in Engiish most fnquently refers.' This is m e  in a way, of course. 
since the definition applies onIy in an extended way to the hypothetical and disjunctive syllogisms. But this is 
not ail that these authors mean. 

See %mnschwig 1967. xxx-xxxi; 1989,488; Smith 1997, uxiv; 1994, 136; 142. 



I hold the position of what Smith c a l s  'the traditional view ' , according to which there is 

a single account of 'valid inference' contained in the Prior Analytics that underlies both 

dialectical and demonstrative arguments. This lasted, says Smith, up to the evolutionist 

explanations of Jaeger and Solmsen, and one can find a nice illustration of it at the begiming 

of Alexander's commentary on the Topics, 1.19-3.8. Certain contemporaq commentators 

have aiso retained this interpretation.12 As it would be impossible to defend this opinion in 

any adequate way within the framework of this dissertation, 1 will only note that dthough 
Smith does give a fairly accurate account of the 'traditional view'. he does commit a rather 

serious error. This is what he says: 

If we accept this view [the traditional one] and the definition of dialectic as 
"argument from endmu", then an account of dialectic could add nothing to 
the theory of inference itself; al1 that would be proper to it would be a study 
of which prernises are endoxa. (Smith 1993.337) 

Now, those who hold the view that Smith is commenting on do not claim that the only 

innovation in the Topics is to be found in the description of the e n d m  nor that it is exactly the 

same form that is to be found in both demonstrative and dialectical reasoning. The 

'traditionalists' are not claiming that the only difference between demonstration and dialectical 

argument is the matter. This is the obvious and principal difference, but it is also the case that 

different kinds of matter cal1 for different fonns (hypotheticai syllogisms, inductions, for 

example) and even for supplementai forms. which are provided by the places. since lacking the 

kind of definition that is needed for demonstration, something must take its place in dialectical 

syllogizing. It does not mean that the dialectical syllogism does not need to respect the rules 

set up in the Prior Analyrics. 

To his translation of i v % €  U V  in the np6& ois ( 1ûûa20) and in lûûa39 by 'idées 

admises', Brunschwig adds a note: 

Ii faut souligner que le caractère "endoxal" d'une opinion ou d'une idde 
n'est pas, en son principe, une propriété qui lui appartient de droit, en vertu 
de son contenu intrinsèque (ce qui interdit les traductions par probable, 
vraisemblable, plausible, et autres adjectifs comportant un suffue analogue), 
mais une propriété qui lui appartient de fuit : comme le prkcisera la 
définition d o n d e  en 100b21-23 (cf. aussi L04a8-37), les énoncés 
"endoxaux" sont ceux qui ont des garants réels, qui sont autorisés ou 
accrédités par l'adh6sion effective. (Brunschwig 1967, 1 n3.) 

l2 See Grimaldi 1972. 84n5; Beni 1970.37; Pelletier 1991.260-6. 



Bmnschwig is correct in saying that to be 'endoxal' is a characteristic that a statement has de 

facto. Whence, his translation by 'idée admise' is. stnctly speaking, closer to the Greek and in 

this sense better than the 'probable* of the Latin tradition. The latter designates an objective, 

intrinsic characteristic that a statement possesses de jure. (Something that can also be said of 

'acceptable' in Smith, 1997.)13 And Aquinas says: 'Cum enim aliqua volumus sumere 

rationabditer. idest probabiliter absque demonstratione. talia oponet ponere quae videmus esse 
vera in omnibus aut in multis: hoc enim est de ratione probabilis'.l4 Nonetheless. the fact that 

Aristotle speaks about the dialectical premise in t e m  of a characteristic that it has de facto in 
no way means that it does not also possess it de jure. 

To c l a h  this would be to accuse Aristotle of arbitrarily promoting a practice of 

discussions which start with what others affirm. Arbitrarily, since such a method of arguing 

would have no utilityls if what people affirm was not at di likely to reflect the way things 

reaily are? hdeed. those authors who share diis opinion on the nature of the endoxal end up 
with this arbitrary conception of dialectic. They claim. in fact. that the necessity of proceeding 
from opinions-rather than from truths-comes from the fact that the method proceeds 

l 3  Smith 1997. 1 translates Topics 1 1.1ûûa18-20 thus: The goal of this study is to find a method with which 
we shall be able to consmct deductions from acceptable premisses concerning any problern that is proposed'. 
And he translates l00a29-30 as follows: 'A dialectical deduction, on the othcr hand. is one which deduces from 
what is acceptable' ( 1997, 1). 

lJ I n  de Caelo 1 22#229. Let us note that what makes something probable here is that it seems to us ro be 
me in things. 

l5 Brunschwig 1967, xi.points this out himself: 'À en juger du moins d'apres certains textes de cuactére 
théorique, le dialogue ne semble pas être, pour Aristote. au coeur de la vocation de l'animal raisonnable; grigner 
l'assentiment de l'autre n'est en principe ni la fin suprême de la pensée, ni même le moyen privilégié 
d'atteindre cette fin; l'accord de l'interlocuteur n'est pas pour elle la condition d'un progr6s. mais le risque. 
peut-être inkvitable, d'un keinage. En se mettant en situation de dialogue, l'esprit substitue la juridiction des 
hommes à la juridiction des choses, la question "que t'en semble?" la question "Qu'en est-il". En sollicitant 
l'approbation d'autrui, il s'est mis en posture de ne rien pouvoir faire sans l'avoir obtenue; le oui et le non 
n'ont ddsormais plus pour lui te sens du vrai et du faux, mais celui de l'acceptt? et du refuse. Il est entré dans le 
regne hét4ronorne de l'opinion.' There is. therefore, nothing exceptional in the fact that for him the object of 
dialecric should be to, 'doter d'une mdthode sûre une activitd jusqu'alors abandonnde il l'inspiration ou à Iri 
routine', 'un jeu' to undentand the niles of which, 'il faut avoir vécu dans un milieu où l'on ait l'occasion d'y 
jouer, et noumr le d6sir de s'y perfectionner', and that dialectic runs the risk 'de nos jours d'apparaître comme 
un art de gagner il un jeu que personne ne joue plus* (Bmnschwig 1967. p. ix). But. what forces Bmnschwig to 
conclude to the quasi uselessness and out-of-datedness of the dialogical nature of dialectic, is precisely that he 
thinks that 'le oui et le non n'ont désormais plus pour le rdpondeur le sens du vrai et du faux'. But nothing 
prevents us from believing that Arîstotie did, in fact, think that the yes or no were at least signs of the me and 
the fdse. 

l6 'If we could discover the mie by ourselves, would we have the leart care about human opinions?' PMr. 
274.  



essentiaily and without any justification, from the affmtions of others (people habituaLly Say 

what they think, but this is not always me), or, woae yet, by questions and answers.17 They 

thus fail to answer the question that Berti so well asked: 

As to the fact that dialectic moves not from m e  and fust premises, as does 
dernonstration, but from premises that belong to opinion, it is not enough to 
simply note this. as many interpreters habitually do. but it is necessary to 
understand the reason for it: it is here that the real sou1 of dialectic resides. 
(1  970.38) 

And they must, therefore, insist on the institutional and conventional character of this 

dialectical jousting, on the social practice of tournnments, in order to justify that Aristotle 

should have described such a method.18 

l 7  'Since Aristotle so regularly conasts  dialectic. which asks questions. with demonstration. which does not. 
we may conjecture that the province of dialectic is generally that of argument with others, through question 
and answer' (Smith 1993, 338) 'In its rnost general form, then, any argument directed at another person 
through question and answer could be characterized as dialectical' (Smith 1993, 342). On the passage of the 
Prior Anafyrics that he translates thus: 'a dialectical premise, on the other hand. is the posing of a 
contradiction as a question (when one is getting answers) and the taking of something apparent and accepted 
(when one is deducing), as was explained in the Topics.' ( A n  pr. 1 t .2rSbIO- 12)' Smith 1996, 337 says: 'Here. 
the fact that dialectical premises are endma is almost an afterthought. with greater stress on the fact that they 
are questions'. For Brunschwig too, the essential characteristic of dialectic is the interrogation: 'Lorsque 
Aristote parle de dialectique (...) il se réfere toujours ii ta pratique du dialogue raisonné, à t'art d'argumenter par 
questions et réponses' (1967, x). 

See Brunschwig 1967. xxiii: 'L'entretien dialectique, en effet. n'est pas une libre conversation. ni une 
discussion anarchique. Ltt?change verbal y est pris dans un réseau de conventions et de règles, qu'il est très 
ticlairant de concevoir sur le modi9e des codes institutionnels qui reglementent la pratique d'un sport ou d'un 
jeu, et qui asservissent selon des lignes bien définies le déroulement concret de toute "partie" delle ou possible. 
Il convient donc de donner (avec l'aide en particulier du livre Vm qui contient beaucoup d'informations directes 
ou indirectes sur ce point) une idde sommaire des règles fondamentales du jeu didestique, et des conditions dans 
lesquelles se ddroulc une partie. La discussion dialectique est un jeu à deux.' See also Smith 1993, 340: 
'Aristotle wrote for his society, not for ours. As a result, he sometimes takes it for gmted  chat his audience is 
ffuniliar with many things that are not familiar to us. Sometimes, his definitions reflect this (...) We can (...) 
get a reasonably good picture of the practice that lies beliind the Topics. However, we cannot do this if we try 
to interpret Aristolle's words in Topics 1.1 as a self-sufficient definition intended to enable us to recognize 
diaIecticai exchanges if we happened to see them for the first time. That is simply not their purpose (...) 
Instead. his purpose is to provide an insightful account into the nature and function of the dramatic spectacles 
he and his audience knew very well by acquaintance (...) One source of evidence concerning a kind of diaiecticai 
practice is Topics Vnr, which contains a collection of rules for a type of exchange.' 



1 see things quite the reverse from ~ r u n s c h w i g . ~ ~  1 think that Aristotle was descnbing 

the dialectical proposition very concretely, by the way that we recognize it. rather than by its 

nature. Thus, essentially, a diaiecticai proposition is one that has some affinity with the truth de 
jure. It is this that justifies the very existence of dialectic. Le., of a rnethod that argues from 

such statements: their tie to objective tmth. But one wil1 be able to recognize such a 

proposition because it is de facto admitted by ail, by most people, by the wise. Le., by the fact 

that it is in opinion. Subsequently, even more concretely. there is this other step: How do we 

recognire what is accepted? The answer is: by asking. Whence, that other description of the 

dialectical statement in Chapter 10 of Book 1 of the Topics: an asking of the endoxnl. 

Just why does a statement that is found in opinion with a certain regularity have sorne 

likelihood of being true? The reason is that this constancy is a sign of a natural relationship 

that it has with the intellect. For example, Aristotle says that the fact that one always uses the 

word 'dl' to speak of at least three things is a sign that nature inclines us to see in trinity 

perfection and completeness.*~ And Aquinas comments that what can be noted as comrnon to 

al1 cornes clearly from a naturai inclination.21 Now, as we know. Aristotle considers that the 

human mind has a naturai inclination to the true. Aquinas expresses these fundamental 

Aristotelian notions in a magnificent way: 

quod a pluribus dicitur, non potest totaiiter falsum esse: videtur enim esse 
naturaie quod in pluribus est; natura autem non totaliter deficit. (IaIIae q. 5 
a.3 3a) 

Pelletier. who has some particularly profound reflections on this subject, says: 

l9 'L'autoritk qui s'attache aux propositions *'endoxaIes" est sans doute la garantie d'une vérit6 intrinshque au 
moins probable; on sait assez la  confiance qu'Aristote accorde, fût-ce sous réserve d'examen, aux 
représentations collectives et à la vocation naturelle de l'humanité envers le vrai. Mais s'il invoque ces garants. 
ce n'est pas en tant qu'ils fournissent un indice favorable il la véritk des prémisses dialectiques; celles-ci ne 
remplissent pas leur fonction en tant qu'elles sont probablement vraies, mais en tant qu'elles sont 
véritablement approuvees' (Brunschwig 1967, xxxv). 

*l In de Cacfo 1 21113. A sign that things an understood naturaily is their king cornmon to dl: 'Si ita essct 
anirnae naturalis cognitio conclusionum sicut principiorum, eadem esset sententia apud omnes de 
conclusionibus, sicut de principiis: quia quae sunt naturalia, sunt cadem apud omnes. Non est autem apud 
omnes eadem sententia de conclusionibus, sed solum de principiis* (Cont.Gent. 11 83). 



La raison, faculté la plus excellente de l'homme,** ne sera pas (...) vaine, 
sans fm propre, ou inapte à l'atteindre: la nature prépare efficacement celle- 
ci à la connaissance de la vérité. ( 199 1'38) 

Pelletier a f f i i s  that Aristotle sees only a natural coherence in the attraction that knowledge 

exercises upon us,23 as weli as in the proportion that Aristotle notes between reason and truth: 

Nonetheless, Pelletier makes sure that this affimation wiil not be misunderstood: 

11 ne s'agit pas de faire dire à Aristote que les hommes atteignent toujours 
déterminément la connaissance de la vérité. Bien au contraire, h mesure 
qu'on entre en des co~aissances spécialisées et distinctes. Aristote n'hésite 
pas à dire que l'erreur devient plus naturelle B l'homme: «Se tromper ... est 
plus approprié aux vivants et l'âme y passe plus de temps». (DA El, 3, 
427b 1-2) Mais, à un niveau commun et encore confus, la vérité reste facile 
et accessible à tous, car «qui manquerait une porte»? (Metaph. a 1.993b5) 
(Pelletier 199 1.38-39) 

He concludes therefore that at a certain level, Aristotle recognizes a natural affinity between 

human reason and the me. This kind of CO-naturalness engenders the consequence that, with 

the reservations he introduced, reason feels spontaneously more at ease with the true which is 

its end, than with the false. And this is so. Pelletier maintains, even in the absence of the perfect 
evidence that would allow it to perfectly distinguish the one from the other. 

To show that in the absence of true and certain knowledge, reason, in order to admit or 
refuse something in the order of pnnciples chat are not evident, takes this habimal effect that 

the m e  and the false produce in it. i.e., the ease or the repugnance that it feels, as strong signs 
of the me and the false, Pelletier bases himself on an anaiogy drawn from the CO-naturalness 

of the will and the moral g d :  

23 Mrtaph. I 1.980a2: ~ ~ V T E C  iiveponoi ~ o û  ci8ivai  s p i y o v ~ a i  (OCUEI. ~ h .  I 
11.1371a33: Zv 61 TC uave6vriv c i ç  6 ~ a ~ à  ~ 4 o i v  ~ a e i a ~ a o e a i .  

24 'For. in fact, the true and that which resembles it corne under the purview of the same faculty, and at the 
samt time men have a sufficient natural capacity for the truth and indeed in most cases attain to it' Freese 
translation 



C'est une conception des plus fondamentales. chez Aristote. que soient Liés 
plaisir et bien, peine et mal. C'est pour lui. fait d'expérience irrécusable, en 
même temps que conséquence inéluctable de la cohérence de la nature: 
chaque être sensible trouve agréable de posséder le bien que commande sa 
nature, et de s'y conformer; et il trouve pénible toute violence opposée. 
Aussi Aristote qualifiera-t-il de spontanément croyable la définition du 
plaisir comme "accession complète et sensible à la nature existante"8 et, 
réciproquement, l'attribution nécessaire du bien aux choses agréables. Il 
fera de même consister toute 1"'éducation correcte" à "amener de quelque 
façon dès l'enfance" chacun à confmer dans ses moeurs cette inclination 
n&elle "se réjouir et s'attrister de ce dont il fautW.26 C'est pour cela 
encore que l'agrément qui accompagne son exercice fera le meilleur signe 
de la vertu bien ancrée en nature.Z7 Aristote réagit semblablement en 
matière de comaissance. Comment reconnaître sans évidence directe, ce qui 
a toute chance de se conformer à la vérité des choses? A ceci que son 
énoncé met la raison à l'aise et lui est d'emblée sympathique; à ceci qu'il 
lui serait pénible de le contester et qu'elle s'en sentirait ridicule. (Pelletier 
1991,3940) 

But as he adrnits. Aristotle does not speak about any 'sympathy' of reason in respect to 

truth. Nonetheless, there are rather convincing texts in support of this way of speaking: 

. . 
C) 

n o i a i v  ~ i j  y à p  ( P L A O ~ V T E C    ai ~ I U O Û V T E C  T O  
n p o o c g ~ ~ 6 p ~ v o v  €3 ~ p i v o u o i  TG B É X T U J T O V .  (TV. vnr 14.~63bg- 
1 6)28 

26 Eth. Nic. U 2.1 104bll- 13 

27 Eth Nie. ïï 2.1 104b4 

'When it cornes to knowledgc and the wisdom that cornes from philosophy, being able to discem-or 
already having discerned-the consequences of either assumption is no small instrument: for it remains to 
choose one or the other of these rightiy. In order to do that, one must be naturally gifted, and this is what it is 
to be naturally gifted with respect to mth: to be able properly to choose the truc and avoid the false. This is 
just what the naturally good are able to do, for it is by loving and hating in the right way whatever is presented 
to them that they judge well what is best.' Smith translation 
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And Aquinas gives a nice explanation of this passage: 

multi philosophomm secuti sunt veritatem usque ad hoc, quod ponerent 
principia esse contraria. Quod quidem licet vere ponerent, non tamen quasi 
ab aiiqua ratione moti hoc ponebant, sed sicut ab ipsa ventate coacti. Vemm 
enim est bonum intellectus, ad quod naturaliter ordinatur: unde sicut res 
cognitione carentes moventur ad suos fines absque ratione, ita interdum 
intellectus hominis quadam naturali inclinatione tendit in veritatem, licet 
rationem veritatis non percipiat. (In Phys. 1 10#79) 

From this point of view, it is not the necessity for proceeding from what is accepted by 

many whch comrnands the use of opinions, but the reverse; it is the necessity for proceeding 

from statements that are not clearly tme which commands Our proceeding from what others 

say, because this is the way to get statements that are the closest to the tme, the most like the 

ipsa dialectica prout est ars obviativa, ordinare debet opus suum in 
disputando ad alterum, cujus oponet eam quaerere consensum: eo quod ex 
probabilibus procedit: quae quia sunt quae videntur omnibus vel plunbus, 
non sine consensu respondentis accipi possunt. (Albert, In Top. 49 1 b)31 

29 'And about al1 these matten the endeavour must be made to seek to convince by means of rational 
arguments, using observed facts as evidences and examples. For the best thing would be if al1 mankind were 
seen to be in agreement with the views that will be stated, but failing that, at any rate that ail shouid agree in 
some way. And this they will do if led to change their ground, for everyone fias something relative to 
conuibute to the truth' Rackham translation 

30 'Al1 thinkers posit their elements or "principles." as they cal1 hem; and. though they give no reasoned 
account of these "principles," nevertheless we find-as though tnith itself drove them to it  in spite of 
themselves-that they are reaily talking about contrasted couples.' Wicksteed and Cornforci translation 

Alexander also characterizes dialectic by the facc that it proceeds nom opinions. See In Top. 26.26-28 and 
his proemium. 



The expressions 'probable' and 'endoxal' mean, then, the same thing, except that the first 

designates it by its cause and the other by its effect. I wiil therefore use the two terms 

indifferently to render 'Cv 80 E O c . 

Pelletier is arnong the modem authors 1 endorse on this question. But as we have seen. 

others characterize diaiectic by the questions and answers. And this is why, they Say, it is 

necessary to have recourse to what others admit: 

Les Top. veulent définir et transmettre une méthode de discussion 
dialectique, c'est-&-& dialoguée, pouvant s ' appliquer à tout problème quel 
qu'il soit, ne nécessitant aucune compétence dans le domaine spécifique de 
connaissance dont peut relever le probleme posé, et prenant appui sur des 
prémisses qui sont demandées au partenaire du dialogue et explicitement 
acceptées par lui; ce qui explique leur caractère essentiel, qui est de 
représenter des opinions généralement admises, ou faisant autorité d'une 
manière ou d'une autre (&8o E a). (Brunschwig 1989,500) 

In its form, then, a dialectical argument differs from other kinds of argument 
in that its premisses are put fonvard as questions. But this form aiso entails 
funher characteristics, since the questioner can only use as a prerniss that 
which the answerer has conceded. (Smith 1997, xiii)3* 

Consequently, for them, it is this necessity of proceeding from the endoxal or from what is 

admitted that implies one proceeds from opinions. from what certain people think (rather than 
from what is me): 

1 would propose, then, as a definition of dialectical argument in its most 
general sense, argument directed at another person which proceeds by 
asking questions. Now, people are generally likely to answer in accordance 
with what they believe; therefore, dialectical argument cm be described as 
based on the opinions of the person at whom it is directed. (Smith 1995, 
60133 

For Smith, the agreement of the other penon and the identification of the endoxal are 

therefore not means for obtaining what is probable objectiveiy, it is the goal. Now, such 

conceptions of dialectic have consequences for the understanding of a l i  its elements, including 

the tools. According to Smith, for example, the repertory of probable statements to which these 

32 'Dialectic proceeds by asking questions. and so must rest on another person's answers' (Smith 1993.344). 
See also Bninschwig L967, x: xxiii; xxxv. 

33 See also Bmnschwig 1989. 500: 'Les Top. veulent définir (...) une méthode de discussion (...) prenant 
appui sur des prémisses qui sont demanddcs au partenaire du diaiogue et explicitement acceptées par lui; ce qui 
explique leur caractère essentiel. qui est de représenter des opinions.' 



latter are ordered is aimed at the agreement of the interlocutor.34 1 think, rather, that the 

agreement of the interlocutors serves to c o n f i  the staternents repertoried. Furthemore. to 

Limit dialectic to the agreement of the parties involved excludes the possibiiity of engaging in it 

1 am. therefore, fully in agreement with Pelletier who admirably sums up the reasons for 

this conception of the dialectical statement and for the translation of erufoxos: 

La ratification. par le commun des mortels, par les sages ou par les 
spécialistes. ne constitue donc pas. comme on le dit généralement, l'essence 
même de la matière dialectique: c'en est plutôt comme le signe naturel. 
Mais. puisque ce signe donne le moyen objectif de la reconnaître. ce dont 
précisément a besoin le dialecticien pour discerner lui-même et pour faire 
admettre h son répondeur les propositions de son argumentation. il n'est 
pas étonnant qu'&isrote ait voulu définir la matière dialectique à partir de ce 
signe. Il faut dire plus: le mot ' i v8o[ov ,  qu'il a choisi pour désigner cette 
matière. se rattache. par son étymologie. à cette conséquence vérifiable de sa 
nature. De sorte qu'on rend plus exactement l'idée d'Aristote par 
l'expression idée admise, comme le fait ~runschwig,35 que par le mot 

3J See 1995.6 1: 'Whot a dialectical rnethod should do is maice us able to deduce the conclusion we want from 
premises conceded by the opponent we are faced with. This can be accomplished if we can End prcrnises thsi: 
have two properties: (1) the desired conclusion follows from them, and (2) the answerer will concede them. 
Having various inventories of what various classes of people believe-what everyone believes. what most 
people believe, what the wise believe, etc.-would be useful for telling which premises an opponent would 
accept: 1 need only determine which class my opponent h11s into and choose the relevant inventory.' See also 
Smith 1993, 340; 343: '1 shall argue below that i t  is Aristotle's intention to give special prominence to 
endoxn in the Topics. However. this is not because he regards "argument From endoxa" as the essential defining 
characteristic of dialectic (...) Aristotle's purpose in the Topics is to spell out a method for success in 
dialectical argument. Since dialectical premises must be secured by questioning, it is important to know what 
one's opponent is likely to accept or reject. We can do that most effectively if we have lists of things that 
people of different sorts accept: things that everyone accepts, things that the wise accept, etc.' 

35 However. Bmnschwig places too much stress on the effect of the dialectical statement. which is to be 
admirted, and leaves aside its essential characteristic. For example: 'Une prémisse est "endoxaie" lorsqu'elle a 
des répondants de poids, soit par le nombre, soit par la qualité. Pour savoir si une proposition possiide ou non 
cette propridtt, on notera donc qu'il n'y a pas lieu de la confronter avec les objets dont elle parle, pour voir si 
elle en exprime exactement ou non la nature et les propridtés; il est nécessaire et suffisant de rehercher si, 
jusqu'à quel point et dans quel milieu elle a cours' (1967, xxxv). He thus ends up with a conception of 
dialectic as something arbitrary: he no longer has anything to propose to justify the existence of a melhod 
which by definition has recoune to opinions. Le Blond 1939, 15 too, before Pelletier, escapes from lhis trap 
and recognizes that the foundation and the legitimacy of dialectic resides in the objectivity on which the 
admission of the opinions it uses is founded: 'le seul fait d'exprimer l'opinion du commun ou des sages, bien 
loin d'enfermer dans la probabilité purement extrinsèque, comporte plutôt, dans l'esprit d'Aristote, une certaine 
relation il l'expérience. La notion d'expérience, en effet, est singuliérement large, chez Aristote, et elle s'étend 
jusqu'à l'utilisation des opinions; l'opinion, d'aprh lui, constitue une sorte d'expdnence indirecte. expérience 
qui dtpasse, par son ampleur et sa durée, l'expérience de chaque individu, et qui par consequent, doit lui êfre 
prdfdrte (...) La dtfdrence d'Aristote pour Ics opinions gt?nérales, son "respect marque pour ks croyances 
vulgaires, du moment qu'elles ne sont pas visiblement erronées", sont inspirés par la confiance qu'il accorde au 
"penchant natutel vers la v&ité'' que tous les hommes portent en eux. "Ce que tout le monde pense doit selon 
nous être vrai", ddclare-t-il, et par suite, l'usage des opinions offre un moyen indirect, mais rtel, de se 



probable, selon l'habitude héritée de la tradition latine. Le mot probable, 
toutefois, n'est pas à rejeter. U désigne fort bien la matière dialectique, et 
comme plus essentiellement. Alors qu'endoxe, ou idée admise, fait allusion 
au signe visible de cette matière dialectique, probable la désigne plus 
directement comme issue de la sympathie de la raison, comme proposition 
admissible spontanément, sans discussion ni réticence prononcée. Probable, 
en effet, dit que l'on peut approuver. Bref, on peut qualifier aussi bien 
d'idée admise ou de probable la connaissance antérieure qui fonde le 
progrès dialectique, à condition d'avoir conscience que la seconde 
appellation s'inspire plus directement de ce qui fonde sa légitimité comme 
principe, tandis que la premiere la regarde plutôt dans ce qui nous fait 
reconnaître cette légitimité en elle. ( 199 1.50-5 1 )36 

One can now understand that to consider the dialecticai statement and to understand by 

probable and endoxal. among other things, what is in confonnity with reason and . at least 

indirectly, experience, rather than only stopping with what is adniitted or accepted, shows weU 

why the probable or the endoxal acquires a function in view of tnith. Although coming 

directly from the subject, it is almost objective, since it resides in opinions that, in order to be 

admitted or accepted, must belong rather naturally, one could say, to human rational discourse 

and which. therefore. have some chance of king true. 

Aristotle distinguishes four species of syllogism in the Topics. we said. It would seem 

that he does not need to do so in the Analytics. Getting ready to expound the theory of the 

syllogism in general. he then needs to mention demonstration since it is the most perfect 

acmaiization of the syllogism. and he also treats of the errors in relation to it. But when he gets 

to the dialectical syllogisrn, Aristotle needs to compare it with what he said previously and with 

its counterpart, which he will speak of afterwards. Whence the division into four that one finds 

at the beginning of the Topics. 

The third species of syllogism is opposed to the second and the fourth, to the fxst: 

rapprocher du vrai, de tenir le vraisemblable'. On this relation of opinion and experience. see Owen 1961,90: 
" ~ v 6 o E a  also rest on experience, even if they misrepresent it. If they did not Aristotle could find no place 
for hem in his epistemology; as it is. an Ë V ~ O E O V  that is shared by a11 men is ipso facto beyond 
challenge'. 

36 See dso  the summuy of section 8. Chapter 2.52: 'Bref. pour Aristote. ce qui. lorsque manque I'kvidence 
approprite. fait d'un dnoncé un principe rationnellement acceptable, c'est, radicalement, que la raison s'y sent 
spontan+iment à l'aise. C'est bien 1% ultimement. tout le fondement de la ltgitimité dialectique. Néanmoins, ce 
caractére ne peut pas s'observer directement. On doit, pour le manifester objectivement, recourir son effet 
naturel: l'knoncé ainsi sympathique à la raison est admis de fait par tous ou la plupart; ou, du moins. pareille 
admission est escomptde sans réticence. Aussi Aristote e s t 4  amené à nommer et B dkfinir pour ainsi dire 
opérationnellement, par cet effet naturel. le principe du dialecticien.' 



Le premier chapitre des Topiques distingue (...) les variétés suivantes: 
«syllogisme» démonstratif, dialectique, éristique, et paralogisme. 
L'opposition fondamentale est celle qui sépare la dtmonstration et le 
«syllogisme» dialectique; les autres variétés résultent de l'adultération de 
l'un ou l'autre des éléments constitutifs de ces formes majeures. 
(Bmnschwig 1967, nxxiv) 

Why then place the syllogism opposed to the f ~ s t  after the syllogism opposed to the second, 

when one would have expected the reverse order? Maybe it is because the pseudograph is less 
known, and because no one intends to syllogize in this way. The srnart man who is airning at 
appearing wise by deceiving has a greater advantage in using arguments whose deficiency is to 

be found in a common form that he can transfer (6p uo uc I V )  frorn one rnatter to another.37 

Another question is that in the Orgnnon we find separate books about only three of 

these. We may ask why. Albert says: 

Sed matena remota sunt termini: et quoad hanc materiam est falsigraphicus 
ex convenientibus et propriis disciplinae sicut et demonstrativus. Et ide0 
non habet necesse proprium librum, in quo specialiter hic syllogismus 
doceatur: quia formarn novam non habet, nec etiam rnateriarn differentem a 
matena demonstrativi. sed qualitatem aliam habet matenae proximae et non 
remotae: quia ista eadem est in omni qualitate et qumtitate. Propter quod 
curn differat ab aliis in materia aliquo modo considerata, praeter omnes alios 
modos est iste modus syllogisrni. (In Top. 245a) 

37 In Soph el. 1 1.17 1 b34- l7Za7. and in respect to this question. we find a beautiful example of Aristotle's 
use of the third and founh tools: 8 6' i p i a ~ i ~ 6 ~  kori n o c  o t ' t o c  & o v  npos T ~ V  

~ ~ ~ A E K T L K ~ V  OC 6 W C U ~ O Y P ~ ~ O F  n p O ~  T ~ V  Y E O ~ E T P L K O V .  ;K yàp  t Ô v  
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Perhaps one reason is indeed that the defect, k ing  in a particular matter, not much can be said 
about the pseudograph in general in logic. Anstotle in fact only considers this kind of 

syllogism very briefly, in Book I of the Posterior Analytics (Chapters 16, 17) after 
demonstration. But Euclid wrote a book, called the Pseuduria or Pseudographemata, about 

the paralogisms opposed to geometry. (Proclus and Alexander refer to this work which is now 

lost.) Fallacies depend on a form and matter that are sufficiently common, such that they can 

be considered in sufficient detail by the logician: 

Est autem sciendum quod falsa conclusio non concluditur nisi falso 
sy llogismo. S y llogismus autem potest esse falsus dupliciter. Uno modo, 
quia deficit in forma syllogistica. Et hic non est syllo@smus, sed apparens. 
Aiio modo. quia utitur falsis propositionibus. Et hic quidem est syllogismus 
propter syllogisticam fonnam, est autem falsus propter falsas propositiones 
assumptas. ui disputatione erg0 dialectica quae fit circa probabilia. usus est 
utriusque falsi syllogismi. quia talis disputatio procedit ex cornmunibus. Et 
ita in ea error attendi potest et circa materiam quarn assumit. quae est 
communis, et etiam circa formam. quae est communis. Sed in disputatione 
demonstrativa, quae est circa necessaria, non est usus, nisi illius syilogisrni 
qui est falsus propter materiam; quia ut dicitur in 1 Topicorum. 
paralogismus disciplinae procedit ex propriis disciplinae. sed non ex veris. 
Unde cum forma syllogistica sit inter communia cornputanda paralogismus 
disciplinae. de quo nunc agitur, non peccat in forma, sed solum in materia, et 
circa propria, non circa communia. (Aquinas. In Post. Anal. 1 27#227) 

Also, the fact that there is the same knowledge of opposites, as Anstotle himself often says. 

would be another reason why there is no separate book devoted to the pseudograph: 

Ejusdem artificis est considerare falsigraphum et demonstrativum. Tales 
enim falsigraphi sunt secundum ea quae sunt sub arte eadem: et ejusdem 
artificis est considerare eos. qui considerat verum syllogisrnum 
demonstrativum in arte illa. Et ide0 non pertinent ad sophisticarn et ad hanc 
scientiam quae de sophisticis est elenchis: unde taies paralogismi fdsigraphi 
ad scientias pertinent disciplinales. (Albert, In Soph. el. 63 1b-632a) 

This would also be another reason for thinking that the Topics and the Sophistical Refitations 

belong together. 

IN VIEW OF HOW MANY THINGS, AND WHICH ONES THE METHOD IS USEFUL 

(CHAPTER 2) 

Chapter 2 starts by proposing the uses of the ~ a t i s e ;  according to Alexander, whoever 

knows them wiii be better disposed towards it (In Top. 26.25-30). It is in view of three things, 
enumerated in an ascending order of perfection: in view of exercise, encounters and 

discussions, and the philosophical disciplines: 



But to the degree that finding a method is the purpose of the treatise, the exercise, the 

encounters and the phdosophy for which the treatise serves are also what the method will serve 

for. 

Aristotle often repeats his assertion that the dialectician. compared to the demonstrator, is not 

tied to one part of a contradiction, or to determinate principles. He is free to conjecture to 

opposites. Dialectic thus has a certain freedom and is the ideal place to maintain and deveiop 

the ability that is reason. 

Parmenides: and I think that this arises, Socrates, out of your attempting to 
define the beautiful. the just, the good, and the ideas generally, without 
sufficient previous training. 1 noticed your deficiency, when I heard you 
talking here with your friend Aristoteles, the day before yesterday. The 
impulse that carries you towards philosophy is assuredly noble and divine: 
but there is an art which is cdled by the vulgar idle tdking, and which is 
often imagined to be useless: in that you must train and exercise yourself, 
now that you are Young, or tnith will elude your grasp. 

And what is the nature of this exercise, Parmenides, which you would 
recornrnend? 

That which you heard Zeno practising; at the sarne tirne. 1 give you credit for 
saying to him that you did not care to examine the perplexity in reference to 

38 'Next in order after what we have said would be to state the number and kinds of things our study ir useful 
for. There are, then, tiuee of these: exercise, encounten, and the philosophical sciences.' Smith translation 

39 'Now, bat it is usehl in relation to exerciw is obvious at once. for if we have a melhod we shall be able 
more easiiy to attack whatever is proposed. And it is useful in relation to encounters because, once we have 
reckoned up the opinions of the public. we shali speak to them. not from the beliefs of others, but fiom their 
own beliefs. changing their minds about anything they may seem to us not to have stated well.' Smith 
translation 



visible thuigs, or to consider the question that way; but only in reference to 
objects of thought. and to what may be c d e d  ideas. 

Why, yes. he said, there appears to me to be no difficulty in showing by this 
method that visible things are like and unLike and may experience anythmg. 

Quite m e ,  said Parmenides; but I think that you should go a step further, 
and consider not only the consequences which flow from a given 
hypothesis, but also the consequences which flow from denying the 
hypothesis; and that will be stdi better training for you. 

What do you mean? he said. 

1 mean, for example. that in the case of this very hypothesis of Zeno's about 
the many. you should inquire not only what will be the consequences to the 
many in relation to themselves and to the one, and to the one in relation to 
itself and the rnany, on the hypothesis of the being of the many, but also 
what will be the consequences to the one and the many in their relation to 
themselves and to each other, on the opposite hypothesis. Or, again, if 
likeness is or is not, what will be the consequences in either of these cases 
to the subjects of the hypothesis, and to other things, in relation both to 
themselves and to one another, and so of unlikeness; and the sarne holds 
good of motion and rest, of generation and destruction. and even of k ing  
and not-king. In a word, when you suppose anything to be or not to be, or 
to be in any way affectrd, you must look at the consequences in relation to 
the thing itself, and to any other things which you choose-to each of them 
singly, to more than one, and to dl: and so of other things. you must look at 
them in relation to themselves and to anything clse which you suppose 
either to be or not to be, if you would train yourself perfectly and see the 
real tnith. 135d- 1 364 

And Albert places the emphasis on the fact that the ability to reason in both directions makes 

of dialectic a privileged exercise for reason, whose proper characteristic is to proceed from one 

rhing to another: 

Omnis autem habitus facultatem conferens ad facile de proposito 
arguendum de utraque parte contradictionis, valet ad exercitationes, hoc est, 
ad frequentes artis operationes, per quas facilior semper efficitur artem 
habens: ergo ista ars valet ad exercitationes. (In Top. 246) 

Using the fourth tool, Alexander very nicely ties this use to the third one. Exercise, as 

carried out in diaiectic, is a preparation of the sou1 for truth: 



Whence it is clear that the current interpretation of this passage does not go back to Alexander, 

who very clearly sees the tie between exercise and investigation, of which Pelletier speaks, 

although the latter adds that inversely, even when in the service of the philosophicai sciences. 

dialectic consists in an exercise: 

Mais il ne faudrait pas que cette hypertrophie d'artifice dans l'exercice 
fasse oublier que, déjà dans son essence, même incarnée dans 
l'investigation la plus sincère. la dialectique est exercice pour la raison. 
(1991,88) 

Paul Moraux. on the other hand, a good representative of the modem trend, tends to reduce al1 

of dialectic and the reach of the Tapics to artificial situations that exercises Iend themselves 

to ,do 

Not only does dialectic thus serve the act of the dialectician as it were formally, but it 

also serves his end materially by the fact that it is useful for encounters." 11 tlows one to 

investigate problems for which none of the interlocutors has yet a scientific solution. and by 

doing so. to bring out what they appear not to be saying correctly. 

Alexander remarks that Aristotle, having insisted on the distinction between dialectic and 

endo-m, demonstration and tnith, then explains that the treatise is nonetheless not without some 

See 1968. 290; 297: 'il y a loin du dialogue socratique h la joute dialectique aristotélicienne. Celle-ci a 
visiblement une allure beaucoup plus scholasrique. Les deux partenaires sont fixés des le ddbut sur leurs 
positions respectives. savent exactement Zt quoi va tendre l'adversaire. se sont prdparés du mieux qu'ils 
pouvaient h l'attaque et à la dCfense et n'ignorent pas que chacune de leurs reactions inaddquates peut leur être 
fatale; l'entretien socratique, libre et enjoué, s'est sclérose en un exercice d'dcole rkgi par des régles strictes; 
l'une d'entre elles. qui prévoit pour le questionneur la mission de diriger la marche du raisonnement, et pour le 
répondant l'interdiction presque absolue de rkpondre autrement que par oui ou par non. exclut la possibilitk 
d'une réelle confrontation d'arguments et d'un véritable échange d'id&; elles correspond à une situation qui se 
rencontre ici et là dans les premiers dialogues de Platon. mais dont on ne saurait pour autant faire une marque 
essen tie lle de l'entretien socratique.' 

Pelletier 1991 thinks that exercise is particularly concemed with the places, wherras encounten are more 
perfective of the instruments. For his cornmentary on Chapter 2. sec 83-97. Alexander also seems to lhink that 
exercise perfects the ability to attack: h i y c i  61 y u ~ v a o i a v  :roi r f i v  v i v o ~ ~ v o v  i v  
TG 6 i a k g y c o % a i  n p 6 ç  n v a c -  S E X O ~ E V O L  y 6 p  i i v a  n p o ~ h f i p a ~ a  n a p à  
T Ô Y  n p o u 8 i a h c y o ~ É v 0 v  y u p v a ( 6 ~ ~ w o i  T T E L P Ô V T ~ I  T O ~ T O L F  

n a p i o r a o e a ~ ,  61' I U ~ ~ E C W  tàc h i x c i p f i o t i q  n o i o C ~ r v o i *  f y u p v a u i a v  
h i y o i  âv r i v  E I C  ~ K O ~ E P O V  & O C  ~ ~ L X E ~ ~ ~ Q L V  (ln Top. 27.8-12). 



ties to philosophy and that dialectic is useful also in view of discovering what is tme (In Top. 

26.30-27.4). Afterwards Aristotle does mention the uses we are the most interested in, namely 

those in respect to the philosophical disciplines. They are. in fact. the results which we rnight 

expect that Aristotie would obtain in his treatises, if he were using dialectic as described in the 

Topics: 

Mexander uses, in his comrnentary on this passage of the Topics, the image of the trial that 

Mstotle used in the Metuphysics to illustrate that to argue to opposites allows one to better 

judge of the mth. It is afier having heard the parties that the judge can best corne to know what 

is just: 

Alexander explains how arguing to opposites, as dialectic is able to do. serves for the discovery 

of the truth. This is because it is in the nature of the probable that the dialectician concludes to, 

that it leaves a doubt in his mind whether in fact the contradictory might be me. Whence he 

will cling the more firmiy to a position the more he has the opponunity to see the non- 

existence, the small number. or the weakness of the opinions from which its contradictory 

foUows: 

42 'It is useful in relation to the philosophical sciences because if we have the ability to go through the 
difficulties on either side we shall more readily discern the me as wetl as the false in any subject.' Smith 
translation. See also VlIi 14,163b9-12. already quoted. We must understand here that the hypotheses are the 
initial positions: in fact, at the beginning of the chapter. Aristotle speaks about convening. under the form of 
a reduction. the arguments supporting opposed positions that one is preparing to examine. 



b a v l ~ ~ i v  n c i p ô v ~ a i .  ~ 0 6 ~ 0 1 ~  T L C  i y y c y u ~ i v a o p f v o ~  o i i ~  
6% 6,' a 6 d v  nap6yolTo. (Alexander. In Top. 29.6-10) 

Furthemore, as the ability for solving objections is a sign of having the cruth. so arguing to 

both sides. since it allows one to examine and to become familiar with al1 the arguments and 

thus. finaDy, to discover how to answer those that support the less probable side, serves the 

Further on, we will compare this passage with those of the Metaphysics and the De 

Caelo where Anstotle also gives reasons for arguing to opposites. For the moment. let us ask 
if the two ways in which dialectic is usehl for philosophy are distinct. For Aristotle says 

43 Alexander says thar the most important uses of logic in general belong ro philosophy: H k o y i ~ f i  rc 
  ai u u h h o y i a r i ~ ~  n p a y p a ~ ~ i a  i vûv $ p î v  n p o ~ ~ i p É v q  (...) & n i  wZv 
a /  cpyov ~ i h o o o ~ i a ç ,  x p ô v ~ a i  6; a 6 t t   ai h h a i  n v i ç  i n i u r f i P a i  r a i  
r i x v a i ,  h ~ ~ à  napà < D ~ A O ~ J O Q ( ~ F  Aapoûoa i -  ~ a C t q ç  y à p  6 T E  c ü p ~ u i ~  
Z O T L  KU? 9 d a ~ a u i u  uai ? np6t r à  ~ u p i h r a ~ a  ~ p f o i ~  ( in  An. pr. 1.3-7). And 
he says a few pages further: 'o TC yàp kv T O ~ C  6 i a h c ~ r i ~ o î ç  y u ~ v a ~ 6 ~ c v o ~  
u u ~ i t o y i o p o î c   ai f O  T I L B ~ Y O Y    ai TO T I ~ P ~ K E ~ ~ E V O V  ~ h q e c î  U U V O ~ Q V  

Guv6ci tvoc  bôov r6 h h q e 2 ~  € ~ p h ~ € i  O ~ K  8 n a ~ 6 ~ t v o c  h o  r f i c  
8po16rq ro t  T O Û  n i ~ a v o û  T ~ F  T&C ~ 6 h q % i c ,  A  c i soc  a h o û  T:W 
â i a g o p i v  (8.24-26). 

44 'Funhcrmorc, it is useful in connection with the fmt of the stuting-points about any individual science. 
For if we reason from the starting-points appropriate to the science in question, it is impossible to make any 
srarement about these (since these staning-points are the fint of thcm all). and it is by means of what is 



As diaiectic is an ability for arguing in opposed directions, and ihis is so even when it is king 
used for exercise and encounters, the second utility seems to be a speciai part of the fust. In 

short, Aristotle tells us that dialectic is useful in view of discoverhg the mith because it allows 

us to argue in both directions. He then establishes its proper object: it aione indeed can arrive 

at the first pnnciples. (Which does not at al1 exclude the fact that to argue in two directions 

also allows one to judge of the truth of conclusions. Nonetheless, this is not a task for which 

dialectic is adequate. Demonstrative reason alone will suffice for this.) And this is what 

Alexander, Albert and Maunis think: 

Valet autem ad secundum philosophiam disciplinas: quoniarn ex ista arte 
potentes ex artis facultate ad utraque dubitare, hoc est, ad utramque partem 
contradictionis in quolibet problernate, facile speculabimur in singulis quae 
sunt scientiarum: videbirnus autem quid verurn et quid falsum sit, et hoc in 
problematibus et conclusionibus singulorum. Amplius autem ob hoc ad 
secundurn philosophiam disciplinas utile est hoc negotium: quia ad prima, 
hoc est, ad principia philosophimm quae sunt circa unarnquamque 
disciplinam. (Albert, In Top. 246b)45 

One objection abundantly treated in the literature is how it is possible to show what is 

known by itself. We will see funher on how l have anaiyzed cases where the use of the tools 

allows Aristotle to establish definitions. But 1 think that the most important and enlightening 

thing is to mention that if it is indeed impossible to demonstrate an imrnediate statement. 

nothing prevents one from arguing to such a conclusion. One has only to proceed from what 

follows from it.16 The argument in this case is the cause of corning to know, but not of 

knowing. A bit like pointing to an object is the cause of our corning to see it. but not of our 

seeing it, so too, the dialectical argument helps sorneone to understand a statement without 

being the cause of its understanding. For example, someone can be led to grasping the 

principle of contradiction by a diaiectical argument. but the argument in question is not the 

cause of grasping it. 

A11 that the present passage says is that such critical examinations are 
'useful' in 'ckcussing' sciëntific starting-points, and that falls far short of 
claiming that dialectic either establishes or discovers those starting-points. 
(Smith 1997.54) 

acceptable about each that it is necessary to discuss them, But this is unique, or at any rate most appropriate, 
to dialectic: for since its abiiity to examine applies to the starting-points of al1 studies, it has a way to 
proceed.' Smith uanslation 

45 See Alexander. In Top. 30.7-12 and M a u s ,  39502. See also Evans 1977.31-32. 

Sec Alkn. In Top. 247a. 



This question has in fact led to a conuoversy that it would be impossible to present 

adequately here. We c m  find a whole gamut of opinions, which run from seeing dialectic as 

the method of science. to the restriction of its function to denouncing the incoherence of 

certain positions, as Smith sometimes tends to do!' 

Certain authors, among whom Aubenque 1962,300; Lugarini 1959,67; Berti 1970,77 

are not content to recognize the usefulness of dialectic for discovering the first principles. 

They judge that it alone can suffice, and they go on to make of it the method of metaphysics, 

since these principles are supposed to pertain to 'first philosophy'. Consequently. many 

tendencies are to be found in this matter. One opinion that seems clearly untenable to me is 

that of Berti 1970, 57. How can one accept. as he does, that dialectic and metaphysics, 

proceeding from opinions, lead to first principles without certitude, but that nonetheless the 

parricular sciences. which use these principles. demonstrate? 

Another tendency: to the degree that one can take for granted that the principles which 

pertain to metaphysics, because they are the f ist  pnnciples, cannot be other than certain, and 

faced with Aristotle's affirmation that dialectic is the way to these principles, one might think 
that it allows more-or-less certain conclusions. Dialectic would then not only be the method of 

metaphysics. but of ail the sciences and of the whole enterprise of philosophy. Recentiy. many 

authors seem to have mn in this direction. Bolton spoke. in his 1990 article, of a 'widely 

influentid current estimate of Aristotle's attitude toward dialectic as a tool for not only 

philosophicai but also scienti fic inquiry' . He continued: 

In place of the earlier view that the method of the Anaiytics supercedes and 
replaces the method of dialectic, the view now more dominant is that 
whatever other methodological procedures Aristotle may introduce [in those 
writings of an epistemological kind] none is intended in any way to 
supercede dialectic [in the scientific ueatises] as the proper method of 
scientific or other inquiry and, in particular, as the proper to use to discover 
the first principles of the sciences (...) [it] is now widely held, that the 
method of dialectic is on its own totdy adequate and suficient for Aristotle 
for the justification of results in science, in philosophy and elsewhere. 
(Bolton 1990, 186; 190)48 

This vision has as a problematic consequence that one c m  no longer understand what 

advantage demonstration brings and how the Analytics help us to understand it. One is even 

47 Sec 1997, xviii. 

48 See. for examples of this position, Win 1992. 169 and Barnes 1980.494495. 



led to ihink that the essential part of the task is accomplished by the dialectician and that there 

remains only an ordering and laying out of the discovenes afterwards. 

By contrat, the method of searching for and setting out demonstrations 
which is discussed in the Analytics is commonly taken nowadays to have to 
do not with genuine discovery or the epistemic justification which that may 
involve, but only with what is required, after dialectical inquiry is completed, 
either to systematically display the results of inquiry [G.E.L. Owen], or to 
impan these results to leamers [J. Barnes] or to deeply understand these 
results [M. Burnyeat] . (Bolton 1 990, 1 86)d9 

One dissident figure tu be found here is Martha Nussbaum, who, in The Fragiliv of 

Goodness, affirms that dialectic, a 'method of appearances', is unable to procure certain 

propositions and, consequently. certain conclusions to be obtained by reasoning from these 

things. Following this opinion, there would be dialectic everywhere also, but nonetheless never 

any certitude. Still, W. Wians 1992 answered by explaining the dominant position. B m e s  

too proposes an explanation of how the endoxo acquire the ability to hmish certain principles. 

And T.H. Invin 1988 a f f m s  that a method that proceeds from endoxa c m  lead to some 

certitude: this is not possible with just any opinions, however. irwin distinguishes. in fact, 

between pure and strong dialectic: it is only in the latter, to be found in the mature works of 

Aristode, such as the Metaphysics and the De Anima. which proceed from a limited repertory 

of more cenain endoxa, that Invin sees this abiiity to reach certain pnnciples. 

It is impossible to adequately take account of these three 1st  authors here, but they seem 

to be closer to Pelletier's solution, the most satisfactory one I have nin across to the problem 

we laid out. namely, does dialectic establish the first principles in a certain way or not? It 

consists in recognizing that the term of diaiectic at its best is a 'pre-intuition' of the certain 

principles, and not some properly scientific result. In other words, dialectical argumentation 

does not suffice to establish the principles; it rather prepares the way for an irnrnediate 

apprehension of the principles and of their necessity. Thus, that discoune of reason that is 

ordered to certain conclusions would in fact be the exclusive domain of the demonstrative 

method, as described in the fosterior ~nalytics.~O 

49 See also Lugarini 1959.60. 

50 See L991.92-97. Burnet 1900. who thinks thar justification is based on intuitive awareness of the self- 
evidence of propositions and who solves the problem by treating dialectic as a method of discovery only, not 
of justification. is. among the modern commentators, one of those who hold a position similar to chat of 
Pelletier. For other detaifs on the state of this question, see Smith 1997, 52-54. See also Smirh 1993. 



To end our remarks on Chapter 2, let us note that even if Plato presented a tendency to 

confuse dialectic and demonstration, as he does in fact in the following passage, the master of 

Aristotle certainly saw that dialectic constituted a way to the principles: 

Understand now that 1 mean by the second division of the intelligible world 
the one that reason itself reaches by the power of dialectic propounding 
hypotheses that it does not regard as principles, but really only as 
hypotheses, namely, starhg points and springboards to raise itself up to the 
universal principle that no longer supposes any condition; once this 
principle has been seized, it attaches itself to al1 the consequences that 
depend on it, and descends thus ali the way to the conclusion without having 
recouse to any sensible datum but only to the ideas by which it proceeds 
and at which it fuiishes. (Plato, Resp. VI 5 1 le) 

WHEN DOES ONE POSSESS THE METHOD SUFFICIENTLY? (CHAPTER 3) 

Brunschwig sums up rather well the general idea of this short chapter by saying that 

dialectic is one of these techniques where success does not depend uniquely on the mastery of 

the one who uses it: 

pas plus que le meilleur médecin ne guérit «de toute manières». «à tout 
coupa, «quelles que soient les circonstances» (...), le meilleur dialecticien ne 
gagne toutes ses batailles; ils peuvent tomber sur un malade incurable, sur 
un moins bon dialecticien. Us n'en sont pas moins bon médecin. moins bon 
dialecticien. ( 1967, 1 17n3) 

Just like the doctor or the orator. the dialectician will be thought to have perfect mastery 

of his method if he has not neglected any of the possibilities open to him.51 Alexander 

explains that in respect to the conjectural arts such as dialectic, rhetonc and medicine, and 

contrary to the "making" arts. which proceed by determinate means. obtaining the end is not a 

necessary sign that the agent has operated according to the art. For the end c m  be reached by 

chance, without the appropriate means having k e n  used, whereas in arts such as building and 

weaving, obtaining the end is a sign that the agent has proceeded with a d *  

51 See Waitz 1846. 443: 'neque ontor quodcumque vult auditoribus penuadere. neque medicus omnem 
morbum sanare potest sed uterque artem suam optime callet, si consideratis omnibus quae pro re nata et pro 
ternpore Geri possint nihil negligat quod ad finem propositum conducat.' 

52 See Alexander. In Top. 32.1 1-34.5. 



In the Rhetoric, Anstotle explains more what he undentands by 'accomplish the goal 

proposed with the help of the possibilities one has on hand'.53 To possess rhetoric perfectiy 

does not imply. in fact, that one is perfectly accomplishing the goal of the orator, but only that 

one is hying by al1 the avdable means. given the particular circumstances: 

&@CdpiCTllivo~ ii ~ T ~ T o ~ L K ~ ~ ,  hhhà Kae6Ilép ~ L B A E K T ~ K ~ ,  

  ai <On X P ~ O L ~ O C ,  (pavepOv,   ai <On 01; TO n c î u a i  Fpyov 
a k i i c ,  h h à  TG % e i v  TG h a p x o v ~ a  n i 8 a v à  a c p i  
0 

EKauTov. ~ a e O n ~ p    ai Zv r a î c  i f h k a ~ c  & v a i s  n i o a i c  
(0669 y à p  [ a r p i ~ ? ~  6 6yiâ no i i i oa i ,  6hhà pÉXpi 06 
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k v ~ d ~ c ~ a i ,   pi r o i h o u  n p o a y a y c b  E U T ~ W   ai 
roÙc d S u v 6 ~ o u c  p é ~ a h a ~ c ' b  Ùyiciac gCioc 8 c p a n c Û a a i  
K P ~ O C ) .  (Rh. 1 1.1355b8-14)54 

Evans 1977, 89 notes that Aristotle's cornments on the chmcter of h s  treatment of dialectic in 

the Topics bear a considerable similarity to h s  comments on his treatment of ethics in the 

Nicornachean Ethics. 

It is, in fact, difficult to judge if someone possesses the method hlly,  it  is easier to judge 
who does not have it. For checking that some one possible means for an argument has been 

neglected is easier than to be sure d l  the possible means have k e n  explored and exploited. 

'It ir rhus evident that Rhetoric does not deal with any one definite class of subjects, but, like Dialectic, [ir 
of general apptication]; also, that it is usefui; and further, chat its function is not so  much to persuade, as CO 
find out in each case the existing means of persuasion. The same holds good in respect to al1 the other arts. 
For instance, ii is not the function of medicine to restore a patient CO health. but only to promote thk end as 
far as possible; for even those whose recovery is impossible may be properiy treated.' Freese translation 



CHAPTER THREE 

THE PARTS OF THE DIALECTICAL ARGUMENT 

Before approaching the dialectical tools, we will undertake a brief consideration of the 

four predicates from which dialectical prernises and problems are made; of what a dialectical 

premise and problem are; and of the kinds of argument made by the dialectician. These tools 

are. indeed, as has been said, one of the means, dong with the places. for obtaining dialectical 

arguments. Now, whoever seeks to understand what is essentially ordered to an end must 

necessariiy know that end. In fact. the bener he knows the end. the better he wiU understand the 

means. 

THE INTEGRAL PARTS OF THE DIALECTICAL ARGUMENT (CHAPTERS 4-11) 

THE REMOTE PARTS: THE DEFINITION, THE PROPERTY,  THE GENUS AND THE 
DIFFERENCE, THE ACCIDENT. (CMRS 4-9) 

At the beginning of Chapter 4, we said that Aristotle was undertaking a consideration of 

the nature and the number of the elements and subjects of dialectical reasoning. Looking first 

to what cm be said convertibly and what cannot, he divides into three: the property, the genus 

and the accident: 



He then subdivides what is convertible according as it expresses the 'what-it-is' of a thing or 

not. Whence. what he first called the 'property' designates both the definition and the 

'property' in the strict sense, and the fundamental predicates of diaiectic are four: 

In Chapter 5 .  Aristotle undenakes a special study of the definitions of these four 

A É K T ~ O V  82 TI < O P O F ,  f i  Y'ôiov, ~i yÉvog ,  ~i O U ~ B E ~ ~ K O ~ .  
(Top.  1 5.10 1 b3713 

Definition is a speech expressing what a thing is.4 Property can be convenible with a thing but 

does not express its essence.5 Genus is essentially atuibuted to things which are many and 

I .every premiss, as well as every problem. exhibiu either a unique property, a genus or an accident (the 
differentia, since it is genus-like, should be classified together with the genus).' Smith translation 

bBut since one son of unique propeny signifies what it is to be something and another son does not. let us 
divide unique propenies into both the parts stated, and let us cal1 the sort that signifies what it is to be 
something a definition, while the remaining sort may be referred to as a unique property, in accordance with 
the common designation given to them. Clearly, then, from what has been said, it turns out that according to 
the present division they are four in d l :  either definition, unique property, genus, or accident.' Smith 
translation 

3 .We must Say what a definition is. what a unique pmperty is. what a genus is. and whar an accident is.' 
Smith translation 

5 ' 16 iov  6' ( O T ~  ij p i  6 l i A o î  W ~ V  r 6  r i  fiv ~ h a i ,  6' 6napxci   ai 
i v r i ~ a ~ q  y o p c î r a i  r o û  n p h y  p a r o ~  (TOP. I 5.102a18-19). 



differ from one another specifically.6 Two definitions of accident are given. The fust is 

negative: it is whatever is neither definition, nor property, nor genus. but nonetheless does 
belong to the thing. The second. that Anstotle qualifies as better, is positive: it is whatever can 

belong or not belong to a thing.7 

First, Aristotle simply asserted that al1 predicates can be classified according to these 

four. Later, in Chapter 8. he wili prove it. First. by an induction. If, indeed. one examines one 

by one the statements and questions, one will see that each of them cornes either from the 

definition of the thing, or h m  its property, or its genus. or an accident. Then he does so by 

means of a reason: 

'Another proof is through deduction. For necessarily. whenever one thing is predicated of another. it either 
counterpredicates with the subject or it does not. And if it does counterpredicate, then it must be a definition or 
a unique property (for if it signifies what it is to be something it is a definition, while if it does not it is a 
unique property-that is what we said a unique property was. sornething which counterpredicates but does not 
signify what it is CO be). But if it does not counterpredicate with the subject, then either it is among the things 
stated in the definition of the subject or it is not. If it is among the things stated in the definition. then it must 
be a genus or a differentia since a definition is composed of a genus and diffemntiae. On the other hand, if it is 
not among the things stated in the definition, then it is clear that it must be an accident, for an accident was 
said to be what is neither a definition nor a unique property nor a genus but still belongs to the subject.' 
Smith translation 



Thus, the four predicates c m  be distinguished by crisstrossing two divisions into two. The 

distinction between what is said of convertibly and what is said of not convertibly, and the 

distinction between what is said of as inside the nature and what is said of not as inside the 

nature. 

Finally, in Chapter 9, Aristotle explains that it will always be a ihing belonging to one of 

the ten categories which wiii be predicated according to one of the aforesaid ways in which 
something can be predicated: 

This division of dialectical premises and problems (Top. 1 4.101b 17-18) certainly 

inspired the division of the narnes said of many things univocally-the predicables, in 

opposition to the categories or 'predicaments'-that one finds in Porphyry's Isagoge and 

which became such a central notion in the study of logic in the Middle Ages. The two 

divisions have often been compared as if they were dividing the sarne thing.10 Whence my 

different explmation of their differences. 

A definition is not a narne, but is composed of narnes. That's why, I think, definition 

would not corne under what Porphyry is dividing. But I agree with the reason usually given to 

explain why Aristotle does not consider species in the Topics, namely, that a dialectical 

problem consists in asking if an attribute belongs io a subject that is universal. nius. the 

lowest species do not give rise to another kind of dialectical problem, since here we do not 

have another kind of predicate said of a univenal subject. 

'Now then, next after this we rnust distinguish the categories of predications in which the four types of 
predications mentioned are found. These are ten in number: what-it-is, quantity, quality, relation, location, 
tirne, position, possession, doing, undergoing. An accident, a genus, a unique property, and a definition will 
always be in one of these categories, for dl the premisses produced by means of them signify either a what-it- 
is, or a quantity, or a quality, or some one of the other categories.' Translation Smith 

See Brunxhwig 1967, xlv, n2; Smith 1997. 57: 'in Iatet antiquity these five "predicables". as they were 
Iater called, took on considerable importance in metaphysics as well as logic. If we put "species" in place of 
"definition", we have the "five tenns" of Porphyry's Inrroduction ro Logic (comrnonly known under the tide 
Quinque Voces). which became one of the most farniliar handbooks of logic in the early Middle Ages.' 



It is unanimously adrnitted by the commentators that these four notions M s h  the basis 

for the division of the following books of the Topics; it should be noted, however, that 

Aristotle does not give them the cornmon narne of 'predicables' in the Topics, and that this 

use reflects the conhision of *bis division with that of Porphyry: 

In order to be "equipped to ded with" problems and premisses in a 
systematic way, we must fiat classify them, then l e m  methods for dealing 
with each class. A system for classiQing propositions is therefore crucial to 
Aristotle's dialectical art. The one he advocates begins by classifiing the 
relationship asserted to hold between subject and predicate of a proposition: 
the predicate may be def»i ition (horos), genus (genos), unique property 
(idion). or accident (sumbebekos) of the subject. In fact, as Aristotie 
mentions in passing, there is a fifth possibiiity: the predicate may also be the 
differentia (diaphora) of the subject (...) The entire structure of the Topics 
rests on this fourfold division: Books 11-111 deal with accidents, IV with 
genera. V with unique properties. and VI and (in part) VII with definitions. 
(Smith 1997,57)11 

Wluit Is A Dialecrical Premise. (Chapter 10) 

Aristotle explained, in Chapter 1. that the distinction between premise and problem is one 

of the structure of the sentence. The f o m  of aprotasis is '1s it the case that P?' (ara...:). That 

is. in contrat to problema, of which the form is 'Whether P. or not?' (poteron ... 2 ou; ). the 

'or not'-bit is left out (1 4.101b28-36). There is a doubt expressed both in the prernise and in 
the problem, but it doesn't bear upon the same thing. In the case of the premise, the doubt is 

about the consent of the respondent, whereas it is about whether a predicate belongs to a 

subject in the case of the problem. as Albert explains: 

Et nota dubitationis semper debet poni et ordinari ad consensum 
respondentis, si sint propositiones: si autem sint problemata, ad 
compositionem propositionis. (In Top. 279a) 

This is an opinion rhared by Slomkowski 1997. 10 among many others: 'Al1 the topoi in the central 
books are ordered according to these predicables'. 

'Fini. then, it rhould be determined what a diaiecticai prerniss and a dialectical problem are.' Smith 
translation 



One can note the same difference between diaiecticai premise and problem. By their very 

structure they d o w  ody  two possible answers: the affirmative or the negative. Anstotle points 

this out explicitly: 

06 ~ O K E ~  61 n â v  rO K ~ B ~ ~ O U  ~ ~ ~ ~ E K T L K ?  n o 6 ~ a o i c  ~ i v a i .  
c. 

o i o v  

3 

O U K  

r o i a h a c  TOV T I P O T ~ O E O V .  (Top. VI11 2.158a14-22)13 

Thus, in Chapter 10. Aristotle first of al1 goes back to the definition of the endoxal 
premise given in Chapter 1, adding to it the condition that the opinions of the 'wise' ought not 

But it rnay be more or less easy to ascenain that certain statements seem so to d l ,  to most, to 

the wise or to the most famous of them, Aristotle therefore adds three characteristics that one 
couid take as signs that certain statements respect this definition of the probable: 

l 3  'Not everyihing that is universal seems to be a dialectical premiss, For example 'What is a human?' or 'In 
how many ways is "good" said?' For a dialecticai premiss is one to which it is possible to answer yes or no, 
but this is not possible with the premisses mentioned; therefore, such questions are not dialecticai unless you 
give the definition or distinction yourself in stating hem, e.g. '1s it the case that "go& is said either in this 
way or in that?' For in response to things of this sort. it is easy to answer by either assenting or dissenting, 
and you must therefore try to put forward such premisses in this way.' Smith uansIarion. See also [nt. 

CH 

11.20b25-30: a v a  s i  b$hov  ;TI. oG8i r i  r i  i o r i v  i p h r q u i c  &ni 
G ~ a x ~ ~ r i ~ f i *  SE'? y à p  6 c 6 6 u ~ a i  :K r t s  i p w r f i u t w c  i x h e a i  8 n 6 ~ r p o v  
B O C A E T P L  ~ V T L ( P ~ ~ C ~ C  , 6 p i o v  L n o g i i v a u ~ a i .  à 6 t î  rov  
i p o r ô v r a  npooâiopiuai n k p o v  rosé i u ~ i v  8 i iveponos fi 06 r o û ~ o .  

l4 'A dialectical premiss is the asking of something acceptable to everyone. most people. or the wise (that is. 
either ail of them. most of them, or the most famous), provided it is not contrary to opinion (for anyone 
would concede what the wise think, so long as it is not contrary to the opinions of the many).' Smith 
translation 



First of all, therefore, we may also consider as endoxal those statements that resemble 

endoxal statements. Thus, if it is a probable opinion that the science of contraries is one and 

the same, it wili appear probable also that the sensation of contraries is one and the same. In 
like manner, if it is a probable opinion that grarnmar is numerically one, it will also seem 

probable that the art of Bute playing is numerically one, whereas if it is probable that there are 

many sciences of grammar. it will seem probable aiso that there are many arts of flute playing. 

These are examples that Aristotle gives, and he concludes by saying that al1 these opinions 

seem to be alike and to belong to the same farnily : 

But we may consider endoxal also the contraries of probable statements taken according 

to contradiction. Thus, if the former is affirmative, the latter is negative and vice-versa. If it is 

probable, for example, that one should do good to one's friends, then it is also a probable 

opinion that one should not do evil to them. That one should do evil to one's friends is a 

statement contrary to common opinion whose contradiction is that one should not do evil to 

them. We must understand, however, that Anstotle is not speaking about contrariety between 

the statements, but rather between the t e m .  

Finaily, we may consider endoxal al1 the opinions that are in agreement with the 

teachings of the recognized arts. Indeed, we cal1 those proficient in the arts, wise. Albert also 

thinks that when one uses what seems to the arts, this is because it is a way to get to the 

probable as what seems to the wise: 

Ponet enim aliquis probabiliter (secundum quod probabüe est, quod videtur 
sapientibus et maxime notis) ea quae videntur his quae probati et antiquiores 
sunt in anibus traditis. (In Top. 269a) 

IS 'Dialecricd premisxs also include: things which are rirnilar to what is acceptable: the contraries of things 
which appear to be acceptable. put fornard by negation; and such opinions as are derived from any established 
arts.' Smith translation 

'For al1 these seem to be similar and related.' Smith translation 



But why define the dialectical premise by i p h z q  f l ic? Why not say 'take' or 

'assume', which are closer to the act of laying down a premise with a view to syllogizing? This 

seerns to be what Aquinas calls a 'praedicatio per causarn', that is to Say, a description of a 

thing by the way one gets it.17 This is what Aquinas is talking about when he comrnents on 

Aristotle's text on the relation between the sciences and their proper principles. Commenting 

his affirmation that in each science there are proper questions, he says: 

Idem est secundum substantiam interrogatio syllogistica et propositio, quae 
accipit alteram partem contradictionis. licet in modo proferendi differant 
(hoc enim, quod ad interrogationern respondetur, assumitur ut propositio in 
aliquo syllogismo). (In Post. Anal. 1 2 1# 174) 

It is clear that what Aquinas sees between the request and the obtaining of a premise is in fact a 

causal link. In respect to the intriguing affirmation conceming questioning in science, we 

should perhaps understand it in the context of particular sciences both subordinating and 

subordinated: the principles of the latter, to the degree they are the conclusions of the others, 

could be asked for. This, at least, is what Aquinas seems to me to be saying.18 Another 

possible explanation would be that this is a different meaning of 'question' frorn what we have 

in dialectic. The philosopher would not ask which part of the contradiction his interlocutor 

judges to be the best, but rather if, yes or no, he accepts the proposition forrned by one 

determinate part of the contradiction. 

The emphasis on the request by which it is necessary to obtain the dialecticd prernise 

puts into evidence its uncertain character, and we shail have to retum to this later? 

What Is A Dialectical Problem. (Chapter I I )  

l7 This is how Aristotle rnakes known the processes of sensation and of understanding in the De Anima. We 
will see, in fact, that he describes them as 'undergoings'. Now, they are not really such; sensation and 
understanding are the results of  undergoing, a d  again, of undergoing in the broad sense. It is in this way also 
that what is proposed by the intellect, the me, is said to bc a king: 'Ponit alium modum entis, secundum 
quod esse et est, significant compositionem propositionis, quarn facit intellectus componens et dividens. Unde 
dicit, quai esse significat veritatem rei. Vel sicut dia translatio melius hakt 'quod esse significat' quia aliquod 
dictum est venim. Unde ventas propositionis potest dici ventas rei per causam. Nam ex eo quod res est vel non 
est, oratio vera vel falsa est' (Aquinas, In Metaph. V 9#895). 

l8 See An. p s t .  1 12. See, among the places whcre Aristotle says that no science asks for its principles. 
Sopk el. 1 l.172alS. 

l9 Lennox 1994.56 speaks of 'the intemgative contcxt of dialectic as altering the episternologicai status of a 
staternent, whether proffered as an alternative or asserted as an answer' . 



At the beguining of Chapter 11. Aristotie tells us that one can seek to resolve a problem 

either with a view to pursuit and flight, or with a view to knowhg, either for its own sake, or for 

obtaining knowledge that will help with problems of choice or knowledge. The text indeed 

describes the 'assisting' (ou v c py à ) problems as ordered to one of the other two kinds: 

In Chapter 14, Aristode will have this to say about premises and problerns: 

"EOTL Vi)t T V ~ O  n ~ ~ ~ h a e c i v  rôv npor6mov uai rôv 

Now Smith. while pointing out that his reading of the text is in contradiction with the 

tradition. suggests that the division of problems in Chapter 14 is really different from that of 

'A diolcericcil problem is a point of speculation. directed either to choice and avoidance or to mith and 
knowledge (either on its own or as working in conjunction with something else of this sort) (...) For it is 
useful to know <the answers to> some problems only for the sake of choosing or avoiding something (for 
instance whether pleasure is to tx chosen or not), while it is useful to know others only for the sake of 
knowing (for instance whether the universe is etemal or not). Others are, in and of themselves, of no use for 
either of these but work in conjunction with other hings of this sort. For there are many things which we do 
not wish to know in and of themseives, but for the sake of other things, in such wise chat, because of them, 
we will corne to know something further.' Smith translation 

21 'In outline, ihere are threc classes of premisses and problems. Some premisses are ethical. some are 
scientific, and some are logicai. Premisses such as these, then, are ethical: whether one must obey one's 
parents rather than the laws, if they disagree. Logicai premisses ate such as whether or not the same knowledge 
has contraries as its object; scientific premisses are such as whether or not the universe is etemal. And 
similarly also with problems.' Smith translation 



Chapter 1 1. Students of the Topics may readily concede that this is opposed to the tradition, 

since aside from some recent works, such as Brunschwig's commentary (which Smith is 

obviously following very closely here), interpreters from Alexander through the Medievai 

cornmentators such as Albert, and Renaissance schohrs such as Pacius (who was familiar with 

Alexander), do indeed hold these two passages to be identical in the essentials of the divisions 

they propose of problerns and prernises into three kinds. 

~lexander explains this passage from Chapter 1 1 by saying that the dialectical problem 

is a seeking which tends to preference or rejection, or to knowledge, and this either for itself or 

as a help in some other investigation towards these ends. He then a f f m s  that every problem 

will be either an ethical consideration, or a physical one. or a logical one, and that this is what 

the preceding definitions are taiking about.22 Thus, according to him, every consideration that 

is a help to some other consideration wiii be logical: 

Moreover. according to Alexander. every problem about a logical matter is auxiliaxy. He adds, 

in fact, that: ii y à p  hoyii<: npayparc ia  6pyhvou ~ W p a v  & c i  ;V (~ihouo(pIg 

(In Top. 74.29-30). and that 'dl research carried out in relation to logic is carried out widi a 

view to its utility for philosophy'.23 These remarks of his are often quoted. 

Albert the Great. too. starting with Chapter 11, associates a determinate matter to the 

problerns for which Aristotle then makes clear the goals: moral problems. civil and mechanical 

ones; physical, mathematical and rnetaphysical; and logical (In Top. 269). And Albert, no more 

than Alexander. does not seem to foresee that a question other than in the logical order can 

rn 

22 See In Top. 74.3-6: q q o b  o 6 v  i 6  ~ ~ y 6 p r v o v  ' ( 6 ~ q o i c  n e p i  % t ~ p f i ~ a T o c  
n 

U U Y T E ~ ~ O V T O F  q n p k  a ï p ~ i r i v   ai c p u y i v  9 n p k  i rki isciav nai 
V 

y v ô u i v .  3 a h o u  ii O c  a u v r p y o û  n p 6 ~  ri E T C D O V  ~ ô v  i o i o i i t o v  

* 3 h a  66 ~ a ~ à  ra i l~ l lv  C T I T C L T ~ L .  TOÛ n p o s  ~ K E C V ~ V  xpquC,ou t q ~ c î t a i  
x 6 p IV (Alexander. In Top. 74.30-3 1). 



constinite an auxiliary problem.24 and he also excludes the possibility that a logical problem 

might be studied for its own sake. And even if he does not proceed to the division of 

statements and problems in Chapter 14 by defining each of the subject-mattçrs by the goals 

enumerated in Chapter 11-this is what Alexander in fact d o e s 2  nonetheless, the words by 

which he designates the subject-matters are the same as those he has already associated with 

the goals in Chapter L 1. One can find the sarne division in Pacius.x 

Thus, according to these commentators, in Topics 1, Aristotle is reserving a description 

of 'tool' (that is. something ordered to something else) to logic. And he also reduces the status 

of any logical debate to an auxiliary one. This very likely nounshed the tradition of calling 

logic a 'tool'? Now, this would be a real problem if one thought that a logical problem need 

not be auxiliary, or if one thought that those problems that are not k ing  pursued irnrnediately 

with a view to choice or to knowledge, but rather as aids for the problems imrnediately pursued 
with a view to choose or to know, need not be logical. That. in fact. every adjutant problem 

dms not necessarily involve Iogicai matters. This is the case for Smith. Commenting on the 

passage in Chapter 14, he says: 

The ancient cornmentaton interpret the passage against the background of a 
much later conuoversy about the place of logic in philosophy. Alexander 
and other later Peripatetics rejected the Stoic conception of logic as a 
division of philosophy on a par with theoretical and practical wisdom, 
maintaining instead that it is rnerely an 'instrument' of philosophy. Thus 
Alexander (74.1 1-33) takes the threefold distinction in the present passage 
to be parallel to the classification of dialectical problems given ai 1.11, 
104bl-5: those usehl for tmth and knowledge, those useful for choice and 
avoidance, and those that work in conjunction with sornething else. 
Alexander supposes this to be a three-way partition and equates the last 
group with the logical problems; the study of them will consequently be of 
no intrinsic value and important ody in so far as it contributes to theoretical 
or practical issues. But the division in 1.11 can equally well be read as a 
double dichotomy: among both theoretical and practical problems. some are 

24 'Adminiculans autem. sicut id quod est de modo omnis philosophiae: et hoc est logicum secundum quod 
logica generditer dicitur omnis scientia sermocinalis, quae in termino deteninatur. Omnia ista quaesita ad alia 
quae per ea scienda referimus' (Albert, In Top. 269b). 

25 See Alexander on Chapter 14. ln Top. 94.2- 10. 

26 Sec In Top. 358#1 [Chap. 111. See also 361116 on Chapter 14. 

27 Brunschwig 1967 suggests in Nm that the identification of the divisions of Chapten I L  and 14 has 
nourished this tradition (xxvii, n I),  and that his tradition has influenced Alexander's commentary on these 
chapters ( l26n 16). 



worth punuing intrinsicaily while others are important because of their 
comection with other issues. (Smith 1997,92) 

One can find sirnilar remarks in Bmnschwig's comrnentary on Chapter 1 1. He says in fact 

that the 'auxiliary' problerns of the first classification do not perhaps constitute a category 

located on the sarne level as the two others, but only an intenor subdivision to each of thern? 

Except that he goes as far as to actually put into doubt not only that every adjutant problem 

must be logical. but also that every logical problem must be auxiliary: 

Influencé par la conception. devenue traditionnelle, de la logique comme 
instrument (orgmon), Alexandre estime que la présente division correspond 
à celle des problèmes en éthiques, physiques ou théorétiques, logiques (cf. 
105b19-29). Mais il n'est pas certain que tous les problèmes auxquels 
Aristote attribue ici un caractère "auxiliaire" appartiennent h la sphère 
"logique"; et il ne l'est pas davantage que tous les problèmes "logiques" 
soient de caractère seulement "auxiliaires". Aristote ne donne pas ici 
d'exemple pour les problèmes de caractère "auxiliaire"; mais celui qu'il 
prend en 105b23-24 pour illustrer la notion de prémisse logique ("les 
contraires relèvent-ils ou non du même savoir?') entrerait bien plutôt dans 
une catégorie de problèmes théorétiques qui sont l'objet commun de la 
dialectique et de la métaphysique. (Brunschwig 1967, 1% 16) 

Nonetheless, Brunschwig and Smith are not really the fint to break with the traditional 

reading of Chapters 11 and 14, as a reading of Maunis clearly indicates, for he already 
proposed that Chapter 1 I should be read as a double bipartite division, in contrast with the 

tripartite division of Chapter 14. In doing so he broke with the previously accepted 

interpretation-including that of Pacius, whose position he was well awve of. On Chapter 11. 

he says: 

Definit Aristoteles problema definitione divisiva, qua simu1 explicat varias 
problematurn species. Problema est aliquid contemplationi et disquisitioni 
propositum, spectans vel ad electionem et fugarn, vel ad veritatem et 
cognitionem, vel per se, vel quia adjumentum affen ad aliquid aliud (...) in 
hac definitione continentur duae divisiones problematis. Primo dividitur 
problema in speculativum et practicum. Practicum est, cujus cognitio est 
utilis ad electionem vel fugam ex gr., hoc problema quo quaeritur, utrum 
voluptas sit bonum, est practicum, quia ejus cognitio conducit ad electionern 
vel lùgam voluptatis. S peculatiwm est, cujus cognitio est solum expe tibilis 
gratia scientiae; ex.gr., hoc problema: an mundus hierit ab aetemo, est 
speculativum, quia ejus cognitio est expetibilis gratia solius scientiae. 
Problema tum speculativum tum practicum potest subdividi in problerna, 
quod per se expetimus scire, cujusmodi sunt duo jam proposita, et quod 

See nxvii. n 1 : 'Il se peut en effet que Ics problémes 'auxiliairrs' de la première classification ne constituent 
pas une catkgorie s i t d e  sur Ie même plan que les deux autres, mais seulement une subâivision intdrieure à 
chacune d'elles.' 



expetimus scire non propter se. sed quia ordinatur ad sciendum aliquid 
aliud, quod per se expetimus scire. (Maurus, In Top. 403#1-2) 

And when he comments on Chapter 14, Maunis gives no indication that he would identifi the 

division that Aristotie is rnaking there of staternents and problerns with the one he made of the 

problems in Chapter L l (ln Top. 407#3). 

This disagreement between the Ancients and the Modems shows that, although at f is t  

sight the division of the problems does not seem to be problematic itself, it is nonetheless 

difficult to understand well. In fact, does not Aristotle himself affim that it is not easy to 

circumscribe by a defuiition the species mentioned and that one must rather familiarize oneself 

with them by means of the examples furnished, and by means of induction make oneself able 

ro recognizc their di fferences : 

n o î a i  8 '  É ~ a m a i  T W V  n p o ~ i p q p E v a v ,  âpiop@ pèw OUK 
~ h d c  6 n o S o Û v a i  n e p i  a h ô v .  ~i 82 si? riic 
t n a y o y t c  u u v q e e i q  n c i p a ~ i o v  y o v p i ( e i v  1 ~ 6 u ~ q v  
a h ô v l  ~ a ~ à  ~à n ~ o ~ ~ ~ n u É v a  n a p a 8 d y u a r a  

And. as we shall see, although Alexander does not draw the sarne conclusions from this. the 

fact that certain moral and natural problerns seem to be auxiliary did not escape his attention. 

He speaks about them as about 'possibilities of exchange in respect to the moral and natural 

problems' .30 

Without entering into the details. let us first ask what the non-logical problerns could be 

chat Smith. Bmnschwig and Maunis would consider to be auxiliary. 

Arnong the theoretical problems, they affirm, ceriain of thern would be pursued with a 
view to other problems. It happens in fact that theoretical problerns are snidied for the sake of 

29 'As for what each of the aforesaid kinds is like. it is not easy to rtate that in definitions about them. and 
one must try to recognize each of them with the farniliarity which cornes through induction, studying them in 
light of the examples given.' Smith translation 

ràc p2v *npoc ~ L ~ C U L Y   ai Q U Y ~ ~ Y '  O U ~ T ~ O C O ~ C  f i ~ i ~ à ~  c'ivai, r h c  62 



other theoretical problems. For example, one cm seek the definition of motion for the sake of 

understanding generation. But the very fact that one is taking about the first problem as a 

theoretical one shows that it is principally pursued to know, and that it is not essentially 

auxiliary. It is, rather. auxiliary in an accidental way. As when sorneone who has studied a 

question about the soul in natural philosophy then uses this knowledge to inspire his moral 

life. The knowledge in no way becornes practical. nor does it in any way enter into a practical 

syllogism. Its relation to action thus remains purely accidental. however useful. Alexander 
gives as an example of this the answer to the question whether everything takes place 

according to an absolute necessity. without which question's k ing  answered. one would not 

even know if there was any place to speak about choice and ethical problems. But one should 

note ha& Aiexander does not c d  the Fust question 'auxiliaiy'. 

The reason why truly theoretical questions cannot be essentially ordered to practical 

ones can be deduced from a distinction made by Aquinas in the Prima Pars of his Summa 

tlzeologiae whrre he shows the different ways in which an investigation can be called 

theoretical. and explains that a question is tmly so only if the thing known is natual. that is. if 

the maner studied is as such inoperable.31 It is easy enough to understand that it is accidental 

for such a question to be studied with a pnctical purpose in rnind; that is. with the intention of 

reflecting on those practical things for which such a theoretical consideration might be useful. 

as is the case of studying the soul. or the phenornena of the natural world. It is more difficult 

to see, however, that it is aiso accidentally that a question that is not theoretical in the very 

nature of the things studied. but only according to its mode, might be studied with some other 

practical problem in mind. (Aquinas gives as an example of something theoretical only 

according to its mode the person who is analytical!y studying an artifact by its causes and 

de finition. In fact, this is not a theoretical question, but rather a question that is theoretical only 

according to its mode. Alexander gives as examples of such practical problems treated 

analyticdy. and which do not immediateiy aim at choice, the questions whether the virtues are 
co~ec t ed ,  and whether pleasure is a continuous movement.) Might it be the case that for our 

three authors, among these practical problerns, the fmt could be s i d  to be auxiliary when it is 

pursued with a view to other practical problems? This is what might happen, for instance, when 

one who has investigated the nature of a house, then passes on to consider housing in relation 

to the good life. 

31 See Ia q.14 a.16. 



Perhaps the same would hold for those practical probiems that are useful for other 

prac ticai problems, but that are practical also according to their end and mode, such as w hen 
one investigates ends, this serves an investigation of means. Let's illustrate this with the 

virtues. One has to have concluded that truth is a thing to be pursued in order to judge that to 

acquire intellectual v h e s  is a good thing. And it is tme that if one then wants to determine if 

some actions are good or not. he wiii have to look, among other things, to see if they d o w  one 

to acquire prudence. understanding and science. Yet, these fint practical problems are not 

always ordered to the second. 

Finaily, if these authors envisaged the possibility that practical problems can also be 
ordered to theoretical ones, the same objection arises. For exarnple, to the degree that the moral 

life influences the resolution of philosophical problems, someone might imagine that a 
reflection on the nature of virtue, which might contribute to bettering the moral life, is 

ultimately in the service of philosophy. Yet. a reflection on virtue could obviously be pursued 

for the sole purpose of practicing it. Thinking of other practical problems that are useful for 

theoretical ones, someone might also bnng up those cases where reflecting on the practical can 
help theoretical reflection because of analogies between the two. For example. one could use 

the fact that virtue consists in the medium to reason, by analogy. to the fact that the tmth 

consists in a mean also. In al1 cases. however, a practical question studied for the sake of the 

knowledge of something else remains accidentally ordered to it. 

Now, it seems to me that when Aristotle is taiking about 'auxiliary problems'. he must 

have in rnind those questions that are essentiaily and necessarily always ordered to others, just 

as he understands by 'problems aimed at pursuit and avoidance' those problems that are 

essentially and necessarily ordered to action, whether immediately or not, and by 'problems 

aimed at knowledge in itself those problems that are in the same way ordered to knowledge. 

Otherwise, the pnnciple of division would not always be the same. Aristotle would not have 

spoken about a 'division' of the problems and of the three kinds of problem as 'parts' 

( p i  PTI) if the sarne problem could have the characteristics proper to severai classes. (Men in 

love, fearîd men, hopeful ones, sad ones and angry ones do not make up 'classes' of men.) 
Now, only logical questions are essentiaiiy and necessarily always ordered to other questions. 

'An auxiliaq question' has, therefore, two meanings that must not be confbsed. Either 

one wishes to Say that a question about some operable thing is, under particular circurnstances 

and by accident, ordered to some other question about operation or even speculation, or that a 

question about a naturaiiy theoretical matter is, in these same conditions, ordered to another 

theoretical problem, or even to one which bears on operation. Or, an 'auxiliary question' may 



rnean one concerning a special kind of operable matter, more precisely. one which can be made 

in the mind, but in a necessary way. Only here cm we have a uuly auxiliary problem. Thus. 

my first objection to this modem interpretation consists in this, that the moral and namal 

problems which are subordinated to other problerns are in tmth always only accidentally so, 

and are not radicaily auxiliary problems. 

But, one might equally object, where would one situate, in the division of the problems 

according to their purpose as conceived of by Maunis. Brunschwig and Smith. those problems 

that concern logical rnatter? It seems that it wodd be necessary to situate them either among 

the theoretical problems (auxiliary or not) or in a class other than that of the theoretical and 

practical problerns. Now, the fmt alternative has as a drawback that it doesn't harmonize with 

other of Aristotle's texts. He never assigns but three kinds of matter to speculaiive studies: 

n a d  or mobile being, mathematicai king and king as being. It is never a question of fixing 

as one's goal a knowledge of logical intentions for their own sake. On the other hand, the 

second alternative has as a consequence the manifestly absurd position that no logical problem 

would be awciliary . 

And this leads me to the other affirmation that goes against the traditionai interpretation. 

namely. that it might prove pertinent to study logical problems in and for themselves. We 

stated that only logical matter can lend itself to problems that are üuly auxiliary. Now. is every 

logicai problem auxiliary? Brunschwig puts this into doubt, using as an exarnple the question 

of whether contraries are objects of one and the same science. He affirms that we have here a 

question whose interest is not uniquely instrumental and that seems in fact to pertain as much 

to metaphysics as to logic. 

Once more without entering into too much detail-this is indeed a very difficult 

question-that contraries are the object of one and the sarne science is only an opinion in logic 

and is studied with a view to knowing the mode of knowing and the properties of certain 

logical intentions; whereas in metaphysics, this is a proper question for the science and wiii be 

demonstrated thecein. and it is considend with a view to knowing the properties of the kinds of 

ability and in order to distinguish between the latter. Logic, in fact, studies intentions of the 

mind insofar as these are ordered to knowing things. Metaphysics. on the other hand. 

approaches them insofar as they are beings. But as they have very littie being, ody existing in 
the minci, Aristotle even excludes them from the king that is the subject of metaphysics (Book 
VI). These intentions in the mind are therefore only useful in metaphysics insofar as they help 

to progress towards a knowledge of real beings, and ihis is possible because logic is general, 

as is metaphysics, aad because our way of knowing reflects aspects of reality. (In Chapter 10 



of Book V of the Metaphysics, for example, Aristotle establishes that there are ten kinds of 

being from the fact that there are ten ways of saying that something is an attribute; and he 

affirms things about real substances and accidents starting with the properties of logical 

substances and accidents. He is then proceeding rationabiliter in the first of the three senses 

enumerated by Aquinas in his commentary on Boethius De Trinitate.) Even in these cases, 

therefore, logic is always studied only because of its contribution to the discovery of the truth 

about other things. 

Since ethical and theoretical questions are only accidentally auxiliary, whereas logical 

questions are so essentially, these kinds of auxiliary questions cannot be subordinated to one 

another in the same way. Now, the closest example of theoretical questions subordinated to 

others of a different kind is represented in Aristotle by the intermediary sciences such as 

astronomy or music, where the pure mathematical sciences of geometry and arithmetic are 

applied to problems in the physical world. Now, this is only possible because these 

mathematical entities do really exist in physical things. and to the extent that such physical 

things approach perfection (as Aristotle believed to be the case for the heavenly bodies), the 

more perfectiy mathematical considerations apply to them. 

Logic is quite another matter, however. It is not applied to the other sciences because 

logical intentions are in them. but because logic constructs in a necessary way tools for 

knowing these things. Besides. Aristotle never speaks of logic in any way similar to the way he 

speaks of the relations between mathematics and naturai science. 

The necessity of logic for the sciences cornes from the need to fumish tools to reason 

which studies the objects of these sciences. And it is this necessity for an art of arguments that 

Plato is refering to in the Phaedo when Socrates is discussing the irnmortality of the soul. He 

is not suggesting that such an art would be usehi because of a likeness to the soul in what it 

studies. That this is the fmt allusion in the history of philosophy to the necessity for logic has 

been suggested by Duane Berquist. 

Thus 1 think that the traditional view is correct. and that the newer interpretation of 

Maurus. followed more recently by Brunschwig and Smith, may lead to serious 

misunderstandings of the nature and role of logical problems in relation to the ethical and 

n a d  ones, as weli as of whai role these latter can play in respect to one another. 

Having made these distinctions. we can now r e m  to our main theme: just what is a 

dialectical problem? Aristotle affirms that it is a question which. though understandable to 

them. is one about which ordinary people have no opinion (they are not more inclined in one 



direction than in the other), or it is an opinion contmy to the wise, or where the opinion of the 

wise is contrary to that of ordinary people, or where the opinion of some of the wise is 

opposed to that of others, or even where some ordinary people hold one opinion, while others 

hold another.32 Two other extreme cases also qualiw as problems: questions about which 

there exist contrary arguments. The difficulty here is to know whether the tmth Lies with one 

set of arguments or with another opposed one? Finally, we rnay also consider to be 

problems those questions about which we have no arguments in one direction or the other. 

because we consider that they are too difficult (Top. 1 1 l.lO4b 14- 17). 

A thesis is a position that is only considered because some well-known penon holds it, 

or because it seerns to be backed by an argument. 

c ~ p S ~ ~ ~ i ~ ~ ~ .  $ O T L  Év T O  IOv, K U ~ Q R E P  M É A L U U ~ C  ( P ~ Q L V  

(6 y à p  T O Û  T U X ~ V T O C  i v a v ~ i a  ~ a î ~  S 6 ~ a i ~  

The thesis thus is a view contrary to opinion received by ail, as those which were disqualified 

as dialectical premises in 10.104a10-12. But we now learn that such views hardly qualify as 
problems: it is no longer a question, in fact. of an opposition between the wise and the people, 

or even between the wise: one single expert now seems to be in question. Now, as already 

explained, Aristotle thinks that what everyone accepts is very iikely me. 

But we must undentand that it is the fact that statements really seem to be false to aii or 

to most people that Aristotle takes as an almost cenain sign of their falsity. For one ofien hem 

34 'A thesis is: a belief contrary to opinion held by someone famous for philosophy. e.g. rhat conuadiction is 
impossible (as Anristhenes used to say), or that everything moves (according to Heraclitus), or that what is, is 
one (as Melissus says). For to takc things contrary to our opinions seriously when just any pnon declares 
them is silly.) Or: something about which we posxss an argument contrnry to Our opinions' Smith 
translation 



that it is a common occurrence for the opinions of the experts not to appear to be m e  at fist, 

or even appear to be false, although they are in fact correct.35 Now. this in no way puts into 

question Aristotle's principle that most of the time what seems so to al1 is tme. The cases 

brought up here concem particular objects that not everyone has an experience of, and about 

which, therefore, there reaiiy is no comrnon opinion, or at l e s t  there should be none. (There 

may well be comrnon customary or fashionable ways of thinking, however, that pass 

themselves off as common opinions.) 

There are, therefore, two cases where it is worthwhile to examine a paradoxicai position. 

even if it is almost certainly false. (In fact, given that there rnust be a difference between 

problem and thesis. and given Aristotle's exampies also, 1 tend to think that what he calls 

'thesis' is clearly false.) It is worthwhile examining how a wise person could have got to such 

a position, and it is useful to be able to soive the argument which seemingly supports it, for 

this can hardly be a valid one, since what is false can never be deduced from what is me. 
Besides. Aristotle characterizes the propounders of the example he gives of this kind of 

argument ris sophists: 

h a v ~ l o v  ~ a i c  8 6 t a i c .  o r o v  k i  06 nâv 6 'ov ;roi 

35 This is one of the ways of Bolton 1987, 122-123 ways of showing that the method of inquiry foilowed in 
the biological works is not entirely dialectical: 'Reasoning is defined in the Topics as dialectical "which 
reasons from noted opinions (endoxa)", where endoxa are understood to be "things which are accepted by 
everyone or by most people; or by the wise-ither by ail of hem, or by most, or by the most famous and 
distinguished". Clearly, new empincd data uncovered by, Say, the working expert biologist doing dissections 
on the members of some heretofore unexamined or improperly examined species could easily fail to fit into 
any of the sub-classes of endoxa permitted to figure in dialectical reasoning. Aristotle himself rnakes clear in 
various places that such a researcher might well arrive at, and use in his theory construction, results which 
contradict ail standing opinions or, more often perhaps, results which have not occurred to anyone before. It 
might be argued chat if this biologist happened to be arnong "the most famous and distinguished" any of his 
own opinions, including new observational results, would count as endoxa and his argument based on thern as 
dialectical. But even if Aristotie was assuming this, which is quite unlikeiy, if our genuine expert biologist 
with new empiricai data were not yet so lucky as to stand among the most acclaimed biologists neither he nor 
anyone else would be entitied to use his new results in dialectical argument no matter how empirically well- 
grounded they might be. This, of course, was Aristotle's own standing when he was actudly doing much of 
his biological research. In addition, new information based on reliable eyewitness reports of non-experts in 
bioiogy-so long as these results are unknown to most people40 not count as endoxa and thus cannot be 
accommodated in diaiectic either'. In my opinion, these remarks of Bolton arc correct and we must look in the 
particular treatises to another method, sirnilar to that of the modem experimental sciences. 



This is how 1 formulate the argument that seerns to me to proceed from accident: 

-a musician is a grammarian; 
-now, this musician-grammarian didn't become so, nor is he etemaiiy so; 

-therefore we have a being here who has neither become, nor is eternal? 

Consequentiy, it is faise to Say that 'everything that is has either become or is etemal', as one 

generaiiy does. 

The conclusion of the argument is clear: "not everything which is either has 
come to be or is eternal". No one would be inclined to take such a thesis 
seriously but for the fact that an argument cm be constnicted in its support. 
(Smith i997,83) 

'Constmcted' says Smith. A sophistic argument is in fact fabricated. The sophism of the 

accident cornes about because one thinks that whatever is said of a thing is aiso said of its 

accidents, Now. the being of musician-grammarian is an accidental one: it's by accident that 

these two qualities coincide in one subject. One concludes, therefore, that what is said of the 

individual who is musician and grammarian, namely, either to have become or to be eternal, is 

also said of the being that happens to him. 

There are al1 sons of controversies as to the exact way in which this argument is 

presented in the different texts-1 do not intend to get mixed up on this-but the 

36 'A thesis is: a belief contrary to opinion held by someone farnous for philosophy (...) Or: sornething about 
which we possess an argument contrary to our opinions, e.g. that not everything that is either has come to be 
or is etemal. as the sophists Say of the musician who is Iiterate without either having become so or always 
being so (for even someone who does not think this might <corne top think it because chcre is an argument.)' 
Smith translation 

37 See Alexander. In Top. 80.15-25: o i  82 QO(OLQTPL TOÛTO ~ V P L P E ? V  n ~ i p ô v ~ a i  61; 
3 0  

h 6 y o u  r i v o ~  n a p ~ & a v o l  n v a  OUTE h i  ovTa  OCTE Y E Y O V ~ T ~ .  
1 0  30 

~ a u ~ 6 v o u ~ ~ c  y à p  TO T Ô V  O V T W V  T I  & a i  r i  c i o u o i u b  ouTa 
y p a c i u a ~ i r 6 v  & a i  ~ ~ i ~ v i i o u o w  iiri TOÛTO OCTE &&Ou C O T I V  ( 0 4  y i p  
i c i  3 v  d pouoi~oc y p a ~ b a r i ~ 6 c ,  ~ A A '  T u  noTc ;TE O ~ K  ;Y). &LX' 068; 
y c v 6 ~ t v o v .  06 yàp  y t v c i a i  S ~ O U U L K O C  y p a ~ ~ p a ~ u c O ~  (...) OUK ;ipa ~6 
v o u o i ~ 6 v  y p a u p a r i u 6 v  y i v c ~ a r  i t  S v  U U V ~ ~ O U O L  TO 06 n â v  j i ~ a  TO 
n 
OU 6 y<  v 6 p t  v6 w i UT LV $ ~ o v .  See also Albert. In Top. 27 1 b-272a: 'dicimus. quod non 
omne quod est, veI factum, vel aeternum est, sicut dicunt et probant sophistae instantes sic. Nam musicum 
esse grammaticum (quod per accidens est factum) nec simpliciter est factum, nec est aeternum.' 



commentators are agreed on this, that the argument Aristotle has in mind is almost cenainly the 

one that appears in fuller fom in Metaphysics VI 2.1026b 18-20, and XI 1064b23-6. Aquinas 

(In Metaph. V I  2#1178), moreover, analyses the one in Metaphysics VI as a sophism of the 
accident. 

Aristotle ends Chapter 1 1 by giving two reasons why a statement given in the fom of a 

double question requiring a determinate answer is not necessanly a diaiecticai problem. Either 

it is too easy-that is, the penon for whom what is or should be evident poses a problem, has 
either a custornary block, or is deficient in sense, and thus any argument given to his 

intelligence would be useless to make him change his mind-or the problem is too ciifficuit for 

a simple exercise: 

~ o h 6 c r ~ w c  8 a i u ~ f i a t w g *  o i  v y à p  6 n o p o û v ~ ~ q  
' n 6 r ~ p o v  8 ~ 7  t o ù q  & o ù ç  n p â v   ai T O Ù F  Y O V E Y C  à y a n â v  
ii oL' ' ~ o h 6 o c o c  G É o v ~ a i ,  o i  82 ' n 6 r c p o v  9 ~ i O v  AEUK: fi 
oÜ ' aiuefiueoc. 046; 6 i j  6 v  u 6 v q y u ç  3 & n 6 8 c i € i c ,  O ~ S '  
6 v  h i a v  n 6 p p w  rà vàp  O U K  7 ~ é 1  $ n o p i a v ,  T; 82 
n h t h  ~ a ~ à  y ~ ~ v a c r r i ~ f i v .  (Top. I 11.105~3-9)38 

It is therefore not a question of examining paradoxical opinions: 

38 'One ought not to inquire into evcry problem or every thesis. but only hose which someone might be 
puuled about who was in need of arguments, not punishment or perception. For those who puzzle about 
whether one musc honour the gods and care for one's parents or not need punishment, while those who puzzle 
about whether snow is white or not need perception. Nor ought one to inquire into that the demonstration of 
which is near to hand, or thosc the demonstration of which is excessively remote. For the former present no 
difficuIty, while the latter prcscnt too much for exercises.' Smith translation 

39 'Now to examine al1 the opinions that any people hold about happiness is a superfiuous task. For children 
and the sick and insane have many opinions wfiich no sensible man would discuss, for these persons need not 
argument but the former time in which to grow up and alter and the latter medical or official chastisement 
(treatrnent with drugs k i n g  chastisement just as much as flogging is). (...) it is out of place to apply 



Leaving aside, obviously , the two exceptions mentioned above. namely , paradoxical statements, 

which Aristotle calls 'theses', which are held by those who are illustrious. or which seem to be 

confmed by arguments. Thus, it remains mie that as a general nile ir would be senseless to 

cake up one's tirne with opinions contray to cornmon opinions. 

Nonetheless, as it is only to Dialectic in one of its uses that Aristotle denies the 

useNness of examinhg very difficult problems here in the Topics, it seems to me that it is 

only the too easy problems that can never be considered dialectical. Aristotle says himself, 

moreover, that certain problems for which we do not have arguments precisely because they 

are d . c u l t  are nonetheless didectical: 

And this is what Anstotle does himself. 

He argues very often, in fact, dialecticaily-for and against the contradictory positions 

ihat make them u p i n  respect to very difficult problems. See, for example, Book III of the 

Metaphysics as well as the following books, where he discusses certain problems that have 

been laid out there, as well as Book 1, Chapter 10. of the De Caelo. where he argues 

dialecticaily in fact about the very question of the etemity of the world This helps us to see 

that in the text of 105a7-9, Aristotle is ialking about problerns that are too difficult for exercise. 

Such problems may very well lend themselves to dialectical consideration when dialectic is 

ordered to the philosophical sciences, however?l 

reasoning to those who do not need reasoning at aII, but experience.' Rackhm translation. What is called 
a h%fi ois in the preccding tent. ieems to be called n6%o F in this one. 

40 'Those are dso dialectical pmblerns (...) thox about which. because ihey are vat .  we have no arguments. 
thinking that it is difficult to give the reason why (e.g. whether the universe is eternal or not). For one could 
also pursue an inquiry about such problerns.' Smith translation 

41 Furthennoce. at the beginning of Chapter 10. when Aristotle says that not every problern is dialecticd. he 
ir only excluding from dialectical problerns those questions which are too easy: 06 ~ à p  nâoav 
np6raoiv 0682 nâv n p 6 8 k q ~ a  ~ L ~ A P K T L K ~ Y  ~PTIOV* 06Scic yàp  (...) 
npopahoi  TG nâoi qavçp6v  ~ o î c  n h r ~ o r o i c  T; piv y à p  OUK 'Éxei 
&no piau (Top. I LO.104a3-7). 



The affurnations that diaiectical problems must be neither too dificult nor too easy must 

therefore be qualified. Problems that are too easy may become objects of dialectical discussion 

when 1) they constitute a problem for a well-known philosopher, or 2) when they appear to be 

confirmed by arguments. Very mcult problems also, when it is no< principally with a view to 

exercise that they are king discussed. 

Alexander daims that the dialectical problem is about two of the four questions whose 

answers make up our knowledge of things: 

6 o ~ i '   ai ' T C  ~ Q T L V '  06 S L ~ A E K T L K ~  ~ l p o p h ~ p a ~ a .  (In Top. 
63.15- 19)42 

Aquinas. on the other hand, says that dialectic answers to just one: 

Dicit erg0 primo quod aequalis est numerus quaestionum et eorum quae 
sciuntur. Cuius ratio est. quia scientia est cognitio per demonstrationem 
acquisita Eomm autem oportet per demonstrationem cognitionem acquirere. 
quae ante fuerint ignota: et de his quaestiones facimus, quae ignoramus. 
Unde sequitur quod ra quae quaeruntur sint aequalia numero his quae 
sciuntur. Quatuor autem sunt quae quaeruntur. scilicet quia, propter quid, si 
est et quid est: ad quae quatuor reduci potest quidquid est quaenbile vel 
scibile. Dividit autem in I Topicomm quaestiones sive problemata aliter in 
quatuor. quae omnia comprehenduntur sub una hanim quaestionum, quae 
dicitur quaestio quia. Non enim ibi intendit nisi de quaestionibus ad quas 
dialectice disputam. (In Post. Anal. II 1#408) 

At first sight it seems strange that Alexander and Aquinas deny that dialectic is about the 

question 'what is it?' and that it is only occupied with the question 'whether it is so'. indeed, 

al1 of the dialectical places are ordered to definition; the third and founh tools also. in 

particular; and definition answers the question 'what is it?'. 

But if we look more closely, we can understand that the answer to this question has 

aiready k e n  given. Among the divers kinds of questions to which Aristotle's d e f ~ t i o n  denies 

the stanis of dialectical problem, there are two to be especially noted: questions of definition 

('What is X?') and questions of causality ('Why X is Y?'). It is only when a determinate 

answer is given to such questions formulated in the mode 'Whether Y is the definition of X'; 

42 See A n  p s t .  ïï 2. 



'Whether Z is the reason for which X is Y' that they can become dialectical problerns.43 nius, 

in dialectic one does not immediately discuss the question of what the definition of a species 

is, but rather if such and such a predicate is its de finition. It is when the question is asked in 

this way that the places cm be useful. For it is by mems of questions of the kind 'whether 

such a predicate belong to the subject to be defmed or not'. and 'whether it belong to it as a 

genus or not' that Aquinas describes in fact the investigation of parts of the d e f ~ t i o n :  

Dicit ergo primo quod ad hoc quod aliquis constituat terminum, idest 
definitionem per viam divisionis, tria oportet considerare: quorum primurn 
est, ut ea quae accipiuntur, praedicentur in eo quod quid est; secundum est. 
ut ordinetur quid sit pnmum et quid secundum; tertium est, quod accipiantur 
omnia quae pertinent ad quod quid est, et nihil eorum praetennittatur. 
Deinde (...) ostendit quomodo tria praedicta possunt observari (...) Primo 
ostendit quo modo observetur primum: et dicit quod unum homm (scilicet 
quod accipiantur ea quae praedicanhir in eo quo quid est) observatur, primo 
quidem per hoc quod homo potest inducere syllogismes quod id quod 
assumihu insit, sicut cum disputanir ad problema de accidente; secundo, ut 
ostendatur quod praedicatur in eo quod quid. per ea quibus disputatur ad 
probiema de genere. (In P ost. Anal. II 15#547-548) 

THE SUBJECTIVE PARTS OF THE DIALECTICAL ARGUMENT: SYLLOGISM AND 

INDUCTION (CHAPTER 12) 

Anstotie presents the kinds of dialectical argument. Having defined the syllogism in 

Chapter 1, he now defmes induction and gives an example of it: 

Then he proceeds to compare the two kinds of argument: 

43 See Brunschwig 1967. nxv. d. 

44 "With thew things defined, then, we need to distinguish how many kin& of dialectical argument there are. 
One kind is induction, another is syllogism. Now, what a syllogism is was explained earlier. Induction, 
however, is procedng h m  particulars up to a universal. For instance, if the pilot who has knowledge is the 
best pilot. and so with a chariotecr, then generdly the person who has knowledge about anything is the bat." 
Smith translation, rnodificd. Broadly similar definitions are present or impiicit in 1, 18, 108blO-11; Vm, 1, 
156a4-6; APo 1, 1, 71a8-9; Rhet. 1, 2, 1356bl4-15. 



I I  

c o n  8' i] C L 2 ~  h a y o y q  n i e a v 6 ~ c p o v    ai o a ~ É o ~ e p o v  uai 
~ a ~ à  z i v  a Y o a q o w  Y v ~ P i ~ O ~ ~ p o v   ai roit n o h h o î s  
K O L V O V ,  Q 61  U U A A O ~ L ~ ~ O ~  B ~ ~ O T L K G T E ~ O ~   ai n p o c  t o ù c  
~ V T \ ~ O Y L K O Ù F  6~ E P Y É O T E ~ O V .  (Top. 1 12.105a16-191~~ 

This corresponds to the advice given in Topics Theta 14.164a 12- 13: 

And in 2.157alS-2 1: 

The genus of induction in Greek is &$OSOS. which means a way towards, or a means 
of reaching. Induction is a way to the beginnings of the philosophical disciplines which 

explain by causes, and hence is connected with the usefulness of diaiectic for the beginnings 

of such knowledge. induction like syllogism or statement or de finition does not fust name an 

act. but a tool whereby an act is possible or is perfected. 

in the de finition of induction, T& ~ a e '  E ~ a o ~ a .  can signify either singulars or the less 

universd, and ~ a û 6 h o u  can signify either universd or more universd. T& KU& z ~ a o ~ a  

should probably be understood first as singulars and K ~ B ~ A O U  as universal, even though 

there rnight be a later induction from the less universal to the more univenai. When Aristotle 

says that induction is ~ a ~ h  riv a i ~ ê f l ~ ~ ~  Y V W ~ L ~ ( U T E P O V ,  he wouid seem to have in 
mind singulars which are known by sense, as in the following: 

45 'Induction is more persuasive. ckarer. more intelligible in the way perception is. and commonly used by 
the public; syllogism is more coercive and more effective with those skilled in contradicting.' Smith 
translation, modified. 

46 'Exercise with those apt at induction should be assigned to a beginner; exercise with those apt at syllogism 
to someone experienced.' Smith translation. modified. 

47 'When arguing. use syllogism with those skilled in debate more than with the public; contrariwise. use 
induction more with the public.' Smith translation, modified. 



Besides, Albert speaks of 'singularia' here.49 

But Aristotle's example of induction is one from the less universal to the more universal. 
And the dialectician c m  induce in this way as well as from singulan. Hence, one rnight 

translate Aristotle's definition as a way towards the general from particulars because 

'particular' can mean singulan or the less universal and 'general' can mean universal or more 

universal. Le Blond. who also asked ihis question. answea it clearly: 

La première question qui se pose à propos de cette définition, porte sur le 
point de départ du raisonnement inductiE faut-il entendre, en effet, ce 
«particulien> dont part l'induction, comme étant la sensation elle-même, la 
connaissance de l'individuel? Faut-il y voir une connaissance déjà générale, 
celle qui atteint l'espèce. par exemple? Les termes de ~ a e '  z ~ a  o ~ o v ,  
d*&o l a  par lesquels A désigne le point de départ de l'induction. ont 
souvent ce sens d'«individuel». C'est ce sens qui est voulu évidemment, en 
certains passages des Topiques. Et c'est en s'appuyant sur ces passages 
qu'Alexander d' Aphrodise assure que l'induction part de la sensation elle- 
même. Mais. en d'autres endroits des Topiques, b ~ o v  ou ~ a 6 '  
C/ 

E ~a UT O v désignent évidemment, non les individus, mais les «espèces 
dernièresn: ~ A t o t l e  recommande formellement de ne pas faire porter 
l'examen sur les «indéfinis». apeira mais sur les eidh. la plupart des 

'induction do 's dans exemdes d nne les To~iques ne recensent pas. en effet, 
des individus. mais des es~èces sous des m e s  subordonnés. des 
universels. moins étendus. (Le Blond 1939,3 1-32) 

48 *but in another sense that which is prior in knowledge is mated as absolutely prior; and of things which are 
prior in this sense che prior in formula are different From the prior in perception. Universals are pior in 
formula. but paniculars in perception' Tredennick translation. See Aquinas. In Metaph. V 13X946-947: 
'Ostendit quomodo aliquid dicitur prius altero in cognitione (...) Sed. cum cognitio sir duplex, sciliçet 
intellectus vel rationis et sensus, aiiter dicimus aliqua priora secundum rationem et aliter secundum sensum. 
Ponit autem tres modos. secundum quos aliquid est prius ratione sive cognitione intellectiva; quorum primus 
est secundum quod universalia sunt priora singularibus, licet in cognitione sensitiva accidat e converso. Ibi 
enim singularia sunt priora. Ratio enim est universalium, sensus autem singularium.' 

49 See Albert, In Top. 273-274. 



CHAPTER FOUR 

THE DIALECTICAL TOOLS: THE STATE OF THE QUESTION 

The first thing we rnust note is that the commentators on the Topics, as well as those 

who wrote on dialectics under its inspiration, have rather senously neglected the tools. Sorne 

of these Aristotelians do not even mention them; among these are Cicero and Boethius. And 

authors as prolix as John of St. Thomas, Franciscus Toletus or Pedro da Fonseca simpiy leave 

them out of their considerations of dialectics. Closer to us in time. Giorgi Colli does the same. 

Others attempt to account for the place of the tools in the Topics. but usually they are content 

to paraphrase Aristotle, and although in some of them, such as Alexander. there are detailed 

exarnples of the use of particular tools, there is littie effort spent on trying to explain what they 

are. This applies not only to Alexander, but also to Albert, Pacius and Maurus. Finally, some. 

bothered by this doctrine, seek to put them aside rather than trying to explain them and their 

role. This is the case for Thionville, who considers the teaching on the tools as, 
'l'intermédiaire par lequel a passé le gdnie d'Aristote pour arriver à son but définitif, which 

are the places ( 1965,9 1). 

Why this neglect? Perbaps the commentators saw that the rest of the work can be 

understwd w ithout the teacbing on the tools, is Thionville's suggestion (1 965.47). Pelie tier' s 

hypothesis is more interesting. He suggests that this neglect of the tools might be due to 'la 

magie formelle dont l'idée d'une méthode universelle de discussion fait naître l'espoir: 

l'aptitude à discuter de tout sans avoir Ù connaître matériellement le sujet. De 1% une attention 

exclusive à l'énumdration des Lieux, centrée sur la forme' ( 199 1,323). 



Whatever the case might be, none of these are the best reasons for having skipped over 

the tools. for there are others, in fact. As Smith remarks, Aristotle only devotes a few chapters 

to the tools, whereas the places occupy many books. Whence the temptation to believe that he 

attached a proportionately lesser importance to the former: 

Since these [topoi which have given the Topics its name] occupy by far the 
largest part of the treatise, cornmentators have k e n  much exercised to fill in 
the gap left by Anstotle's reticence and to answer the closely related 
question just what a topos is. ( 1997.87) 

LMoreover, Aristotle is extremely concise: nowhere does he stnctly define die dialectical tool 

(he always describes it by its function of procuring abundance), and he hardly touches upon 

its relation to the places. 'Les Topiques sont difficiles, non pas tant par ce qu'ils disent que 

par ce qu'ils ne disent pas'. De Pater remarks, quite appropriately (1965. 151). 

In the course of my exposition of the tools following my examination of the major 

opinions, 1 will retum to certain of these, but mostly with reference to very detailed points. 

Thus, 1 wili fmt procede to a brief presentation of the diverse points of view separately. 

ALEXANDER, ALBERT, PACIUS, MAURUS 

Alexander has to his credit that he does not confuse the tools with the places, and he 

conceives of die former as abilities ordered to obtaining probable premises. There is, however, 

little reflection and analysis concerning the relations between the four tools, what they have in 

common, and in what they differ. But his paraphrase, the most elaborate one arnong the 

Ancients, is of interest. His explanation of the places for the second tool is particularly useful, 
1 find. 

With Albert also, one fin& very clearly the distinction of places and tools, as well as the 

idea that these latter are abiiities ordered to the obtaining of probable premises. But we hardiy 
find any mon attempt to explain than in Alexander. Furthemore, his paraphrase is Iess usefui 

than the Greek's, since it is less developed and is marked by the difficult style of its author 

(dong with the imperfections of the old Borgnet edition.) 

Pacius and Maunis, our best Renaissance cornmentators on the matter, distinguish place 

and tool, as did the Greeks. Nonetheless. nowhere in their texts could 1 find any reference to 

the genenc nature of the tools. Their common end, which is easier to see. is noted. There is 

r e d y  little analysis to be found. But Maunis is sometimes usehi because of the clarity of his 

presentation; Pacius, because of the penetration and the originality of certain of his ~marks. 



Theodoms Waitz' text presents al1 the signs of boredom we will find later in 

Brunschwig's; Waitz speaks of the Topics as if the whole work were hardiy more than a long 

enurneration (430),1 wtiich he explains by the practical purpose of the work, and this is rather 

surprising, since kistotle often uses this very purpose to justify his own brevity (Top. 1 

1.10 lal8; 14.105b25). Whatever the case, Aristotle's absence of brevity in the Tapics is the 

reason given by Waitz to explain why his commentary on this work is bnefer than on the 

others. It is, in fact, quite brief, and involves no effort to explain the text. Waitz is content to 

repeat that the tools allow an abundance in syllogisms. He does not try to desemine a cornrnon 

de finition. 

Thionville begins his expianation of the tools by announcing that this part (Chapten 13- 

18) will be more difficult than have k e n  the three other principal points of Book I (the goal 

and the usefulness of the work; four species of dialectical questions; two methods for arguing) 

that he has just seen. and that it contains a doctrine that has always remained very obscure. 

The author is confusing the tools with the places: 

Les instruments dialectiques, suivant les paroles de l'auteur, sont des 
moyens, des procédés destinés à nous fournir en abondance des 
syllogismes et des inductions. Mais ces paroles sont embarrassantes; car il 
semble que ces procédés et ces moyens doivent Sue les lieux eux-mêmes. 
Cependant, dans la théorie du premier livre. il n'est pas encore question des 
lieux, mais seulement d'une sorte de méthode générale qui paraît leur servir 
de préambule. (Thionville 1965,47) 

Starting with these observations, Thionville will be led to conclude that the tools are an 
intermediq step through which Anstotle passed in order to arrive at his definite goal, which 
was the places: 

Les instruments ne sont qu'un systéme transitoire, un acheminement vers la 
doctrine définitive. ( l965,53) 

This is how, in fact, he puts Aristotle 'd'accord avec lui-même'. For, ThionviUe, holding as he 

does that the places and the toois have the same function, cm not find any place for the latter in 

l Sec Bcunrhwig, 1989.499. Le Blond 1939.22 speaks of ihc 'mCandres des Topiques'. 



the treatise, unless one looks at it in terms of its evolution. Thus, according to Thionville, 

Aristotle is faithful in the Topics to his custom of explainhg things as he discovered them by 

making us go through the steps which lead to his conclusion. 

Thionville's conception of the tools depends upon his conception of the places, and this 

is the way he wanted it, choosing to study the nature of place before Book 1. Now, like many 

others, he makes no distinction between dialectical premise and dialectical place (or maxim). In 
fact, he describes the places the way Aristotle speaks of the object of the fmt tool and affirms 

that the comrnon places are propositions expressing the most universal probable truths. and 

that these propositions are the elements of aU dialectical reasoning. 

Aristote a voulu appeler topoi des vérités premières admises par tout le 
monde. confirmées par la conscience et le sens commun. Comme la 
démonstration procède des axiomes nécessaires, la dialectique procède des 
axiomes2 probables, c'est-Mire des lieux. (Thionville 1965.35) 

He thinks that if we were able to bnng back ail the principles of our arguments to their most 

general and simple expression, we would be bringing them back to a limited number of 

propositions that it would then be possible to study: and this would be the places. They are, in 

fact. according to Thionville, the results of the method of the tools, generalized. 

Mais quel rapport y a-t-il entre cette théorie [celle des instruments] et celle 
des lieux communs? Ne semblent-eiles pas poursuivre toutes deux te même 
objet? Nous avons prouvé, d'après Aristote et les péripatéticiens, que les 
lieux communs sont les idées générales adoptées comme vraies par 
l'humanité, et où nous puisons. comme d'une source commune, les 
propositions qui forment les prémisses de nos raisonnements. Or le premier 
instrument dialectique a précisément pour but de tirer de ces mêmes vérités 
générales, de ces mêmes idées probables qui constituent le domaine des 
opinions humaines, des propositions applicables A ce que nous voulons 
démontrer. On peut en dire autant des trois autres instruments; car leurs 
procédés divers aboutissent toujours B la découverte d'une proposition 
probable qui doit entier dans le raisonnement. U s'ensuivrait donc que les 
instruments seraient destinés B jouer le même rôle dans la topique que les 
lieux communs et B nous procurer ce que nous fournissent ddjà ces 
derniers. Par conséquent l'une ou l'autre de ces deux methodes serait 
inutile. Car, si nous connaissons les lieux communs, nous y trouverons 
toutes les propositions dont nous avons besoin pour raisonner, et nous 
n'aurons que faire dors des instruments. De même si nous possédons bien 

2 We must understand that by 'axiorns'. Thionville does not mean rhe very fint principles rhat for Aristote are 
contracted in dernonstration. Thionville is talking about propositions that enter directty as such inro the 
argument: 'ce sont les vdrit6s dtrnontrdes d'abord, et sur LesqueIles s'appuient ensuite un grand nombre de 
chdorèmcs. En g€omçtne par exemple, ce sont des propositions de ce genre: Tous les ongles droits sont égaux,- 
-& pénmktre envebpponr est plus long que le périmétre envelopp&* (1 %S,3 1). 



la méthode des instruments, si nous savons faire jouer à volonté les ressorts 
de ce savant mécanisme, nous pourrons aussi, par ce moyen, nous procurer 
toutes les prémisses de nos raisonnements, et l'étude des lieux communs 
sera superfiue. ( l965,5 1-52) 

Nonetheless, I believe that it is more in keeping with Aristotle's teachings to speak of the 

place as a description of the fom of the argument, of the ties that exist between its terms and 

w hic h assure its validiy : 

Le Lieu dialectique est la conséquence, en matière d'attribution, qui découle, 
pour une notion, de ce qu'elle soit admise comme définition, cause, accident. 
semblable ou contraire. U consiste en des alliances conceptuelies que permet 
ou que défend à une notion le fait d'une précédente relation endoxale avec 
uneautre. Pour conclure avec une définhion stricte, le lieu dialectique est 
une affinité d'attribution attachée aux corrélatifs d'une relation logique. 
(Pelletier 199 1,275-276) 

1t is impossible to go into any detailed and complete considerations conceming the nature of 

the places here. I think that Pelletier has sufficiently covered this. and 1 refer the reader to 

Chapter 7 of his book. 

Thionville also does not make any effort to define tool. He keeps 'means' when 

speaking about them: 

11 résulte de ce que nous avons vu que les instruments dialectiques sont 
quatre procédés pour chercher les éléments de nos preuves, en un mot, 
quatre méthodes particulières d' invention. (Thionville 1965.5 1 ) 

Thionville, however, does devote more space to the tools. and he explains hem bettrr than the 

previously mentioned comrnentator. For instance. he brings out more clearly certain notions 

that seem to me to be correct and important: 

Les quatre instruments dialectiques ont donc pour but commun de nous 
procurer les propositions dont nous avons besoin. (Thionville 1965.48) 

Le Blond sees, as we do, a certain order from the more generai to the more particular 

between the fmt and second tools: 

Le premier de ces organa est assez peu précis, mais Aristote illustre la 
recommandation très générale de bien "choisir les propositions" par des 
moyens plus particuliers: le choix doit se guider sur l'opinion; des 
propositions ouvertement reçues par l'opinion commune, on peut passer il 
des propositions semblables, à celles qui leur sont contraires, etc. Plus 



précise déjà, est la recommandation de distinguer les significations. (Le 
Blond, 1939,38) 

But, in point of fact, he sees things quite differendy, for it seems to him that the tools are more 

generai than the places. Nonetheless, me many others, he does not distinguish them: 

11 est assez difficile d'indiquer une différence bien précise entre les 
J /  

O p y a v a et les ~6 no L , et Aristote cite, parmi les 'op y a v a telle ou telle 
recette qui revient dans l'étude des ~6 no L. (Le Blond, 1939,38)3 

Much of what he says is a witness to this. For example. about places he affirms that they are a 

universal method that gives the means for finding ideas about any subject and how to ask 

questions on sornething about which one has no particular cornpetence (1939, JO). 

In his work one does not find any attempt to define: he simply takes Aristotle's 

description and speaks of the tools as 'means of investigating', but which are much more 

general han are the places, during the consideration of which Aristotle 'entre dans le détail des 

moyens plus particuliers' ( 1939.40). 

Braun, in his often cited doctoral dissertation, Zur Einheit der aristotelischen 'TOPIK', 

does consider the tools in more detail than most modem authors. His anûlysis of them is in 

keeping with his general thesis about the central place of the dialectical syllogism in 

understanding the nature and unity of the Topics, which has as its rather immediate hnction 

that of procuring such arguments. It is in this context that we would naturally seek the new 

light that he wishes to throw upon such centrai parts of the work as the tools and the places, 

but his reading of the Aristotelian text brings little, finally. 

It is difficult to see how, for instance. he distinguishes the tools from the places. The 
only defdtion he gives of the tools is more or less Aristotle's own: 'The means which help us 

to fmd syiiogisms are, according to the First Book of the Topics, Qnly the four tools: the fast, 

which determines the statements for the inference pmcess, the second. which distinguishes the 

many meanings of the words in the statements. the third. which discovers the differences of the 

Le Blond 1989, 38 cites Grote 1880, 283: 'ii faut avouer que lorsqu* Anstote en vient il spécifier la manière 
suivant laquelle les trois derniers des instruments peuvent servir, iI se rapproche consid6rabIement du detail et 
de la particularité des Lieux'. 



concepts, the fourth, which uncovers their agreement' (1959,71).4 There is one noteworthy 

addition, however, since Braun has inserted the word 'nur' ('only') that is not in the Greek 

text, which reads: ~6 6' e'pyava 61' Zv d n o p f i o o p w  rôv o u h h o y ~ o p ô v  

r h a p a  (1 13.105a21-22). This amounts to an unjustified exclusion of the places as 

sources for syllogisrns and certainly does not help us to understand how Braun sees the 

relation between the tools and the places. It seerns to be the inverse of what we saw already of 

Smith's position. 

The relations he sees between the tools is something that we wiil corne back to later. 

W.A. DE PATER (1965) 

De Pater's work. in which Pelletier 1991, 322 noted a proper attention to the tools for 

the first time among the modems: is much more important and profound than what we have 

previously examined. In spite of certain weaknesses in his treatment of the order of the Topics 

and of the nature of the syllogism already pointed out by Pelletier, and to which 1 will not 

retum, De Pater's interpretation of the places and th5 tools is. as Pelletier noted, by far the 

most faitMi1 and brilliant (Pelletier 199 1, 19). 

First of all, he carefully examines the question raised by Thionville about the relation 

between the places and the tools. Reading Topics I 13-18, he admits. it is tempting to identify 

the organa with the topoi, especially with the proper ones, since they have an extra-logical 

content: 

Les instruments sont. selon ces chapitres, des moyens pour faire des 
propositions, étant eux-mêmes "d'une manière ou d'une autre" des 
propositions: ils nous procureront des syllogismes, même en abondance; les 
syllogismes se font par leur moyen. Les mêmes choses pourraient être dites 
des lieux. (De Pater 1965, 18 1) 

But De Pater furnishes some clues to put us on the nght track. Among othen, the places are 
much more numerous than the tools. Their probability, at least for the cornmon ones, is much 

W. Murray mslation: 'Die Mittel. die uns die Syllopismen finden helfen. sind nach dem ersten Buch der 
Topik ilyr die vier Organa: das ente.  das die Satze fur den SchIu0proze8 ennittelt, das zweite. das die 
mannigfachen Bedeutungen der Wone in den Satzen unterscheidet, das dntte. das die Untenchiede der Begriffe 
aufinden, das viem, das ihrc Übereinsthmung aufdeckt.' 

See De Pater 1965. 151: 'Le sens mdthodologique des instruments a dchapp? aux commentateurs des 
Topiques.' 



greater than that of the propositions found with the help of the tools which have an extra- 

logicai content. Furthemore, the tie between tool and proof seems to be looser than that 

between place and proof. (If one reads, for example, Topics 1 14 and Rhetoric II 22, one has 
the strong impression that it is a matter of studying each subject independently of a 

demonstrative context. (1965. 134)) Findly, there rernains the possibility that in Topics 1 

18.108b33, the tools are said to be usehl for the places. 

Having supposed that both tools and places (as 'research formulas') serve to find 

propositions, he wams us that it will depend on the way the research is carried out and on the 

character of the propositions found whether the places are identical or not with the tools. After 

which, he shows that the place, even though it guides the choice of propositions pertinent to the 

subject, still does not judge of their endoxality and is, therefore. insufficient for furnishing the 

content of the argument. He does so by means of a clear example: the terms of a given proper 

place constitute the major premise of an argument airning at determining whether the major 

terni belongs to a subject. It remains that one must take as probable that this subject falls under 

the middle tem. And the place itself is incapable of responding to this question, explains De 

Pater in order to put into perspective the necessity of the tools: 

Prenons comme exemple le lieu propre qui dit (Top. 1 17b 18-29): "Est 
préférable ce qui est plus difficile." Supposons qu'on ait posé ia question 
de savoir s'il est préférable d'être riche ou d'être vertueux. Dans la 
perspective du lieu cité. la question devient: "Est-il plus difficile d'être riche 
ou d'être vertueux?" Le lieu n'en dit rien. C'est la méthodologie du 
premier instrument qui indique comment on peut se renseigner sur une telle 
question: elle mène l'enquête pour recueillir les opinions courantes sur 
chaque question (c'est 18, comme on sait, le domaine de la dialectique: le 
probable). Cette recherche. faite à l'aide du premier instrument, mène par 
exemple à la proposition qu'il est plus difficile d'être vertueux que d'être 
riche. Ainsi la question posée a reçu une réponse. (1968, 181-182) 

De Pater, therefore, clearly distinguishes the tool, which fmishes the data, and the place, to 

which he attributes a tie to the choice of certain of the data furnished: 

Fondamentalement le lieu est, en effet, une loi de l'infkrence (...) une 
proposition qui détermine quelle dom& entre dans la preuve dont elle est la 
formule d'inférence, dotée d'une cenaine généralité, c'est-%-dire sans 
iimitation à cette preuve même. Le Lieu est à la fois une formule de recherche 
et une formule probative (...) On peut donc conclure (...) que la fonction 
informatrice de l'instrument est plus directe que celle du lieu: l'instrument 
sert à trouver les données, tandis que le lieu détermine le choix des données 
acquises ou & acquérir. ( 1968, 1 84) 

Thus for De Pater. as for Pelletier, one must distinguish between the judgment on the 

endoxality of the propositions, which is an act proper to the tool, and the judgment on their 



pertinence as prernises with respect to some given coaclusion, which is guided by the place. 

This distinction mns the risk of going unnoticed, especially when the investigation of the data 

has not k e n  carried out prior to the presentation of a determinate problem. hdeed, both for 

De Pater and for Pelletier. the instrumental investigation can and should ideally be c k e d  out 

weii before a determinate problem comes dong, but it can take place after also: 

Quand on construit ce syllogisme, l'existence des données est, d'habitude, 
déjà supposée (car il faut en faire des listes, comme le dit 1, 14, 10913-  15); 
si l'on n'en dispose pas, on remplit la lacune pendant la discussion ou 
quand on la prépare, toujours au moyen des instruments. (De Pater 1965, 
133p 

De Pater, moreover, points out that in Topics MII 14.163b17-22, Aristotle advises his readen 

to stock up on definitions, which seems to mean that it is still a question of many eventual 

objects, as he also says in Rhetoric II 22.1396b3-8, that with a view to whatever may come up 

one must have on each subject a ready-make choice of propositions. And for those questions 

that come up unexpectedly, one must investigate according to the same method, that is to Say, 
not cons ide~g what is indeterminate. but what is pertinent to the subject at hand. 

This distinction of tools and places obviously makes it possible for De Pater to better 

evaluate the necessity of the tools for dialectic: 

les instruments nous procurereront en abondance des arguments: ils le font 
en livrant la matière de ces arguments, 2 savoir les donnees. C'est là leur 
utilité. Sans eux, le lieu ne prouve rien, car il n'a pas de contenu. (De Pater 
1965, 138) 

Not only does De Pater distinguish these two pillars of the didectical method. but he 

explains their relations so well that it is worthwhile reproducing another of his examples. This 

one is built around the place according to which 'if an accident that has a contrary has been 

posited as belonging to a subject, it is necessary to examine whether it can also receive the 

contrary of this accident, since the same thing is apt to receive contraries' (Top. iI 7.1 13a33- 

35): 

Quelqu'un a posé que l'ignorance réside dans la partie appétitive de l'âme. 
Le lieu dit qu'une même chose est susceptible des contraires. Il faut donc 
voir (...) si le sujet posé peut recevoir également le contraire de l'accident 

See also De Pater 1968, 186- 188; 1965. 137-139. See Pelletier W l .  327-8. Evidently. like every 
unprepared operation. the improvised instrumental inquiry is less easy: 05 y i p  ;&ou C K  i o Û  
n a p a ~ p f i w a  ~ ô v  ~ p n o l w o v  n p k  i 6  n p o ~ ~ i ~ ~ v o v  np6pkqva npor6ucwv 
~ h o p t î v  clfi nponapco~~uaopf  v o v  (Alexander. In Top. 92.24-26). 



posé. En d'autres termes, il faut voir si la partie appétitive de l'âme peut 
recevoir la science. Le Lieu ne dit pas ce qu'il en est, mais la méthodologie 
du premier instrument nous apprend comment faire l'inventaire d'opinions 
courantes; elle nous enseigne à rédiger une sorte de fichier systématisé, par 
lequel on possède un grand nombre de données sur tout sujet possible de 
discussion. Le lieu détermine il la lurniere du problème posé, quelle donnée 
il faut choisir dans ce fichier: celie qui concerne la fois la faculté appétitive 
de I'âme et le contraire de l'ignorance (...) Les instruments nous aident 
trouver des propositions (premier instrument), à distinguer les différentes 
acceptions d'un terme (deuxième instrument) et à découvrir les différences 
réelles ou les ressemblances (troisième et quatrième instruments). Dans 
notre exemple on se sen du premier instrument pour arriver aux données. 
Nous supposons qu'on possède un nombre plus grand de données que 
celles qu'on emploie dans ['argument. On peut donc dire qu'on fait, en 
argumentant. un choix parmi les donnies; ce choix s'opère en vertu du lieu 
(...) Ce choix fait, le lieu fonctionne comme garantie de l'inférence. (De 
Pater 1968, 186- 188) 

in the section of his book where he ends the consideration of the state of the question and 

identifies the remaining problems. De Pater affmed that, 'Une chose qui n'a été expliquée 

presque jamais est la fonction des instruments. On aimerait pourtant savoir quelle est la 

relation entre l'instrument et le lieu' (1965. 100). De Pater has indeed certainly greatiy helped 

to improve this situation. 

Another contribution of De Pater is that he is, to my knowledge, the fust of the modems 

to have anempted an 'essentiai' definition of the tools, to speak as Pelletier does. De Pater no 

longer just speaks of the tools as 'means for abundance', but as abilities.' The same as al1 of 

dialectic. in fact. Still, he makes use of the expressions 'ability' and 'methodology' in a rather 

conhwd way, attributhg hem in nim to dialectic without bringing in any distinction: 

11 reste encore une question importante, & savoir si l'instrument est un 
pouvoir, une faculté. ou bien un système de règles (...) La situation nous 
semble être celle de toute la dialectique aristotélicienne. Les Topiques, en 
effet, ne sont pas une provision statique de lieux: ils visent à faire acquérir 
une méthode, en I'occurence une méthode d'argumentation. Ainsi la 
dialectique est-elle une dunamis permettant d'argumenter, comme le dit 
Rhet. 1356a33, mais elle reste une méthodologie, donc un système de lois et 
de règles. (De Pater, 1968, 184) 

Are we to understand that one and the same thing can be both nanird and acquired? I don't 

think that this is what De Pater means, but that he has made a bad choice of words. He is 

opposing 'niles'. 'art' and 'methodology' to 'dunamis', which he is taking as a synonym for 

See 1968, 184-185: 188. 



'method'. For De Pater, the d e s  seem to be extrinsic to the agent and, as it were, unable to do 

anything, 'static' , whereas the method and the ability give a capacity for acting. in this sense of 

'dunamis' it is indeed possible for one and the same thing to be rule, methodology. and 

dunamis or method. One subject cm in fact receive rules that permit him to act. But taking 

dunamis in its proper sense. one and the sarne thing cannot be simultaneously dunamis and 

rnethod. De Pater probably realized that when we speak of 'dialectic' we can mean both a 

naniral, innate talent and an art, but did not further see that 'dialectic' is then analogous. 

Pelletier, moreover, criticizes him for this: 

L'élaboration de cette méthode [la méthode dialectique] présuppose la 
possibilité naturelle de l'opération qu'elle entend perfectionner. et une 
capacité naturelle de la raison à la poser, plus ou moins maladroitement. Et 
le plus radicalement, la dialectique c'est ce pouvoir naturel. L'interprète qui 
l'oubliera s'empêtrera dans des énoncés apparemment contradictoires qu'il 
ne verra pas le moyen de réconcilier: la dialectique est innée. la dialectique 
est acquise. (Pelletier 1989,3) 

And Pelletier gives two examples, among which the above passage in which De Pater a f fms  

that dialectic is a dunamis that enables us to argue. and at the sme  tirne a methodology.8 

Moreover. in the conclusion of his article published after his book (to which, in fact. he 

refers). where one wouid expect more pncision and matunty of thought, De Pater disappoints 

us. He speaks of 'abilities' and of 'actions', thus attenuating the impression that he wanted to 

show that the tools are abilities; the preceding confusion was less comprornising to the degree 

that it involved an identification of two kinds of ability. But now we seem to redly be falling 

back into a determination about whether the nature of the tool is to be an ability or an action: 

Les instruments sont des facultés ou des actions pour trouver ou pour 
multiplier les données. Aristote en a enseigné la méthodologie dans Top. 1. 
14-17. (1968, 188) 

One fin& the same kind of vague language in Smith, at ieast in some places. See his description of the 
purpose of the Topics in 1993, 344: 'what Aristocle actuaily says is that it is his goal in the treatise (...) to 
find a 'method* that will give us the ability tu argue from endoxa'. It is not clear either, then, if Smith 
distinguishes between dialectic, the naturai ability, and this ability as perfected by a method. It is only the 
latter, in fact, that can be the object of a discovery. and it presupposes the ability given by nature. See also his 
explanation of the conclusion of the Topics in Soph. el. 34. L83d7-b 1 in 1993, 344: 'Here it is quite explicit 
that his object was to find a certain ability (dunamis).' 



Bninschwig aiso distinguishes between the hinctions of the places and those of the 

tools, and he assigns a double source to dialectical abundance: 

Le dialecticien doit (...) disposer d'un double répertoire, un répertoire de 
lieux et un répertoire de prémisses; c'est par l'application de ces deux 
répertoires l'un sur l'autre qu'il trouvera, comme dans un tableau à double 
entrée, l'argumentation dont il a besoin. (1967, xlii) 

Brunschwig, however, then goes on to surprise us. Whereas he examines attentively the other 

elements of the treatise, he only hmishes a brief note on the tools in his introduction (xliii. 

nl). 'On peut, dit-il, être bref sur la constitution du répertoire de prémisses' (xlii-xliii). He is 

so brief, in fact, that he says essentially nothing about the nature of the tools. 

Pelletier clearly distinguishes the tools irom the places. The tool, he explains, guides us 

in the determination of the endoxality of propositions; the place, in that of the pertinence of 

prernises. This is how he enters into his chapter on the tools: 

Aristote fait reposer l'abondance dialectique sur l'usage d'organa et de 
topoi. On a commis l'erreur d'imaginer en eux des moyens rivaux pour 
obtenir un même et unique effet. Mais pour Aristote, il y a instruments et 
lieux parce que découvrir l'attaque est une opération double: sélectionner 
les prémisses d'un raisonnement dialectique, c'est choisir deux fois. C'est 
choisir les endoxes déterminés d'où l'on pourra inférer la destruction de 
telle position: en ce discemement-là réside, de la maniere la plus stricte, 
l'acte dialectique, et c'est lui que les lieux rendent possible. Or ce 
discernement en présuppose un autre: on doit préalablement choisir, parmi 
les énoncés qui touchent la matière du problème, ceux qui revêtent un 
caractère endoxal. Les instruments dialectiques visent ce discernement 
préalable. ( 199 1,32 1) 

The 'enquête instrumentale' and the 'choix topique' are essentidy other. 

Clearly aware of what the proper fùnction of the tool is, Pelletier. like De Pater whom he 

cites in this respect, measures ail the importance of the tools for the integrity of the dialectical 
method: 

cette opération [recueillir des endoxes] est primordiale. Sans eue, qui fournit 
la matière de toute éventuelle argumentation, le dialecticien reste impuissant 
et muet (...) Le recueil des données constitue donc le présupposé absolu de 
l'acte dialectique. (Pelletier 199 1,323; 325) 



This is so much the case, he affirrns, that the dialectician devotes a greater part of his energy 

and time to assuring this first kind of discernment than to directing the second. Individual 

reason, he explains. is less self-sufficient in positing this act; it is dependent on what others 

think and must take the means to find out what this is. Whereas the places. as Pelletier 

conceives of them. only facilitate and clarify our seizing of an expenence of the inference that 

is akeady present in every one's reason. 

It is precisely one of the objectives of Pelletier's work to define in more essential terms 

place and tool, the pillars of the method, that Anstotle hirnself only defmed by their cornmon 

end of fumshing ab~ndance.~ Pelletier a f f m  therefore that the tools are faculties: 

l'instrument dialectique. c'est la faculté de discerner l'endoxe; et même 
d'abord, dans l'ordre d'imposition. l'opération où s'effectue ce 
discernement. ( 199 1,323) 

Pelletier's criticisrn of the way De Pater identifies dialectic and its tools as abilities with the 

methods that perfect them seems justified in the face of the facts. He, at least, has made the 

distinction very clearly. ui fact, he gives an order according to which one may cal1 somethng a 

' tool' : 

l'instrument, c'est d'abord l'opération de reconnaître l'endoxe. C'est 
ensuite le talent, la faculté que la raison a d'effectuer cette opération, comme 
dialectique nomme le don d'exploiter I'endoxe dans l'investigation d'un 
problème. Ce sera ensuite, mais seulement par extension. l'art qui parfait ce 
talent et tous les conseils pour le guider. Ainsi, Gardeil peut, sans autre 
maladresse que d'y voir un premier sens. présenter l'instrument dialectique 
comme l'ensemble des conseils par quoi Aristote guide le choix des 
propositions: "Dans l'esprit d'kistote, les instruments sont des règles de 
découverte". (Gardeil, p. 24.) (...) Enfin, au bout de la ligne. on pourra 
appeler encore instrument le résultat ultime de l'opération instrumentale: la 
liste encyclopédique des endoxes, en mémoire ou par écrit, qui se constitue 
A force de répéter l'opération en prévision de problèmes examiner. 
(Pelletier 199 1,326-327) 

As he himself rernarks, Pelletier proceeds in ordering the senses of the word 'tool* as he did 

for 'dialectic' : 

Qu'est-ce donc que la dialectique en définitive? C'est une puissance 
éducable, une puissance qui peut s'adjoindre un art, une T f xv  TI, une 
pf BO 60 C, laqueile s'appellera aussi dialectique. ( 199 1'77) 

See his Inwduction. 



Pelletier is the fmt, and the only one to my knowledge. to speak explicitely of a common 

definition for the four tools, as well as to explain, at least in a way that seerns correct to me, the 

fundamental character of the first one and the relations of the three others to it. Pelletier-and 1 

follow him here-sees in what Aristotle cails 'the fust t d '  an ability that is partially common 

to the three others. He also thinks that only the fact that it bears on simple premises is proper 

to it, whereas the three others prepare the dialectician for particular kinds of argument by the 

acquisition of more special premises. I will retum to his position in the course of the foliowing 

chapter. 

We have sufficiently spoken of Smith's work to know that he distinguishes tool and 

place: 

Aristotle's dialectical art is to be a procedure for finding premisses that 
meet two requirements: (i) they will be conceded by our opponent and (ii) 
they will imply the conclusion we want to establish. To meet (i), we need to 
know what sorts of thing our opponent will accept, whereas to meet (ii), we 
need to know what foilows from what. A solution to the problem would 
result if we had a double system for classifying propositions: first as lists of 
opinions of different sons of people, next as possible premisses for 
deriving a given conclusion. Aristotle's method. as 1 reconstruct it. rest on 
just such a system of classification. First, he tells us in 1. 14 that we should 
compile lists of the opinions of various kinds of peson. Next, in Books II- 
VI of the Tupics. he gives us "locations" (topoi) which consist of recipes 
for constructing arguments for various conclusions (...) To use the method, 
we first determine our conclusion (which is sirnply the denial of the 
answerer's thesis). Then, using the collection of topoi. we find some 
premisses from which it would follow. Finally, we search for those 
prernisses arnong the relevant collection of opinions. Once we have found 
them, ail that remains is to present them to our opponent in an appropriate 
manner as questions (...) ( 1997,88) 

Smith's cornrnentary on Chapters 13-18 is detailed and shows that he takes the tools 

seriously. Nonetheless, he does not attempt to define them essentially: he describes them. 
rather, by their end. He habitually speaks of each of the tools as 'a procedure of sorne sort' 

(1997,89). 

Slomkowski's position is the most incongruous one 1 have encountered. 



With him, the identification of the places and the tools reaches a sort of paroxysm. 

Slomkowski approaches the tools when he is involved in veribing whether the conception of 

the places as 'investigation-instructions', a conception that he also attributes to De Pater ('loi 

logique'. 'formule de recherche') and to stump,10 is reconcilable with his own conception of 

place as a protasis ( 1997, Chapter 2, section C 3, 54-58). He concludes that since in the 

investigation-instruction. a certain protasis and principle is expressed, taking topoi as 

investigation-instructions does not conflict with bis interpretation. 

Now, Slomkowski fuids a confurnation of the fact that, in the investigation-instruction, a 

protusis is expressed precisely in Chapters 13- 18 of Book 1. Indeed, according to hm, the 
tools have a very similar structure to topoi, and are also investigation-instructions. (In support 
of this, the author gives the occurrence of expressions such as 8 É w p c î v  , U K O  TT E ' L v ,  
é n ~ O K O  n ~ i v  in Chapter 15.) Now, as we know, Aristotle says precisely that each tool is 'in 

r way* a protasis ( 105a25). Slomkowski then reproduces exarnples of protaseis in Aristotle, 

saying that they are the results of organn applied to concrete terms. 

And he continues: 

The question now arises of how hornonyrny, differences and similarities are 
investigated and established? A clear answer is to be found in chapten 15- 
17 where Aristotle investigates those notions with the help of what are 
usually called topoi in Top. 8 - H and which are obviously meant to be 
organa here. Roughly, the same structure can be found in both cases (...) 
The main difference between topoi in Top. 8 - H and organa in A 15- 17 is 
that the aim of the former is to find out whether sornething is accident (Top. 
0 - r), genus (A) ,  proprium (E ) or definition ( 2  - H , 3), whereas the airn of 
the latter is to find out whether something is homonymous, different or 
similar. The aspect which one is advised to look at in A 15-17 can usually 
be found in 8 - H as well (...) The same structures are found in 
investigation-instructions in A 15- 17 as in B - H , where they are called 
topoi. The structures we find in A 15- 17 are not called topoi, and are 
obviously rneant to be organa. Such a protasis as "sensation diffen from 
knowledge, because if is possible to recover the latter when one has lost it 
but not the former" is clearly the result of an organon of the sort which is 
described in A 15-17. The difference between "sensation" and 
"knowledge" can be found with the help of an organon which can be 
described in the following way: "III the case of two things, see if when one 

'If one looks at the ropoi-entries in the centrai books they appear first of al1 CO be invesrigation- 
instructions. The topoi-entrier very often begin w ith the phrase "another topos is to k n i h f n c i vnook, 
u~on~îvlinvcsti~ate,  8pâv € i k x m i n e ,  etc. wheiher, with respect to a cenain aspect of the thesis. such 
and such is the case"' ( 1997.54). 



loses them it is possible to recover them both; for if it is only possible with 
one of them. it is clear that they are different"; (...) Thus to al1 organa 
corresponding protaseis c m  be produced; these organa are therefore in a 
way protaseis. We have seen that organa are investigation-instructions of a 
sirnilar structure to the topoi. It might thus be inferred that to topoi too, 
corresponding protaseis can be produced and that topoi are in a way 
protaseis. ( i 997.57-58) 

It seems to me that Slomkowski's understanding of the tools is that they produce prernises in 

two ways. for the examples of Aristotle's that he first takes up are propositions obtained by 

the tools, whereas the last example of a proposition given by a tool is rather a description of 

the use of the tool. 

I must admit thst 1 am disconcerted by Slornkowski's position, and 1 have no idea where 
he is trying to go with it. The only thing that 1 will Say is that whatever the case may be for the 

places-they are not my purpose here-it is certain that Aristotle, when he says that each tool 

is 'in a way' a protasis and allows us to make them. does not mean that the ways of using the 

tools can be described by propositions, but rather that they allow us fo obtain propositions. 

His examples show this clearly. Yet Slomkowski does mention them but 1 think that what he 

sees there is an application of the propositions describing the tools in concrete terms. 



CHAPTER FIVE 

THE CONSIDERATION OF THE FOUR DIALECTICAL TOOLS IN THE TOPlCS 

ARISTOTLE'S FIRST ENUMERATION OF THE FOUR TOOLS 

As we read in 1 13, 'the tools through which we will abound in syllogisms' (and this is 
the only definition Anstotle will ever give of hem) 'are four': one is to assume premises; the 
second is to be able to distinguish in how many ways each [word] is said; the third is to find 
differences; the fourth, the examination of likeness: 

l Certain manuscrits present o ~ h h ~ y i ~ ~ h  +  ai ~ ô v  h a y  o y h .  See Alexander's 
commentary. He thinks that Aristotie is proposing in fact to present the means for abounding in 'didectical 

c 0  
discourses or arguments': V Û Y   ai ncpi T ~ I  b p y h v w v  npo~i%tvai  hfytiv.  a 



Thus, the tools are to be distinguished by the acts for which, as we will explain, they are 

abilities, and the acts in by their objects, just as the ability to see and the ability to hear are 

distinguished by actually seeing color and hearing sound. We shaii see later that this is true 

precisçly of al1 abilities. Aristotle moreover proceeds in this way, in his De Anima. when 

distinguishing abilities of the sou1 (II 4.4 15a 16-22),3 and in the Nicornachean Ethics, w hen 
distinguishing the kinds of friendships.4 This is the consideration of objects that also 

commands the respective order of Chapters 16 and 17. For the snidy of the diaiectical tools, 

therefore, as for that of al1 abilities, Mstotle roots his reflection in a consideration of the 

objects of these abilities. 

The first tool is to take (procure. get, choose, or select) premises ( L a p ~ î v  
np 6~ a c r e  L s ). The second tool is said to be the ability to divide or distinguish (&a u8a 1 

~ L E ~ C ~ V )  in how many ways each is said (rrooa~Wç h o r o v  hky c ~ a t  ). This implies 

'The tools by means of which wc may abound in syllogisms are four: one is obtaining premisses, the second 
is being abIe to distinguish how many ways a word is said, the third is finding differences, and the fourth is the 
examination of tikeness.' Smith translation modified. 

There Aristotlr is answering the question h m  the beginning of Book 1 (1.402b10-16) where he was 
inquiring about (and almost asscrting) the order in which abilities. actualities and objects need to be considered. 
See Aquinas, Ia q.77 a.3 luid De Ver. a. 13. 

Habits are also distinguished by their acts. and these by their objects. For instance. in the thinking out of the 
definition of friendship in Book VI11 and the distinction of tfuee kinds of friendship arnong equals it is very 
clear that these three friendships are distinguished by diverse loving and these by diverse lovables. Aristotle 
first sks what son of things give birth to friendship. He turns to the object, as he had already done for 
proairesis, defined in tems of proaireton, and for boulewis, defined by bouleuton. As one loves what is good, 
he t i r s  distinguishes threc lovable objects: the good sirnply speaking, the agreesble. and the useful: T 6~ a 
6 '  a"v y & o i r o  n c p i  a h ô v  ~ a v c p o v  y v w p i o 8 f v t o ~  ~ o û  c p i h q ~ o û .  ~t seernr 
chat not everything is loved, but only what is lovable, and that this is either what is good, pleasant, or useful: 
6 0 ~ d  y à p  06 rrâw c p i A ~ ' h % a i  8 h ~ à  TG ( O L A ~ T O V ,  T O Û T O  8 '  & a i  TO 
&y& v 5 t 6 Ù  6 x p f i ~ i ~ o ~  (Eth. Nic. VIiI 2.1155bl7-19). The definition that Aristotle gives in 
the conclusion of Chapter 2 also refers to these three lovable things: 6 ~ 7  Qp a € 4  w O cîv  6 hifi  ho L C  

 ai ~ o G k ~ a % a ~  r 8 y a a à  p: k a v % 6 v o v ~ a t  61' g v  T I  T Ô V  E I ~ & V O V  
(1 156a3-5). FinalIy, at the beginning of the tfiird chapter, where he passes from the definition of friendship to 
distinguishing more fully the spcies or f oms  of friendship, refemng to the objects he says: AL(I$~PEL 
TQÛTO [rayaea] ~ A A ~ ~ A U I V  d&i  ai ai @ i ~ f i a c ~ s  üpa  al ai + L A C U L  (iis6a6-7). men  
in the next sentence, he concludes that there are three species of fkiendship, equal in number to rhe three things 
loved: rpca 6fi rà T $ G  ~ i h c a c  ~'(6q, i & p i % u a  t o ' k  g i h q r o ' k  (1156a7-8). Now 
the fmt sentence has shown that he goes from three things loved (9 LAT) f a)  to thrte friendships (Q LA 1 a r) 
through the acts (Q ihq o c  i ~ ) ,  the lovings in this case. 



that something is 'said in many ways' and is, therefore, tied in with what is often referred to as 
'equivocation' or 'analogous meanings' or 'homonymy'. Aristotle takes up this question at 

the beginning of the Caregories ( l . lal-5).' Now, since the Greek way of talking about this 
there ('O ~ 6 v u  ba L É ~  ET a i...) is to Say that 'things are named or cailed homonyms', and 

since equivocation is in fact primarily in things and by reference only in the concepts and 

ternis, some have tended to think that as won as it is a question of equivocation, Aristotle is 

always taiking about things, rather than words. For example, according to Joseph Owens, in 

Chapter 15 of Book 1 of the Topics, expressions such as a o h h a ~ Q s  ~ É Y E T Q L  are to be 
taken as equivalent of 'homonymous' or 'equivocal', so that we should generally translate 

them in such wise as to make of things the subject of whch it is a question and that the object 

of the second tool must be undeatood to be things (1963, 108; 115; 113n31; 122).6 

While accepting that there the verb 'hf y c ~ a i  indeed often have things as its subjects, 

and that the expression in which it appears then corresponds to the use of 'homonyrnous' in 

the first sense, 1 nonetheless find it difficult to see how one could talk about the number of 

ways a thing (in fact, each thing) would be said. For exarnple, Aristotle, bringing up those 

cases where the contmy is named by a single word having different meanings, remarks: 

The expression ao AhaxWç h < y € ~ a ~  is involved here at the very end, under an equivalent 

negative form. It is certain that what is involved here are things-color and voice-that are not 

said to be 'white' (in Greek, h c u ~ o v )  in the same way: 

Alexander. In Top. 97.19-98.3 is aiso referring to lhis ten in order to explain how. in Chapcer 15. Aristode 
formulates the question that the second tool is supposed to allow us to answer, namely. I ~ ~ T É ~ O V  62 
nohha)côc p o v a x ô c  T G  t ? % c i  k i y c ~ a i .  

6 Pelletier aiso thinks that the second tool bears on things: sec 1991.329 and 332, w e n  hc talks about it as a 
'discernement des natures homonymes'. 

'In some cases. then is no disagreement at al1 in the names. but in the species the difference between hem is 
obvious ai once. as in the case of  'bright' and 'dark': for a sound is called bright or dark, and similarly a 
colour. Now in names, these do not disagree; in the species, however, the difference between them is obvious 
at once, for the colour and the sound are not called bright in the same way.' Smith mslation 



The names in these cases are the same, but the fonns are different. The 
things-the color and the sound-are denominated by the same names, but 
in different ways. ui such cases the meaning of 'said in various ways' is 
clearly 'things expressed by the same term in various ways.' These cases 
correspond exactly to the definition of the 'equivocals' in the CafegoBes. 
(Owens 1963.1 14n3 1) 

1 remark however that it is not a question of counting in how many ways each of the aforesaid 

things is said to be 'white' in Greek. Indeed, if Aristotle had explicitly repeated his 

preoccupation with the determination of the number of meanings here, it is the word 'white' 

that would have been the object of it. and not voice and color. Indeed. each of these can be said 

to be 'white' in oniy one way. 

Therefore. such a uniform interpretation of rrohha~as h g y e r a ~  and of the related 

expressions as equivaient for 'equivocals'. in addition to not seerningly required by the Greek 

text, as wimess the vast majority of the translaton. seems to me inadequate in the context of the 

second tool, where it is a question of determining in 'how many ways eacb is said'. For the 

meaning is surely not that a ihing can be predicated or be subject in different senses; a nature 

has only one meaning or definition. It is equaily evident that Aristotle was not intending to 

distinguish how many attributes can belong to a thing-taken according to one meaning-no 

more than he was trying to distinguish to how many subjects a thing can be attributed. The 

subjects and predicates of a nature are in fact infinite, since one can predicate accidents in 

dialectic. On the other hand. to distinguish in how many ways a word is said is quite possible. 

for it at least is able to have many rneanings, precisely when it names many natures.8 The only 

entity for which one can determine the different ways that it is said is the word. A thing or 

nature does not lend itself to this. 

Funhermore, one of the uses of the second tool is to insure that two persons in a 
discussion are thinking about the same thing or things when using the same word or words 

To mke up one passage from the Metaph. ( V 2.1013b4-7) that Owens dso uses (1963. 112- 113): even if 
Aristotle wanted to Say that things such as the sculptor and the bronze were cailed 'causes' in different ways, it 
rernains that the only one of the entities implied here-things, the word 'cause' and the definitions-able to be 
numbered as to the ways it is said is the word 'cause'. Indeed, both the sculptor and the bronze, even if they are 
things said in different ways in that each is said to be 'cause' in a different way, are each said individuaily to be 
a 'cause' in only one way. 



(Top. 1 18.108a 18-26).' Indeed, no discussion is possible unless the words used have only . 

one clear meaning when used, and signifj the sarne thing for those in the discussion. since not 

to signiw one thing is to signiv nothing at dl. according to Anstotle. (If one concept is not 

undentwd. nothing is understood, since the one understanding must distinguish the object of 

his thought from ail others.) Now, if words meant nothing definite, every exchange of thought 

between people would be rendered impossible; moreover, one woidd not even be able to think 

clearly oneself: 

This does not mean that Aristotle is criticizing the existence of words with multiple meanings 

here; what he is excluding is an infinite number of meanings. Indeed. that a word should be 

able to have many rneanings does not prevent its having a single one at a time in actuality. One 

has only to be sure to use it in this way; and, theoretically, one could also give a particular 

narne to each of these meanings (Metaph. IV 4.1006a35-b7). Now. in both cases, to have 

distinguished the diverse meanings would be necessary. and it is for dlls reason that they must 

exist in a finite number. Now, the ability whose goal is to assure that the interlocutors facing 

the same words should think of the same things, has as its object the words and their 

meanings. since, when they do not think of the same ihings, it is their relation to the words that 

causes this, and not to the things they signify. Thus. it must be words and not things that is 

directly the object of the second tool. 

Finally, the second tool dso has as a purpose to avoid the breakdown of discussion 

because of ambiguity (Top. 1 18.108a26-29). Now, the unity that is cause of this kind of 

fallacy is only in the word. Aristotle is categorical about this and he often repeats it. Things 

king infinite in number, whereas words and definitions are finite, it is inevitable, he explains 

tt is the sarne for someone alone. When one is thinking by oneself. the second tool is also necessary. since 
one cannot think without words (or not very clearly, at least). Now, thinking about two different things (at the 
time of conceiving and then judging) when one is faced with a word that designates both of them, is senous. 
since one then believes that one is only thinking about one. 

'for not to have one meaning is to have no meaning, and if words have no meaning there is an end of 
discourse with olhers, and evcn, strictiy speaking, with oneself; because it is impossible to think of anything 
if we do not think of one thing.' Tndennick translation 



from the beginnùig of the Sophistical Refurarions, that many things should be signified by the 
same word. Whence, he adds, those who have no experience of the signiSing power of words 

end up in faiiacious reasoning (Soph. el. 1.165a4-17). Further on he says: 

The mechanism of the fallacy of equivocation incontestably relies on language: r Gv 8'  
6 v o u 6 ~ w v  TC pfv  uo (p iu~f i  8 C I ~ v u C L I a i  ~ p f i u i p o ~  ( n a p à  ~ a h a c  yàp 

~a KOU p y ET ) (Rh. III 2. 1~4b37-38).12 ~ h e r e  is thus every reason to believe that the ability 

for which one must be trained in order to avoid comrnitting such faliacies has for its object the 

meanings of words. 

Indeed, Aristotle says in Chapter 16 that the study of the fallacies from language is 

useful to philosophy because it makes it easier to see in how many senses each term is said 
( ü c i ~ i v o v  'Cxeiv noioûoi npOc 6 n o o a ~ ô c  2 ' ~ a u ~ o v  hZy e ~ a i  17sa5-7). 

using the same expression as that by which he designates the second tool in the Topics 

without there king any doubt that ZKOUTOV then designates words.13 Now, as every kind of 

l l 'There are rwo modes of refutations; one has to do with the language used, the other is unconnected with 
the language. The methods of producing a false illusion in connection with language are six in number: 
equivocation ambiguity, combination, division, accent and form of expression (...) this is the nurnber of ways 
in which we cm fail CO indicate the same thing by the same tems or expressions. Arguments such as the 
following are based on equivocation: 'Those who know, iearn; for it is those who know the use of leners hat 
learn what is dictatcd to hem.' Hete 'learn' is equivocal, meaning 'understand by using knowledge' and 'acquire 
knowledge' .' Forster translation 

I2 'In regard to noms. hornonyms are most useful to the sophiit, for ii is by their aid that he employs 
captious arguments' Freese translation. See also Soph el. l7.175b39 I76aL 

l 3  The whole passage reads in fact thus: X P ~ U L Y O L  p b  O%V E ~ Q L  n p o q  ~ikooogiav 
61; 6 6 0 .  npôtov p h  y à p  &C h i  ~6 n o h Ù  y i v 6 p c v o i  nopà r i v  A É E W  

>0 

&tivov é ~ w  n o r o û o i  n p k  ro n o u a x ô ç  Z r a o ~ o v  h É y f ~ a i  uai noîa 
S c i o l w c  u a i  n o î a  i r f p w c  i n ?  TE G v  r n p a y p h v  U U ~ ~ P ~ V Q L    ai h i  



knowledge that develops by itself an ability either bears on that ability itself, or on its activity, 
or on its object, and that equivocation is neither the ability to distinguish the number of 

meanings, nor its activity, it is necessary that it be the object of the ability bearing on words. In 
Chapter 17, Aristotle affirms in fact that it is necessary to solve the fallacy of equivocation by 

making a distinction ( h a i p ~ î v )  between the meanings of words. Thus, in the Suphistical 

Refirtationr, the second tool is often alhded to by means of the fallacy of equivocation, which 

cannot be avoided without it. Now. Aristotle is much more explicit there than in the Topics 

about its king concerned f î t  with words. 

That the second tool of dialectic is about the many meanings of words and their 

distinction does not mean it does not concern things, of course.14 Words name things as  they 

are known. in addition to the reasons already given, mother cornes to mind for believing that at 

least in dialectic this tool is fint about words. Dialectic starts necessarily with words since it 

starts with what is in opinion. and opinions are expressed in words: 

Yes. the diaiectician is trying to corne to a knowledge of thuigs, and yes. the opinions have their 

origin in some kind of experience of things, but what they are now become must be sought 

through the words that express them. 

It would be necessary to proceed to the analysis of many texts to show fully that in 

Chapter 15 of the Topics, it is essentially a question of words said with many possible 

TG v 8 v  OU &UV (Soph el. 16.17SaS-9). See Albert. In Soph. cl. 656: *Dicemus ergo quod utiles sunt 
solutiones orationum sophisticanim, ad philosophiam quidem propter duo. Prirnum autem duorum est, quia 
orationes sophistica sunt in dictione, aut extra dictionem: orationes autem sophisticae in dictione solvuntur pet 
distinctionem multiplicitatis. Saepe autern ea quae secundum multiplex in dictione fiunt (quando bene distincts 
sunt) rnelius nos habere faciunt ad philosophia intellectum, scire per distinctionem quoties (hoc est, in quo 
sensu) singulum dicitur'. 

l4 Sec Soph. el. IO. 170b 19. 

l5 'it is impossible to argue by introducing the acnial things under discussion. but we use names as symbols 
in the place of the things.' Forster translation 



rneanings.16 Moreover, this problem changes nothing as far as the purpose of Our thesis is 

concemed, for as much as, whatever the exact nature of the object of the second 1001, it is 

clearly used by Aristotle in other treatises, among which the De Anima and the Metaphysics, 

as Owens himself concedes. 

Passing on now to the third tool, we see that its purpose is to discover differences (sàç 

S~a$opàs d p e î v ) ,  especially between things of the sarne kind or genus and things not far 

apart, since the differences between things belonging to remote genera are generally rather 

evident (Top. 1 16). 

Finally, the fourth tool serves to look carehlly at the likenesses of things (TOÛ 6po <ou 
a~&s),  especially those sornewhat distant from one another, where there is a proportionai 

likeness. This does not exclude. however, a consideration of the likenesses of those things in 

the same genus or kind (Top. 1 17). 

It is noteworthy that Aristotie uses the word ~ 6 p ~ i v  for the third tool and OKÉSLS for 

the founh one. ~ U p c î  v rneans to discover, while DK 6 $L s means a consideration or an 

examination, even a doubt (hence, our word 'skeptic'). Perhaps Aristotle wishes to insinuate 

that the difficulty with differences is more to find them, while the difficulty with likenesses is 

not so much to find them as to see to what extent or in what way things are alike, which 

implies a certain attention to differences. As Albert Einstein 1938.287 put it: 'It is easy to find 

a superficial analogy which really expresses nothing.' Indeed, we are deceived by likeness, not 

because we are mistaken as to there king a likeness, but because we are unable to consider 

carefully to what extent or in what way things are alilce. 

Perhaps this difference in the verbs used to express the activities of these tools 

corresponds also to the greater danger of being deceived by likeness. Plato wams us in the 

Sophist: 'But he who does not want to be uipped up, ought always to be very much on his 

guard in this matter of likenesses, for it is the slippenest thing' (231a). It is in fact the 

likenesses between things that the mind fmt preceives naturally; 'children fmt c d  ali women 

mother' .... Now, in the presence of things that are alike in some way, one is often tempted to 

conclude that they are identical. whereas this may not at all be the case. On the other hand, it is 

l6 Smith 1997, 11; 89 ais0 lhinks that the second tool is about words. and he translates Topics I 13. lOSa23- 
24: 'the second is king able to distinguish how many ways a word is said'. This is the opinion of the great 
majority of commentators and authors, among whom AIexander, Alben, Maunis, Waia, Braun, Le Blond, 
Thionville, De Pater, Frappicr, Bmnschwig, Slomkowski. 



m e  that as soon as things are seen to differ in one respect, they are not the same. It is oniy 

when trying to be more precise and to conclude to othemess in every respect that one runs the 

risk of king  mistaken. And this is a rarer thing. Thus, although this incorrect or non-use of 

the third tool (on things clearly alike) always leads to a confusion of things, the omission of 

use of the fourth tool (on things clearly uniike) leads to e m r  when one affirms that things are 
totaily other, whereas they are only so in some respect. but it oniy leads to ignorance when one 

does not grasp that generai and abstract nature that only exists incamate in particular things.17 

Thus, since things that are clearly aiike are more a cause of error than those that are clearly 

unlike. the third tool would seem to be more necessary. This is another reason that could be 

advanced to explain why Aristotle speaks of discovenng differences fmt. 

Al1 this in no way denies the great help that likeness can often fumish to the inventive 

mind. A Fuller reading of the Einstein's text quoted above shows the great importance he sees 

in a well undentood proportion or analogy. and not just the danger he sees in a superficial or 
misunderstood one: 

It has often happened in physics that an essential advance was achieved by 
carrying out a consistent analogy between apparently unrelated phenornena. 
In these pages we have often seen how ideas created and developed in one 
branch of science were afterwards successfully applied to another. The 
development of the mechanical and field views gives many examples of this 
kind. The association of solved problems with those unsolved may throw 
new light on Our difficulties by suggesting new ideas. It is easy to find a 
superficial analogy which really expresses nothing. But to discover some 
essential common features, hidden beneath a surface of externd differences, 
to form, on this basis, a new successful theory, is important creative work. 
The development of the soîailed wave mechanics, begun by de Broglie and 
Schroedinger (...) is a typical example of the achevernent of a successful 
theory by means of a deep and fortunate analogy. (Einstein 1938.287)18 

l 7  Both are kinds of ignorance (:y v o  ia  ). The second is a pure negation of knowledge (t gy v o  l a  
K ~ T  ' d ~ 6 ~ a  0 1 ~ ) .  whereas that ignorance which we cal1 'error' ( & T l  6 ~ q )  is a positive state of mind (t 
c y v o  ia  ~ a ~ à  8 1 6 % ~  u i v )  which consists in k ing in what is false (see An. p s t .  1 16.79b23-24; 
12.77b24-27). 

l 8  See also Duhem 1954. 95: 'The history of physics shows us that the search for analogies between two 
distinct categories of phenornena has p e h p s  been the surest and most fniitful method of ail the procedures put 
in play in the construction of physical theories.' 



According to Einstein and Duhem, analogy is even the principal way discoveries have been 
made in the history of science. Even though this is not dialectic, it shows how important 

proportion or analogy is in discovery; and dialectic is said to be the pars inventivn of 10~ic.19 

To get back to Aristotle. when he wants to show that the natural fom is the fuial cause of 

the matter and, therefore, that it pertains to the same natural science to study them, he makes 

this manifest by a likeness of nature to art.20 As Aquinas puts it. that form should be last in 

generation is clear:21 but that it should be the final cause is more difficult to see. And he 
pursues: 

Sed quod sit cuius causa fit respecni materiae. manifestat per similitudinem 
in artibus. (In Phys. II 4#173) 

Here is a case where likeness is useful. Now, as one must often make use of likenesses in ths 

way as principles of manifestation, likeness occupies a large place in the life of the intellect 

which cannot do without it. For exarnple, if one removes the examples in the Niconiachean 

Ethics-likeness is always the principle of manifestation in the example-one cuts out a good 

part of the treatise. in nanird philosophy. Aristotle often makes use of art to manifest nature- 

we have given an exarnple of this. And we have also seen that in logic. Aquinas uses this 

procedure to make manifest the acts of reason: they are, he says, like the acts of nature in a 
cextain respect: such that it is by mming ourselves towards these acts of nature that he helps us 

understand the kinds of rationai discourse. 

But it remains true that likeness is easily abused when we confuse what ought to be 

distinguished. Plato uncovers a good example of this in the Sophist. In the passage that 

interests us, we fmt find a likeness dnwn from the body: 

Doctors who work on the body think it can't benefit from any food that's 
offered to it until what's interfenng with it from inside is removed. The 

l 9  See Aquinas' Roçrniurn to the Posterior Andytics, #6. 

20 See Ph. II 2.194a The argument. for Ihat matter. can be nicely presented under the fonn of an hypothetical 
syllogism whose major depends on the use of the fourth tool: if the artificiai form is the end of the artificial 
matter, then the naturd form is the end of the natural matter. This conditional proposition is based on the 
likeness between the relation fom, matter in art and in nature. Now, the artificial form is the end of the 
artificial matter. Thercfore, the natural fom is the end of the naturai matter. We must note that Aristotle ends 
by remarking on a difference between the things that he has just compared: the natural matter exists prior to 
natural cornpounds: 'EV ~ i v  o%v roîc * a d  r i x v q v  t ~ r ' i c  rroioûprv T:V Ükqv 
TOÛ Epyou h ~ a ,  kv 62 TOPC g u o i ~ o î ~  6n6pXci o h a  (194b8). 

21 'Et puidem quod forma sit ultimum generationis. hoc est per se manifestum' (In Phys. II M173). 



people who cleanse the soul, my young friend, likewise think the soul, too, 
won't get any advantage from any learning that's offered to it until 
sorneone shmes it by rehiting it, removes the opinions that interfere with 
learning, and exhibits it cleansed, believing that it knows only those things 
that it does know, and nothing more. (Soph. 230c) 

Just as the purgative method is necessary for the good of the body, so is it also necessary for 

the good of the mind: in order to get rid of those opinions that are obstacles to teaching. And 

the Stnnger continues: 

For al1 these reasons, Theaetetus, we have to Say that refutation is the 
principal and most important kind of cleansing. 

Refutation will play a capital role in the purgative method. Then the Stranger asks Theaetetus: 

Well, then, who are we going to Say the people who apply this fonn of 
expertise are? I'm afraid to cal1 them sophists. 

Why? 

So we don? pay sophists too high an honor. 

Attribute the purgative method, which consists in refutation, to the sophist, is to do him too 

much honor: he doesn't really refbte as does the didectician. The sophist does not want the 

intellectual good of his listener; he wants to lead h m  astray and deceive him. 

But there's a similarity between a sophist and what we've been talking 
about, 

And between a wolf and a dog, the wildest thing there is and the gentlest? 
If you're going to be safe, you have to be especially careful about 
similarities. since the type we're talking about is very slippery. 

Just as the wolf can appear to be a dog, likewise, the sophist resembles the dialectician. 

To sum up, likeness will contribute CO the good of the mind. but to the degree that the 

difference is also detected. Othewise, one nuis the nsk of confusing things that are distinct. 

The fact that the sophist and the didectician refute does not rnean that one should talk about a 
confomiity between them, for their ends are clearly opposed, and that is more important to 

notice than their likeness in the use of refutation. Furthemore, the third tool, combined with 

the fourth, cm help detect a more fundamental difference between things manifestly different, 

* Alexander. erplaining that the difficulty in finding the diffemices cornes about when it is a question of like 
things, gives as examples two spccies of bird, as wcll as the wolf and the dog (In Top. 1 1 7.7- 10). 



one from which will flow al1 the othen.23 For example, whoever has understood that both 

dialectic and rhetoric bear on ail things will be better situated to discover that the fust seeks to 

conclude the universal, whereas the latter is interested in the singular. Now, this difference is 

more fundamental than other ones. which may be more evident and concrete as, for example, 

that the orator tries to act on the passions of his listener and that he discusses more frequentiy 

about actions thm the didecticim. 

The danger begins when there is a lack of discernent and when the intellect does not 

distinguish what it ought to. This is why likeness is not a cause of error in the case of the 

metaphor: the things that the poet brings together are very far apart. and do not need to be 

distinguished, since they remain clearly too different. Although it may find the cornparison 

between the metal hand of the dock and the tongue, the organ of speech. to be beautiful. the 

intellect nonetheless runs no risk of confusing them. 

Most of the time it is likeness that presents certain dangers of error. It can however 

happen that the difference so stn'kes the mind that it tends to deny any likeness. in this case, or 
when a likeness can be useful for making something known by means of something else, one 

must stress the likenesses. For exarnple. Aristotle, at the very beginning of his Rhetoric, points 

out a likeness between rhetoric and dialectic in order to make the former better known by 

means of that latter: neither dialectic nor rhetoric bears on a determinate subject (Rh. 1 
1.1354al-4). 

One cm give exarnples of things between which the differences are more numerous than 
those between rhetoric and dialectic, and for the knowledge of which the fourth tool is 
necessary if one does not wish to err? In the Sentences, Pro. q. 1 a.5. Aquinas asks if it is 

fitting to use metaphors in theology. The objection brings in a difference so great between 

theology and poetry that it is tempting to only take account of this. Here is the difficulty: 

23 There is no reason to make use of the third tool to establish chat things differ between which the principal 
pfeoccupation is habitually to discover likenesses, since such things clearly differ from one another. There is 
often reason however to have recourse to the third tool, once the likenesses have k e n  discovered ktween such 
things, in order to make clear the nature of thesc differences. There is, moreover. such a use that Aristotle 
seems to cal1 upon when he says. in Chapter 16. that it is necessary to search for the differenccs not only 
between things that are in the same genus. but dso between those that are in different genera. but arc not too 
far apart from one anothcr. To use the third tool on such objects supposes in fact that one has seized some 
likeness between things that are otherwise cIearly different-something that pertains to the fowth twl. 

24 The exarnple chat iollows, as well as the essential of the reflections that accompany it are dxawn from the 
Réfutations sophistiquer, Notes de cours. T.1 of Mgr. Mawicc Dionne. Institut Apostolique Renaissance 
Inc., f 976.24 seq. 



Scientianirn maxime differentium non debet esse unus modus. Sed poetica, 
quae minimum continet ventatis, maxime differt ab ista scientia, quae est 
verissima.~ 

To the degrer that one relies on fictions there where the proper principles are fictive, such as in 

poetry, there is no question of truth. Thus, whoever says poev says fiction; on the other hand, 

whoever says theology says very great truth. The opposition is so great that it seems there is 

no place for any unity between the two, for any likeness: 

Ego, cum iiia procedat per metaphoncas locutiones, modus hujus scientiae 
non debet esse talis. 

Here is Aquinas' answer: 

Ad tertium dicendurn, quod poetica scientia est de his quae propter defectum 
veritatis non possunt a ntione capi. 

Because of their lack of truth. reason cannot, as it were, grab a hold of the things that interest 

the poet and it cannot represent them in its own way, by using its own tools, the syiiogism, for 

example, or even the example, or any argument whatsoever: the poet does not argue and he 

cannot argue, because of the defect in inteiiigibility of what he is talking about. Nonetheless. 

Unde oponet quod quasi quibusdam similitudinibus ratio seducatur. 
Theologia autem est de his quae sunt supra rationem. Et ide0 modus 
symbolicus utnque cornmunis est, cum neutra rationi proportionetur. 

It is as though one were saying: poetry bears on objects 'quae sunt infra rationern', 

beiow reason. Theology, on the other hand, bean on objects that are above reason. In both 
cases, there is a disproportion to reason. That is a likeness that allows one to Say that theology, 

as to its mode of using metaphors, is like poetry. They do not use them for the same end, but it 

remains that in both cases the use of them is because of a disproportion to reason. 

Furthermore, the fourth tool, when combined with the third, can help to identify 

resembIances that are principal and less accidentai between things that are clearly alike.26 

25 The word *poetical has. according to the context two different meanings. as also do the words 'dialectica', 
'rhetorica', 'sophistica'. 'Poetica' can signiS) poetics, that is to say, the method of the poet and the scientific 
study of this method in which one defines the genera of poetry, the tools of the poet, etc- The Poetics of 
Aristotle, for example. But here it is a question of the work itself of the poet. ft is necessary to translate 
'poetica' by 'poeay '. 

26 There is no reason to have recourse to the fourth tool in order to establish that things between which the 
principal preoccupation is to discover differences are alike, because such things are clearly alike. Thcrc is often 
reason, however, CO have recourse to the fourth tool once the differences have been discovered between such 



Thus, to keep the essential and m e  resemblance between the sophist and the dialectician 

arnong al1 the likenesses that show up at f i t  sight (both the sophist and the dialectician 

discuss in public, proceed from one interlocutor to another, are interested in the education of 

youth. are accused of debauching them. of holding religion up to ridicule), both the third and 

the fourth tools are necessary. For, when one has discovered the difference of purpose 

between Socrates and Protagoras, between the dialectician and the sophist, one is more in a 
position to appreciate that it is first of all insofar as they rehite that they are alike, since their 

respective goals both require this means. 

Thus, we rnust not ihink that the knowledge of things that are different cm get by 

without the third tool, nor that the knowledge of things that are alike can get by without the 

fourth tool. For the fourth tool having heiped to prevent a likeness between things that are 
clearly different from going unnoticed. it is still by means of the third tool that one discovers 

and proclaims, with greater precision and assurance the pertinent differences. Having seen that 

the point and the unit are alike, at least as to this that they are principles, one is guided in 

expounding the differences. There are rnany of them. but we now know that the interest 

consists in showing how the point and the unit are pnnciples in a different way. One is so in 
continuous quantity, the other in discrete quantity. To take up once again the example from 

theology and poetry, whoever would first see their difierence, and then go on to use the fourth 

tool to see their resemblance. which is the disproportion between reason and its object, would 

be in a good position to better identiw, by means of the third tool, the fundamental difference 

between the two disciplines, namely, the more or less greater intelligibility of their object. It is 

from this difference, in fact. that the other, more evident, differences follow. for example, theu 

ways of proceeding and th& respective difficulty. 

In like manner, having discovered a difference between things that are clearly dike 

thanks to the third tool, it is now the tum of the fourth tool to help us zoom in on the rnost 

important likeness. Having discovered that the sophist and the dialectician differ in their 

purpose, one is guided in the presentation of the likenesses that are so numerous that it is 

difficult to tell which ones would be usefully underhed. One now understands, in fact, that it 

must be in acting in a similar way, that is, in refuting, that the sophist and the dialectician aim at 

things: to make clear the nature of theV likeness. It is such a use of the fourth tool on things hrit are cleariy 
alike, and sirnuitancous to the use of the third tool that Aristotle is in fact describing in Chapters 17 and 18, 
when he speaks about the utility of the fourth tool for establishing the genus. One never seeks the genus of 
things ttiat are aiike, and about which one is not aware that they differ essentidly. 



different goals, since a difference of purpose makes for a difference in the agent, the one 

wanting to truly rem,  the other, only apparently. 

It is therefore evident that the third and fourth tools complement one another. This we 

will also see in examining Chapter 18. The fourth tool is not sufficient for al1 the uses that 

Anstotle assigns there to it: they requires the third tool. The fourth tool might be enough for 

induction, but it is not enougb for defuition which requires the ihird tml to get the differences. 

Likewise. the third tool does not suffice for al1 its uses. It might be sufficient for syllogisms 

that two things are different but not for definition which requires the fourth tool to get the 

genus. 'Studying similarities is a complementary process to finding differences' says Smith 

1997. 89. A bit like knife and fork, to take an example from a tool for the body. This is a 
current preoccupation for intellectuals. Here is how Bacon illustrates the necessity for the 

recourse to the two nôtural abilities in which these dialecticai toois are rooted: 

There is one principal and as it were radical distinction between different 
rninds, in respect of philosophy and the sciences; which is dus: that some 
minds are stronger and apter to mark the differences of things. others to 
mark their resemblances. The steady and acute mind can fix its 
contemplation and dwell and fasten on the subtlest distinctions; the lofty 
and discursive mind recognizes and puis together the finest and most 
general resemblances. Both kinds however easily en  in excess, by catching 
the one at gradations the other at shadows. (Novum Organum. IV) 



GRISTOTLE'S CONSIDERATION 

After having enumerated the 

OF THE FOUR TOOLS IN PARTICULAR 

tools by rneans of which we will abound in arguments, 

Aristotle discusses each. The fmt, procuring premises. receives a detailed treatment in Chapter 

14, and the second, distinguishing the nurnber of ways a word is said, an even longer one in 
Chapter 15-almost a fourth of Book 1, says Smith. The third and fourth. finding differences 

and the examination of likeness. rate only cursory discussion (Chapters 16 and 17). 

THE FIRST TOOL: THE SOURCES OF ENDOXAL PREMISES AND TWO RULES FOR ORDERING 

THEM. (CHAPTER 14) 

Alexander speaks of places and starting points ( ~ 6 a o u ç  TW&Ç  ai k@oppÙs) 

under this tool: 

1 don't think that ths way of speaking should be followed. Indeed. Aristotle seems to use the 

word 'place' for what we find in Books II through W. The Iast sentence in Book 1 is: 

Now. the definition of place that we adopted does not apply to what we are about to examine. 1 

will thus speak, at least in this chapter. of when we look to discover probable opinions from 

which to reason dialectically, of 'sources of probable premisses' . 

First, Aristc.de goes back to the Chapters 1 and 10: following the defdtion of probable 

opinion, we can propose the opinions of al1 men or most men or the wise men, either ail of 

them or most of them or the most farnous of thern.2' Secondly. Anstotle refers to chapter 10: 

we can propose opinions according to the established arts: 

27 See Pelletier 1991. 323: 'Aristote reprend quasi intdgralement. en traitant de cette sdlection du macc?riau 
probable. ce qu'il a dit auparavant des propositions dialectiques. La difftrence est dans l'intention. Au chapitre 
10. il definissait hiérarchiquement la matiére endoxale; au chapitre 14. il montre comment s'appuyer sur les 
degrés de cette hibrchie en recueillant les endoxes.' See also Albert. In Top. 277: 'propositiones quidem 
eligendum inspiciendo ad principia essentialia et fornalia propositionis dialecticae. ex ipsa propositione 



As we already said, the latter source is close to proposing the opinions of wise men? 

Third, we c m  propose propositions that contradict the contraries of opinions held as 
endoxal : 

Fourth. we can look for statements like the probable ones: 

dialectica sumpta penes ea quae cadunt in diffinitione propositionis dialecticae, ut dialectica est propositio.' 
This is how Afben begins his explanation of the first tool. But we have to see that he calls the 'essential and 
formal principles of the dialectical proposition' not only the definition of the probable, but everything that was 
said ro have the sutus of dialectical proposition in Chapter 10. 

28 Like Waitz (11, 450) and Bninschwig (p. 130. note 5). from whom cornes the translation 1 furnish. 1 retain 
rhe interpretation that proposes reading T ~ Ç  instead of fi T ~ F  at IO5a37. Anstotle would thur be 
repeating what he said in  Chapter 10, there also after having called upon the sayings of the wise as a source of 
probable opinions, namely, that such can only be taken if they are not in contradiction with cornmon opinion. 
(See Top. 1, 10, 104alû-t 1.) hdeed, as there is no doubt that in 105bl-3, Aristotle is speaking of contraries 
taken according to contradiction, 1 would judge that it is very uniikely, in spite of the interpretations of 
Alexander, Tricot, Forster and Smith. that he is also taiking about this in 10537, repeating it again in 105bl- 
3. 

'ii existe autant de manitres de recueillir des prémisses que d'espèces distingutes dans le chapitre que nous 
avons consacrd à la prdmisse: on peut retenir les opinions qui sont cclIes de tous les hommes, ou de presque 
tous, ou de ceux qui reprtsentent l'opinion 6clairde et parmi ceux-ci, celles de tous, ou de presque tous, ou des 
plus connus, exception faite de ceIles qui contredisent les évidences communes; et aussi toutes celles qui sont 
en accord avec Ia science ou la technique.' Brunschwig translation 

30 It is quite cenain chat in the definition of the endoxal. sophoi does not mean the metaphysicians. Then is, 
in fact, too great a distance between ordinary people and the metaphysician. This is clearly a question of those 
that are competent in a particular art or science. This is, in fact, the first sense of the word sophos. 

l 'One must put forward the convaries of things which appear to be acceptable as negations, as was said 
earlier.' Smith translation 



'Since what is sirnilar to an acceptable premise is likely to be accepted, it saves time to 

consmict these in advance and add them to the list', says Smith. This is hirther away kom the 

statements fmt seen to be probable than those with the contrary predicate. 

Fifth. Axistotle adds a source not seen in chaptes 1 and 10: we look for statements that 

seem true always or most of the time: 

Here. we do not proceed from opinions in the same way. More emphasis is placed on Our 

looking on reality. Albert also underlines in his own way the fact that this source has not been 
mentioned in Chapter 10. Funhermore. he proposes an explanation of what follows in the 

sentence. for Aristotle adds: ~ i 6 É a o ~  yàp  oi pii o u v o p ~ v ~ ~ ~  f ni ~ i v o s  o ù x  

Amplius autem surnendae sunt propositiones. non tantum penes ipsa 
formalia in ipsa propositione didectica sumpta, sed etiam penes formalia 
aliunde sumpta: et primo quidem modo sumendae sunt propositiones quae 
habent probabilitatem in omnibus vel in pluribus et in quibus non videtur 
instantia, sed verius aliunde sumpta est: quia videntur esse verae vel in 
omnibus. vel in plunbus: et istae sumendae sunt ut principium syllogisrni 
dialectici, et tanquam verae apparentes propositiones quae nullam habeat 
instantiam: tunc enim illis sumptis tanquam vens (qui non conscipiunt. quod 
in aliquo sit instantia propter quam sic non est sicut universaliter 
proponitur) facilius ponent sive concedent. Unde hoc ipsum est tam 
instrumentum sumendi propositiones, quam cautela. (Albert. In Top. 278) 

According to Albert, in fact, this source can serve either for senous dialectical syllogism, or 
for the strategies required in discussion with an interlocutor whose predispositions need to be 

checked out or w hich are clearly bad. Pacius, who gives the example of mothers w ho love their 

children, places the emphasis on the usefulness of this source for premises with a view to 

discussion rather than for research: 

32 'Ir is a usehl ching, as well. to producc ihere premisses while colleçting-not only premisses which are 
actudly acceptable, but also premisses which are similar to these' Smith translation 

33 'Moreover, whatever seerns to be so in al1 or rnost cases should be taken as a swning-point or apparent 
concession' Smith translation 



Ratio huius praecepti est: quia aduersarius fonasse nullam habet 
exceptionem in promptu ideoque cogetur propositionem simpliciter 
concedere. Ut enim dicetur lib. 8. cap. 8. quotiescumque proponinir aiiqua 
propositio, quae plerumque reperitur vera, aduersarius cogitur eam 
simpliciter concedere quasi semper veram, aut exceptionem aliquam affere. 
(Pacius, In Top. 36 1) 

Maums goes in the sarne direction: 

quando aliqua propositio plemmque est vera, sumenda est universaliter; ex. 
gr., quia matres plerumque amant fiüos. sumendum est universaliter, quod 
matres amant filios. Propositiones enirn plerumque veras adversarius 
admttit, cum non occurit insiantia in contrarhn. (Maurus. In Top. 4O7# 1) 

But this does not exhaust Our resources; we should also look at the written enurneration 

of opinions: 

In so far as it refers to the opinions of the wise men or of those in the arts, it does not seem to 

be another source; it seems. rather. to be a special rule for getting the opinions of the wise. 

Brunschwig 1967, 131n4 notes thar there can be some hesitation about the meaning of 

y a ppi  v o v h 6 y  w V ,  namely. whether it is a question of books, or of collections of 
arguments. but that what follows in the text seems to favor the fint hypothesis. The collection 

of arguments would be the result of the activity descnbed here. 

When one compares Chapters 10 and 14. one notices that al1 the sources mentioned in 

Chapter 10, plus one more, the fifth cited above. are to be found in Chapter 14, and ihat cenain 

of these sources are presented in the inverse order. indeed, in Chapter 10. one finds. after the 

source drawn from the definition of the probable. the sources that cal1 upon likenesses. 

contraries and the arts; whereas in Chapter 14, we find f is t  of ail the source calling upon the 

arts, then those drawn from contraries and likenesses and, finally, from what is observed in 

most cases. In Chapter 14, Anstotle therefore seems to be going from what is closer to the 

definition of the probable-the arts-to what is most remote from it-the propositions that 

resemble probable opinions and forrned staaing from observations; in Chapter 13, he does the 

opposite. 

34 'One should also collect premisses from written works' Smith translation 



The reason for this is perhaps that when one wants to present a plurality of elements 

having something in common, it is often better to fxst present what is naturally funher apart 
before the rest. But when cornes the time to manifest the order that exists between hem, it is 

clearly necessary to respect this order. For example, to explain that 'to see' has three 

meanings, it is better to first contrast the actions of the eye and of the intellect before 

introducing that of the imagination. It remains, however, that if it is the act of sight that is f ~ s t  

named 'to see' the act of the imagination is so named before that of the intellect. Another 

example: it is certauily better to explain the meanings of 'before' in time and in nobiiity before 

presenting the meanings of the word in k ing  and knowledge; but it rernains that these latter 

are named 'before' more properly than what is best. 

Retuming now to the first tool: it is significant that Aristotle uses the word 'prernise' 

( ~ ~ O T P Q L F )  here in Chapter 14 and in Chapter 13. rather than 'statement' ( h 6 c p a v u i c )  
or 'opinion' ( 6 6 ~  a). Indeed. probable premise includes probable statement and probable 

opinion. but adds an order to a conclusion or problem. Aristotle does. in fact. includes under 

this tool the ability not only to procure probable opinions, but also to order them as they 

penain to given types of problem. The point is to make them easy to find and to use in the 

discussion.35 

Now. since order implies before and after and that nothing comes before or after itself. 

distinction or division is presupposed to order. Aristotle thus says two things about dividing 

the premises and problerns according to matter (into the irnrnediate genus and the more remote 

ones; ethical, natural and logical, a division we already talked about)37 and recomrnends two 

35 The interest of the dialectician in getting probable premises is to be able to discuss problems eventually. 
But, as we say, the dialectician does not need to have in view one or more determinate problems to be able to 
carry out a sefection of premises and to order them. He does not need a determinate knowtedge of h e  particular 
probiems chat he will have to discuss in order to put his toois to work, just as the builder does not need to 
know already what house he will have to build in order to gather up his materiais. 

36 'Tx point of drawing up tables is to make it easy to find hese premisses. To that end. we should have an 
appropriate system of classification." (...) Smith, Comm. p. 90. 

37 These distinctions are important becaux prcmises and conclusions will have to be of the same p u s .  



things about ordenng them (starting with opinions about what something is38 and starting 

from the general to the particdar): 

. - .  
n a p a ~ q ~ a f v ~ u e a i  62 K a ?  T& E K ~ O T W V  S ~ E ~ S ,  O ~ O V  ;TI 

' ~ p n ~ 8 0 ~ h i i ~  n fi tapa & p q r ~  TÔV U O ~ ~ T O V  O T O L X E ? ~  
~ T v a u  etln yàp Ov T L C  TO ;no r w o c  clpqCiivov E V S ~ E O V .  
(Top. 1 14. 105b13-181~~ 

The 'marginal notes' would be usehl  if our purpose were to appeal to the authority of an 

endm. They might also be important to someone undertaking to respond in accordance with 

the views of a weil-known philosopher, as Aristotie says in Book Vm 5. 

38 Perhaps we cm add thcre what is said in the Plior Anolytics about distinguishing the essential predicîteî 
fiom the properties and from the accidents. See 1 27.33b 1- 1 1. 

39 'and make up tables. listing them separately about each genus, e.g. about good or about animal (and about 
every <sense of> good), beginning with what it is. One should also make marginal notes on the opinions of 
particular people, e.g. that it was Empedocles who said that there are four elements of bodies (for someone 
might concedc what wris said by a famous person).' Smith translation 

40 'In outline. there are three classes of premisses and problems. Some premisses are ethical. sorne are 
scientific, and some are logical. (...) For the purposes of philosophy, they should be dealt with in accordance 
with truth, but dialectically in accordance with opinion. Al1 premisses should be obtained in the most 
universal form possible, and a single premiss should be made into many (e.g. <the premiss> that the 
knowledge of opposites is the same ahould be made> next Cinto the premisses> that <the knowledge> of 
contraries is, and that <the knowledge> of relatives is). Then these premisses are in tum to be divided in the 
same way, as far as it is possible to divide them (e.g. that ahe  knowledge of> good and evil, and of white and 
black, and of cold and hot <are the same>). And similady for the rest.' Smith translation 



Universal propositions are more useful because they contain potentially other propositions: 

'quia quanto cornmunius scimus, tanto ad plura abundabimus', says Albert (In Top. 278a). 
Pacius and Maurus offer the same explanation as Alexander of the place of Aristotle's rernark 
on tmth and opinion. Why. therefore, take up once again here, in the context of the tool, this 
distinction that is nonetheless already known? The reason is that if there are natural, ethical and 
logical problems and prernises, as has been said, it is necessary to indicate how the dialectician 

is distinguished from the first philosopher, who touches in fact on al1 the sciences, as well as 

fiom the naturalist and the moralist: 

ex eo, quod dialectica consideret problemata tum moralis. tum rationalia, tum 
naturaiia, videtur, quod confundatur cum Philosophia in quantum dividinir 
in nanidem, moralem et rationalem adeoque complectinir ornnes scientiias. 
Respondet Aristoteles dialecticam distingui a philosophia per hoc, quod licet 
dialecticus versetur circa res omnes et circa omnia problemata, sicut 
philosophus scientificus, adhuc differunt in modo considerandi. 
Philosophus enim non est contentus apparentia, sed quaerit propria 
principia et proprias causas rerum; dialecticus e converso contentus est 
quadarn apparentia veri et procedit ex cornmunibus et probabilibus. quae 
causant solam opinionem. (Maurus, In Top. 407#4)41 

THE SECOND TOOL: THE DISTINCTION AND ORDER OF TTS PLACES (CHAPTER 15) 

Alexander also speaks of places and starting-points under th is  tool: 

It seerns in fact more convenient to speak of 'places' under this tool. Pacius, Maurus, De Pater 

and Pelletier do so.42 Brunschwig aiso: 

ce livre I contient lui-même des lieux. L'un des quatre "instmments" 
(organa) dialectiques (...) consiste à savoir reconnaître si un terme se prend 
ou non en plusieurs acceptions spécifiquement distinctes; Aristote énumère, 
dans le chapitre 15. plusieurs moyens de résoudre ce genre de questions. Or 
ces moyens sont de nature tout à fait comparable aux lieux qui seront 
exposés dans les livres suivants; (1967. xxxviii. n 1) 

41 Sec dso Alexander, In Top. 95.19-3 1. and Pacius. In Top. 361#7. 

42 See De Pater 1968. 185; 1965. 155- 1%; Pelletier 1991.334-335. 



But the tools have the task of fumishing immediate endoxes. so that the dialectician rnight have 

in his possession whatever is needed to establish his arguments. The operation that the tools 

regulate is thus the immediate apprehension of the probable nature of the statements. In this 

respect they differ from the places which perfect the act of arguing. Whence there is reason to 

be surprised to find places as parts of a twl. In fact, the chapter devoted to the second tool is 

largely concemed with the problem of homonymy. that is, to the not immediate discovery of 

homonymy, and to the enumeration of the places ordered to this. 

The fact is that there are irnmediately endoxal statements expressing a state of 

homonymy. These would be properly the object of the second tool, and it is in respect to these 

only that Aristotle devotes the one paragraph of this chapter actually concemed with the 

second tool (106al-8). where he gives the advice not to be satisfied with noting endoxd 

homonymy, but aiso to seek out the definitions proper to each of the cases.43 But insofv as 

whether or not a word is hornonymous cm be the object of a problem. one will also have to 

argue to show that this is so. And this will cal1 upon the use of places, especially proper ones. 

panicularly adapted to judging horn~nyrny.~~ The rest of Chapter 15 lists and explains such 

places. and thus does not pertain to the second tool as such. 

This is certainly an exception to the general order of the Topics. since Aristotle. 

immediately after the description of the tool and the instructions tied to it for the irnrnediate 

collecting of homonymies, proceeds directly to an enumeration of the places adapted to 

examining problematic cases of homonymy. But the advantages of such a procedure are rather 

evident: homonymy is a problem that is almost always instrumental. arising at the beginning of 

the discussion of another problem. 

Here is, schematically and sumrnarily, how we might distinguish the places of the second 

tool: 

43 The second tool does include two distinct abïiities: king able to tel1 whether a word has 
different meanings and knowing what these meaaings are. 

44 Il est à noter que la même chose vaut pour les autres instruments. Si quelque proposition 
simple ou si quelque proposition faisant dtat d'une différence ou d'une ressemblance faisait 
problème, il faudrait l'établir ou la ddtruire à partir d'autres endoxes, en usant aussi de lieux. 
La différence est que les chapitres 14, 16 et 17 ne paraissent pas faire suivre La pdsentation 
des instruments et des règles pour les manier de lieux propres permettant de conclure que tel 
amibut appartient à tel sujet ou que telie est la différence ou la ressemblance entre deux sujets. 



By contraries 

One word has more than one contrury in name a&r meanin@5 

One word sometimes has a contrury; sometimes, nof i  
If contraries, they sometimes have an intemediary, sometimes not; or not the same; 
or sometimes many and sometimes one4' 

r Ô v  ~ V T L K E L ~ É V O V  8 @ o p ~ l à c  n a p a 8 i 8 o Ù ~  T ~ F  T Ô V  n o k h a y G ç  
~ c y o p f v o v  c U p é o e &  r e    ai ~ p i c r c o ~  n p ô r o v ,   nô^ 6 6  r ô v  
h v a v r f w v  o%v T E  Y V O P < ( E I V  T I  n o h h a l Ô c  h c y 6 c i ~ v o v ,  8 d ~ v v c r i .  S e e  
Maunis, In Top. 308#2: 'Primus locus seu prima maxima desumitur ex contrario et est: cum aliquid habet 
conuarium. qubd dicitw multipliciter. etiam-ipsum dicitur multipliciter. Porro dupliciter potest concingere. ut 
contrarium alicujus dicritur multipliciter: primo nomine et significatione; secundo sola significatione, non 
autem nomine.' 

46 "ETL c i  pÈv E ~ T L  TL ~ V O V T ~ O V  T@ 8' BTAWS p@& (Top. 1 15.106a36). Such a word 
would necessarily have many meanings since, as Alexander explains it, taking an example from Aristotle, the 
thing it designates that does not have a contrary must differ specificaily from the other thing char it designates. 
but which does have a conaary: A C C T E P O V  T O ~ O V  T ~ ? F  roÛ n o h ' h a ~ ô c  A C ~ O ~ C V O U  

>0 E ~ O Y T O F  T L  e v a v t < o v  (100.17-27). See Albert. In Top. 28 1: 'Amplius considerandum est in his 
quae non in unoque significato habent conuarium. si dicto de uno est contrariurn, et dicto de alio non est 
contrarium: constat enim quod multipliciter dicitur quod sic de diversis dicitur (...) Ad praesentem intentionern 
sufficit scire tali signo quod in uno sensu habet contrariun, in alio autem non, quod ipsum aequivocum' 

r&v 8È Ë v .  (Top.  I 15. 106b4-6; 9-10). See Alexander, In Top. 101.23-24: E U ~ ~ O K O ~ E V  T O V  
Y 0  >fi o q p a w o p i v w v  Un' a i i r ô v  r h  p i v  E p b c u a  ana t à  8 2  P Q E Q ~ ,  

~ K ~ T E P O Y  T Ô V  k v a v r h v  d v  ~ i h q p ~ i v o v  6 p h v u p o v  t p o û p c v  a f v a r  
(...) ~ a e 6 k o u  ~ 6 ~ .  KV TC i O v  p i v  6 T L  b a v t i o v  r ô v  61 p i ,  Pv rc 
T Ô Y  & Y  nhciw rGv 82 Zv fi  AI^ G i a c p i p o v ~ a   ai r à  a h &  

>0 6 & v u p a  a m a i  r Q  i v  r a î ~  T O I U U T U L F  8 i a g o p a î ~  i v a v r l a .  



By conîtadictones: if one has more than one meunittg48 

By privafion and possession: if one has more than one m e a n i n p  

Now, why wouldn't there be aiso a place of relatives arnong the places of opposites? 

Surely, if 'father' has more than one meaning, so does 'son' and vice-versa. According to 
Alexander. Aristotle did not mention the relatives because it is too evideat that they also lend 

themselves to this way of proceedhg. If a word narnes many things that are relative (i.e., what 

they are is to be of or towards others) according to different meanings, then its correlatives will 
also be said in rnany ways. if named by a same word: 

Thus, Alexander gives as an example relatives concenùng which we have already seen that the 

relation has k e n  usehl to Anstocle to distinguish the kinds of friendship.50 Anstotle would 

chus have made use of the second tool, dividing the meanings of the word 'lavable' in order to 

determine the three possible objects of frîendship. For, it is starting with the many kinds of 

48 ~ ~ A L V  h i  TOÛ K ~ T '  ~ V T ~ @ ~ U L V  ÙVTLKEL~CVOU O K O T E ~ V  T T A É O V ~ X W S  A ~ Y E T ~ L .  

c i  yàp TOÛTO a h ~ o v a x w s  h k y c r a ~ ,  uai ~6 ~ o h l y  Ù V T L K E ~ ~ E V O V  TIXQOVOXWÇ 
~ T ~ ~ ~ U E T Q L  (Top. I 15.106b13-15. See Alexander. In Top. 102.5-7: napa8oÙe { v i v  T ~ O U F  

~ f i c  rOv 8pov( ikov  ~ i i p h o c  6 6  T O V  ~ Y ~ V T ~ W V ,  nah iv  i n 6  r ô u  
~ a r '  à v ~ I g a u i v  a t v t i ~ c i p i v o v  naoa8iâoot.    ai g n u i v  ' c i  TG K O T '  

8v~icpauiv T L V L  ~ V T L K C ~ ~ E V O V  n o h k a ~ 6 5  A É Y I T ~ L .   ai a h ;  
no hhay;~'. Sec also Albert. In Top. 282. on the situation of the place of contradiction afier that of the 
contraries: 'Rursum non tantum inspiciendo in contraria et media invenitur multiplicitatis distinctio, sed etiarn 
inspiciendo in contrarium est generalior, quam inscipiciendo in conrradictionem: quia contradictio non 
opponitur termino simplici, sed cornplexo.' 

50 Sec supra note 1. 



g ihrl r 6 that he concludes to that of cp i hia. Furthemore, this division is the same, alrnost to 

the word, as that in Topics 1 13.105a26-7. 

2) Phces by cases: if one case or the word from which it is formed has more than one 
meaningsl 

Alexander describes the place thus: 

Nonetheless, according to him the place seems to only apply to those n ~ 6  UE l c  that are 
adverbs formed from adjectives: 

In fact. Alexander does not apply this way of venfying to al1 the names of the same farnily 

(sustoixia) For example, he explains, if 'healthily' has many meanings, nothing requires 

'health' to have as many. Whence, we can readily understand that he excludes paronyms as a 

class. And although it is tme that if 'health' has many senses, 'healthy ' will also, the inverse is 

not so. The place would thus consist always in the fact that if the declension having adverbial 

value has many meullngs, the original having adjectival value will also have many; and if the 

original has many meanings, the declension will also.52 

With Albert, it is clear that the 'cases' involved with this place are only adverbs: 

52 The declension gives al1 the cases or 'failings away' h m  the nominative, which the Latins called the cmur 
recms. or upnght case. In paronymy. the derived adjective can fint be considered as a casus recm in relation 
to the adverb formed fiom it, which is thcn its only 'case'. Anstotle seems to be taking it in this sense. 



considerandum est in casibus secundum quod casus est inflexio nominis in 
adverbium. quia cadit a principali a quo formatur, ut si juste multipliciter 
dicitu quod est casus, et justum multipliciter dicitur quod est principale, per 
cujus inflexionem sumitur casus (...) si ipsum principale multipliciter 
dicitur, et casus ab eo per inflexionern formatur multipliciter dicetur. (Albert, 
In Top. 283) 

But reading Aristotle himself in Chapter 9 of Book II gets rid of al l  doubt. He in fact 

distinguishes clearly the cases (nrôoc i ~ )  of the coordonates ( o b ~ o i ~ a ) .  Are called 

coordinates, he explains, tenns of the same series, such as these: 'just' actions and the 'just' 

man are coordinated under 'justice'; 'courageous' actions and the 'courageous' man, under 
'courage'. Likewise again, things that tend to produce or to conserve something else are 

coordinate with what they tend to produce or conserve. For example, 'healthy' things with 

'health'. However: 

A passage about which Alexander says: 

Thus, the n~ o É ic are a species of 06 a T o  ixa. Aristotle continues indeed: 

53 * 'inflectcd foms' are such words as 'justiy'. 'courageously' and 'heaithily' and other words formed in this 
way.' Forstcr.ttans1ation 

54 'Infleeted foms are usuaily regarded also as coordinates. for example, 'justiy' as a CO-ordinate of 'justice' 
and 'courageously' of 'courage'. AU words which are in the same CO-ordinate series are cailed CO-ordinates, for 
example, 'justice', 'just mm', 'just action' and 'justiy'.' Forster translation 



This does not mean that this technique never works for paronyms. but it only works in 

one direction. We can find an example of the use that Aristotle sometimes makes of it in 

Chapter 12 of Book V of the Metaphysics. There he affms that since 'potency' is said in so 

many ways, 'potent' will aiso be said in so many ways: 

Likewise, in however many ways 'impotency' is said. in so many ways 'impotent' will be 

said: 

3) By genera, definition and diffcrences. 57 

By genera 

55 'Since "potency" has al1 thse  rneanings. "potent" (or "capable") wiil mean (a) that which conüiins a source 
of motion or change* Tredennick translation. See Alexander. In Metaph. 390.36-39: A E y O 1 i v  T'I c 6 2 
~ i i c  S U Y ~ L L E O C  ~ o v a u ~ a ~ ô c  ( i c ~ p a ~ ô c  y k p ,  i ~ O I V T L K ~ ,  i naeqr  L K ~ ,  

6 Z E N  ~ a ' c  fi u a ~ 8  t:v h k % ~ i a v ~ .  h é i  ro b v a r o v  & n o  r t ç  b ~ v 6 ~ t w s  
3)  ai r o û  r a i i t q v  E X C W  n a p w O ~ a v ~ a i ,  & & Y  ncpi T G V  S U V ~ ~ E W V  T Y V  

o w a i v o c i h w .  (@cEi ic  nrpi  T O V  T O Û  h v a i ~ Û  k i y e i .  

57 Albert aiso purs the fint four places togeiher under one class of the opposites (sec In Top. 232). like 
Alexander. 1 h a d y  said that his explanation of the place of the n r  6 oc is seems to me cleatcr. Finally. his 
introduction to the third poup of places is incontestably better: 'Distinctorum sic inventa multipiicitate, 
inspiciendum in diversum ab eo quod distinguitur: invenienda es; etiam inspiciendo in idem ei quod 
distinguitur, sicut dinrnitum et diffinitio sunt idem secundm quud divena sunt genus et differentia' (283a). 



By the highest genera (the categories) of those the Mme is said O/: if those are not 
the sames8 
By the genera of those the nome is said of: if those are not the same and not 
subordinated59 
By the genera of those the contrary is said of: i f  those are nat the same and not 
subordinated 60 

See Alexander. In Top. 105.19-21; 23-25: ~ c i v  ~ q m v  i n i a ~ o n c î v    ai r k  y i v q  T ~ V  
< 0 >0 >/ 

~ a ~ q y o p i ô v ,  $(O' a c  i o n  ~à Un6 ~ a U d v  o v o p a ,  TOW c a r i  r à c  
~ a ~ q y o p i a c .  r a û ~ a  6 É  h i  rà h & r o  y f v q .  (...) üv  y à p  Un6 n h c i o u ~  
~ a ~ q y o p i a ç  T; a q p a i v 6 ~ c w a  Un '  a h o Û   ai n h c i o u ~  a h o c  

)/ n a r q y o p G v ~ a i .  8 p h v u p o v  c a r a i .  

(Top. 1 15.107518-19; 21-23). See Alexander. 107.14-22: f lpooTi8qcri  T G  n p o c t p q p i v c $  
10 3/ 

~ 6 n w  o v r i  in6  rOv y c v b   ai ~ o û r o v  ovTa piw  ai a h O v  9n6 T O V  
y c v ô v ,  06 vijv G v  a h o v  ~ K E ~ Y ~ Y  I u c î v o ç  ~ C V  y h p  8 v  Bn6 T G V  

. . 

8 p h v v p a .  See a h  Pacius. In Top. 363: 'Hic locus a praecedenti diffen eo tantum. quod in precedenti 
consideratur genus remotissimus, id est, genus generaiissirnum; in hoc autem spectatur genus proximurn.' 

60 ZKOTE~V 62 pfi ~ 6 v o v  h i  roû n p o ~ c ~ p i v o u  €1 Ërcpa rà y i v q   al ~4 6n' 
Ühhqha, à ~ ~ à  ~ a t  &ri roû 6 v a v ~ i o v  ~i yàp 7 8  i v a v r i o v  T T O A A C L X ~ ) ~  A É Y C T ~ L ,  
6 f i A o v   TL   ai T6 ~ p o u t i p ~ ~ 0 ~  (Top. 1 15.107a32-35). See Alexander. In Top. 108.1 1-18: bc?v 
Q ~ U L  u i  &ov h l  r o û  n p o ~ c i p é v o u  ( q r c i v  c i  t à  o q p a i v 6 p ~ v a  iin' 
a h o û  tripwu Eori y c v ô v   ai ha Q A A ~ A ~ ,  B A A ~   ai. ~i i v a v ~ l o v  
hm< T L  TG n p o ~ r i ~ i v ~ ,  uai h' ~ K E ~ V O U  i a h Q  ( ~ T ~ T ~ o v ,  d ~h Un' 
a 6 6  I T ~ P O Y  Y P V ~ Y  h i   ai p: ha ahhqka ~ T O V .  B C L K V C O L T O  y à p  
â v  o ü ~ o c  I u r i v o  r ô v  n o k h a x ô c  h r y o p i v o v .  c i  62 i ~ c î v o  8 c i x d q  

10 w n o h h a ~ ( &  h c y 6 p ~ v o v ,  r a T a i   ai ~6 n p o ~ r i p t v o v  8 t 6 c  i y p i v o v  o n  



By the deflnitions of the name in composition: if one rernoves what LF proper in 
each case and there is not the same definition reinciiningol 

Look ut the parts of the demition: if one word h a  not always the same sense62 

By whether comparable as more and less or like: ifthey can not be63 

By differences 

As Alexander presents it, these places are based upon some tmth given in the 
Ccltegories: differences of genera that are other and not subordinate are other. 

61 ~ p j o r ~ o v  SÈ uai ~6 h i  ~ b v  6 p r o p o v  E T L $ A < ~ É L V  r 6 v  TOC o u v r ~ 8 ~ p k ~ o u  
y ~ y v 6 p c v o v ,  (...) h + a ~ p o u ~ ~ v o u  yàp TOÛ i6iou T ~ V  a 6 s b  h 6 y o v  6 d  heineo8ar. 
TOÛTO ô' 06 ~ U ~ $ Q ~ V E L  hi T W V  ~ ~ L I V ~ ~ W V ,  (Top. I 15.107a36-37; 38-39). See Alexander. In 

c/ 
Top. 108.29-109.5: o ~ a v  h o p 6  t i  ~ a r h  n h c i 6 v o v  ~ a ~ q y o p f t a i ,  9 6 q k o v  62 - >/ 

n h p o v  r a û ~ a  ~à Un6 ~6 u o i v o v  o v o p a  6 p o v ( i p o c  6 k h f i h o i q  
C/ 

h i y c ~ a i  6 o u v o v 6 p w c ,  SET,  c p q a i v ,  E K ~ D T O V  h a c l ~ h v o v t a c  r o 6 t o v .  
>/ ~ a e '  6 v  ~ a ~ q y o p t î ~ a i ,  à roû  K O L V O Û  8 v 6 p a ~ o ~  6 p i t ~ u ~ a i ,  E I I C L T ~  

>/ IK T O V  8 p i c r p ô v  r ô v  ~ o û  o u v % i t o u  G v  i 6 i o v  i n i c r r o u  h 6 y o v  r O v  ~ i c  
>/ r6 K O L V O V  o v o v a  n p o o ~ c i ~ ~ v o v  ~ Q É ~ ~ V T ~ F  8pâv r6v ~ a ~ a h c i n 6 p ~ v o v  

h o y o v ,  e l  8 ai;& f o t i v  i v  i p q o t i p o i ~ .  r i  y à p  6 P U T ~ F ,  O G X  
2 0  

8 p 6 v u p o v  c o t a i  r6 ( q ~ o G p t v o v .  c l  6: p i  8 a h o c ,  S p 6 v u p o v .  s e e  aiso 
Pacius. In Top. 364: 'Si duo conjuncta definiantur separatirn et sublatis propriis non maneat utrobique eadem 
definitio, verbum est multiplex.' 

62  ~IOAA~KLS 62   ai 6v a h o i s  s o î s  A ~ ~ O L S  h a v 9 6 v c ~  r r a p a ~ o A o u 0 o û v  ~6 
b p 6 v u p o v -  6td  ai Eni T ~ V  h6ywv U K E ~ T ~ O V  (Top. I 15.107b6-7). See Alexander. In Top. 

63 "ETL r i  p$ uupp~q-rà Kas& sd pâAAov ( 6poiws. (...) 16 yhp o u v ~ v u p o v  nâv 
UU~$AT)TOV* f j  y & p  6poiwç bqûi(c~cra~ pâhhov 0 k c p 0 v  (Top. 115.107b13; 16-18).See 
Alexander. In Top. 111.7-24:  ai T O Û T O V  t h  &ov n p k  t i v  i n c u p r c r i v  T C  i<ai 
E ~ P E O L V  T Ô V  n o h h a ~ 6 k  h é y o p i v w v  n a p a 6 i 6 w c r i .  r 6 v  dno ~ f i c  
a u y ~ p i o c o ç .  I n c i  y à p  n i n a  t à  r o û  ~ 6 y o u  r r   ai E i ' 6 0 u ~  



If one word designates differences of diverse genera not subordinated6s 

If one word designotes things w hich have diverse differences66 

If one word designates a difference und o species.67 

One thus obtains a division into three from the more exuinsic and common to the more 
inainsic and less common. Albert also seems to suggest that the place of the contraries is more 
used (In Top. 280). Also the third place under genera presupposes the place of contrary: 

~ Ù T W  v ai aiirai. 8~a$opai .  (Top. I 15.107b27-28; 31-32). See Alexander. h Top. 1 12.28- 1 13.6: 

c/ c/ 
tôv i r i p o v  y t v ô v  c i ~ p a i  8 i a ( ~ o p a I ,    ai G V  E T E P ~ L  ~ i a ~ o p a i ,  ~ a û ~ a  

~ ~ ' E T L  ami -rd &OS 0 6 6 ~ ~ 6 s   TL 6~a$op6,  c~~on~iv TOU Ga6 r6 a h 0  t ivopa 
c i  TG p i v  d 6 6 ç  hi ~6 62 G~a+oph- (Top. I 15.107b33-34). See Alexander. In Top. 113.19-24: 
n r î v  g q o i   ai T O Û T O  h o ~ o n e î v ,  r i  ~ ô v  Un6 r o û  a k o û  
o q p a i v o ~ i v o v  Iivopa~oc TO p i v  d ' s o c  T L V O F  i o n  TO 6 1  BiagopS. c i  
&I ~ i q  T L  oqua ivov  ~ o i a û ~ a ,  SpGvupov  9v E Y ~ .  i n a i  r i  ETSOC T ~ V O F  

cdx o b v  TE 6iaqopàv & a l  T W O C  i6 p;v y h p  n o i q r i ~ 6 v  h r i v  
E Y ~ O U C ,  ~ i a ( ~ o p P ,  TO 82 ~ I Y O ~ E V O V  6n' aijrtc, ro ~ 7 6 0 ~ ~    ai 6 p i v  
É V  TG TI  ;or1 I ( ( I T ~ ~ o ~ € ? T ~ L ,  TO E T ~ O C ,  TO 82 $ V  TG TToîolI T i  k ~ ~ l .  



Tertius locus a genere, merito ponitur ordine postremus, quia non 
simpliciter sumitur a genere, sed a genere contrarionim; ideoque partim dici 
potest locus a genere, partim a contraris. (Pacius, In Top. 363#13) 

How are the places presented by the cornmentators? We find this same division in 

Albert. except that it is not clear whether he puts the place of the more or the less among the 

places of the definition. It is not clear in Alexander either. Nor is it clear either that he puts 

together the places of the genus, of the defhtion, and of the difference, and that he groups the 

last place with those of the difference. It's the same for Maunis. Pacius differs even more. He 

makes two places out of the first place of the contraries. He also separates the place of the 

more or less from those of the definition, and the last place of the difference from the f i t  two. 

Furthemore. he does not put together the places of the definition with those of the genus and 

the difference. 

in part at least. Smith divides Chapter 15 as we do: 

we find first a discussion of "opposites" (106a10-b28) subdivided into 
contraries ( lO6a 10-b 12) negations ( 1 O6a 13-20) and privation/possession 
(106a2 1-8); next, inflections (106a29- 107a2); and a brief mention of rules 
involving "more and less" (lO7bl3- 18). ( 1997.93) 

One may wonder why. in his division, Smith ignores the places enumerated by Aristotle 

between 107a2 and what he calls 'more or less' in 107b13. He too seems, nonetheless, to 

identify there. among others, places drawn from the categories: 

107a3-17. Suppose that N applies both to X and to Y. We may then ask: 
what category of thing is N in X and in Y respectively? If the answers are 
different. then X and Y are only equivocally N (...) Suppose that N is 
"good", X is food, and Y is a soul. Then, X is called good in vimie of being 
productive of something, but Y is so called in vinue of being of a certain 
sort. This is a distinction of "category" since the first falls under action, the 
second under quality. We get the same results if we let X be medicine. or if 
we let Y be a person. (1997,97) 

Funher, what Smith cails 'more or less' is only the third part of what we called the places of 

the &finition, and he mentions nothing of what we cd the places of the difference. 

Frappier's division is different. but 1 find that his fust division into two is woah being 

looked at: 'soit on considère un autre terme que celui qui est en question; soit on considère le 

terme en question par rapport aux choses dont il se dit'. Under the first member, he includes 

the opposites and what he c d s  'le terme semblable', which is the place of the cases. Under the 

second member, he puis what we call the places of the genus, of the definition and of the 

difference (1974,55). 



Aristotle had no intention of king  complete; he fdshes the enurneration of these places 

with the equivalent of an etc. One should not, therefore. be too surprised by the fact that 

Alexander suggests adding m e r  places. One could formulate them thus: a word is equivocal 

which designates a species and one of its individuals, as well as  a word that designates a genus 

and one of its species. To illustrate the first place, Alexander speaks of 'man' both when he 

designates the species and an individual man, and of 'crow' as designating the species of bird 

and an orator (the two in Greek. of course). Frorn the second place, he gives as an example 

'property' as designating the genus of what is predicated convertibly and the species of those 

predicates that do not describe the essence. He gives the exarnple of 'justice' said of the 

virtues in general. and of one of the cardinal virtues. as well as of 'black* said of the color and 

of one of iü species, namely, the board on which one writes (in Greek) (In Top. 1 14.3-22).a 

To finish up, let us note that probably Anstotle is thinking both of equivocals by change 

and equivocals by reason when enumerating these places, but that just as we are exercised 

more in the tool of difference by finding the differences between things close together, so we 

are exercised more in this tool by finding the distinction of the senses of a word equivocal by 

reason. Furthemore, these are the ones that have the most interest in philosophy. One of the 

examples that Aristotle gives of the fmt of the third group of places conceming the good: 

68 Alexander a h  alludes to cenain of these examples on 39.12- 10. 

69 'There is also exarnining the categories of predication of the word to x e  if these are the same in al1 cases. 
For if they are not the saine, it is clear that the expression is equivocal. For instance, the good in foods is what 
produces pleasure, in medicine what produces health; but in the case of the soul, it is king of a certain sort 
(e.g. temperate, courageous, or just) and similarly in the case of a person. Sometimes, it is a time, e.g. what 
is opportune cis good.  (for chat which is opportune is called good). Often, it is a quantity, as in the case of 
what is proportionate (for ihe proportionate is also called good). Consequentiy, 'good' is equivocal.' Smith 
~ s i a t i o n  



Now, in the Nicornachean Ethics, the Staguite outlines in greater detail the ways in which 
things may be good: 

In this passage, Aristotle is seeking to know why distinct things are called 'good'. These 
things are no< named 'good' univocally, since 'good' is not defined in the same way as 

attributed to one or the other. The thmgs so named are equivocals, in the sense descnbed in the 

Categories. But how? Aristotle then immediately excludes one possibility: it is not by 

chance.71 As Owens 1963, 1 17 remarks, in general, such equivocals receive but scant attention 

from the Stagirite. He usuaüy mentions them only to exclude their consideration. 

THE THRD TOOL: THE TWO KIM)s OF DIFFERENCE AND THEIR ORDER. (CHAPTER 16) 

It is fmt of d l  a question of finding differences between things in the same genus: 

'But as a matter of fact the notions of honour and wirdom and pleasure. as king good, are different and 
distinct. Therefore, good is not a general term corresponding to a single Idea. But in what sense then are 
different things called good? For hey do not seem to be a case of things that bear the same name merely by 
chance. Possibly things are called good in virtue of being derived ftorn one good; or because they al1 contribute 
to one good. Or perhaps it is rather by way of a proportion: that is, as sight is good in the body, so 
intelligence is good in the soul, and similady another thing in sornething else.' Rackham translation 

71 Alexander calls the 'eguivocals by chance' the primary (~upicd F) equivocals. He distinguished hem From 
chose which 'have some cause for their being narned alike': i v r a Û ~ a  62 6 n i ~ c  h~ o&av 
n o i o 6 p c v o c  r f i v  6 i a ( p c u i v  S iaqÉpc iv  TC a h i v  q q u i  TÔV 8 p a v G ~ a v .  
K ~ \ I  T IVL & a ( ~ f p ~ i  A É Y C L .  O U  yOp L i O v ~ ~  OvOparoc  K ~ K O I V O V ~ K C  ~à 

w ~ o i a û t a   ai o ü ~ o c  c x o v i a  n p 6 c  i i ~ ~ q ~ a ,  Oc i h  K U ~ I W C  8pYvu~ia 
c 0  Y 0  h t v 6 p ~ v a .  a IOTL T; T C X ~ F .  ghkk t ai a k i a v  ~ t v à  E X E L  TOÛ 

dpoioc & A  hfi hoie &vop&%ai  (in Mctaph.. 241.25-27). 



These differences not k ing  evident, there is, as Alexander remarks, great nsk of emng and of 

thuiking that the things are identical. 

Then it is necessary to search among things that are not too far apart: 

Alexander speaks of analogs. Explaining Aristotle's example, he says that science and 

sensation belong to different genera, the f ~ s t  king a conception or a judgment ( h o  h n ~  1s); 

the other. not. Nonetheless. sensation is related to the sensibles as science to the knowables. 

Fuithemore, both are criticai faculties and exercise judgment (K p h i~ a ). Whence. he says, 

because of this likeness certain thinkers have identified them, and this is an error that one 

avoids by seeking out the differences, of which Alexander enumerates many (In Top. 1 16.10- 

16). We wiii corne back to this error in our analysis of Book IïI of the De Anima. 

Fmaiiy, between things that are very far apart, the differences are evident: 

It would not occur to anyone to inquire into how a man diffen from wood, Alexander notes 

(In Top. 115.21)?5 

Alexander notes that Aristotle does not give places, as for the two preceding tools, to 

show how one must find the differences, but that he is content to indicate in what things we 

72 'As for differencrs. one should study both things withh the same genera. in cornparison to each ocher (e.g. 
in vinie of what does justice differ from courage, or wisdom from moderation: al1 of these are From the same 
genus)' Smith mslation 

'3 'and thingr from a different genus. in cornparison to somcthing elx that does not differ too very much ( e . g  
in virtue of what does perception dieer from knowiedge).' Smith translation 

74 'For in the case of rhings very different, the differenccr are cornpletely obvious.' Smith translation 

75 There is only a reason to seek differenca 'oerwem ihiogs ii ki: d;;; :;gsl.cr: 'divisio e n h  natuditer 
posterior est compositione. nam non est divisio nisi compositonim, sicut non est comptio nisi generat0niXn' 
(Aquinas, In Perihenn. IWO). 



should seek them and exercise ourselves with a view to the acquisition of a greater faciiity for 

discovenng them (In Top. 1 15.15- l9)?6 

Furthemore, Aiexander is already taking about the uses of the third tool, and he adds 

two to those Aristotle wili be mentioning in Chapter 18 (Alexander will be repeating these too 

then), and that it seems to me usef'ul to point out. The knowledge of the ciifferences is usefd, 

he says, with a view to divisions of the genera towards their species, for the discovery of the 

differences between thngs in the same genus consists in seizing their division into species (In 
Top. 115.4-6). It is then a question of the difference that divides, that is to Say. considered in 

relation to the genus, such as rational versus animal. The difference of which Mstotle is 

speaking with a view to the definition is in fact constitutive, considered in relation to the 

species that it constitutes, such as rational versus man. Alexander sees clearly a difference, 

since he mentions the constitutive difference a bit further on (In Top. 1 15.13- 14). 

Funhermore, the knowledge of the differences. Alexander also says, serves for objecting to 

inductive arguments. since. knowing that such a case differs from those that one is ready to 

subject universaily to an attribute, we will be able to oppose ourselves to the person who 

practices an induction (In Top. 1 15.6-8). 

At fmt sight. Aristotle might seem to be proceeding in the inverse order from the chapter 

devoted to the thkd tool. For there, he started with very close things, and here he begins with 

things in di fferent genera: 

76 De Pater suggests an explanation of Aristotle's brevity. According to him. Aristotle would be supposing 
that Piato's divisional method was known, the proof being that when he examines the process that leads the 
rnind to the red differences in Metuphysics VII 2, it is this division that is comrnented on. According to De 
Pater, this method is at work aIready in the ihird tool; moreover, division seems to be the only method that the 
thitd tool uses. See De Pater 1965,158- 159. 



Now. it is more diffîcult to fmd differences between things that are close together: 

in illis in quibus est major convenientia, magis difficile est differentias 
invenire. (Mbert, In Top. 286b) 

Likewise, it is more difficult to examine proportions: 

Similitudo quae est quartum instnimentum in his quae sunt in diversis 
oeneribus: quia in his artificiosius est eam invenire: et haec est inventio 
knilitudinis et similitudo habitudinurn in proportione. (Albert, In Top. 286- 
287) 

Under this aspect of the difficuity. therefore, the order remains the sarne: 

Sicut autem dictum est, quod preaecipue est laborandum in quaerendis 
differentiis eorum, quae valde conveniunt inter se, sic praecipue est 
laborandum in inveniendis convenientiis eorum. quae valde differunt inter 
sr. (Maurus, In Top. 4 lM2) 

What is first given is what consists in the best exercises, for. as Alexander says, the exercises 

must be carried out in those things that are the most difficult: 

In the second place, it is a question of seeing the likenesses between things that are in the 

same genus: 

77 'As for similarity. this should be examined. first, in the case of things in different genera: as the one is to 
the one, so the other is to the other (e.g. as knowledge is to the known, so is perception to the perceptible); 
and, as one thing is in one, so is another in another (e.g. as sight is in the eye, so intelligence in the soui, or 
as a cairn is in the sea, so is a stillness in the air).' Smith translation 

78 'Wc should practice above dl with things that are greatly diffecent, for we shall more readily be able to 
discem similar things in the remaining cases.' Smith transIation. See Alexander, In Top. 115.30-3 1. See also 
117.3-17. 



THE PARTICULAR USES OF THE LAST THREE TOOLS (CHAPTER 18) 

The use of the fmt tool in respect to the prothesis is obvious. For this reason, Aristotle 
does not corne back to it: 

n a p a o ~ ~ u f i c  y ~ v 6 ~ a v o v  Xpfiuipov n p k  r t v  rôv 
o u h h o y i o p ~ v  c6nopiav hF y ~ 6 p i p o ~  naphirrev  ~ h r i v .  
c / 
uhq y à p   ai p Z p q  T O V  ~ u h ~ o y i o p ô v  ai n p o ~ h u ~ i ~ .  Q K  

y à p  rôv n p o i 6 ~ r o v  o'i uuhhoyiopof.   ai & $ t o v  'on fi 
T O ~ T O V  ~ i j n o p j a  T E    ai i ~ a ~ a o ~ ~ u i j  ~ i jnop iaw 4 p i v  
o u h h o y i u p b  n a p g ~ ~ i .  n& 6; ri ~ p q o i ~ o v  T ~ V  Ühhov 
F K ~ U T O V ,  A É Y E L .  (Alexander. In Top. 1 1 9 . 3 4 0 ) ~ ~  

Tangendo horum instmmentorum utilitates, non oportet exponere prirni: 
quia haec per immediatam ordinationem ut principium ordinatur ad 
syllogismum. et in syllogisme patet utilitas ejus. (Albert, In Top. 287)s' 

THE FOUR USES OF THE SECOND TOOL AND THEIR ORDER 

Aristotle distinguishes two pairs of reasons why the second tool is useful in 
panicular.82 He says first of ail that: 

80 See also 88.16- 19. 

81 See dso Pacius. In Top. 365 and Maurus. In Top. 414. 

82 Albert enurnerares the four uses, but divides this into thsec: "Sunt ergo tres dictae utilitates secundi 
instrumenti: quia distinctio multiplicis, aut utilis est propter propositum in se acceptum, et sic est utilitas 
prima: aut utilis propter propositum ad aliud comparatum: et tunc aut est comparatum ad disputationem, et sic 
est utilitas secun&: aut comparatut ad condisputantem, et sic est utilitas tertia." Albert, p. 76b-77a. In fat,  he 
takes the two last as one. Maums does the same thing. Pacius explains and announces four. Frappier quite 
simply ornits the fourth. 



Since most words used by the questioner have more than one meaning or sense. the second 

cool is necessary in order (1) to make clear what is k i n g  asked and answered and laid 

down,u and (2) so that the one who asks and the one who answers will be talking about the 

sarne thing and not just using the same word with other things in rnind. 

,4nstotie continues: 

Thus, the second tool is also usehl (1) to avoid the rnistake of equivocation that Anstotle says 

is one of the rnost cornmon (Soph. el. 1. 165a3-6),a6 (and Iikely other rnistakes in words), 

when answering. And (2) when questioning with interlocutors who are ill-disposed (or to see 

83 'It is useful to have exmined in how rnany ways a word is said borh for the sake of clarity (for someone 
wouid better know what it is he is conceding once it had ken  brought to light in how many ways <the t e m  
is applied and in order to make our deductions concern the thing itself rather than being about a word. For 
when it is unclear in how many ways something is said, it is possible chat the answerer and the questioner are 
not thinking about the same thing; but once it has k e n  brought to light in how many ways it is applied and 
which <of these> <the answerem is thinking about in conceding <the premiss>, the questioner would appear 
ridiculous if he did not make his argument about this.' Smith translation 

84 For a particularly nice example of this use of this tool. because Aristotle himself mentions the ucility of it: 
see Carl. 19.278b9-11: ~ h o p ~ v  62 n p 6 ~ o v  T C  A É Y O C ~ C V  & a i  r o v  0 6 p a v o v   ai 

u nocraxôc, i v a  pâhhov  i p î v  S t h o v  y h q r a i  T G  ( q ~ o 6 ~ a v o v .  

85 'It can also be used both for resisting fallacies and for producing fallacies. For if we know in how many 
ways sometkng is said, we shall not be taken in by falIacies ourselves but instead will know if the questioner 
fails to make the argument about the sarne thing. And when we are ourselves questioning, we will be able to 
argue fallaciously, if the answerer should happen not to know in how many ways something is said.' Smith 
translation 

86 We find this concem with avoiding verbal batties in Plato. See Resp. V 454a. See Le Blond 1939. 38-39: 
'Cette distinction des sens (...) conduit aussi à deceler l'arnbiguitt? d'un terme unique: la source de la plupart des 
erreurs. Aristote le rbpète souvent au cours de son oeuvre, est que I'on ne distingue pas et donc que I'on 
confond. Le seul moyen d'être clair et de quitter tes querelles de mots pour en venir aux choses, c'est de 
distinguer les sens: sans cela attaquant et défendant risquent de poldmiquer chacun sur un terrain différent.' See 
also Thionville 1965, 50. 



if they are or not), to reason equivocally taking advantage of the fact that the answerer is unable 

to distinguish. Pacius expresses concisely but very weli what this is al1 about: 

Secundi instrumenti, quod est rnultipliciurn distinctio, quatuor utilitates 
declarat. Prima est, quod inde facilius intelligitur. quid sit id de quo 
disputatur. Secunda utüitas est: quia per hanc distinctionem sit, ut disseratur 
de rebus, non de vocabulis. Etenim si verbum multiplex in dio sensu 
accipiatur ab opponente, in alio a respondente: nulla erit inter eos de re 
controuersia. sed tantum de nomine. Tertia utilitas est, ne captiosis 
argumentationibus fallamur, quas per dis tinc tionem solvere possumus. 
Quarta est, ut paralogismis seu captionibus possimus, si necessitas nos 
urgeai, dos ,  qui distinguendi artem ignorant, fallere. (In Top. 365#1-3) 

As both Pacius and Maums note, Aristotle fumishes two details about the fourth use. 

The paralogism due to equivocation is not possible each time that an ambiguous term is used, 

but only when the proposition in which it figures is true in one of its senses and fdse in 

another.S7 And this way of discussing is not the dialectician's own way, but more the sophist's 

way.88 Thus. in dialectic. this is only appropriate when examining another. 

The order of these reasons seems to be according to the second sense of before in the 

C t ~ t e ~ o r i e s . 8 9  The lack of clarity of the object of a discussion and the fact that the 

interlocutors are not taliung about the same subject are not fallacies and cm exist without the 

fallacy from equivocation. But the latter does not seem possible without the two former ones. 

hdeed, it is when it is not clear what is king asked for and what is assented to or denied that 

the questioner and answerer may be talking about different things with the same name and 

then committing a fallacy from mixing up two senses of a word. Hence. these reasons seem to 

proceed from the lesser to the greater evils they exclude. For the questioner and answerer not 

to be clear about what they are taiking does not seem to be as bad as for them to be talking 

about different things and this is not so bad as to indulge in a fallacy, such as that of 

equivocation. 

8 8  EOTL 8; O ~ K  O ~ K C ~ O S  6 T P ~ T T O S  OOTOS T ~ S  S L ~ ~ E K T L K ~ S *  8 ~ 6  ' K o v T € X & S  

~ i h a $ q r 6 o v  T O ~ S  ~LOAEKTLKO^LS TO TOLOÛTOV, Th TTp6s T O Ü V O ~ ~  S i a A ~ y c c r B a ~ .  
Éàv p i  TLS ~ A A W S  &aGuva~î) II& TOU R ~ O K C L ~ ~ V O U  8rahkyta~a~ (Top. 118.108a33- 
37). 

89 See Chapier 12. 



In short. the second tool shows us homonymy, which, when not detected, makes the 

discussion obscure and could cause the answerer to agree to many propositions, of which one 

is not probable, al1 the while thinking that he is only agreeing to one, which is probable. For 

example, whoever agrees, without asking for any distinction, that 'the dog barks' while 

thinking of the animai also agrees that 'a star barks'. If he then agrees that 'the dog is in the 

sky' thinking of the star. the interrogator can conclude that 'things in the sky bark'. But as the 

answerer has given the appearance of agreeing to one single proposition, there is also only an 
apparent refutation: 

This passage from Chapter 17 of the Sophistical Refutations shows how the cause of the 

fdlacy of equivocation to be found in the incapacity to distinguish the meanings of terms91 is 

only in fact in sorne way a remote cause. 

More imrnediately, it is being pushed to accept many propositions by one's incapacity to 

distinguish the meanings that causes the fallacy. It is indeed incorrect to agree to many 
propositions in response to a single question: 

90 'If one does not rnake two questions into one. the fallacy which depends on equivocation and wbiguity 
would not exist either, but either refutation or absence of refutation.' Forster translation. See Maunis, In Soph. 
el. 609#6: 'Si enim quis fecefit plures interrogationes et non unarn, non fit paralogismus, qui videatur 
redarguere propter aequivocationem et amphibologiam, sed vel fit verus elenchus, vel nul10 pacto fit elenchus, 
neque venis neque apparent; ergo signum est, quod elenchus apparens fit, quia fiunt pIures intenogationes ut 
una; sed ad plures interrogationes factas per diversa nomina non debet dari una responsio; ergo neque ad piures 
interrogationes factas per unum nomen debet dari una responsio; sed interrogatio per nomen aequivocurn est 
multiplex.' 

Sec SE, 7. 169a2î-24. 

92 'For what is the difference between asking wkther Callias and Themistocles are musical and asking the 
same question about two people both with the same name? For if one indicates more things than one, one has 
asked more questions than one.' Forster translation 



It is, therefore, incorrect to give a single answer to an equivocal question: 

This explains a bit how the third utility of the second tool depends irnrnediately on the 

second. Now, one finids in Topics V 2, a confirmation of the fact that the second utility is tied 

to the first: when the question is not clear. one does not know whether one is understanding 

the word in the same sense as one's interlocutor: 

93 'A proposition is not one but severai that predicates one thing of many or mûny of one and the same in a 
positive or negative manner, unless what the many denote, in reality, is only one thing. I am not using 'one' 
of such things as do not, although having one narne, coalesce into one total unity. Man is animal. biped, 
domesticated: these coaiesce into one, whereas 'white,' 'man' and 'walking' do not. Should we predicate these 
of one subject or affirm a single predicate of them, the resulting proposition would be single in no sense 
except the linguistic. If, then, the diaiectical question consists in nquesting an answer-the grancing, chat is, 
of a premiss or of one out of two contradictories (such as each premiss itself is)-the answer to any such 
question as contains the aforementioned predicates cannot be one proposition. Though the answer sought for 
may be aie, yet the question is not one but several. But this 1 explained in my Topics.' Cooke translation. If, 
as Cooke 1938, 150 and Tricot 1984 1 16n2 affum, the only reference to the Topics itself that Aristotle scnds 
his readers to here is Vm.7; if besides, as Tricot says again, Anstotle is aiso refemng here to at lem three 
passages from the Sophistical Refutarions (6.169a5-20; 17.17SbN; 30.1 8 ld6- 10, to which Brunschwig 1967 
adds a founh; see xix. n2); here we have a case where Aristotle is speaking about the Sophistical Refitations 
under the name of the Topics. This is, in fact, what Bninschwig says. 

94 'If, thercfore, one m u t  not give one answcr to two questions. it is obvious that neither should one ray 
'yes' or 'no' where equivocai tenns arc used; for then the speaker has not given an answer but made a 
statement, but it is regarded in a way as an answer amongst those who argue, because they do nat rcalize what 
is the result.' Forster translation 



In Top. wI, 7, one fmds a confmation of the dependence of the third utility on the two 
first: when the question is equivocd and is, therefore, not clear, the answerer runs the risk of 

taking the proposition in the sense in which it is probable, whereas the questioner is taking it in 
the sense in which it is false, but in which, given the other premise agreed to, the form will be 

valid and then the answerer runs the risk of cornmitting a fallacy of equivocation: 

95 'Therefore. one must not use as signifying propeny either a word or an expression which is used with 
several meanings, because anything which has several meanings renders the statement obscure, since he who is 
about to argue is doubtfui which of the various meanings his opponent is using' Forster translation 

96 *The situation must be met in a similar way when terms are used obscurely and have more than one 
meaning. For, since the answerer is always allowed, if he does not understand, to say, "1 don't understand," 
and, if the question has more than one meaning, he need not necessarily assent or deny, it is obvious, in the 
fmt place, bat, if what is said is not clear, he must not shrink fiom saying that he does not comprehend; for a 
difficulty often confronts people if they assent when questions have not been clearly put to them. When the 
question is intelligible but can bear more than one mcaning, then, supposing what it says is m e  or Mse in 
every case, he m u t  assent or deny absolutely, but, if it is panly true and pady false, he must add the remark 
ihat it has several meanings and that in one meaning it is false, in the other tme; for, if he makes this 
distinction only at a later stage, it is not clear whethet originally he noticed the ambiguity (...) when severai 
rhings faIl under the same term or expression, disagreement easily arises. If, on the other hand, the question 
asked is piain and simpie, the answer must be "yes" or "no".' Forster translation 



THE TWO USES OF THE THIRD TOOL AND THEIR ORDER 

Aristotle States that the third tool is useful for (1) syllogisms about the same and other, 

and (2) knowing what each thing is or for def~tions: 

~6 6È T&S Ô~a+opàs E G P E E Y  ~ p j o ~ p o v  rrp6s s c  so i i s  
o u ~ ~ o y r a p o ù ç  ~ o ù ç  m p i  ~ a h o û  KQL C T C ~ O U    ai TT& T O  
y v w p i < r i v  ?i E K ~ Q T ~ V  ~ L V  . (Top. 1 18.108a38-108b1)97 

According to Albert. the fint use is that of discovenng dividing differences; the second. of 

discovering constitutive differences: 

Differentias autem invenire (quod est instnimentum tertium) est utile et 
praecipue ad syllogismes de eodem et de diveno constmendos: et hoc est 
utditas differentiae in quantum differentia est et divisiva. Et secundo est utile 
ad cognoscendum per diffinitionem unumquodque: quia per differentiarum 
divisionern venarnur di ffinitionem: et scientes ultimam differentiam 
constitutivam cum genere. scimus quod est species difinita (In Top. 288) 

Seeing the difference between two things enables one to syllogize right away that they 

are other and not the same.98 This usefulness is more immediately seen than the second. is 

presupposed to the second (for one cannot de fine things without seeing their differences 199 

and is more sufficient than the second (since difference is only a part of a definition). That the 

usefulness of this tool for syllogisms about the same and the other is more known to us, 

presupposed to the second use. and that the tool is more sufficient for achieving it would 

contribute to explaining why Aristode gives it first. The first use is also closer to a syllogism, 

which is the purpose of the treatise. 

When reading the Topics and the Sophistical Refutations, it becomes clear that one 

means for someone to avoid certain fallacies would be to perfect his mastery of the tools 

(although one must perhaps master them panicularly well, as does the wise man, in order to 

avoid dl, or ahos t  dl, fallacies). As we have seen, this is particularly clear in the case of the 

faüacy of equivocation. the most common fallacy. 

97 'Finding differences is useful both for syllogisms about what is the sarne or different and for recognizing 
what any particufar thing is.' Smith translation rndified. 



He [Aristotle] recognizes that sophisticd fallacies (and more serious 
philosophical erron) often tum on the equivocal use of a term, and a 
thorough understanding of uses is a crucial instrument for defense against 
these. (Smith 1995,53) 

Aristotle mentions in fact in the Topics that to avoid equivocation is one of the particular uses 

of the second tool, and, in the Sophistical Refutations, he often says that the fallacy of 

equivocation is the object of an abiiity to distinguish the meanings of w ~ r d s . ~ O ~  But would it 

not be pemiissible to see a tie aiso benveen the third tool and the fallacies of the accident and 

of the absolute? For, just as it is difficult to see the difference between things that are close 

together. so it is difficult to distinguish between the per se and the per accidens (so much so 

that Anstotle says that this deceives even the wise), and the simply so and in some respect. 

Such that one runs the risk of conhising them, thus cornmitting a fallacy of the accident or of 

the absolute. 

Now, does the third dialectical tool extend as far as seeing the difference between the per 
se and the per accidens, as well as between what is so simply and what is so in some respect? 

Since, as we will explain, a tool in dialectic is an ability. and an ability is defined by how far it 
extends. we need to ask these questions. Now, since Aristotle does not Say that the third tool is 

Iûû The existence of numerous connections between the two ueatises is admittcd by everyonc and poses no 
problem. In addition to the signs already given in Chapter 1 of this 'neighborliness' (see Soph. el. 34.183b2) 
and which are more evidenr. it is perhaps worth the effort to point out that the two treatises present places and 
ssign refutation as their goal (this is something already in the title of the Sophistical Refutations and, in the 
Topics, Aristotle a f f m s  that the dialectician must refute, and do so especially negatively (Top. II 1. 109a6- 
10). Moreover, dialectical syllogisms and sophisticd ones have the same remote matter. The answer one would 
bnng to a question concerning the Iink between the dialectical tools and the fallacies such as 'dwsn't everyone 
depend on a bad use of these?' would certainly have important consequences for the conception one has of the 
rie between the two treatiscs. But too much nflection would be necessary in order to c o n f m  or infirm this 
hypothesis here. 1 will limit myself to supporting it by a few observations. 

loi 'In fallacies connected with accident ihe deception is due to inability to distinguish the identical and the 
different (,..) In fallacies connected witb the defect in the definition of refutation and with the distinction 
between a qualified and an absolute statement the deception is due to the minuteness of the difference; for we 
regard the qualification of a particular case or respect or manner or time as having no extra significance and 
concede the universality of the proposition.' Forstct translation 



useful for avoiding the mistakes from rnixing up the per se and per accidens and from mixing 
up what is so simply with what is so in some way, we shall not affhn so either. 

But if perhaps the third dialectical tool does not include the ability to distinguish between 

the per se and the per accidens and the ability to distinguish between what is so simply and 

what is so in some way, it is undeniably akin to these abilities and disposes for them. How 

could dialectic be said to have. rrp6ç TÙS h a o G v  T&V pc96Swv k p ~ h s  6S6v if it 

did not, at least, prepare us for these distinctions? It may be the case nonetheless that to see 

such distinctions fully is already to have arrived at the beginnings of scientific knowledge. 

Whence, if the third dialectical tool is perhaps not sufficient to avoid these erron. it certainly 

helps. 

Likewise, there also seems to be a tie between the third tool and the ignorance of 

refutation, as well as between it and the petition of pnnciple, the false cause and the puning- 

together of many questions in one: 

Moreover, Aristotle says that to study fallacies helps one to better see likenesses and 

differences between things (gbcivov 'CXELV noioûai npoc r6 (...) noia  8poioc 
  ai noia ~ T É P O C  hi T E  TÔV T T ~ ~ ~ L I ~ T O Y  QU CL$^^ ( ~ o p h .  el. 16.175a5-9). ~f 
it is m e  that knowledge improves an ability because it bean on the object of that ability, its act 

or the ability iiself, it seems therefore that Aristotle is letting it be understood that fallacies are 

one of the objects of the third and fourth tools. 

lo3 50. too, when people assume the original point and when the wong cause ir assigned and when severai 
questions are united in one; for in dl these cases the deception is due to the rninuteness of the difference; for 
we fail accurately to carry out the definition of "proposition" and "reasoning" from the above-mentioned cause.' 
Forster translation 



In the 1st  part of Chapter 18, Aristotle points out that the fourth tool, the ability to look 

at likeness, is useful for three things: ( 1) inductions. (2) hypothetical syllogisms and (3) 

definitions.lu 

The order here is similar to that in the uses of the third tool where the usefulness for 

argument is put before the usefulness for definition. Although only syllogism is used in the 

srp68ea~s as being the more perfect argument. nevertheless, in Chapter 12, devoted to the 

kinds of argument used by the dialectician, Aristotle points out that the dialectician uses both 

induction and syllogism. Induction is placed before hypothetical syllogism because likeness is 

more known and apt to be the basis of induction than of syllogism. Al1 inductions are based 

on likeness while some syllogisms are not (such as those based on the tool of difference). 

Both kinds of likeness (proportional and in the same genus) can be used for induction. but 

perhaps only the proportional likeness is useful for the hypothetical or if-then syllogism. 

The usefulness of likeness for induction is easy to see.105 The usefulness of likeness 

for hypotheticd syllogisms is seen in the formation of the if-then or hypothetical staternent. 

The if-then staternent is ofien based on the likeness of ratios. For example, if one looks at the 

likeness that, as seeing is to the eye so is the act of reason to man, then one can fonn an if-then 

statement that if seeing is the purpose of the eye. then the act of reason is the purpose of man. 

And then one reasons from the (more) known ratio to the unknown (or less known ratio). Ln 
the example, since one knows already that seeing is the purpose of the eye. (this is the 

statement agreed to from which one reasons, according to ~lexander).l06 one can then 

104% 6È TOÛ bpoiou &wpia X P ~ O L ~ O Ç  np6s TE TOCS & T I ~ K T L K O Ù S  AOYOUS  ai 
rrpdç TOÙS &E ~noe~otws < r v h h o y ~ o p o ~ ~    ai ~ p 6 ç  siv bn6ôootv T W V  6p~upWv 
(Top. 1 18.108 b7-9). 

lo6 By the expression 'starting with an agreement' he designatcs what Anstotle narnes 'hypotheticai 
syiiogism*: 8 yàp C E  h o % i u r w  o u h k o y ~ o ~ 6 ~  vûv h é y 6 p t v o c  i~ 8 ~ o ~ o y i a c  
i UT {V (Alexander, In Top. 122.29-30). 



syllogize that the act of reason is the purpose of man.lO7 Thus, Alexander explains, one 
supposes that what is tonfmed in one case will also be so for the others that are like it. The 

one sets about conflfming it for the fmt case: 

Aristotle points out how both kinds of likeness c m  be useful for the genus of a 

definition. The resemblances between ihings in remote genera serve for defining the ver-  

common things, such as rest, and the principle, of which we have already spoken.l@ 

Neque solum consideratio similium est  utilis ad inveniendas definitiones 
eomrn, quae sunt in eodem genere. sed etiam ad inveniendas definitiones 

log Aiexander gives another oxample. Since the kinds of opposites are alike. he says, we judge that what 
ripplied to one of [hem applies also to the rest. Showing in respect to contraries that it is impossible chat they 
should belong sirnultaneously to the same thing, he therefore concludes that this is also m e  of the other 
opposites. And he does so in fact, because of this concession that what applies to one of the opposites rtpplies 
to the others. something thac was conceded because of the likeness they have between them:  ai 

c/ 8 d ~ a v ~ c q  h i  rôv b a v ~ i o v  c p i p É  c i n c î v ,  o t i  $&a& h i v  a 6 r à  
c / 
apa  TG a h 6  h i p x r i v ,  (... 1 i y o i u c e a  na? h i  r ô v  6hhf ihov  

T:V npoç Kk)cfl ha  (124.3-8). See also Maurus. 415#5: 'Quod fit utilis ad syllogismum ex 
suppositione, probatur; nam syllogismus ex suppositione fit, supponendo probabile esse, quod sicut se habet 
in uno similium. sic se habet in aliis; erg0 eo ipso, quod probaverimus, quod in uno sic se habet, et quod hoc 
est simile illi, concludemus, quod etiarn in alio sic se habet; sed ad hoc utilis est consideratio similium; erg0 
consideratio similium utilis est ad argumentum ex suppositione.' 

109 hpoiws 82  ai IV r o î s  mohù SLCOTWQL x p i o ~ p o s  r p O ç  TOCS Op~opoùç fi TOÛ 
opoCou eaupia. o h  OTL ta6tàiv yahfivq pÈv 6 v  8ahkuug. vqv~pta 6' <V Ù i p ~  
( i ~ b r c p o v  yhp jouxia).  ai ortyp?j < v  y p a p d    ai povàs i v  ù p ~ e p @  ( C K ~ T É ~ O V  
yàp Ùpxi ) .  Garé r 6  K O L V ~  Lni advrwv yivos à a o 8 ~ 8 6 v ~ ~ s  S6èokcv o i j ~  
Ù h h o f p i o ~  b p C ~ c o ~ a ~ .  o ~ ~ S d v  84  KU^ o i  b p ~ ~ 6 p e v o ~  OÜTWS d h 8 a o w  
h r o 6 ~ 6 6 v a ~ -  T ~ V  ré yàp pov68a àpxjv àp~epoû  +aow d v a ~   ai rqv u r ~ y k i j v  
hpx4v ypapfls .  Gqhov oufv hi. ~ i s  r6 K O L V ~ W  ùp$oripwv y6vos s~eEau iv  (TOP. 
1 18.108b23-3 1). 



eorum, quae sunt in diversis generibus et plurimum differunt; ex. gr. 
invenientes, quod tranquilitas et serenitas conveniunt in hoc. quod sht  quies. 
habemus genus non extraneum ad ipsa definienda; et invenientes, quod 
unitas et punctum conveniunt in hoc, quod sunt principium. habemus 
aliquod genus ad ipsa defmienda; siquidem tranquilitas definiri solet quies 
in mari; serenitas quies in aere; unitas definiri solet principium numen; 
puncnun principium lineae. (Maunis, In Top. 425#6) 

The resembiances between things in the same genus serve for finding the definition of this 

genus. 

The second use of the diird tool and the third use of the fourth tool together are usehl to 

find the whole definition since the latter tool gives the genus and the former, the 

differences.111 Likewise, the first use of the third tool is for negative conclusions and the 

second use of the fourth tool seems to be for affirmative conclusions most of the tirne. Every 
conclusion is either affirmative or negative. Thus. there is a certain completeness in the 

combination of the third and founh tools in regard to definition, but also in regard to 

syliogisrn, while the founh twl is enough for induction. 

An examination of the two ways Aristotle gives of aniving ar definition in the Posterior Anafyfics II 13 
would show clearly how they dépend upon the ability to find differences and the ability to look at likeness. 
How could one arrive at a definition by dividing a genus if one could not find differences? How could one anive 
at a definition by examining many exampies of the sarne thing if one could not consider how they arc alike? 



CHAPTER SIX 

THE NATURE OF THE DIALECTICAL TOOLS 

THE GENUS OF THE DIALECTICAL TOOL 

The rime has now corne to try to define the diaiectical tool. It would seem to be either an 

act or an ability, but which?' When Aristotle first names or lists the four. he seems to be 

speaking of acts. although, for the second tool. he uses the word ~ C v a o e a i ,  indicating an 

ability. As De Pater puts it: 

Les infinitifs qui figurent dans Top. 1, 13 (ha$ c h ,  6 h a o 6 a  1, 

E 6 P E ~ V )  suggèrent que l'instrument est une faculté ou une action. (De 
Pater 1968, 184) 

1 suggest that the word 6 a u%a i be understood to apply to al1 four tools, since tools seem 
to be abilities rather than acts. An ability is something in view of an act. Now, the word 'tool' 

names not an act, but something in view of one. because it enables us to do it. A knife, for 

example, is not the act of cutting, but something that enables one to cut. 

1 1 have chosen to translate 86vap LF by 'ability' for numerous nasons. without claiming chat this is the 
only possible option. Over 'power', it has the manifest advantage of k ing  more readily transfemd to a passive 
sense. Over 'capacity', it has the advantage of not f i t  signifying reception. 'Potency' also suffers from a 
strong active sense, as well as having no conesponding verbal form. Now, 'to be able' is used for the other 
forms of the verb 'cm'. Smith 1997, 1 uses it. as a matter of fact, io translate SU v q a 6 p t 0 a in the 
n p 6 8 t u 1 c of Chapter 1 : 'The goal of this study is to find a method with which we shall be able to 
consûuct deductions from acceptable pnmisses concerning any problem that is proposed.' 



In addition, since every tool serves for many possible acts, if, in dialectic, we conceived 

of a tool as an act, we would be unable to understand its unity. And this we can see better by a 

cornparison: every vimie is in view of a multiplicity of acts. If, then, one a f f m e d  that a mord 

vimie was an act, one would have to concede as many v h e s  as there were acts numericaily or 

specifically different, and thus one would not be able to see the unity of the virtue.2 

In fact, Alexander, when he first lists the tools, uses the word Guvaaûar for the first, 

third and fourth ones, as well as for the second. And he States that Aristotle cails a tool 'that 

through which we will be able to abound in premises'. But 'that through which we are able' is 

an ability. 

Albert, when he first enurnerates the toois, describes the third one thus: 'Tertium autem est 

differentias unius ad altemm posse invenire' just as he described the second one. saying it is 

'quoties unumquodque dicitur posse dividere, et dividere et distinguere' (In Top. 276a). Also, 

ai the end of this same chapter, he calls each of the tools a facultas, which means an ability. 

Closer to us, De Pater and PeiIetier also consider the tools as abilities: 

a i s  is the difficulty that Socrates tries to help his interlocutors avoid when they define a vinue by 
enumemting virnious acts. For example, when Socrates, in view of defining courage, insists that Laches 
identiQ 'what is it that is the same' in al1 the courageous acts fint narned by Laches 'and which is called 
courage', the latter ends up by answering Socrates: '1 should say that courage is a sort of endurance of the soul, 
if 1 am to speak of the nature which pervades them dl '  ( l a -  192c). Even this definition, however, is not quite 
satisfactory to Socrates. In Republic IV 430ab, we find this political and Platonic definition of courage: 'this 
ability ( ~ C Y  PPLF) for conserving right opinion in keeping with the law, and in respect to real w supposed 
dangers, 1 cal1 and take for courage'. What stands out in the definition is that it is an ability. 





T$V Y ~ V E Q L V  B E W P E ~ V  TÛIV ( ~ ~ A h o y ~ o p W v .  &AX&   ai T ~ V  
86vap~v ÉXELV TOÛ T T O L E ~  . (An. pr. 1 27.43a20-2415 

THE DIFFERENCE AND THE DEFINITTON OF THE DIALECTICAL TOOL 

Aristotle does in fact use the words n p o & ~  ic  h a p  t b  to describe the act and 

object of the fmt dialecticai [ml; but this son of taking is necessary to anyone who syllogizes. 

Indeed, reason must assume premises before it can Iay thern down (TC 0 cpa~)  in a sy llogism, 

just as we pick up things with our hands before we lay them down.6 Thus, h a f l & v  is 

cornmon both to the dernonstrator and to the dialectician: 

The difference is that in the case of the dialectician the act it designates follows an asking of 

the proposition followed by an agreement, which c o n f m  the probabiiiv of the statement: 

'Now it is time to explain how we may ourselves always be supplied with syllogisms about what is set up, 
and the route by which we may obtain the principles concerning any particuIar subject. For surely one ought 
not only study the origin of sylIogisms, but also have the power to produce them.' Smith translation, 
modified. As we saw in the introduction. what Mstotle describes by 6 ~ à  rroiaç bSoÛ h q J r 6 p ~ 8 a  T&S 
napi ZKOOTOV &PX&S leaves us to believe in the presence of rules for instrumental inquiry in the Prior 
Analyrics. As we shdl see, in k t ,  given the natural character of the tools, every ability to argue will have 
recoursc to the abilities to procure premises, to distinguish the meanings of words, io discover differences and 
CO examine likeness, but the dialectician will do so in a way that is propet to him. 

We thus distinguish between the act of admitting a statement and the act of laying it down as a premise 
because we distinguish between the Iegitimacy of thinking it and the pertinence it has for establishing a 
conclusion. In dialectic, the first aspect pertains to the tool, whereas the place guides the other aspect. See De 
Pater 1968, 186: 'la rn&hodologie du premier instrument nous apprend comment faire l'inventaire d'opinions 
courantes; elle nous enseigne B rédiger une sorte de fichier (...) le lieu détermine, à la lumière du probtème 
posé, quelle donnée il faut choisir dans ce fichier (...) on se sen du premier instrument pour &ver aux données 
(...) on fait, en argumentant, un choix panni les donnees; ce choix s'opère en vertu du lieu.' 

'This differeoce. however. will not affect the fact that in either case a syllogism results; For both the 
demonstrator and the interrogator draw a syllogistic conclusion by first assuming that some predicate applies or 
does not apply to some subject,' Tredennick translation 



h a f l  E ~ V .  C'est un terme typique, qui rend l'opération caractéristique du 
demandeur par son intention la plus prochaine, par son succès. Quand il fait 
bien son office, le demandeur obtient, en les demandant, les prémisses dont 
le raisonnement sera constitué. (Pelletier 199 1, 1 181156) 

The demonstrator needs oniy take the premise; the dialectician must fust ask before taking it. 

In fact, in the Topics. Anstotle defines the dialectical premise by the act of asking; the 

agreement which follows is necessary in order for the dialectician to be justified in taking the 

premise: 

The fact that Anstotle says 'an asking of the probable' rather than a 'taking of the probable' 

rerninds his reader that the dialectical premise is uncertain. indeed. the necessity of the asking 

cornes from the lack of certitude of the statement: 

'The premiss of demonsrration diffen from the premiss of dialectic in chat the fonner is the asslirnption of 
one rnember of a pair of contradictory statements (since the demonstrator does not ask a question but makes an 
assumption). whereas the latter is an answer to the question which of two contradictory statements is to be 
accepted.' Tredennick translation 

In the Pnor Analytics 1 1.24a.25-28. which we quoted, Gristoile calls the dialectician an asker, when he is 
distinguishing him from the dernonstrator. See also Sophisrical Refutotions 11.172a18: 'H 62 
8 i a ) l c ~ ~ l ~ i j  i p o ~ r i T i i < i  OT LV.  See Brunschwig 1967. 1 18111: 'On se souviendra ndanmoins que 
la n p o ~ a o i ~  est essentiellement quelque chose que l'un des interlocuteurs propose 1 l'acceptation de l'autre; 
la liaison dtymologique avec le verbe n p O T c iv É l v  reste opdrante (cf. 104a4-5). beaucoup plus 
apparemment qu'entre le mot proposition et le verbe proposer.' 

Io "Thus a syllogistic premiss will be simply the affirmation or negation of some predicate of some subject. in 
the way already described; the premiss will be dernonstrative if it is uue and based upon fundamental 
postulaces' Tredennick translation 



This is so much the case that many interpretors-and 1 agree with them-affm the necessity 

for asking and answering even when an individual is thinkllig by himself.ll 

ha 8 E ~ V  is therefore to take as a premise, either because evident, or because endoxal (it 

then names the act of the dialecticai tool, that is to Say, both the asking and the response.)12 

Thus, haB c h ,  although cornmon to the demonstrator and to the dialectician, still has a more 

precise meaning in a dialectical context. In fact, Aristotle hunself says as much: 

And although Aristotle uses the words r r p o ~ 6 a ~  i~ haB~'?v without the addition of 

'dialecticai' or 'endoxal' in Chapter 13.1 O5a23 and 14. L05a34, it is clear from the context that 

Pelletier 199 1. 1 15- 120 for example, explains that every dialecrical argumentation is ndically dialogicd. for 
it dways irnplies these two indispensable and irreducible operations, which are respectivement ordered to the 
abundance of statements and to their endoxality. See also 153: 'deux motifs divisent le dialecticien en deux 
fonctions irréductibles. 1 est radicalement social. parce qu'il est obligatoirement deux, demandeur et tepondeur. 
La consistance spkciale de l'endoxe-ou plutôt son inconsistance, sa faillibilité, sa déconnexion d'avec la 
réalitk, d'avec ta vérité, d'avec l'évidence-&pare en deux opérations nettement distinctes la conception d'un 
inoncé et la ddcision d'y trouver un principe légitime d'examen et d'argumentation. Concevoir un énoncé en 
cette m a t h  appelle forcément un jugement sur son caractère endoxal; ensuite, cette conception et ce 
jugement, relevant de talents si distincts-imagination et mémoire d'un côté. bon sens et discernement de 
I'riutre-cornmandent le plus natureliement deux interlocuteurs: un demandeur, car le premier, en concevant et 
en formulant un énoncé, pose la question de sa recevabilitd; et un répondeur, car le second, en se ponant garant 
du caractkre endoxai de I'cinoncé suggéré. compkte l'initiative du demandeur.' Brunschwig 1967, 118n 1 also 
distinguishes two aspects of the dialectical statement: 'avant la prise de position du répondant, elle [la 
n P ~ T  a 0 L C  1 est une interrogation (cf. 10 1 b29-32); apr& cette prise de position (qui consiste normalement 
à adopter le parti "endoxal"), elle devient une assertion, sur laquelle te questionneur s'appuie pour bâtir son 
argumentation. Ces deux aspects de la prémisse dialectique sont distingués avec clarté au début des Premiers 
Analytiques (1, 1, 24b1-3, texte qui renvoie d'ailleurs aux Topiques)'. See also the conclusion of Sophisricd 
Refurafions 34.183b3-6 when Aristotle sums up the goal of the Topics and Sophistical Refutationr: O 6 

w 
1 i 6 v o v  r6 A E X B ~ V  cpyov ~ E B É ~ É B O  T S C  n p a y p a ~ ~ i a ~ ,  T O  ~ O Y O V  
6 6 v a u e a i  h a p e h ,  & k h i   ai o n o c  k6yov 6 r r ~ X o v r c c  cpuh6toptv r $ v  
ef u w  OF 81' ~ V B O E O T ~ T O V  d p ~ ~ p O n ~ ~ .  

l2  This does not exdude. however. taking as a premise a rtatement because it follows from other prernises 
chat are endoxai or evident. 

13 'the diaiectical premiss will be. for the interrogator. an answer to the question which of two conûadictory 
statements is to be accepted, and for the reasoner, an assumption of what is apparently uue and generally 
accepted, as has been stated in the Topics.' Tredennick translation, modified. See Brunschwig 1967, 14n2: 'Le 
verbe lambanein a, dans son usage logique, un rapport particulihrement étroit avec la prémisse, dont il désigne 
la position, ou plus précisément, en situation dialectique, l'adoption, demandde par le questionneur au 
répondant et obtenue du second par le premier.' 



he is speaking of only this kind. Indeed, in Chapter 10, he has already distinguished the 

dialectical premise from other premises. 

Now, the philosopher who knows the definition is apt to take the true and immediate 

premises from which he rnust proceed right away. If one wished to discourse on the 

preparation that disposes him for this act, one would have to refer to the seeking of the 

d e f ~ t i o n  as this is described as a matter of fact in the Topics, and perhaps ais0 in the second 

book of the Posterior Analytics. But what makes the dialectician able to take the probable 

premises from which he must reason is precisely everything that Aristotle narnes 'tool'l4 and 

that I define as an ability to take probable ~rernisesl5-we have seen that in diaiectic this 

involves forrnulation. conception or request, and judgement. Indeed, Aristotle, aside from 

reiling us that they serve for getting an abundance of arguments, is quite content to enurnerate 

and to compare a bit what he cdls 'the tools'. 'opy a v a .  Now, as we will see, this 

multiplicity seems to be required by the necessity for fomulating probable premises of 

different kinds, since nothing indicates that judging their endoxality would differ from one tool 

to another. Thus, these reflections on the iikeness and difference of the tools will allow us to 

cornplete their definition, whose genus is 'ability'.l6 

In this perspective, let us r e m  to Chapter 14, which we described in Chapter 5, and try 
now to explain certain aspects of it. Anstotle starts by proposing that one way to judge of the 

endoxaiity of a proposition is obviously io check whether the definition of the endoxal applies 

to it, namely, that it is held by all. by most, by al1 of the wise, most of them or the most 

fa mou^.^^ But one can also simply make sure that a proposition expresses what is observed to 

be the case for the most part, because one can expect that dl, most people, ail, rnost of the wise 

l4 See Pelletier 1991.322: 'La idcondit4 dialectique est d'abord fonction de l'aptitude P discerner et recueillir 
l'endoxe. Sans cette facultd, nul n'attaque ni ne defend une position. C'est elle dont Aristote veut assister le 
développement quand il présente les instruments.' 

15 
This is always how Alexander describes the tools considered in general: T; 'op y ava n h a  

n p k  T ~ V  TÔV r r p o f h u ~ ~ v  ~ 6 r r o p f a v  U U V T E ~ F ?  (In Top. 90.2-3). 

16 This way of proceeding seems to follow one of the ways for obtaining a definition as described by Aristotle 
in the Posterior Analytics. 

17 
1 take for granted that verifying if a proposition seems so to those who are experts in some art is 

tantamount to seeing if it is heId by the wise. See Top. f 14.105bl. 



or the most famous would concede it, and because what is thus admissible-the statements 

that these people would admit, if asked to-is also used by Aristotle as endoxal. For, 

obviously, the dialectician cannot be aware of dl that these groups hold as opinions about the 
quasi-infinite aumber of problerns that could arise in the natural, logicd and ethical domains. 

When one or another problem cornes up, he must necessarily take as legitimate what he and 

his interlocutors think would be accepted by one or the other of these categories of people. 

Now, statements that are admitted or endoxal by accident are also admissible in this way. 

That is, statements that acquire their endoxality because of their relation to those which are in 
fact admitted and endoxal.l8 Either they are like them or they are the contradiction of their 

contraries. Nothing, however, prevents these statements from king judged endoxal otherwise 

than they are by those interlocutors who have recourse to these sources. Some may indeed be 

able to judge that they are received by dl, most, al1 of the wise, the most of them or the most 

illustrious without having recourse to other endoxal propositions or to reality. 

The necessity for two acts with a view to procuring probable premises-to discover them 

and to judge hem-as well as the relation between the discovery and the tools, are rather clear. 

Mstotle mentions explicitely the utility of the tools, which is to abound in arguments, and 

obviously to do so one must discover propositions in abundance. Nonetheless. it is less 

evident that the tools aiso perfect judgement and this is rarely talked about by the 

cornmentators, except for ~elletier.19 Still, this is what we saw Aristotle showing in Chapter 

14, at least for the first tool. 

There he stated that the ways of choosing (i K hg y E'?W )-which here one must take as a 

synonym of taking or procuring (ha$ &)a the probable are as numerous as the ways of 

defining the probable. In other words, the ways of procuring are lined up with the ways of 

d e f ~ n g ;  these latter wiii determine the object of the act of procuring: 

la  I take 'accidentally endoxai* in a way similar to that in which Aristotle calls things 'known accidently' 
when they are known through something else (An. post. I 2.71b9-12). The statements I cal1 'accidentally 
endoxal' art thus those that are known to be endoxal through some other statements that are endoxal in 
themselvcs (or absolutely), that is, which seems to d l ,  the most, al1 of the wise. the most or the well known. 

[9  Set Pelletier 199 1, 323. 

20 Bonitz 1870 (1955). 422b23-24 says that in this case. T ~ O T ~ ~ E L S  Aopciv (l05a23) and 
T ~ O T ~ ~ U € L S  G K A ~ ~  crv (105a34) are synonyms. 



Now. as every act having for its object a proposition respecting certain criteria requires a 

judgement, if the taking of premises that is perfected by the fust tool is thus determined by the 

definition of the probable, it must of necessity include a judgement. In fact, nothing in Chapter 

14 seems to specifically concern the conception of probable propositions. It is the whole 

chapter that seems given over to the criteria upon which to judge if the propositions that are 

conceived are probable or not. 

Nonetheless, in the following chapten given over to a consideration of the three last 

tools, Aristotle does not corne back to the question of how one judges the endoxality of 

propositions. He is content to describe what the premises that these tools allow us to obtain 

have in panicular. In fact. he speaks only about distinctions, differences and likeness, things 

that cannot enter as such into an argument. Whence, if one were to forget the dialectical 

context of this consideration. one might not redize that these tools are concemed with getting 

premises, the purpose the fmt tool was said to serve. This is how many commentators explain 

that in Chapter 13, Aristotle identifies the second. third and fourth tools with the f ~ s t  in respect 

to being called n p  0~6oc rç ,  which we can consider to be an abreviation of I T ~ O T ~ Q E  LÇ 

21 'in a way, the 1st three of these are also prernisxs. since it is possible to make a premisr about any of 
hem, cg. that either the noble, the pleasant, or the usehl is choice worthy; or, that perception diffen fiorn 



According to Albert, in fact, Aristotle intends to Say that the interest in discovering 

distinctions, differences and likeness, k ing  the discovery and formulation of propositions, 

taking propositions is the cornmon intention of every tml, such that the last three are reduced 

to the fmt: 

Quamvis ista quatuor sunt, non tamen quatuor artes de istis divisim 
tradendae sunt: quia tria istomm reducuntur ad artern ~nd: tria enim 
sequentia ad surnptionem propositionum (quae immediatum est principium 
syiiogismi) reducuntur. Cujus probatio est, quia quodcumque sive quodlibet 
trium est facile propositionem diaiecticarn sumere, sicut patet in secundo 
quod est posse'di&inguere multiplex, ut si ponatur, iuod bonum est 
eligendum et potestas distinguendi quot modis dicitur bonum. Dicitur ver0 
bonum idem quod honestum et suave sive delectabile, et dicitw bonum utile: 
per analogiam dicitur de istis bonum: et si quis hoc scit distinguere. facit ad 
Cacultatem sumendi propositiones. Similiter autem est in tertio quod est 
differentias invenire, Q u d  similiter facit et faciliter propositiones invenire, ut 
si quis proponat. quo&am differt sensus a disciplina. ;ut negaverit illis qui 
dixerunt disciplinam esse cognitionem sensibilem, et v e m  dixerunt esse in 
apponendo sensibili apprehensione: considerans autem differentias sensus 
et disciplinae, eo quod hunc quidem sensum amittenti non est mrsum 
sumere'possibile: h a m  auterh disciplinam amittenti mrsum sumere 
possibile est. quia de oblivione ad scientiam est possibile devenire: et hujus 
differentiae et illarum differentianim inspectione facile est propositiones 
sumere ad propositum. Similiter autem et quamim. quod est similitudinis 
inspectio, facit ad propositionum sumptionem, ut sicut se habet sanativum 
ad sanitatem. et euechivum ad euechiam: et qui facit similitudines 
propositionum proponat, quoniarn similiter multas ad haec problemata 
propositiones sumet. Est autem euechia bona carnis condensatio in 
interioribus et exterioribus: quia condensata Caro repellit a se contraria, quod 
non facit Caro laxa. Sic ergo-reducuntur tria ad prhum. Ornne quod hcit ad 
facile sumendurn oropositiones. ad artem sumendi pro~ositiones reducitur. 
Sed multi~licis d i s M o .  similitudinis consideratio. differentianim . . inventio, 
facit ad facile sumendum oropsitiones. Ereo reducuntur ad artem sumendi 
propositiones. (Albert, In Top. 276-277) 

Alexander dso tends in this direction and affins that the last three tools help in finding 

prernises with a view to syiiogizing and making inductions: 

knowledge in that it is possible to get the one back after losing it, but this is impossible for the other, or, that 
the hedthful is in the sarne relationship to health as what part of a training program is to king in training. 
The fmt is a prernise from what is said in many ways, the second is a premise from differences, and the rhird 
is a premise from similar things.' (My translation) Alexander also thinks that Aristotle is designating the 
whole f i t  tool-act and object-by n POT ho€ ic. He paraphrases. adding i ~ h o y ;  v , which he uses as 
a synonym for ha B < T V .  



We find the same idea in Maums: 

Addit Aristoteles, quod ex his quatuor instmmentis, tria reliqua reduci 
possunt ad prirnum, hoc est ad sumptionem propositionum. Probatur et 
explicatur. Nam ex secundo instrumento, hoc est ex distinctione, per quam 
explicatur ex. gr., quoci bonum dicitur tripiciter, honestum, jucundum atque 
utile, sur ni^ propositio, q u a i  eligendum est id. quod vel est honesnim, vel 
jucundum, vel utile; ex tertio instrumento, ex. gr., ex inventione differentiae. 
per quam sensus differt a scientia, sumi potest haec propositio, quod sensus 
in hoc differt a scientia, quod sensus amissus non potest recuperari, at 
scientia amissa potest recuperari: ex quarto instmmento, hoc est inventione 
sirnilitudinum desumi potest haec propositio, quod sicut salubre se habet ad 
sanitatem. sic id. quod efficit firmarn corporis constitutionem. se habet ad 

lia instrumenta ad id tandeq firmarn corporis constitutionem; erpo cum a 
conducant. u t  sumantur orooositioies. caetera instrumenta reducuntur ad - - 
prirnum. hoc est ad sumptionernproposition~. (Maurus. In Top. 4 M l )  

It is therefore for this reason, narnely, because the last three iools also allow one to discover 

and to procure premises in abundance, as the fmt tool was already said to do, that Alexander, 
Albert, Maums ruid Smith attach the last three to the fmt: 

Aristotle's point is that the results of using the last three can be expressed 
as propositions. (Smith 1997,89)22 

Nonetheless. 1 think there is a more precise reason why Aristotle is pointing out this 

attachrnent, and this is to make clear that the three abilities, although they each give nse to a 
particular kind of proposition, also imply a judgement about the endoxality of these 

propositions in order to legitirnize taking them as premises in a dialectical argument, and that 

this judgement is of the same kind as the one Anstotle was taking about when describing the 

€mi tool. For nothing allows us to think that the cnteria determined there should not also be 

applied in order to appreciate the endoxality of propositions formulated by means of the last 

tools. And it is quite certain that a judgement is required. When, for example, one finds a 
difference with the third tool, one has no authority to Say by oneself, with no reference to 

cornmon reaction, at least as imagine4 that the statement describing this difference is probable. 

22 The s m c  idea is to be founc! in Waiu 1846. 449: 'Quum autem etiarn reliqua tria in propositionibus 
investigandis versentu, ad primum caput (h. e. ad propositiones conquirendas) reducuntur omnia'. 



This judgement must depend upon the cornparison to what seems to all, to the most, al1 the 

wise, the most or the most known, that is, to the definition of what is probable. Whence. 

everythg indicates that it is a question of the same cnteria, and that the last three tools judge 

of the probability of propositions in the sarne way. 

Thus, the second. third and fourth tools will furnish. as does the first, as much what is 

adrnitted as what is admissible. according to the judgment on the distinction of the meanings of 

words and the differences and likeness discovered. The propositions admitted by all, the 

majority, the wise, the wisest, are endoxa; the propositions admissible by all, most people, etc., 

because of their ties to propositions thus admitted in fact or because of observation about 

which one expects the same reception, will be considered as endoxa and dialectical premises. 

Moreover, the description of the fxst t d  shows other signs of cornrnunity. Let us recaii 
that in Chapter 14 Aristotle takes up a distinction of premises and problems into three genera; 

then he makes clear what the difference is between ûn investigation conducted according to 

truth. and a dialectical investigation; finally, he gives two rules for ordenng propositions.u 

Now, these indications are no less valid for those propositions that are the objects of the last 

three tools than for those that corne from the first. Indeed. Aristotle takes so much time with 

what is common to every tool in his description of the fust that the reader rnight rernain under 

the impression that it is the genus of the other three. The explanation given by the 

commentators for the clarification given in 105a.25 could in fact lead in this direction. 

Yet we should be aware that aithough Aristotle insists a gent deal less on, indeed is 

really quite silent about. the kind of proposition that the f ~ s t  tool is directed to formulating, it 

must, nonetheless, differ from those that the other tools are directed to. And this is precisely 

what the first tool would have that is specific to it. Indeed. an examination of Aristotle's 

examples of propositions obtained by the last three tools shows that these are always 

complex-each time there are three or four terms involved. Now, the formulation of such 

propositions dways presupposes that of simple propositions. One musi fint have considered 

that 'the good is the pleasant', that 'the good is the useful' and that 'the good is the noble' in 
order to be able to distinguish that 'the good is either the pleasant or the useful or the 

noble'.u In like manner, 'sensation passes', whereas 'science remains' are the occasions for 

24 
See Top. I 13.105a27-28- 



discoverhg that 'sensation differs from science by the fact that the latter can be recovered once 

lost, whereas the former cannot bel.25 Finally, 'healthy is health in a subject* and 'well- 

constituted is good constitution in a subject*, are the occasions for examining the fact that 

'healthy is to health as well-constituted is to good constitutionT.26 The npor 60 i~ that is the 

object of the fast tool would bel therefore, a simple proposition, whereas the last three tools 

would bear upon statements that arke from a cornparison between other simples staternents 

having already k e n  taken by the fmt tool. 

Consequently, the last three tools would exist in order to complete the frst by making it 

easier for the dialectician to obtain a greater abundance of premises. The use of no icoa i at 

10527 is a sign that it is the necessity for varying and specializing the act of discovery that 

necessitates the use of tools other than the first. Nonetheless, although they allow the 

discovery of different premises, their judgment on them cornes about in the sarne way as for 

the fint tool. so that al1 the instruments procure premises on the basis of the same criteria. 

In Chapter 13 therefore, speaking about the 'fmt tool', Aristotie would in fact have been 

duding to the genus tool and to one of its species without distinguishing them.27 Afterwards, 
he presents the second, third and founh species of tool as distinct from the first. Finally. 

however. (and ths  is the explanation 1 suggest for 105a.25-27) Aristotle connects the second, 

third and founh tools to the first. But as it is, more precisely, to the taking of probable 

premises that is generic to the four species of tool that the three last ones are identified, and not 

to the taking of simple probable premises that was described at the same time. Aristotle adds a 

distinction to his affirmation- It is partially-'in a certain wayT-that the three last tools are 

prrmises, that is to say, are a taking of simple probable premises. But it is absolutely that 

these last three are a taking of probable premises. Albert also speaks of the last three tools in 

t e n s  of taking propositions, making it clear that these have been fomulated thanks to the 

distinction of the multiple or die discovery of differences or likeness: 

Est autem haec et prima propositio sive propositionum sumptio quoad 
facultatem sumendi ab eo quod est multipliciter dicnim, sive a distinctione 
multiplicis. Secunda autem facultas sumendi est a differentiis consideratis. 
Tertia vero facultas sumendi propositiones est a similibus, sive a 
consideratione similium. Omnes erg0 ires sequentes modi habendi in 

" See Top. 1 l3.IO5at8-3O. 

26 
See Top. 1 13.105a30-3 1. 

*' And these two. the p u s  and the species. would be what he is ueating in Chapter 14. 



syllogismis reducuntur ad primum: et ide0 curn primo in eadem methodo 
tractandi sunt, et sic de alüs, et caetera. (Albert, In Top. 2778) 

From this point of view, it is not the novelty of the endoxal propositions that the three 

l u t  tools might procure that allows us to divide them against the first. According to many 
commentators, among whom Alexander, Albert, Maunis, Waitz and other more recent ones, the 

fist  tool is supposed to select ready-made propositions, whereas the last three would make 

new ones: 

soit que les propositions approuvables existent déjà, soit qu'elles n'existent 
pas encore. Si elles existent. il s'agit simplement d'en faire un choix. Si 
elles n'existent pas, il faut les produire en regardant soit du côté des mots. 
soit du côté des choses: du côté des mots. avec le pouvoir de distinguer en 
combien de sens chacun est dit; du côté des choses en considérant les 
accidents communs permettant d'y trouver des différences ou d'y 
considérer le semblable. Les trois derniers instruments sont ainsi 
producteurs de propositions qui. de ce fait, deviennent objet du premier 
instrument. le choix. (Frappier 1974,53) 

Le premier instrument est plutôt une disposition pour découvrir de la 
matière que pour l'élaborer: ceci en opposition avec les autres instruments. 
(De Pater 1968, 155) 

It is certainly of interest to note that the dialectician is not held to the use of commonplaces, of 

things said by everyone; that he c m  invent endoxa by relying on what he observes. on what is 

like the endoxa he has already, or what are opposed to these. But this is not involved with the 

distinction between the first tool and the three others: in the case of al1 four, such as I have 

presented them. there is a collecting of endoxa that have already been established, and a 
working out of new ones. that is to say, of propositions that are admissible by dl. by most 

people, by the wise, etc. These admissible propositions can indeed be either simple or 

complex. 

Nor can one divide the fmt two tools against the last two, claiming that the former are 

about intentions of reason, whereas the latter would be about things. De Pater, for exarnple, 
says of the fist tool: 

La recherche ne s'opère pas directement sur la réalité elle-même, mais sur 
ce qu'on a dit ou écrit à son sujet, sur les opinions de tout le monde ou de la 
majorité, ou celles des sages. (De Pater 1968, 153) 

Le Blond distinguishes the second and third tools by the fact that one bears on words and the 

other on things: 



La distinction du sens des mots, l'étude du no uaxô c, comme dit Aristote, 
n'est pas identique à la recherche des différences: troisième 'opy avov. où 
il ne s'agit plus de l'analyse des termes mais de la comparaison des choses. 
(Le Blond 1939. 39)a 

Thionville even integrates this idea in his translation of the beginning of Chapter 13: 

Les instruments, dit-il, par lesquels nous trouverons la matière des 
syllogismes et des inductions sont au nombre de quatre. Le premier 
consiste à recueillir des propositions; le second. 3 distinguer les objets 
auxquels s'applique un même terme; le troisième, à découvrir les 
différences des choses; le quatrième. à saisir leurs ressemblances. 
(Thionville l965,48) 

Now, if this is a question of one genus and four species, as 1 have suggested. this 

intentionality would no more belong to the first two tools than to the two others. For al1 of 

them discover propositions whose endoxdity must be judged by means of a cornparison with 

what dl.  or most people. or the wise. etc. think. This is not peculiar to the first iool. Thus. what 

De Pater says applies to al1 the tools. according to my view and. in any case. is not so much 

concemed with the investigation and the discovery of propositions as with judging them. Now. 

rvery dialectical proposition. whatever the way in which it was discovered, must be related in 

some way to what othea think. 

In any case. even if one did not bnng out any general characteristics among the tools, 

and if one continued to consider this cornparison with the opinions of the aforementioned 

categories as king specific to the first tool, 1 still would not agree that the two f ~ s t  tools were 

about intentions, and the last two about things. For every proposition is about things. It is an 
enunciation. It expresses relations of identity, alterity, contrariety and, irnportantly, likeness and 

differences b e ~ e e n  things. Conversely, whoever conceives a likeness or a difference is aiready 

formulating a proposition. 1 would only admit this difference between the second tool and the 

othen, that the discovery guided by the second tool immediately concerns words. But not so 

?8 And here is how Le Blond 1939. 37 alludes to the fourth tool before having treaied of the tools: 
'1' importance donnée dans les Topiques au raisonnement inductif confirme que la diaiectique n'est pas 
seulement une méthode de conversation. ou l'art d'exploiter les opinions reçues, mais qu'elle comporte aussi le 
regard sur les choses et inclut, par conséquent une relation à la verid, qui la met en continuitd avec la méthode 
proprement scientifique. L'dtude de I'induction, telle qu'elle est conduite dans les Topiques. attire déjà 
l'attention sur les procédds de recherche qu'emploie la mdthode dialectique: il est impossible en effet, nous 
l'avons constaté, de séparer entikrement l'induction de la considhtion des ressemblances qui la prépare et 
l'oriente.' 



the judgment of what has been discovered by this tool. Whence, this tool is also concerned 

with things. 

These two last ways of seeing the tools are not really foreign to one another. For, when 

one conceives the acts of the third and fourth tools as bearing upon things, one also cornes 

spontaneously to realize that afterwards it is necessary to posit other operations in order to 

construct propositions starting with the results obtained by the only acü that are guided by 

these tools. This is more clearly the case for the third and fourth tools than for the second. 

which does not suffice either. however. for the procuring of propositions. given this way of 

seeing the meanings of words, the iikenesses and the differences as objective realities. Yet they 

cannot exist without reason and its act of enunciating. One can find an exarnple of this way of 

reasoning in Thionville. On Topics I 13.105a25. a passage for which he gives the same 
explanation as Alexander. Alben and Maunis, he says: 

Il [Aristotle] ajoute: «Ces trois derniers instruments sont aussi. en quelque 
sorte, des moyens de trouver des propositions; car leurs résultats peuvent se 
convertir en propositions». Et il le fait voir par des exemples. En effet. il est 
évident qu'on peut toujours tirer une proposition. soit d'une distinction que 
l'on a faite entre les divers emplois d'un mot, soit d'une ressemblance ou 
d'une différence qu'on a découvene entre plusieurs choses; on comprend 
même que ces opérations diverses ne serviront dans le raisonnement 
qu'autant qu'on en formera des propositions. puisqu'en définitive ce sont 
ces dernières qui font le raisonnement. (Thionville 1965'48) 

Braun is one of the few modems to have reflected at length on the connections between 

the four tools. His answer to how Aristotle proposes to get the statements that will be needed 

ro enter into the argument (Schfi@), and specifically. how the tools are a means thereto, is that 

there are two ways. Fini, simple statements of an endoxal character are to be constituted, and 

this will be by the fmt tool: 

The first tool is characterized as the one which directly finds statements for 

the respective conclusion. It is only a question of knowing how this tool 

fuids the statements in order that a necessary conclusion might follow from 

them. We must ask therefore according to which laws it proceeds from in 

enquiring about the statements. This we also leam in the Topics. (Braun 

1959,7 1, Murray translation) 

Then, starting with these simple statements and by a process which must dissect these 

(diaireteon), we wiil amve at more particular statements. And this will be the job of the other 

thee tools. The second tool consists in coming to a more exact perception of the meanings of 



the words used in the original staternents. The third and fourth tools wiii also corne to the aid 
of the €mt. They do so by making many statements out of one. 

It is therefore in this sense that the three 1 s t  tools are, in a certain way, statements, 

aithough not directly so like the first tool; because they can. it tums out, furnish new 

statements from the results of their activities. In this respect, Braun agrees with Alexander, 

Albert and Maunis. His position however has this in cornrnon with mine, that it irnplies thai the 

use of the first tool is presupposed to that of the three others and bars  on simple premises. 

and this we do not find in these other commentators. The difference is that, according to 

Braun. once we have made use of the first tool. the use of the other three irnplies a dissection 

(Zergliederung) of the simple propositions obtained by the fist; whereas, according to me. 

this subsequent use irnplies a cornparison and composition of simple propositions. 

The conclusions of Pelletier's work are less precise. but do not appear to me in 

disagreement with those I have proposed. First of dl, he defines the dialecticd tool as a faculty 

for disceming the endox (199 1, 323). It is nothing less than the operation of collecting the 

data. which he daims Aristotle is designating by tas proiuseis lobein, eklegein, expressions 

with which the fust tool is associated (1991,325). It is also what he caiis rhe tool that Pelletier 

says that the diaiectician should generally use before being confronted with a particular 

problem, and it is the propositions obtained by the tool without further distinction that he 

speaks about ordenng (1991, 327-329). Besides, he himself draws attention to this way of 

speaking of his subject in the singular when he starts his consideration of the multiplicity of 

the diaiecticd tool. Aristotle, he says, is nonetheless speûking about four tools. And he 

ex plains: 

Aristote a f fme  clairement le caractère plus fondamental de cet instrument 
[le premier] et insiste sur ce que toute autre opération instrumentale se 
réduit en définitive à la découverte de propositions légitimes: «Même les 
trois derniers, de fait, constituent de quelque manière des propositions, car 
on peut, d'après chacun d'eux, produire une proposition». En conséquence, 
il faut se garder d'opposer les trois derniers instruments au premier comme 
s'ils étaient des opérations radicalement diffdrentes. Leur lien est très étroit: 
ces trois instruments contiennent toujours le premier qu'ils prolongent, en 
quelque sorte. En effet, la découverte de propositions endoxales vise la 
facilité d'argumentation, comme l'annonce la définition commune des 
instruments: nLes instruments grâce auxquels nous abonderons en 
raisonnements, il y en a quatre». La mdthode dialectique aura donc intérêt à 
orienter cette quête de maniére à tourner les propositions en une matière 
plus prochaine à l'argumentation. Or, qui dit argumentation dit comparaison 
de choses entre elles: le problème lui-même compare déjà un sujet et un 
attribut: s'assimilent-ils assez pour que le second serve il la représentation 
du premier? Et les arguments dont proctde sa solution affirmative ou 
négative assignent comme moyens termes les ressemblances ou les 



différences de ce sujet et de cet attribut. D'instinct, en assumant, en 
accumulant et en ordonnant des propositions. on portera une attention 
particulière à ce qui regarde la comparaison des choses entre elles. Cette 
attention se développera spontanément en plusieurs étapes. (Pelletier 199 1, 
329-330) 

So Pelletier aiso recognizes something common in the tools and he tends also to assirnilate it 

to the fmt. Nonetheless, he does not identiQ, arnong the things that Aristotle enurnerates when 

presenting the first tool. what belongs specificaiiy to the fmt and what is common to d l .  For 

example, Pelletier 199 1, 330 says that, 'discerner (...) ces propositions simples constitue le 

travail instrumental le plus élémentaire: c'est l'oeuvre du premier instrument'. I would be in 

agreement in as much as this is not supposed to mean that al1 the acts that aiiow one to procure 

simple endoxal propositions pertain properly to the first tool. It seems to me that this is only 

m e  of the discovery that contributes to procuring the simple proposition, and not of the act of 

judging. 



Let us take an exarnple from the practical arts. The hammer and the saw are defmed by 

their proper and immediate acts. If one regrouped them under a common genus. one would not 

be able to define them by a common end that they al1 serve-making a chair, for instance- 

because they c m  also serve for some other end-making a table or a rocking horse, a house, 

etc. Could one Say. then, that they are for the purpose of building or making? Someone might 

object that each can equally well serve to repair or maintain, and this in respect to diverse 

artifacts. 

Likewise. the abilities we cal1 'tools' are distinguished and should be defined each by 

their proper irnrnediate act: to formulate simple propositions; distinguish the meanings of 

words; discover differences; examine likeness. As regrouped under a comrnon genus, it cornes 

spontaneously to minci to define it by a cornmon end. which is taking probable premises, as we 

in fact did. For we saw that the diaiecticd tools are abilities to posit acts that al1 consist in 

special ways of getting probable premises. But then. how do we explain that the geometer. the 

natural philosopher, the wise man. the orator and the poet. to name only these. dso formulate 

simple propositions, distinguish meanings of words. find differences and likeness? hdeed, it 

does not seem that 'to obtain endoxal premises' could constitute a proper difference for 

'dialectical tool' considered as a genus, because it is not convertible with it. Since the 

dialectician does not seem to be the only one able to posit those acts proper to the tools, 'to 

obtain endoxal premises', which is proper to the dialectician, would be too narrow for defining 
the tool. 

But do others. aside from the dialectician. really posit the acts that are perfected by the 

four tools of dialectic? Looking at the question closely, it seems not; at least, not quite. The 

abilities in question when Aristotle is treating of the diaiecticd tools are, 1 believe, partially 

naturai ones, that must nonetheless be perfected by training, by acquired dispositions, in short, 

by habituation. The ability to distinguish the meanings of words is a natural one of reason. 

Everyone has it to a certain degree. Nonetheless, this ability can be perfected by certain rules 

that make it better able to reach the distinction of the likely meanings of words. And it is this 

combination of the natural ability and of those rules for distinguishing with likelihood the 

senses of words that would constitue the second dialectical tuul. Whence, there is nothing 



more natural than that the philosopherfg, the wise man, the orator and the poet should dso 

distinguish the meanings of words. But they will do so differently, in a way appropriate to 

their goal and to their respective abilities, which are not quite the sarne. 

The dialectician distinguishes the senses of words in such a way as to express in the 
clearestM possible manner the starting point from which he wiii attempt to rnove towards the 

truth, and he proceeds to make these distinctions in a probable way. The places that Aristotle 

gives in Chapter 15 for detecting equivocation are not al1 necessary, in fact. For instance, the 

place of contradiction does not apply to the term 'liberal'. Even though it has three meanings 

corresponding to the contrary characteristics of conservative, stingy and servile, the word 

'illiberal' has only two meanings corresponding to the last two. 

A philosopher will truly distinguish the meanings of words in view of expressing a tmth 

he already has. Furthemore, he will be principally interested in those words that are proper to 

his discipline, whereas the dialectician is also interested in very common words. And if a 

demonstrator orders the meanings of words, this will only be insofar as they fa11 under his 
subject genus. 

Whereas the wise man will distinguish with tmth the meanings of very cornmon words 

and, especially he will order them. This seerns to be proper to him. We will corne back to this, 

but for the moment let us only Say that if Aristotie iniends to perfect by means of diaiectic not 

only the distinction of the meanings of words. but also the knowledge of their definition- 

Alexander claims that that involves a greater ability3Lhe does not give any rule conceming 

the order in the Topics. And Aquinas, when he orders the meanings of words in naturai 

philosophy, refen to the metaphysical teachings of Aristotle: 

Dicit autem quod secundum hunc octavum modum maxime proprie dicitu 
esse aliquid in aliquo. Unde oponet secundum regularn quam tradit in N et 

29 1 generally use the word 'philosopher' to designate the penon having a demonstrative knowledge of a 
special part of philosophy, and the word 'philosophy' for these particular disciplines. I occasionally use the 
word 'science' or 'scientific' for the discipline or for demonsmtive knowledge when the content indicates 
clearly that it is not a question of the modern experirnental sciences. 

30 See Top. ! l8.lOSal8. 
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V Metaphys.. quod omnes alii modi reducantur aliquo modo ad hunc 
modum quo aliquid est in diquo sicut in loco. (In Phys. TV 4#436) 

The orator and the poet will distinguish the meanings of words, but to the degree and in 

the way that wiii serve to persuade or to please. And, as is the case for the dialectician, they will 

do so with no certitude. Further. they will probably be more interested in some words than in 

others-something that would have to be examined in more detail. For example, we know by 

experience that pleasing and convincing discourses are not always the clearest. Thus, whereas 

the dialectician must always avoid equivocation, it is not certain that this is the case for the 

ontor. and it is even certain that equivocations, because they give him the chance to play on 

words, will be a considerable and even necessq aid to the poet.32 

When. thecefore. others than the dialectician distinguish the meanings of words, they 

then only use the natural ability that is a part of the second dialectical tool, and perhaps also 

certain niles that belong to other methods than dialectic. But they are not distinguishing the 

meanings didecticully. 

Everyone is naturally able to discover differences. 'Qui intelligit distinguit.' But it seerns 

that different methods such as dialectic, those of the particular sciences, metaphysics, rhetoric 

and poetics will do so somewhat differently in respect to their different goals. The dialectician 

is sreking the differences between things that are close together, or ar least between which he 

perceives a likeness. The philosopher and the wise man will do the same, with about this 

dlfference that they are better at it. They will be able to give an account of essential differences 

more quickly. without having to compare their opinions with those of others. 

It is in rhetoric and in poetics that one can note other differences. One would expect, in 

fact, that the orator would mu11 over the differences between singulars, and it is rather evident 

that the poet is not really concemed about differences at all. What interests him are prirnarily 
the likenesses: they allow him to think up metaphors. Now, this is a case where the use of the 

ability to find likenesses is not as intimately tied to the ability for finding differences since 

while seeing the likeness, the p e t  who f o m  a metaphor. as well as his audience who hem it, 

see directly, d at once and very clearly the existence of differences between the two things that 

the metaphor compares. This is why there is no occasion for error here. It is even a sign of the 

metaphor's perfection that it allows us to seize a certain relationship between two things that 

32 Shakespeare is well-hown for his 'puns'. 



are quite different. Furthermore, the poet has no interest in presenting in detail what the 

merences are between such things between which he calls up a likeness. 

But to see likenesses is not something proper to the poet or the orator. It is a matter of 
natural talent, as Aristotie himself says: 

The dialectician must also look for likenesses, often between things that are far apart. Why 

then is there no mention of a use of the fourth tool in respect to metaphors in Chapter 18 of 

Book 1 of the Topics? Why does Aristotle even condernn the use of metaphorical expressions 

in diaiectic? 

The reason is that metaphors are based on superficial likenesses which. dthough they are 
agreeable. are not usefûl for knowledge. Furthermore. the obscurity to which their improper 

use of words inevitably leads is precisely something the second tool aims at preventing. 

Aquinas has a nice text on the above quote from the Posterior Analytics: he gives a reason for 

not using metaphors in dialectic. And that is that one would mn the nsk of passing from one 

subject to another in the discussion because the things put together in a metaphor are not 

identical: 

excludit quemdam modum procedendi in definitionibus. Et dicit quod sicut 
non oportet disputare per metaphoras, ita etiam non oportet definire per 
metaphoras; utpote si dicamus quod homo est arbor inversa: nec oportet in 
definionibus assumere quaecunque metaphorice dicuntur. Cum enim 
definitiones sint praecipua et efficacissima media in disputationibus, si 
definitiones darentur per metaphoras, sequeretur quod oporteret ex 
metaphoris disputare. Hoc autem fieri non debet. quia metaphora accipitur 

33 'by far the greatest îhing is the use of metaphor. That alone cannot be leamt; it is the token of genius. For 
the nght use of metaphor means an eye for resemblances. ' Fyfe translation 

34 'If wc are to avoid arguing in metaphors. clearly we must also avoid defining in metaphon and defining 
metaphorical terms; othewise we are bound to argue in metaphors.' Tredennick translation 



secundum aliquid simile, non autem oportet ut id quod est sirnile secundum 
unum, sit simile quantum ad omnia (In Post. Anal. II 16#559) 

The metaphor does not lend itself to dialectical argumentation. For example, proceeding from 

one place of the definition according to which what is tnie of the definition is also tme of what 

is defined, as one ofien does, one could not conclude that what is tnie of an upside-down tree 

is also m e  of a man, because the first is the metaphorical definition of the second? The 

dialectician. contrary to the poet, will therefore seek sufficiently essential likenesses. while 

king carehil not to lose from view the differences. for their consideration is necessary for 

dialecticai reasoning. 

This lesser preoccupation of the poet for differences together with likenesses, as well as 

for the essentid character of these latter, is something that the orator shares. Because he is not 

seeking the tmth, he does not need to hone in on, or to encompass his subject; he aims neither 

at comprehension nor at completeness. He will get those likenesses that serve his purpose 

without king concemed about their necessity or about differences which would force him to 

quaiiQ them. But he will seek out more the likenesses that are closer to the singular. Both for 

the poet and for the orator, therefore, the important thing is that the likenesses should serve 

their goal, and not that they should make known the nature of the things in question. 

The metaphysician will treat of the likenesses more like the dialectician. He too will be 

interested in relations between things with a view to making them known-often between 

things that are very far apart. And he too will be cveful not to omit their differences, whose 

natures he is interested in clarifying. As to the philosopher in the particular disciplines. it 

seems that he will be more interested in the likenesses between things in the sarne genus. 

Moreover, the rules that Aristotle gives in Chapter 14 for distinguishing a demonstrative 

proceeding from an investigation carried out from opinion. the same as for distinguishing and 

ordering the propositions also seem to be partially comrnon to the disciplines that are most lîke 
dialectic, narnely, rhetonc, obviously, where the instrumental investigation is very similar, (we 

wili corne back to this), metaphysics and science? 

35 See also Top. IV 3.123a33; M 2.139b33 seq. and Metaph. 1 9. 99 ia20-22. where Aristotle censures 
Platonic 'paradigms' and 'participation' as empty metaphors. 

36 In Metnphysics IV. 2.1004b22-26. Aristotie says that dialectic and metaphysics differ by the mode or way 
of having an ability. We musc sec that it is the naturai ability that Aristode is evoking here and that the two 
discipiines havc in common. Likewise. in Rhetoric 1 1.355a2-18, where it is also a question of a common 



As he is better able to find the differences and likenesses than the dialectician, since he 

finds the m e  ones, so too, the metaphysician seems better able than the dialectician to 

distinguish the propositions according to their immediate genera and, then. according to the 

kind of problem-ethical, natural or logical-to which they belong. Aristotle in fact 

distinguishes the sciences in Book VI of the Metaphysics. The metaphysician is also more 

able to order the propositions having the same subject by going from the more essential to the 

least essential and by dividing the most universal into all their subject parts. The philosopher 

would be able to order in these two ways the attributes proper to his subject, which is limited. 
He c m  perhaps regroup under genera subordinated to his subject genus diverse species he is 
studying, and must be able to recognize truly scientific prernises. Aristotle does have in fact 

certain passages in the Prior Analytics that strongly rernind us of those in the Topics 

conceming these d e s :  

But there would be no question of a philosopher in a particular discipline distinguishing 

ethical, naturd and logical propositions. 

ability, what Aristotle is expressing is a Iikeness natural to human reason between the conjecturai arts of 
dialectic and rhetoric, on the one hand, and wisdom and science, which bear on the aie,  on the other. 

37 Let us note that it is a question of chwsing prcrniscs. 

38 .New we must select the premisses connected with each problem in the following manner. We must set 
down (1) the subject itself, its definitions and al1 its properties. (2) al1 the concepts which are consequence of 
the subject, (3) the concepts of whicti the subject is a consequent, and (4) the attributes which cannot apply to 
the subject. We need not select the concepts to which it cannot apply, because the negative premiss is 
convertible. We must also distinguish among these consequences those which arc incfuded in the essence, 
those which are predicated as properties, and those which are predicated as accidents; and of these we m u t  
distinguish those which are suppoxdly from those which are really associated with the subject, for the greater 
our supply of the latter, the sooner we shall arrive at a conclusion, and the m e r  they are, the more convincing 
will be our proof.' Tredennick translation. î h e  last sentence recalls Tapics 1 14.105b30-3 1. 



Besides, all of Chapters 27-30 in Book 1 of the Prior Analytics are concemed with the 

choice of premises both demonstrative and dialectical. Chapter 30 reads as foilows: 

The route is the sarne with respect to al1 things, then, whether conceming 
philosophy or concerning any kind of art or study whatever. For one must 
discern the ihings which belong to each term and the things to which it 
belongs, and be provided with as many of hem as possible, and examine 
these things ihrough the three tenns. refuting in this way and establishing in 
that: when arguing in accordance with truth. this must be from things that 
have been strictly proved to belong in accordance with truth. but in 
dialectical syllogisms it is from premises according to opinion. The 
principles of syllogisms have been discussed in general, both how they are 
related and in what way one ought to hunt for them [ K O T ~  ~ Z V  

C\ 

~ ~ h h ~ ~ i o ~ & ~  ~ae6hou p è ~  E ' ( ~ ~ ~ v T C C L ,  O V  T ~ ~ T T o v  T '  
J /  

~ x o u o i    ai Ôv rp6nov Sc? B T I P E G E I V  a h k ]  (...) But we must 
make a selection about each thing that there is (for instance, about the good 
or science) [ ~ a 8 '  f ~ a o ~ o v  62 (KA&V T W V  > O V T O V ,  OTOV IT€pi 
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d y  asou E n imfi CIq c 1. The majority of principles for each science are 
peculiar to it. Consequently. it is for our experiences conceming each 
subject to provide the principles. 1 mean. for instance, that it is for 
astronomical experience to provide the principles of the science of 
astronomy (for when the appearances had k e n  sufficiently grasped, in this 
way astronomical demonstrations were discovered; and it is aiso similar 
conceming any other art or science whatsoever). Consequently, if the facts 
conceming any subject have been grasped, we are aiready prepared to bring 
the demonstrations readily to light. For if nothing chat truly belongs to the 
subjects has been left out of our collection of facts. then conceming every 
fact, if a demonstration for it exists, we will be able to find that 
demonstration and demonstrate it, while if it does not naturally have a 
demonstration, we will be able to make that evident. The way one ought to 
select premises has n been sufficientiy explained in general, then. 

a 
[ ~ a t t & o u  Li& o h ,  o v  6 c i  ~ p 6 n o v  T ~ C  n p o ~ h o ~ ~ ç  
~ K A É ~ E ~ V ,  ~ ' i $ q ~ a i  o ~ E ~ ~ v * ]  We have gone through this in detail, 
however. in our ueatise conceming dialectic. (An. pr. 1 30.46a2-30, Smith 
translation) 

1 think that Aristotie is refemng to the Topics for more detailed explanations of the way to 

obtain premises in those cases where experience of the subject is lacking. For, in those cases 

where it is sufficient for grasping the definition, one is. by that very fact, in a particular science. 

Whence, as we already saw at the beginning of this chapter, the search for simple propositions 

to take as premises is also common, at least to those disciplines that have as their goal the 

argumentation, but it seems to require more help when it is a question of dialectical premises, 



bearing, as they do, on things whose nature is hidden. Thus the act of the first tool39 too wiil 

be different in each area according to the goals and the abilities of the practitioners in each, as 

we saw for the other natural acts perfected by the dialectical tools. 

One other difference between the diverse ways that different disciplines habinially 

distinguish the meanings of words and examine ciifferences and kenesses: it does not seem 

that when any one of these acts is performed by the philosopher, the wise man, the orator or 

the poet it is with a view to conceiving a proposition that is always destined to king taken as a 

premise of an argument. The dialectician, on the other hand, always formulates propositions 

for this purpose. 

Thus, what appears to be really proper to the dialectician is the judgment that the 

propositions discovered by one of these four acts seem tnie to dl, the majority, al1 or most or 

the wisest of the wise; or that they are like what seem to be true to such people; or that they 

contradict the contraries of such propositions; or. that they describe what happens most of the 

tirne. 

It seems therefore that diaiectic, the philosophicai disciplines and metaphysics, having ail 

as their goal the tnith, wiLl make use of al1 the tools, and do so more or less perfectly according 

as they reach more or less certitude. But given that we have a naturai ability to posit the acts 

that the tools perfect, these acts cm be posited by a person who is neither a dialectician. a 

philosopher, nor a metaphysician. Nonetheless, every time such an act is posired by someone 

other than a dialectician. it is not guided by the rules of the Topics and it is not followed by a 

judgment on the endoxality of the proposition fonnulated. It is, therefore. only the dialectician 

who reaily posits the acts perfected by the dialectical tools. Whence. the objection to the 

common definition of the dialectical tools as 'abilities ordered to obtaining probable prernises' 

is not valid. The four abiiities for positing the acts dialectically wiii be in fact always ordered to 

this end. 

39 Ross 1957.396 wes a connection between the end of this passage of the Prim Annlytics and Chapter 14 of 
Book I of the Topics. 1 am more in agreement with him than with Evans on the fact thai it is not every 
searching for premises that Aristotle ties to the Topics in 46a28, but only that of dialectical ones. 
NonetheIess, since 1 think thai the objection is not vaiid and that the dialectical tool is in fact defined by the 
taking of probable premises. I think that it is justified to Say, as d a s  Evans 1977, 32-33 that the passage 
refers as much to Chapters 15-17 of Book I of the Topics and to the last three tools as to Chapter 14 and the 
fust tool. 



Such a definition is more precise than simply repeating Aristotle's expression, 'that 

through which we will abound in syilogisrns', and it helps us to see better why he affirms that 

the tools are 'useful with a view to the places' (Top. 1 18.108b32-33) and therefore gives us a 

reason to study the tools fiat. If, indeed, they procure probable premises for us, this means 

they are at the beginning of dialectical inquiry and are presupposed to the places, whose 

function is to put these statements into form so as to produce the arguments wherein they 

figure. Dialectical abundance is first of al1 a function of the aptitude for discerning and 

gathering up probable opinions. 

THE RHETORICAL TOOLS 

I stated before that the orator's instrumental inquiry is very much like that of the 

didectician. There are in fact passages in the Rhetoric that seem to consist in rules for what 

would correspond there to the tools. Pelletier. when clairning that it is the discernment of 

endoxality that the dialectical tools perfect, affms: 

C'est lors de ce premier choix que dialecticien et orateur font provision des 
opinions et des croyances immédiates parmi lesquelles il faudra, sur le 
champ d'investigation. choisir les prémisses des arguments appropriées à 
chaque problème. Aristote distingue explicitement les deux sélections 
lorsque. dans le domaine analogue de la rhétorique, il sépare Ilenquête 
instrumentale et le choix topique comme spécifiquement autres: «A propos 
des enthymèmes. énonçons de façon universelle la manière dont il faut 
mener enquête et, après cela. les lieux. Car l'une et l'autre chose sont 
d'espèce différente».jO (Pelletier 199 1,3? 1-322) 

As for the dialectical places, therefore. whose explanation has always gone by way of the 

Rhetoric. it is wonh the effort to look at the rhetorical tools a bit when one is seeking to 

understand the nature of the diafectical tools. 

The reflections in Chapier 22 which follow the passage cited by Pelletier seem to be 

devoted to them in large part. Aristotle points out the importance for the orator of procuring 

opinions that are admitted, and that are pertinent to the very precise questions he is apt to 

debate: 

4 0 n c p i  8 '  Ivtlupqw6~0v K P B O A O U  c c  c ' t ' n ~ p ~ v .  T ~ V P  np6nov 6cî (qrciv, 
 ai B c t à  ~ a û ~ a  roùc ~ 6 n o u c .  Kkho yàp c%oc ~ K ~ T E P O V  T O ~ I T O V  i m i v  
( Rh. II 22.1395b2O-22). 



Two of these remarks aiready remind us of Chapter 14 of Book I of the Topics: there we f i d  

the recornmendation to take the opinions of wise people. which have every chance of k i n g  

admtted by d l ;  and to take as premises propositions describing what happens most of the 

tirne. These two d e s  seem to hold especially in rhetoric, since the particularity of its subjects 

gives more hold CO those with experience than to the crowd. and since their contingency 

obliges one more than ever to be content with admitting what happens in most cases, rather 

than in dl. Indeed, it is between Chapter 14 of Book 1 of the Topics and Chapter 22 of Book II 
of the Rhetoric that De Pater sees a great affinity: 

Si on lit par exemple Top. 1. 14 (le premier instrument) et Rhét. ii. 22 (la 
même chose, sans le mot d'"instrument"). on a fortement l'impression 
qu'il s' agisse d'une étude de chaque sujet. indépendamment d'un contexte 
démonstratif. (De Pater 1968, 18 1) 

Grimaldi aiso notices the relation b e ~ e e n  the two chaptea. About 1395b3 1-32, he says: 

At Top. 105a3-1437 [Chapter 141 principles for the selection of 
propositions are given which are valid for rhetorical discoune. Once again 
we are engaged with the selection of particular topics for argument. 
(Grimaldi 1988. 278-279142 

Aristotle then adds that one must know what one wiii be taiking about: 

41 'Wherefore one must not argue from dl possible opinions. but only fmm such as are definite and adrni~ed, 
for instance, either by the judges themselves or by those of whose judgment they approve. Further, it should 
be cleac that rhis is the opinion of al1 or most of the hearers; and again, concIusions should not be drawn from 
necessary premises alone, but also fiom those which are only tme as a rule.' Freese translation 

42 Bmnschwig 1967, 13h4 also pu& the first tool in relation to Chapter 22. 



And this is what Maunis comments on: 

Sed jam explicandurn est, quid debeat facere orator, ut habeat copiarn r e m ,  
ex quibus possit constmere enthymemata. Dicendum, quod primo debet 
scire ornnia vel plurima spectantia ad rem, de qua agit et circa quarn debet 
aliquid concludere syllogisme politico vel alio quolibet. Ratio est, quia ex 
nihilo nihil potest inferri; ergo qui nihil scit spectans ad aliquam rem, nihil 
poterit cùca ipsam concludere. Explicatur inductione, discurrendo per omnia 
tria genera dicendi. (Maunis, In Rh. 757#3) 

This is also one of the passages of this chapter of the Rhetoric that is sometimes compared to 

the intnimental inquiry of dialectic: 

Sans elle [l'opération instrumentale], qui fournit la matière de toute 
éventuelle argumentation. le dialecticien reste impuissant et muet. «Les 
instruments nous procureront en abondance des arguments, dit De Pater, en 
Livrant la matière de ces arguments, à savoir les données (concernant chaque 
sujet). C'est là leur utilité. Sans eux, le lieu ne prouve rien, car il n'a pas de 
contenu.» C'est la première chose que le dialecticien doit comprendre. 
Aristote le dira propos de l'enquête similaire que doit mener l'orateur 
dans la recherche de ses arguments: 'Ce qu'il faut comprendre en premier. 
c'est que concernant ce à propos de quoi il faut énoncer et raisonner. dans 
un raiso~ement politique ou autre, il est nécessaire de tenir les données qui 
le concernent, ou toutes ou quelques-unes. Car si l'on n'en avait pas, on 
n'aurait rien d'où conclure." (Rhét., II, 22, 1396a4-6.) On se trouvera ainsi 
en posture d'autant meilleure pour attaquer ou défendre Socrate que 
l'enquête aura minutieusement recueilli ce qui caractérise Socrate. De 
même. le dialecticien sera d'autant mieux préparé qu'il aura davantage 
accumulé de données endoxales sur les termes du problème. (Pelletier 199 1, 
324144 

It would indeed be impossible to reason, to conclude an attribute of a subject, on the 

basis of the fact that another attribute of the latter is subject to the attribute that one wishes to 

conclude. if one did not lmow some of the attributes of the subject: 

43 'First of dl. then. it must be understood that. in regard to the subject of our speech or reasoning, whether it 
be political or of any other kind, it is necessary to be also acquainted with the elements of the question, eiher 
entirely or in part; for if you know noihing of these things, you will have nothing from which to draw a 
conc1usion.' Freese translation. In his division of Chapter 22 of which 13%a4-7 constitutes one pari, Grimaldi 
1988, 275 says: 'material must be specific to subject under discussion'. 

44 See also Pelletier 1980, 43 on 1396a4-7: 'La n4cessitd. avant même de chercher vraiment à former des 
arguments. d'une enquête sur les caractères qui appartiennent notoirement au sujet va de soi, nous dit Aristote. 
C'est la premiere chose ii comprendre et on ne peut manquer de la saisir, si on perçoit assez ce qu'est 
argumenter pur discerner ce qui est requis de toute argumentation. quelles qu'en soient la nature et la matière.' 



Being ignorant of everything about certain actions, not oniy would one be unable to conclude 

that one is useful and another not, but one would be equally incapable of concluding about one 

of them that it is beautifd or not. For, the panegyrists always argue starting from the fîct that 

such and such kind of action, io which the subject is in some relation, is beautifid or is ugly : 

Likewise, the orator will not be able to conclude about an act that it is just or unjust unless he 

knows some characteristic of it that has itself some known tie to justice. For, 

Thus, whatever the attnbute that one wants to conclude of a subject, this wili always be done by 

proceeding fiom another of its attributes which is subject to the attribute to be concluded: 

  ai yàp ~ v ~ $ o u h e 6 o v r a  TG 'AXLUE'? KP\L i n a w o û v ~ a  KU? 
w h o v - r a    ai K P T T I Y O D O ~ T ~   ai U ~ O A O ~ O ~ U E V O V  iinèp 

45 '1 should like to know, for instance. how we are to give advice to the AtheRians as to making war or not, if 
we do not know in what theif strength consists, whether it is naval, military, or both, how great it is, their 
sources of revenue, their Friends and enemies, and furthcr, what wars they have already waged, with what 
success, and all simiIar things?' Freesc translation. Grimaldi 1988, 275 continues about 1396a7-12: 'this 
exemplified for deliberative rhetoric'. Furthemore, afierwards he will also identify two passages conceming the 
two other genera. 

46 'Again. how could we praise them. if we did not know of the naval engagement at Salmis or the battie of 
Marathon, or w hat they did for the Heraclidae, and O ther similar things? for men alway s base their praise upon 
what reaily are, or are thought to be, glorious deeds.' Freese translation 

47 'Sirnilarly. in accusation and defense, speakers argue h m  an examination of the circumstances of the case.' 
Freese translation 



Arisiotie, referrhg this time explicitly to the Topics, therefore concludes that one must procure 

propositions pertinent to the subject, in advance or not: 

~ ~ O ~ ~ L K V ~ W T E  5 ,  i 6 v  T €  & K ~ I ~ F O T C ~ O V  $ 6 ~  T E  

b a h u ~ h ~ ~ p o v  uu h h o ~ i ( ~ v ~ a i .  (06 y à p  i €  à n h o v  
h a c i f 1 6 v o u a i v  8hh' ;K T ~ V  n e p i  ' E ' ~ a a r o v  ; n a p x 6 v ~ o v ) ,  

t/   ai S i à  r o û  ?&ou 8 t h o v  O T ~  â 8 6 v a r o v  Khhoq 
S r i ~ v i i v a i ~  q a v c p à v  ;TL O v a Y ~ a î o v ,  O u n c p  2 v  TOPÇ 
~ o n i ~ o ' i c ,  n p ô ~ o v  n c p i  F ~ a m o v  l i ~ c i v  ~ ( E L ~ E Y ~ É v ~  ne p i  

</ T W V  ~ I T ~ P X ~ V T W V ,  ~ 0 0 0 6 ~ ~  ; ~ O V  ~ E ~ K V ~ V O ~ ,  O Q Q  8'  
; Y ~ ~ T E ~ O V ~  T O C O C T ~ I  O ~ K E  16T€pa (Rh. II 22.1396a33-1396b10)~~ 

48 'For, when advising Achilles, praising or censunng, accusing or defending him, we must grasp al1 that 
really belong, or appears to belong to him, in order t h  we may praise or censure in accordance with h s ,  if 
there is mything noble or disgraceful; defend or accuse, if there is anything just or unjust; advise, if there is 
anything expedient or harmful.' Freese translation. About 1396aî4-34, Grimaldi 1988, 275 says: 'summation: 
on any subject the relevant facts are necessary'. See Pelletier 1980,43: 'comment conseiller les Athéniens sur 
Ia guerre qu'ils projettent et faire voir son utilité ou sa nocivité en ignorant tout des Athdniens en ce domaine: 
Ieur puissance, leurs revenus, leurs dlids, leurs ennemis? Comment louer les Athéniens et montrer la beauté de 
leurs actions si on ne connaît aucune de ces actions? Comment juger les Athdniens sur la justice de telle ou 
telle de leurs actions sans avoir ta moindre idée d'aucune de ses circonstances?' 

49 Therefore, since it is evident that al1 men follow this procedure in demonstration, whether they reason 
strictly or loosely-since they do not detive their arguments from al1 things indiscrirninately, but from what is 
inherent in each particular subject, and reason makes it clear that it is impossible to prove anything in my 
other way-it is evidently necessary, as has k e n  stated in the Topics, to have f i t  on each subject a seIection 
of premises about probabilities and what is most suitable. As for those to be used in sudden emergencies, the 
same method of inquiry must be adopted; we must look, not at what is indefinite but at what is inherent in the 
subject treated of in the speech, marking off as many facts as possible, particularly those intimately connected 
with the subject; for the more facts one ha ,  the easier it is to demonstrate, and the more closely connected 
they are with the subject, the more suitable are they.' Freese translation. We may note the resemblance 
between 1396b8-10 and Prior Amlytics 1 27.43b9-11 quoted above. GrimaIdi 1988,275 says of these Lines: 
'demonstration of one's subjcct cornes only from the relevant facts; so there must be a seIection of 
propositions which speak directly to the subject at hand'. See Pelletier 1980,43-44: 'Bref, quelle que soit la 
personne ou la chose visée, on ne peut jamais conclure à son endroit de conseil, de louange, de blâme ou de 
jugement que d'après des caracteres qui lui appartiennent, ou tout au moins, paraissent lui appartenir (...) Aussi 
Ie premier effort de l'orateur doit-il être de dt5couvri.r le plus possible de caracteres de toutes sones liés le plus 
proprement possible au sujet dont il doit discuter.' 



Many commentators themselves see a connection between this passage and the tools of 

dialectic. De Pater 1965, 148 refers to it when he explains. as do many others, that it is 

preferable for the tools to be deployed durhg a preliminary study, even if it is possible for 

them to be used during the discussion. Pelletier comments: 

La référence [1396b3] faite aux Topiques (...) constitue une indication 
précieuse (...) Aristote nous paraît ici renvoyer assez manifestement à la 
description des quatre instniments du dialecticien. Ceux-ci, en effet, 
constituent justement les diverses opérations par lesquelles le dialecticien 
peut se munir, d'avance ou sur-le-champs, des propositions dé@ admises ou 
probables concernant le sujet proposé. Cette enquête est tout ii fait analogue 
à celle dont parle maintenant Aristote: le dialecticien, tout comme l'orateur. 
devra lui aussi, au cours de la discussion du problème soulevé, puiser les 
principes de tous ses argument parmi les données fournies par cette 
enquête. (Pelletier 1980.44) 

Other considerations than those of Chapter 22 of Book 11 seem to be concemed with a 

rhetorical inquiry that is instrumentai. Aristotle divides the subjects of rhetoric into three. Now. 

before enumerating the places proper to each, he seems to devote sorne considerations to the 

formation of the collection of premises whch are appropriate to each of them. The case of the 

deliberative kind might in fact involve an entire chapter, the fowth in Book 1. 

Distinctis tribus generibus dicendi, descendit Aristoteles ad agendum de 
singulis in particulari ac primo agit de genere deliberativo; et quia circa 
genus deliberativum debet considerari. tum circa quid deliberatio versetur. 
tum finis deliberantium, ide0 hoc capite agit de iis, circa quae versatur 
deliberatio, capite sequenti agit de fine de1iberantium.-Ut igitur hoc capite 
agat de üs, circa quae deliberatio versatur. primo explicat generatim, quid sit 
id. quod in deliberationem cadit; (...) tertio enurnerat quinque praecipua, 
circa quae versantur deliberationes, et explicat, quid circa ea debeat orator 
scire. ut habeat facultatem suadendi vel dissuadendi (...) Sed explicandum 
est, quae debeat orator cùca haec scire, ut possit de singulis apte in concione 
disserere. (Maurus, In Rh. 657; 658#3) 

For whomever must deliberate with a view to concluding that actions are useful or not, 

Aristotie explains that it is necessary to gather information conceming the aforesaid actions, 

and that there are five kinds of them about which men deliberate most frequently: 



~ h p a ~ ,    ai TÔV ~ I c r a y o ~ É v w    ai ~ E U Y O P É V O V .    ai 
v o p 0 6 ~ o i a ~ .  (Rh 1 4.1359b19-23)50 

Now, knowing that one does not delilxrate about everything, it is possible to establish certain 

general niles to guide this collecting, for one can attach to each of these principal kinds of 

deliberation certain proper characteristics that wiU clearly have an impact on the usefulness of 

the foreseen actions. 

~ E ~ C O V  i A ~ T T O V  y É v q r a r  (Rh. 1 4.1359b23-28151 

For example, whoever wants to conclude that increasing the resources of a city is useful could 

argue that these resources are lesser in number than the expenses necessary for them. Their 

increase could therefore only be useful. 

On the subject of war and peace, it is necessary to know the rnilitary might of one's city, 

the forces that it already possesses, and those it can count on frorn the outside; what wars the 

city has waged. and with what success, etc. Touching the defense of the country. ii is necessary 

to know how it is defended, the number and the kind of troops that defend it, and the situation 

of its defenses. In respect to its imports and exports, one must know the arnount and the nature 

of the expenses that are sufficient, the products of the soi1 and those that are imported, those 

that one must export and those that it is necessary to import. As to the laws, it is indispensable 

to know how many fonns of constitution there are, what conditions are favorable to each, by 

what principles it is natural for these constitutions to be compted, both internai principles and 

contrary ones. etc? 

50 'Now. we rnay say that the most important subjects about which dl men deliberate and deliberative maton 
harangue, are FIve in number, to wit: ways and means, war and peace, the defense of the country, imports and 
expocts, legislation,' Freese translation 

5l 'Accordingly, the orator who is going to give advice on ways and means should be acquainted with the 
nature and extent of the State resources, so that if any is omitted it may be added, and if any is insufficient, it 
may be increased. Furthcr, he should know al1 the expenses of the State, that if any is superfluous, it may be 
removed, or, if too F a t ,  may be curtailed.' Freese translation 

52 Accoding to Grimaldi 1980. 89. Aristotle in considering the 'subject mauer of deliberative rhetoric' from 
59b19 to 60a37. 





Aristotle has thus begun to expound d e s  for deliberative inquiry, which are not to overlap 

political science in this way: 

It will be a question of a rough distinction of subjects about which to deliberate, of the same 

kind as that of syllogisrns56 and of the premises and problernsfl in the Topics: 

licet Rhetorica non debeat exacte agere de singulis deliberabilibus, adhuc 
debet aliqua circa ipsa deliberare, ideoque operae pretium est, ut etiam nos 
quaedam dicamus de iis, quae in deliberationem cadunt, ita tamen, ut 
accuratiorem eorum contemplationem Politicae relinquamus. (Maurus, In 
Rh. 658#3) 

Thus, the constitution of a detailed collection of facts, complete and exhaustive is not the affair 
of the orator, but of the historian. We will remember that Aristotle suggested that the 

dialectician should consult books, not write them. And he also advised him to consult the 

experts, not to become an expert himseif. It would therefore be for the same rasons lhat with a 

view to political deliberation and legislation, Aristotle suggests that the orator consult what 

others write on the mores and constitutions of other countries and on human affairs. But there 

is no question for the orator either to run from country to country, nor to write himselE 

55 'Nevertheless, even at prexnr we may mention such matters as it is worth while to analyse, while still 
Ieaving much for political science to investigate.' Freese translation 

Top. 1 l.lOla18-24 

57 Top. 1 14.105b190-29. On the practical purpose of the Topics, see Brunschwig 1967. ]Lm and Smith 1997, 
41. 



Besides, The Athenian Constitution, a very detailed and careful work, is not at all ordered to 

persuasion. It is ordered to a science: politics. 

After having given these rules for the deliberative instrumental inquiry. Aristotle 

announces that he is now going to furnish ways of arguing: 

[ E  E v  8È S c î   ai nepi T O ~ T O V  n ai ncpi rôv Ükhov 
n p o x p f  neiv Q n o ~ p h w ,  hgyoCi~v  n6hiv .  (M .  14.1360bl- 
3159 

It is in fact in the following chapter, the fifth, that Anstotle begins to lay out the proper places, 

beginning with the deliberative kind. And as the orator's tools will consist in certain of the 

ways of gathering information, without aiming at being exhaustive, in like manner, the places 

of the orator will consist in certain d e s  given without that precision with which one would 

fmd hem in a scientdlc treatise: 

The places proper to the epideictic kind are shown in Chapter 9 of Book 1. It will often 

be a case, among others. of showing that an act is beautiful because it is good and 

praiseworthy . 

58 'Moreover. with reference to acu  of legislation. it is useful not only to understand what form of 
government is expedient by judging in the light of the past. but also to become acquainted with those in 
existence in other nations, and to l em what kinds of govemrnent are suitable to what kinds of people. It is 
clear, therefore, that for legislation books of mvel are useful, since they help us to understand the laws of 
other nations, and for political debates histotical works. Al1 these things, however, belong to Politics and not 
CO Rhetoric.' Freese translation 

59 'Now let us again state the sources whence we must derive our arguments for exhortation or discussion on 
these and other questions.' Freese translation 

60 'We have now stated (...) hinher, the ways and means of king well equipped for deding with the characters 
and institutions of each form of government, so far as was within the scope of the present occasion; for the 
subject has been discussed in detail in the Politics.' Freesc translation 



Whence, it will be necessary to know what is good. Now, as every virtue is good and 

praiseworihy, Aristotle explains what the different virtues are, dong with their parts, and fmt in 

And we note that, as the explanations of the Rhetoric on the constitutions remained rather 

undeveloped in cornparison with what is to be found in the Politics, likewise. the discourses on 

the vimies that one finds there have nothing of the precision of the Nicornachean Ethics. Next, 

Aristotle enurnerates vktuous acts: everything that produces virtue and that cornes from vimie, 
the causes and the signs of virtue, will be beautiful because good. It is therefore necessary to 

know what are the virnious acts: 

n e p i  p2v o%v i p ~ r f i ~   ai ~ a ~ i a ~  K ~ B ~ A O U  k ai n c p i  T ~ V  

c i ~ p i C d ~  €'ipqTal K P T ~  T O V  ~ V E O T Ô T ( I  K O L P ~ W  <LK(IvÔF, n E P 1  

6 1  T Ô V  h h w  06 ~ a h e n o v  h î v .  cpavrpb  y à p  'on 
~ V ~ Y K ,  ~6 TE ~ O L ~ T L K ~  T,, h p ~ t i i q  E ~ V ~ L  ~ a h 6  (TTpoc 
i p e ~ $ v  y6p)    ai ~à àn3 h p c ~ k  y i v 6 l w a ,  ~ o i a û r a  êà rà 

6' The  noble, then, is that which, k i n g  desirable in itself, is at the same tirne worthy of praise, or which. 
king good, is pleasant becausc it is good." Freese translation 

62 'If this is the noble. chen virtue must of necersity be noble. for. king good, it is wonhy of praise. VimK, 
it would seem, is a faculty of pmviding and preserving g d  things, a faculty productive of many and great 
benefits, in fact, of d l  things in al1 cases. The components of vinue are justice, courage, self-control, 
magnificence, magnanimity. liberality, gentleness, practical and speculative wisdom.' Frcese translation 



CHAPTER SEVEN 

A FINAL LOOK AT SOME CENTRAL QUESTIONS 

By way of conclusion for the theoretical part, 1 will undenake a few brief reflections on 

the order and the necessity of the dialectical tools, on their relation to reason, as well as on the 

order between the diverse things cailed 'twl' in logic. 

THE ORDER OF THE FOUR DIALECTICAL TOOLS 

1 consider that a man's brain originally is like a little empty attic, and you 
have to stock it with such himiture as you choose. A fool takes in al1 the 
lumber of every son that he comes across, so that the knowledge which 
rnight be useful to him gets crowded out, or at best is jurnbled up with a lot 
of other things, so that he has a difficulty in laying his hands upon it. Now 
the skilful workrnan is very careful indeed as to what he takes into his brain- 
attic. He will have nothing but the tools which may help him in doing his 
work, but of these he has a large assortment, and al1 in the most perfect 
order. It is a mistake to think that that little room has elastic walls and cm 
distend to my extent. Depend upon it there comes a time when for every 
addition of knowledge you forget something that you knew before. It is of 
the highest importance, therefore, not to have useless facts elbowing out the 
useful ones. (S herlock Holmes) 

To avoid having useless facts elbowing out the useN ones, the choice of commentators 

is important, especiaiiy with respect to a question as difficult as that of the order of the tools. 
Now, even if Aquinas did not comment on the Topics, we c m  still use him as an aid to 

understanding it. One way is to try to imitate his manner of commenting on other works of 



Aristotle. Let us use as a mode1 his way of cornmenting the fust sentence of the De 

Interpretatione: 

Aquinas raises a question and lays out three distinctions in response to it: 

Videtur autem ordo enunciationis esse praepoçterus: nam affirmatio 
naturaliter est pnor negatione, et iis pnor est enunciatio. sicut genus; et per 
consequens oratio enunciatione. Sed dicendum quod, quia a partibus 
inceperat enurnerare, procedit a partibus ad totum. Negationem autem quae 
divisionem continet, eadem ratione praeponit affinnationi, quae consistit in 
compositione: quia divisio magis accedit ad partes, compositio vero magis 
accedit ad totum. Vel potest dici. secundum quosdam. quod praemittitur 
negatio. quia in iis quae possunt esse et non esse, prius est non esse, quod 
significat negatio. quarn esse. quod significat affmatio. Sed tamen. quia 
sunt species ex aequo dividcntes genus, sunt simul natura: unde non refen 
quod eonun praeponanu. (In Perihenn. I#lO) 

The problern is this: alihough affirmation cornes naturally before negation, Aristotle puts 
negation first. Aquinas starts by proposing two reasons why Anstoile rnight place negation 

before affinnation? One is taken lrom what cornes More both of them and the other is taken 

from their difference. 1 have tried to imitate these two ways in approaching the order of the 

tools of dialectic. Thus, after having atternpted to understand why the ability to take simple 
premises is given as the first tool. we will attempt to give some reasons for the order of the 

remaining three, both through their distance from the first one and through how they relate to 

each other. 

WHY THE ABILITY TO TAKE SIMPLE P ~ I S E S  IS THE RRST TOOL 

That the ability to take simple premises should be presented fust is not surpnsing, if 

Aristotle is in fact also describing ai the same time what is general to the four tools, namely, 

principdy, the way in which the judgment on the probability of propositions must be canied 

out. The most economical way to describe many species is in fact to fust give their general 

l The Latin text is: 'Rimum oponet constituen quid si< nomen. et quid sit verbum: postea quid negatio et 
affmatio, et enunciatio et oratio.' 

2 The third part of Aquinas' responx does not conùadict that there is a reason or reasons for putting negation 
before &mation, but it does quali@, shade, thc nccessity of thosc reasons or the degrtc of certitude in them. 



characteristics; in this way it is not necessary to repeat these generic aspects dunng the 
consideration of each species. This is sornething that Aristotle explains and does.3 and that 
Aquinas comments on fairly often.4 

One could also propose a reason for not separating the consideration of what is proper 
to the genus from what is so for one of its species. Aristotle promised us a s u m r n q  
presentation of the method (Top. I l.lOlal5). Furthemore, there are other places where 
Aristotle does not consider the general by itself before the paxticular, for diverse reasons, but 
always serving a certain economy. We have already given some examples of this: the case of 
the noun and the verb in the De Interpretatione, and of tragedy and epic in the Poetics. 

Somewhat as in this last case, we have also seen that Aristotle has joined the Pnor and the 
Posterior Anafytics together, thus seeing the genus and its most perfect species. It is therefore 
certain that Our interpretation of the tools does not present the drawback of being the only 
known example where Aristotle chooses not to devote a separate consideration to what the 
species he is about to consider have in common. 

But a funher question would be why. here in the Topics. he sees the genus (tool) with 
this particular species (the first tool)? It does not seem to me to be that it is the most perfect 

species to which the others are ordered, as with demonstration and tragedy, but rather it seems 

See Pan. an. 1 1.639al2-29: *it is clear that in the investigation of Nature. or Natural science. as in every 
other, there must first of al1 be certain defined rules by which the acceptability of the method of exposition 
may be tested. apart frorn whether the staternents made represent the tnith or do not. 1 mean, for instance, 
should we take each single species severally by turn (such as Man. or Lion, or Ox, or whatever it may be), and 
define what we have to say about it, in and by itseIf; or should we first establish as our basis the attributes that 
are common to al1 of them because of some common charmer which they possess?-there k ing  many 
attributes which are identical though they occur in many groups which differ among themselves, e.g. sleep, 
respiration, growth, decay. death, together with those other rernaining affections and conditions which are of a 
simi1a.r kind. 1 raise this, for at present discussion of these matters is an obscure business, lacking any definite 
scheme. However, thus much is plain, chat even if we discuss them species by species, we shall be giving the 
same descriptions many times over for many different anirnals, since every one of the attributes 1 mentioned 
occurs in horses and dogs and human beings alike. Thus if our description proceeds by taking the attributes for 
every species, we shall be obliged to describe the same ones many times over, namely, those which aithough 
they occur in different species of animals are themselves identical and present no difference whatever.' 
Aristotle, after having considered rhis same disadvantage of repetition, answers this question in Chapter Four. 

See In Phys. 1 1114: 'quia ea quae consequunnir aliquod commune, prius et seorsum determinanda sunt, ne 
oporteat ea multoties pertractando omnes partes illius cornmunis repetere; necessariurn fuit quod ptaemitterecur 
in scientia naturdi unus liber, in quo tractaretur de iis quae consequuntur ens mobile in communi; sicut 
omnibus scientiis praemittitur philosophia prima, in qua determinatur de iis quae sunt communia enti 
inquantum est ens.' See also In de Gen. et Corr.#2: 'Est autem considerandum quod de unoquodque quod in 
pluribus invenitur, prius est considerandum in communi, quam ad species descenderc: alioquin oporteret idem 
dicere multoties, ita scilicet quoâ in singulis id quod est commune repetcretur, sicut probat Philosophus in 1 de 
Partibus Animalium. Et ideo prius oportuit de generatione et comptione in cornmuni determinarc, quam ad 
partes eius descendere.' 



more like the case of the word and the noun, namely. that it is the species that adds the least to 

the genus. The f i t  tool is the species that adds the least to the genus, since conceiving simple 

premises in order to take them is the easiest and most spontaneous way to conceive the 

prernises that one wiil take.' Noaetheless, to the degree that the acts perfected by the last three 

tools presuppose taking simple premises, one cm Say that the three tools are ordered to the 

first. 

Since a prernise is a statement, and a statement is composed of words, it seems natural 

that in the presence of a premise that has been taken one should frst of al1 make clear in what 

sense the words are being used, and this sometimes allows us to discover and to take other 

premises. Thus, without the use of the second tool, one could not understand clearly the 

statements taken. For example, having taken that 'the good is what al1 desire'. the question wiil 

naturaily corne to the mind of the diaiectician, 'is the 'good' more than one thing?' well before 

it cornes to his mind to compare the proposition with another, such as, for example, that 'evil is 
what al1 flee'. Thus the subsequent distinctions of its meanings, combined with the use of the 

first tool, will lead to taking other propositions, as, for example, 'the good is what is useful' 

and 'the good is the noble'. This can rhen be combined into the complex proposition that 'the 

good is either the agreeable or the useful or the noble'. and then it can be affirmed that 'dl 

pursue either the useful or the agreeable or the noble'. This is an explmation taken from the 

closeness of the second tool to the first. 

But we cm aiso compare the particular usefulness of the second tool with those of the 

two remaining tools. The tool that ha as its immediate object words seems to be necessary for 

every kind of dialectical problem and argument. It will aiways be necessary for the discussion 

to be clear, in order that the interlocutors (or the dialectician who is investigating by himself) 
does not pass from one thing to another when hearing the same word, and in order to avoid 

errors or. again, to be able to bring them about, if need be. Now. the third and fourth tools are 
ordered to panicular uses. Both serve for the purpose of definition; the third twl is also useful 

with a view to the problem of the same and the other; the fourth, for inductions and 

Anstotie perhaps proceeds in a sornewhai runilar way in the Topics themelves. For example, according to 
Pelletier, he secs out ait the common places whcn considering the proper places of the accident, which is the 
simplest attribue: only the fust place given in Book II is tcally proper CO the accident. 



hypothetical syllogisms. Whence, al1 these utilities suppose those of the second tool, whereas 

the inverse is not so. 

WHY THE TOOL ABOUT DIFFERENCES PRECEDES THAT ABOUT LIKENESSES 

One reason why the third tool is before the fourth is that it is closer to the second tool 

than is the fourth. Imitating Aquinas, we can Say that finding a difference is more like 

distinguishing the senses of a word than is the consideration of likeness, even though the 

genus (got by the fourth tool) is by nature before the differences (got by the third tooi). 

But the third tool may be before the founh tool. not only because it is more like the 

second, but because it has a usefulness exclusively for negative conclusions. whereas the 

fourth tml presents no such utility. Now, negative conclusions corne fmt for the dialectician: 

Ù U ~ D K É U & ~ ~ L V .  (Top. iI 1.109a 6-1016 

Ordo igitur consequentiae expostulat, quod primum ostendamus de 
universalibus qualiter terminentur, quam de particularibus: et inter 
universalia primum de negativo universali, quam de affirmativo, quia 
negativum destructivum est: et eo quod communia sint hujusrnodi 
universalia problemata, ut dixîmus, ad universalia et particularia. Negativum 
autem praeponitur affirmativo, quia magis est de intentione opponentis 
negativum quam affmatiwm: quia respondentes magis afferunt de inesse 
affiirmativo quarn de non inesse: dis putantes opponentes desmunt (hoc est 
destruere conantur) et sic intendunt concludere negativam problematis. 
(Albert, In Top. 292)' 

We aiready gave two other reasons. First of dl, the act perfected by the fourth tool 

supposes that perfected by the third. To appreciate likenesses supposes taking account of 

differences. Also, just as the second tool helps us to avoid k ing  deceived by the equivocation 

of a word, which enor is more common. so putting the third tool before the fourth helps us to 

'Fint, then, we must speak of universally destructive methods. becaux such methods are common both to 
universal and to particular problems and because people bring forward theses assening the presence of a 
predicate rather than its absence, whilc thosc who are arguing against them seek to demolish hm.' Forster 
translation 

On this passage of the Topics see Alexander. 131.1-19. Pelletier 1991. 337 also puts forth this nason for 
the fact that the ability to find differences is given before that for likenesses, 



avoid k i n g  deceived by seeing the likeness of things, but not their difference, which is more 

common, as we said, than is the error caused by not seeing kenesses. 

Nonetheless, insofar as the third and fourth tools balance each other in defining and 

other ways, 'non refert quod eorum praeponatur'. We must consider the likeness and 

difference of things and not exygerate or emphasize one to the neglect of the other. Like 

mrmation and negation, the third and fourth tools are used together. To that degree, they 

seem to go together, as we already said. 

THE NECESSITY OF THE FOUR DIALECTICAL TOOLS 

Necessitas autem cuiuslibet rei 
ordinatae ad f i e m  ex SUU fine sumitur. 
Aquinas, In Post. Anal. #8 

Since tools are for an end and the necessity of what is for an end must be understood 

from that end, it is clear that we must consider the end of the four tools of dialectic in order to 

understand their necessity. This means that we must understand it in the light of the 

r rp6eeo~s  of the whole treatise, which is stated by Aristotle in the Fist sentence of the 

Topics. Thus. just as Euclid begins a theorem with a T ~ O B E O L Ç  (proposai or what is 

proposed, translated 'proposition' in Heath) in the light of which we should understand the 

necessity and order of the demonstration that follows. so too we must undentand the necessity 

of the four dialectical tools in the light of the r p 6 9  t o ~ s  set forth by Aristotle. 

But unlike geometq, logic is not studied for its own sake. Hence, it would be better to 

dso undentand the necessity of the four tools in the light of those things for which dialectic is 

usefui, the 'towards how many and what sort of things this treatise is useful' which Aristotle 

gives in the second chapter. But I will not go into such considerations here. 1 will only try to 

understand the necessity in the light of the irnmediate ap6ecotç, which is more proximate to 

the four tools than are the ultimate purposes.8 

* 1 will nonetheiess remark how it is coherent that Aristotle should affirm chat the third and fourth tools serve 
for induction and for definition. These are in fact two processes whose results are at the very beginnings of the 
sciences, as hc himself says in Mcrophysics XII1 4.1078b27-30: 660 yàp  h o ~ i v  a ric PU 
bnoGGq L U K ~ ~ T C ~  ~ ~ K P ~ U C ,  T O ~ C  T' ~ T T ~ K T L K O Ù F  hoyouc uai T i  
d p i ~ ~ o % a i  K ~ % ~ A O U -  ~ a Û r a  y6p h n i v  apc~o n ~ p i  & p X f i v  h i u ~ f i p q ~  
Now, Aristotle pointed out in Chapter 2 the contribution of dialectic for better seeing the uue and the false, 
especially with respect to the principles. 



As we already said, the necessity of the fmt tool is immediately clear in the Light of the 

r r p 6 û ~ o ~  S. It is obvious that one would not be "able to syllogize from probable opinions" 

without the ability to judge the probability of premisses of the simplest form. But the necessity 

of a second, third and fourth tools is not so immediately clear. Thus, it is perhaps best to try to 

find a connection between the particular usehilness of each of these tools as set forth in 

Chapter 18 and the i r p 6 û t o ~ ç .  

In recalling that opening sentence of the Topics, we should note again how it touches 

upon the one who questions and answers: 

The second part of this clearly refen to the answerer and the fust part to the questioner. Since 

then one cannot question and answer well and avoid serious defects of discussion (not talking 
about the same thing) and mind (deception due io equivocation) without the ability to 

distinguish the senses of words, clearly the second tool is necessary for the imrnediate purpose 

of this treatise. Achieving this would in fact be senously threatened by the inability to ask or to 

answer correctly that would arise from a lack of mastery of the second tool. 

As to the third tool, let's recail those words of the ap60cm S, 'to syllogize about every 

proposed problem'. In Chapter 4, Aristotie gave the division of problems into four main kinds: 

accident, genus. property and de f~ t ion .  Following the beginning of Chapter 6, al1 of the other 

problems contribute to that of definition by way of the problem of the sarne and other, which is 

closely associated with it, as Aristotle showed in Chapter 5: 

2\ C 0  

& o s  rà i n o 8 o & v  i v  TG Q p i u p G ,  r( OTI O ~ X  Ù ~ ~ P X E L  TL  
t0 rôv t v  ~ 6 y g  ~ ~ ~ É w T u v ,  o n c p    ai h i  r o û  

u w p p c ~ ~ ~ 6 t o c  Ü v  d q % c h ,  ~ V ~ P ~ K ~ T C F  k u 6 p ~ 8 a  T O V  
6~ 1op6v '  OUTE K Q T ~  TOU Zpnp0ue€~ Q I R O S O ~ É V T P  A O Y O V  



C 8 a n a v r '  Üv E Y ~  i p h o v  T L V ~  d p i ~ à  ~à ~ a t ~ ) p i 6 p ~ ) v É v a .  (TOP. 

1 6.  102b27-3519 

Hence, a tool that is necessary for syllogisms about the same and the other and for definition 

is most necessary to achieve the ap6ûcors which is to syllogize about every problem. For 

not only is the problem of definition one of the problems, but al1 the other problems cm be 

associated with the problem of the same and the other. 

As to the founh tool. induction could be connected in two ways with the ap6Wms. It 
could be implied in the proposal with the stronger argument of syllogism. Thus, Aristotle 

himself, in the beginning of the Posterior Anaiytics. says that syllogisms and inductions are 

used in dialecticd discussions (I 1.7 1a5-6). But since only syllogism is used explicitly in the 

rrp& a n s ,  we s hould also connect induction with sy llogism. As every reader of the Platonic 

dialogues knows, Socrates often uses an induction to obtain one of the premises of a 

syllogism. Aristotle also notes this in Book VIIi of the Topics: 

'We should not forger that al1 arguments abcut unique properties. genera, and accidents are also appropriate 
to use in connection with definitions. For if we have shown chat something fails to belong uniquely CO what 
fails under the definition (as we do in the case of a unique property), or that what is given as such in the 
definition is not the genus, or that something stated in the formula does not belong (as might also be said in 
the case of an accident), then we shall have refuted the definition. So, according to the account given 
previously, al1 the things we have enumerated would in a way be definitory.' Smith translation 

'For, indeed, in connection with definitions. the better part of our tirne is taken up with whether thîngs are 
the sarne or different. To put it simply, let us cd1 ail those things definitory which fail under the same rnethod 
as definitions (..,) if we are able to argue that things are the samc or that they are different, then we shall aiso 
be well provided for attacking definitions in the same way (for in showing that they are not the sarne we shall 
also have refuted the definition). But this Iast statement does not convert: to establish a definition, it is not 
sufficient to show that they are the sarne. However, in order to refute one, it is enough of itseif to show that 
they are not the same.' Smith transiation 



Cnr r6 T O A ~  TO ~a86Aou A Q ~ ~ ~ V O U Q L U )  (Top. VU1 8.160a 35-40)11 

The connection of the second use of the fourih tool (hypothetical syllogisms) with the 

proposal is clear enough. Moreover, we have already pointed out the connection between 

definition and the a p  6 8 COLS. Now, since the fourth tool is also useful with a view to 

definition,lf there is no doubt that it is a necessary tool of dialectic. 

THE FOUR DIALECTICAL TOOLS AND THE ABILITY THAT IS REASON 

An instrument or tool is whatever is used by the principal efficient cause to obtain some 

end, especiaiiy in the production of something. But tools may oeed to be produced thernselves, 

and to do so requires the use of yet other tools. This process cannot continue indefinitely, but 

must reach a fmt tool or tools. which are not produced, but which are given directly by nature. 

Thus, in the manual arts, the production of hammers, saws, drills, etc., depends upon the 

use of a naturai tool, the hand. and on its nahtral capacities. Thus, the hand, with its abilities to 

grasp, hold, tum, etc., is the source of those other tools that men need in order to produce 

diings in the practical order. or to cany out certain operations. 

So. too, in the activities of the intellect. the instruments or tools by which we define and 

reason (definitions, statements. syllogisms) must ultimately be brought back to a natural tool. 

reason, which, through its natural capacities for taking simple premises, distinguishing the 

senses of words. discovering differences and examining likenesses. is able to produce these 

other tools. And according as these capacities are hirther perfected by certain rules or others, 

reason will produce acts such as to obtain demonstrative or diaiectical syliogisms, etc. 

l l 'since every premiss used in reasoning is either one of the constituents parts of the reasoning or else is 
assumed for the sake of one of these parts (and it is obvious when it is assumed for the sake of something else 
From the asking of many similar questions; for people usually secure the universal either by induction or by 
similarity ) ' Forster translation 

l2  1 have only considered the connection between the definition and the about cvcry problcm groposcd of the 
a p 6 B ~ o ~ ç .  But mayk chere is also a link between the definition and syllogism of the T T ~ ~ B E U L S ,  rince 
the 6rst is the ideal middle term of the second. 



If these abilities were not fmt of al l  natural, it would be necessary to look for something 
even more natural before them. But as these abilities are absolutely fust, there cannot be 

something before them. We see this by the fact that all the other tools corne after. Thus, these 

abilities of reason, perfected by d e s  of arts. are necessarily the fmt tools in every part of 

logic. 

THE FOUR TOOLS OF DIALECTTC AND THE OTHER USES OF 'TOOL' IN LOGIC: 

THE ORDER BETWEEN ALL THESE 'TOOLS' 

The tools of didectic are so called by Aristotle hunself, and it seerns allowable to c d  the 

natural abilities which contribute to their formation '~oo~s ' .  Definition, staternent and 

syllogism are aiso called 'tools' by the commentators, as well as is logic as a whole. It would 

therefore seem appropnate to explain that al these uses of the word 'tool' are not univocal and 

to reflect upon the order among its meanings. 

What, therefore, we designate by the word 'tool' is not the same thing. The genus of 

what we shall simply cal1 'tools' is natural ability. whereas the genus of 'dialectical tools' is 

ability, but as perfected by a rnethod. And it is also such an ability that we are naming when we 

Say of logic that it is a 'tool'. Finally. speech, i.e.. vocal sound signifying by convention, and 

having parts that themselves signify, is the genus of definition. statement and syllogism. which 
are also called 'tools'. Indeed. definition is speech signifying what a thing is distinctly; 

statement is speech signifying the m e  or the false; syllogism is speech, in which some 

statements being laid down, some other statement follows necessarily because of those laid 

down. 

Now, the natural abilities for taking simple premises, for distinguishing the senses of 

words, for discoverhg ciifferences and examining likenesses would seem to be more properly 
narned 'tools' since reason makes use of these always in view of something eise. But if reason 

possesses certain natural tools. it must nonetheless make other tools in order to reach its 

perfection in ail its complexity. As Aquinas explains it: 

Quod autem non est naturaiis nobis acquirimus per id quod est naturale: 
sicut etiam in exterionbus per manus instituimus omnia anificialia. (Cunt. 
Gent. II 83) 

Thus, it produces definitions. statements and syliogisms. Now these in their tum are also 
cailed 'tools' because they help the natural abilities of reason in their pursuit of something 

other than them. In fact, defuiition is in view of understanding what a thing is; statement is for 



understanding the true and the false; syllogism is for coming to some kind of knowledge of a 

statement from other statements, and because of them. Nonetheless, definitions and 

demonstrations themselves in each of the particular sciences constitute major works of reason; 

in this respect they would seem to be ends rather than means. This is one reason why Aristotle 

should c d  the nanual abilities 'tools' before these, since a tool is aiways useful for something 

other than itself. 

Finaily. reason can also perfect its natural abilities through the acquisition of fim 

dispositions or habits. And this is how it is rehted to the 'tools of dialecric'. as well as to the 

whole of logic. These are ultimately called 'tools' because they enable reason to better make 

its non natural tools. 

It is interesting to note that it is the second place of the rhird group of places presented in 

Chapter 15 that has to be used to determine that the word 'tool' does not have the same 

meaning when said of the natural abilities, and when said of definition, of statement and of 

syllogism, and when said of the diaiectical tools (as well as of al1 of logic). In fact, natural 

abilities. methods and speech fa11 under three different and non subordinated genera of quality. 



PART TWO 

Aristotle's Use of the Four Tools in His 

Philosophical Treatises: 

A Few Examples 



CFUPTER EIGHT 

SOME APPLICATIONS OF THE TOOLS IN DE ANIIMA III 

THE DISTINCTION OF THE KINDS OF KNOWLEDGE 

We will now take a careful look at the use of the tools in Book III of the De Anima, 

where we c m  easily find a variety of problems requiring al1 four. Our study will thus be of 

necessity one requiring us to follow the arguments in considerable detail. To help in doing so, 

we wiii c d  upon the major commentators on the text. 

Aquinas, in his commentary, clearly enough lays out Anstotle's intention in Book III, 
dong with the classical division of it. It is justifiable to take up the consideration of the inteiiect 

in a separate book, he explains, for as Aristotle will show, the intellect is not a sense. Whence, 

it deserves to be taken up apart.1 Although it is suficiently evident that the intellect is not one 

of the extemal sensesT2 that it is in no way a sense is Iess evident, so Aristotle must inquire if 

there is another sense apart from the five extemal ones aiready studied in order to show that 

the intellect is in no way a sense power before he starts to investigaie its nature. 

I See Aquinas. In de A n i m  iIl 10564. It is rurprising that the Leonine Edition should make of ihis lesson of 
Aquinas on the intellect, which he rnanifestiy placed at the beginning of the Book III of his commentary, the 
25th chapter of Book II. 

* Aquinas is malong use of the third instrument to find the diffcrence between intellect and the extemal senses: 
'intellectus non est aliquis de sensibus extcrioribus de quibus dictum est, quia non coartatur ad unum genus 
sensibilium cognoscendum' . 



To the first question, Aristotle answers that, 'one may be satisfied that there are no 

senses apart from the five (1 rnean vision, hearing, smeil, !aste and touch) from the following 

arguments'? First of d l ,  he shows that there is no other sense able to know the proper 

sensibles. We will start by giving a summary of the argument that Aristotle is going to present 
to support this conclusion. Its dialectical character is evident from the weakness of the 

premises. Whoever has a sense organ thanks to which certain sensibles are apt to be known, 

knows al l  these sensibles by this organ. Now, perfect anirnals possess ail  the organs of sense. 

Therefore, they know al1 the sensibles. As, however, these animals have only the five senses 

already discussed. it follows that there exists no other sense than the five that would have as its 

object proper sensibles.4 

Aristotle starts by supposing that whatever has a sense organ knows al1 the sensibles 

proper to that organ. Now, he rnakes this fact clear in respect to touch, since the number of 
tangible qualities is evident. He already established that these qualities are the differences of 

the elementary bodies as bodies, that is, those qualities by which these elements are 

distinguished from one another, iiamely. hot and cold, wet and dry (De an. [I 1 1.473b37-29). 
It is, therefore. known to us that we sense ail the tangible qualities. Whence. Aristotle 

concludes per simile. for the other senses, that whoever has an organ senses al1 the sensibles 

apt to be known by it (De an. t I I  1.424b24-27). 

3 VTL 8 '  O ~ K  ~ ~ Q T L V  a ' h 6 q 0 i ~  h i p a  n a p h  T ~ C  n f v t c  ( ~ g y w  6 1  ~ a h a c  
>& >I 

o y i v .  8 ~ 0 f i v .  O U Q ~ ~ O L V ,  ycÛuiw. & p f i v ) ,  ;K T Ô V &  n i o t c G o ~ i ~ v  b ~ i ç  
(De an. III 1.424b22-24, Hett translation). That this involves a problem is attested to by the fact that 
Democritus had admitted the possibility that other creatures might have senses we don? have. This would thus 
involve a disagreement among the wise. See Rodier 1900, 347. UnIess otherwise indicated, the translations 
from the Greek of the De Aninru are by W.S. Hett, Loeb Classicai Library. 

At first sighi this argument might appear to be circular. Aristotle is showing that animals have ail the 
senses by basing himself on the fact that they know ail the sensibles. Now, how can he assume they know ail 
the sensibles except by invoking rheir possession of ail the senses? Indeed, i t  seems that it would be precisely 
in discovering a sixth sense that someone wouId discover that he didn't know al1 the sensibles. Likewise, it is 
by ncovering a sight that he never had before that someone truly becornes aware that before he did not have 
knowledge of the visible. Nonetheless, we have to sec that it is possible to verify the fact that animals know 
al1 the sensibles (in order to conclude that they possess a11 the senses), otherwise than by checking that they 
have ail the senses, and this is just what Aristotie does, which exonerates him from the charge of circuIar 
argumentation. He examines something closer to the sensible object than the sense ability itself, narnely, the 
organs. It is, in fact, because the perfect animals, at lem, possess al1 the organs that Aristotie a f f m s  that 
they have al1 the senses. He does not, therefore, Say that because thcy have al1 the senses animals know ail the 
sensibles and that, consequenily, they have dl the senses. 



Now, agent and patient, since they must be alike in genus? and given that it is the 

medium which acts in fact on the organ,6 the constitution, and consequently, the number of 
sense organs will be determined by the simple bodies that make up the media involved in 

perception. Now, because of their ability to undergo, says Anstotie, air and water must be parts 
of every bodily organ. Consequently, since aii  animals have touch and perfect animals have in 

addition sight, hearing and smell, and these require air or water as a medium, perfect animals 
possess al1 the sense organs (narnely, the one-touch-which senses directly or by flesh. its 

conjoined medium, as well as those organs which perceive via an exterior medium: sight, 

hearing and smeii through air and water).' 

Aristotle thus concludes, dialecticaliy, that perfect animais know al1 the sensibles proper 

to the five sense organs that thry possess. indeed, the syllogistic premises by which Aristotle 

establishes this depend upon a knowledge of the natural world such as it has always appeared 
to us. They thus seem to be probable statements. Besides. that 'al1 the possible objects of our 

sense organs are known to us' seems to have been taken as probable thanks to the first 

dialectical tool, because of its likeness to a simple statement that also seems true to dl, narnely. 
that 'we know al1 the tangible qualities by the organ of touch'. which presupposes another 

statement, seeming true to dl, namely. that 'these qualities, objects of touch, are the hot, the 

cold, the wet and the dry'. Moreover, that perfect animals not oniy possess the organs of touch 

and taste, but also of sight. hearing and smell, which organs are made up of water and air, 

could well have been discovered by observing 'what happens in ail or most cases' among 

sensible beings. 

Such expenence cannot himish the kind of perfecdy universal and necessary affirmation 

apt to find its place in a dernonstration:8 it does not allow us to affirm with certitude that 

whoever has an organ perceives al1 the possible objects able to affect in any way this organ. 

nor that perfect anirnals have al1 the possible sense organs. One thus has only a ut nunc 

universal that Aquinas describes as useful for the dialectician, but insufficient for the 
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demonstrator.9 Besides, Aquinas, who adds that 'potest aliquis sufficienter moueri ad 

credendum quod non sit alius sensus preter quinque iam dictos',lO explains admirably why 

Anstotle's conclusion is only probable: 

Procedit autem hec ratio, ut manifeste apparet, ex determinato numero 
elementamrn, ex quo probauit quod organa sensuum qui sunt per media 
exteriora fiunt per aerem et aquam tantum, et iterum ex detenninatione 
passionum elementorurn, que sunt qualitates tangibiles, unde per eas fit 
notum quod omnes qualitates tangibiles cognoscimus; et ideo concludit 
quod nullus sensus deficit nobis, nisi aliquis dicere uelit quod sit aliquod 
corpus elementare preter quatuor elementa et quod sint alie passione que 
possunt tactu discemi que non sunt alicuius corponim hic existencium et 
nobis notorum, et hoc uidetur inconueniens; unde reiinquitur quod sint 
tantum quinque sensus, qui a nobis habentur. (Aquinas, In de Anima. III 
1#574) 

Aristotle points out in fact that his argument is only valid if one admits that there are only four 

elements in the sublunary world. It is evident that if there existed some unknown element, a 

new and other a Io86 p i o  v ,  formed from that unknown element could be irnagined. But this 

is for Aristotle a vain hypothesis. 

Many more serious objections are possible. even without talking about the existence of 

another element. If, for instance, following Aristotle's text, two different kinds of sensibles 

pass through the s m e  medium. how would one explain then that the organ made up of this 

medium does not in fact sense both'? Indeed, the ear h e m  sound in the air without perceiving 

the color in the air. 

Conversely, one and the same sensible can pass through many media (color can in fact 

pass through air and water), and it wouid suffice for an organ to be made up of one of these 

media to perceive this sensible in al1 of its media. But how do we explain that an organ made 

of water, such as the eye, can perceive a sensible uansmitted by the air? Difficult, but are we to 

deny that the eye does see color through the air? The argument is therefore much weaker that 

w hat Aquinas admits. 

An port. 4.73a.28-32 and Aquinas. 1 9#78-80 

I o  This is how he interprets the ( K TÔY n ~ O T < ~ O C  iEv EV TIC by which Aristotle starts his 
argument in 424b23-24. 



We may, however, be in the presence of an argument to establish the rninor by the final 

cause (De an. Di 1.425a8 seq.) that should not escape Our attention, since it is much more 

convincing than those through the efficient and material causes just given. AU perfect animals 

must have al1 their organs (the ones they should have, we must add). They must, therefore, 

have ai i  the sense organs. Now, to Say that these anirnals have al1 the sense organs is to Say 

that they have dl those necessary to perceive ali the sensibles necessary for their perfection, 

and this means that they need not possess those that are not necessary for their perfection. 

Thus, even with this argument, we cannot conclude that ail perfect animals have al1 possible 

senses and thercfore, that there are only five senses. 

Aristotle next moves on to consider whether there could be a possible sixth sense whose 

proper object would be the common sensibles aiready spoken of.11 In order to exclude this, 

he seems to be reasoning hypothetically. He first lays down the conclusion, and denies the 

consequent of a major conditional, explaining that the comrnon sensibles are not perceived 

accidentally (or incidentally) by the five extemal senses. Indeed. since they have a proper 

action on hem, they are known through thernselves: 

Furthemore, this sixth sense would be moved as such by many diverse objects, which is 

impossible. Indeed, both sight and touch, for example. when they perceive the common 

l 2  Torsuik. Neuhaeuser, Susemihl and Biehl put the negative O; 

W J ~ $  t ri K ~ C .  But many commentaton agree that the addition of rhis adverb 
expounding a theory he opposes, not his own doctrine. See Rodier 1900,353. 

l 3  'But. again. it is impossible chat there rhould be a special sensc organ to 

before the words K a T à 
is not necessary. Aristotle is 

perceive common sensibles, 
which we perceive incidentally by each senx. such, 1 mean, as motion, rest. shape. magnitude. number and 
unity; for we perceive al1 these things by movement; for instance we perceive magnitude by movement, and 
shape dso; for shape is a fonn of magnitude. What is at rest is perceived by absence of movement; number by 
the negation of continuity, and by the special sensibles; for each sense perceives one kind of abject* 



Furthemore, this sixth sense would be moved as such by many diverse objects, which is 

impossible. Indeed, both sight and touch, for example, when they perceive the common 

sensibles, do so because these common sensibles affect their proper object with which they 

fonn a unity: it is colored magnitude and hard magnitude which move sight and touch. It is 

through the proper sensible that the common sensible affects the sense organ per se: a large 

area of color does not affect the eye the sarne as a small area, and the sarne for the other 

senses. in fact, there would not even be any perception of color, if the color were not extended. 

Thus the two kinds of sensible, proper and comrnon, are necessarily perceived together, even 

though they are different kinds of sensibles. 

Aristotle then repeats the conclusion and lays down the major whose formulation 

presupposes a likeness between the relation comrnon sensibles-sixth sense, and the relation 

sweet-taste: as sweet is properly perceived by taste, likewise, the comrnon sensibles are 

perhaps perceived properly by some sixth sense. Thus, if the common sensibles are tmly 

related to this sixth sense the way sweet is related to faste, then they would be related only 

accidentally to the five known senses, just as sweet is to sight? 

Now, we aiready saw that the common sensibles are not accidental sensibles, since they affect 

the five senses directly, something accidental sensibles do not. 

In order to c o n f m  this last point, Aristotle distinguishes-the thùd tool may corne into 

play here-two sorts of sensible by accident and shows that the common sensibles are neither 

l 3  'But. again. it is impossible that thcre should be a special sense organ to perceive cornmon sensibles. 
which we perceivc incidentally by each sense. such, 1 mean, as motion, rest, shape, magnitude. number and 
unity; for we perceivc al1 these things by movement; for instance we perceive magnitude by movement. and 
shape aiso; for shape is a fonn of magnitude. What is at rest is perceived by absence of movement; nurnber by 
the negation of continuity, and by the speciai sensibles: for each sense perceives one Iund of object.' 

l4 The sweet, the same as al1 tastes, is only accidently perceived by sight 

l5 'Thus it is clearly impossible for thcn ro be a speciai xnse of any of these common sensibles, e.g., 
movement; if there were. we should perceive them in the same way as we now perceive what is sweei by 
sight.' 



sort in regard to the five external senses. The fmt kind of sensible by accident is that to which 

Aristotle alludes when speaking about the perception of sweetness by sight. If sight allows us 

to discern sweetness it is because we have at the sarne time the sensation of color and that of 

this taste, and then this object which we see as a proper object of sight because of its color is 

also an object that tastes sweet. We thus see the sweet, but accidentaliy, since it coincides with 

the color: 

But there is a second kind of accidental sensible, things which really do not deserve to be 

calied sensible at dl. When, for example, seeing some white object we judge that it is the son 

of CIeon. Such knowledge is accidental because it happens to this white thhg which we see to 

be the son of Cleon.17 But in this case it is not accidentally sensible by one sense because it is 

the proper object of another; rather it is completely accidental to it to be sensed, and this is 

what distinguishes it from the fmt kind: 

But why does Anstotle feel the need to deny that the cornrnon sensibles are accidental objects 

of the five extemal senses in this way? This is not sornething that follows from the hypothesis 
he is trying to refute, namely that the common sensibles are the object of some sixth sense, but 

rather that they are the objects of the intellect. What we must not forget is that the intellect's 

not k ing  a sense is still in doubt at this point of the treatise: to show ths  is so is precisely one 

of the objects of this book. 

l6 'But we do this because we happen to have a xnse for each of these qualities, and so recognize them when 
they occur together.' This is how Aquinas describes the sensing of sweet by sight: 'sicut nunc est quod uisu 
sentimus dulce: hoc cnim est quia nos habemus sensum utriusque. scilicet et albi et dulcis. et ideo. quando 
coincidunt in unum, illud quod est unius sensus cognoscitur per accidens ab alio' (In de Anima, iII 1#579). 

l7  See De an. II 6.418a20. 

la 'othenuise we should never perceive hem except incidentaily. as, e.g.. we perceive of Cleon's son, no( ihat 
he is Cleon's son, but that he is white; and rhis white object is incidentaily Cleon's son.' 



Aristotle pursues his reflections a bit further: not only, as we previously saw, do the 

common sensibles affect the senses, but they do so by some sensing which is cornmon to the 

five senses and which is not accidental: 

Thus the negation of the consequent of the conditional proposition forces one to reject the 

hypothesis, as Mstotie is doing here once again explicitly, that the cornmon sensibles are &ne 
proper objecü of a sixth sense. 

Aristotle tells us that the reason for a plurality of senses perceiving the comrnon 

sensibles is to be taken from the necessity for perceiving them distinctly when ihey 
accompany, as they always do. the proper sensibles. Indeed, if we had only sight to sense 

magnitude, since sight rnust first perceive the color in the magnitude, we would be unable to 

distinguish between the color and the magnitude: every color would be a magnitude and every 

magnitude a color, so to Say. Thus the fact that magnitude is perceived by another sense shows 

us that magnitude is something other than color. And the same for the other common 

sensibles: 

vûv 6' hnci i ai hv drEpo aloeqrG ~à ~ o i v à  ;In&ei, 
Gthov n o ~ c i  %i ; i ~ o  r i  F K ~ U T O V  a U G v .  (De  on. tri 1.425b9- 
1 1 120 

Having shown that aside from the five external senses there is no other proper sense, 

Aristotle now asks if there exists a sense faculty common to these five. In order to resolve the 

question, he asks if there are activities not proper to one sense which would seemingly require 

a common sense faculty. 

The fmt that he mentions is the activity by which we perceive the activities of the proper 

senses, as when we sense that we are seeing and sense that we are hearing: 

l9 'But we have already a common faculty which apprchends common sensibles dirccdy. nierelore the= is no 
special sense for them. If there were, we should have no perception of hem, except as we said chat we saw 
Cleon's son.' 

20 'the fact that comrnon sensibles inhere in the objects of more than one sense shows that each of them is 
somcthing distinct.' See Maunis, In De un. 77#8. 



He fust hrnishes two reasons in support of the position that one senses that one is 

seeing by sight. If one sensed seeing by another sense, this other sense would have to sense 

color in addition to seeing and, thus, two senses would have color as a proper object. The 
hypothesis is not receivable, for sight in the act of seeing is the same as the visible in acniaiity 

(De an. III 2.425b26-27). Furthemore, it would also be necessary to ask if this sense 

perceives that it senses and, if not, seek a third sense to perceive thai. Either, therefore, this 

process will go on indeffitely (which is impossible, since an action that depends on an inFinite 

number of agents can never corne to completion), or it will end up with a sense that judges its 

own perception. But then there is no justification for refusing this ability to the first of the 

senses, namely sight in respect to its own seeing. It seems therefore that one cannot separate 
'seeing seeing' from 'seeing the visible', and that perception cf sight in its actuality of seeing 

and perception of the visible must be found in one and the sarne sense. 

Aristotie then fumishes an argument in support of the position that we sense that we see 

by another sense and, since the previous arguments presented some element of likelihood, as is 

the case for every diaiectical argument, he thus ends up establishing a problem. He puü us in 

fact in the presence of contrary arguments in respect to a question, so that the difficulty is to 

know what position is me, since one can produce convincing arguments on both sides: 

If we sense we are seeing by means of sight, and if 'sense by sight' is nothing other than to 

see, we therefore see ourselves seeing. Now, nothing can be seen unless it is a color or 

colored. If, therefore, someone sees himself seeing, he has to be colored, whereas it was stated 

previously that the receptacle for color had to be necessarily without color (De an. II 

7.4 18 b26-29). 

21 'Since we can perceive that we x e  and hear. it m u t  be either by sight imlf, or by some other sense.' 

22 'But hem is a diffîculty; for if perception by vision is seeing. and that which is seen either is colour or has 
colour, then if one is CO see that which sees, it foiiows that what primarily sees will possess colour.' 



Anstotle resolves this problem by explaining that sight does not have color as its sole 

object, and that in a certain way vision is colored. Indeed, it is because each sense organ 

receives the sensible quality without matter that the one who sees is colored in some way, and 
thus it is the faculty which has color as its object, namely sight itself, that perceives what is 

seeing as such. Aristotle's fmt affirmation which explains how sensing by sight also implies 

the perception of the act of seeing, may cali upon the second tool: 

Thus, we have to distinguish two senses of 'to perceive by sight': seeing color from seeing 

seeing, and from not seeing. Thus, when the color has disappeared, we can become aware 

('see') that we are not 'seeing' in the darkness where we are.* 

The following affirmations explain that that which sees does in a sense possess color 

because of the identity of the sense in actuality and the sensible in actuality. Aristotle seems to 

be making use of the second. third and fourth tools: 

23 'It is therefore obvious thot the phme "perceiving by vision" has not rnerely one meaning; for, even when 
we do not see, we discern darkness and light by vision, but not in the same way.' 

z4 'soluit propositam dubitationem duobus modis. Primo. concludens ex predictis quod sentire uisu 
muhipliciter dicitur. Ostensum est enim supra, quod uisu sentimus nos uidere. Item ostensum est, quoci uisu 
non sentimus, nisi colorem. Sentire ergo uisu dupliciter dicitur. Uno modo, secundum quoâ uisu sentirnus nos 
videre. AIio modo, cum uisu uidemus colorem. Et quoâ uisu sentire dicatur multipliciter, ex hoc apparet quod 
aliquando dicimur sentire uisu cum uisus presencialiter inmutatur a uisibili, scilicet colore, aliquando autem 
discernimus uisu et tenebras et lumen etiam cum non uidemus, per inmutationem scilicet ab exteriorii 
sensibili, set non similiter dicitur utroque modo uisu sentire. Redit ergo solutio ad hoc quod actio uisus potest 
considerari uel secundum quod consistit in inmutatione organi a sensibili exteriori, et sic non sentitur nisi 
color, unde ista actione uisus non uidet se uidere; d ia  est actio uisus secundum quod post inmutationern organi 
iudicat de ipsa perceptione organi a sensibili etiam abeunte sensibili, et sic uisus non solum colorem sentit, 
set sentir etiam uisionem coloris' (Aquinas. In de Anima, III 215883. Aquinas' analysis reveals that he detects 
a use of the second tool. Perhaps we may bc allowed to think that this pertains to the place of definitions. See 
Topics I 15.I07b5. Indeed, in the definition of sight as 'a change of the organ caused by color', the change can 
be present or p s t .  
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I mean the actual sound and the actual hearing; for it is possible for one who possesses 

heuring not tu hear, and that which has sound is not always sounding. It is not the sense in 

ability and the sensible in ability that are the same, but the two when in actuality. Perhaps it is a 

question here of things in different genera: the sense in ability k ing  a quality, the sense in 

actuality an undergoing; the sensible in ability being a quality. the sensible in actuality an 
acting upn.26 Thus one must see the distinction between four meanings here27 in order to be 
able to understand, thanks to the third and fourth tools, how the acts of the sense and of the 

sensible are alike. Indeed, to be the same in subject but different Nt essence is only said of the 

sense and of the sensible in act, not of the sense in ability. The activity of the sensible object 

and of the sensation is one and the sume. Anstotle is here answering the question asked in 

425b17, rejecting the refutation drawn from the fact that sight cannot be colored. Whoever 
concludes that sight cannot see itself underestimates the likenesses between vision and the 

visible. 

But this error as to the likeness does not seem to consist in whur seems so tu ail. Indeed, 

this likeness is rnanifest in most cases. such that the difficulty consists more in finding the 

difference. [ndeed, as we saw. many have described knowledge as a correspondance between 

the known object in itself and this object as it exists in the soul. If the soul knows, they Say, it 

is necessary that the thing known exist in the knower in the same way as it exists in itself. 

Now, in so doing they have failed to use the third tool, and thus to find the difference betwern 

the way a thing is in the rnind, the eye or the imagination and the way it is in itse1f.l A sign of 

25 The activity of the sensible object and of the sensation is one and the same. rhough their essence is not the 
same: in saying that they are the same, 1 mean the actual sound and the actual hearing; for it is possible for 
one who possesses hearing not to hear, and that which has sound is not always sounding. But when that which 
has the power of hearing is exercising its power, and that which c m  sound is sounding, then the active hearing 
and the active sound occur together, we may cal1 hem respectively audition and sonance.' 

26 See Top. 1 15.107aS. 

A 

27 i, pèv o h  TOÛ yocgq~i~oû k v i p y c i i i  t o n  w 6 ~ o c  w6cgquic, fi 81 r o û  
~ K O U U T L K O Y  4 ~ 0 5  ~ K O U C L C '  BLTTOV y à p  fi ~ K O ~ I ,  K P \ ~  ~ L T T O V  6 W ~ Q Q F  
8 6' ( I ~ T ~ F  h6yoç ~ a \ t  in? T ~ V  h ~ o v  a i o ~ f i u t o v  Ka\ aiueq~ôv (De on. 
III 2.426a6-8). See Aquinas, In de Anima, XI 2.#593: 'Actus iginir sonetiui uel soni est sonatio, actus autem 
auditiui est auditio: dupliciter enim dicinir auditus et sonus, secundum actum et secundum potenciam.' 

28 Aquinas. following Aristotie's famous expression, explains that these ancient philosophcn were 'forced* by 
a tmth that they only partiaily knew. They 'couldn't miss' the likeness between the thing known and the 
knower, but because they were 'sleeping' (somniabant), they missed the difference. Indeed, it is m e  that 



the identity often attributed to the sense and to the sensible is that ofien the act by which the 

sensible acts on the sense in such wise as to become in some way one with it is not named; 

only the act of the subject which undergoes is named, sensation being conceived as dmost 

entirely dependant upon the sensing subject: 

But for hearing we have two words: 'hear' Cor the undergoing in the sensing subject. and 

'sound' for the action of the sensed object. [t is. therefore. necessary to be aware that certain 

sensations imply many things that can be named by the sarne word-the third and second 

tools corne into play here. For example, the word 'touch'. does not simply designate what the 

sense undergoes, in this case the hard and soft. etc. but aiso the action exerted by the sensible. 

here what is hard or soft, the tangible? 

That sight must not be colored would therefore be probable. lrss naively. seeming so to 

the wise. for example, to those who have followed how Aristode the psychologist proceeded in 

knowtedge cornes about through the presence of a Iikeness of the thing known in the knower, but these two, 
while one in subject, are not so in their essence. no more than they are always one in subject. The sense and 
the sensible, when they are only in ability, remain numerically distinct beings. See In de Anima, I4#43. 

29 'When that which has the power of hearing is exercising its power. and that which can sound is sounding, 
then the active hearing and the active sound occur togecher; we may cal1 them respectively audition and sonance 
(...) In somc cases we have names for both, such as sonance and audition, but in othen one of the tenns has 
no name; for the activity of vision is called seeing, but that of colour has no name; the activity of taste is 
called tasting, but that of fiavour has no name.' The opinion according to which the sense seeks out the fonn 
in the object is another sign that the role of the sensible in the process of sensation is often neglected. 

30 See Maunis, In De M. 7%: 'sicut sensibile est in actu per hoc. guod sentiatur, sic sensus est in actu per 
hoc, quod sentiat; sed sentiri ac sentire sunt idem ac differunt solum ratione, in quantum sentiri est actus 
sentiendi ut procedens ab objecto sensibili, sentire est ipse actus sentiendi ut receptus in sensu.' 



Book II?' where he rehabilitates the difference between the sense and its object. Now, some 

of his listeners exaggerated his affirmation that sight cannot be colored. Since the senses 

receive the forms of the sensibles, the sense and the sensible in act (sight and the visible in act) 

are one in subject: 'the movement, that is, the acting and k i n g  acted upon, takes place in that 

which is acted upon (...) the activity of what is moving and active takes place in what is being 
acted upon' (De an. III 2.426al-5).32 Whence the sense in act k ing  the same as the sensible 

in act, and sight in act the same as the visible in act. sight is in some way colored. Thus, the 

knowledge of the visible in act is simultaneously knowledge of sight in act, and both p a i n  to 

the same ability; seeing dso hvolves sensing that one is seeing.33 

The actuality of the sensible object and of the sense is one and the same. though their 

essence is not the same. Aristotle takes care to point out the difference also: the sense and the 

sensible in act differ in definition. The third tool would thus be necessary for those who 

adhere to the probable for al1 (in order to find the difference that they did not suspect)M; the 

fourth tool would be necessary for those who adhere to what is probable for the wise (to make 
clear what the difference consists in; it is indeed necessary that the use of the third tool be 

balanced by the recognition of likenesses). 

This having been said, Aristotle c m  explain an error of the relativists-the tools are 

being applied-which consists in thinking that the sensibles cannot exist without the sensing 

subject. an error which could have been avoided by using the second tool. If it is true that the 

'sensible' can never find its act of being a motor outside sensation, it does nonetheless exist 

3 1  .EOTL 82 ~ p h ~ a ~ o c  p i v  S F K T L K O V  TO ~ X P O U V  ( D e  an. 11 7.418b26-29). What is 
receptive of color must be without color, just as that which is receptive of sound musc be without sound. 
Nothing receives what it is already, as Aquinas explains. See In de Anima, II 15#427. Nonetheless, the 
miscake of conceiving sight as absolutely without color might have been avoided by taken account of the text 
in De Anima II 12.424a17-26, where Aristotle already affirms that sense is a faculty apt to receive sensible 
forrns without the matter to the degree that these foms exist differently in the sense and in things. 

3 2  See De an. III 2.426a9-11: h n c p  y à p  nofqoiç K P ~  fi nheqoi t  Zv TG 
n i ioxovr i  ' o i j ~  i v  TG noioûvri ,  OCTO O al 1 T O C  aioeqroû 
; v € p y i i a  ~6 1: TOÛ aio%Tlti~oÛ TG a i ~ % q T i ~ &  Movement is the actuality of 
the motor in the mobile. See also Ph. iII 3.202aI3-202b29. 

3 3 8  Sa 6 o G v  <On 8pg aio%6vto%ai  ai d 8 ~ o C o v  k i  h~oGci ( ~ I i i .  Nic. I X  
9.1170a29-33). The verb aio%6vro%ai. which generally signifies ro perceive, to s e m  by the senses, 
cm aiso mean to be m a r e  of;. to seme also has these two meanings. 

34 Thus there is not an absolute identity of the two. and the sou1 is not the things it can know. nor is it made 
up of their principles. 
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Each sense distinguishes the differences of its proper object. Not only, however, do we 

distinguish white fmrn black. and sweet from bitter. but also white from sweet and. indeed. dl 
the sensibles from one another whatever the proper sense to which they belong, so that these 

operations necessarily depend on sense. To know the sensibles as sensibles can in fact only 

belong to sense: we know the difference between white and sweet not only as to their essence 
by the intellect (assuming we did) but also as to the particular changes they cause in the sense, 

and this c m  only belong to a sense power. 

Furthermore, this sense power can only be one: 

Anstotle makes use of the fourth tool in order to establish a proportion which is fint used in 

an hypothetical syllogism by which he makes known the unity of the sensitive ability. 

discriminating between the sensibles from an operation of the intellect, here taken as more 

known. namely. the negation expressing the difference sensed. Indeed. the unity of the 

individual speaking about the difference between the sensibles leads us to presume the uniy of 

the sense perceiving the difference between the sensibles, for a man has the same relation to 

the division of concepts as sense ability to the perception of sensibles. In both cases it is a 

question of a judgement on the difference between things which are nonetheless compared by 

something that is one: 

37 'Each sensation then relates to its sensible subject-matter; it resides in the sense organ as such. and discerns 
differences in the said subject-matter, e-g., vision discriminates between white and black, and taste between 
sweet and bitter; and similarly in al1 other cases. But, since we also distinguish white and sweet, and compare 
al1 objects perceived with each other, by what sense do we perceive that they differ? ft must evidently be by 
some sense that we perceive the difference; for they are objects of sense.' 

38 'Nor. again. is it possible to judge that sweet and white are different by separate senses. but both must be 
dearly presented to a single sense. For, in the other case, if you perceived one thing and 1 another, it would be 
obvious chat they differed from each other.' 
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Anstotle then introduces the same proportion in an hypotheticd syllogism concluding this 

time to the instantaneous character of the discrimination between sensibles by one sense 

faculty, starting from the instantaneous character of negation by the individual: 

if, therefore. the man making the statement must pronounce it in one time, the sensitive ability 
must distinguish the sensibles in one time. The comrnon sense thus appears as a unifying 

principle of sense knowledge. 

39 *Dicit nutem 'intelligit et sentit'. quia nondum ostensurn est quod diud sit intellectus a sensu* (Aquinas. ln  
de Anima. II1 3#604). Aquinas' refiections here support what we said earlier concerning the way Anstotle 
speaks about the accidental relationship of a hypothetical sixth sense (nmely, the intelligence) to the common 
sensibles. 

That which asserts the difference must be one; for sweet diffen from white. It is the same faculty. then. 
that asserts this; hence as it asserts, so it thinks and perceives. Evidently, therefore, it is impossible to pass 
judgement on separate objects by separate faculties'. 'Sicut igitur oportet quod unus homo qui dicit alterum 
esse album a dulci sit qui cognoscit utrumque, ita oportet quod una potencia sit qua cognoscatur utnimque' 
(Aquinas, In de Anima, III 3#604). 

41 'and it is also obvious from the foilowing considerations that they are not judged at separate Urnes. For just 
as rhe sarne faculty declares that good and evil are different, so also when it declares that one is different and the 
other different, the "time when" is not merely incidental (as, when, e.g., 1 now Say that there is a difference, 
but do not say that there is now a difference). The faculty says now, and also that the difference is now; hence 
both are different at once. So the judging sense mut  be undivided and also must judge without an interval.' On 
the unity of the statements expressing the differences, and also the likenesses, see Aquinas, la q. 85 a.3 obj.4: 
'Raeterea, non potest cognosci diffenntia unius ad alterurn, nisi simul utnimque apprehendatur, ut dicitu in 
libro de Anima: et eadem ratio est de quacurnunque dia comparatione. Sed intellectus noster cognoscit 
differentiarn et comparationem unius ad altenim. Ergo cognoscit multa simul. (...) Ad quamim dicendum quod 
quarido intellectus intelligit difftrentiam et comparationem unius ad alterun, cognoscit utmmque differenûum 
et comparatomm sub ratione ipsius comparationis vel differentiae; sicut dictum est quod cognoscit partes sub 
ratione totius.' 



But here is an objection (De an. III 2.426b29). The qualities whic h are the objects of 

judgement, irnpress upon the common sense, which has been defmed as indivisible, different 

movements. Now, it is impossible that the same indivisible thing should be moved 

simulianeously by contrary movements in an indivisible tirne. Anstotle, staaing with a Wreness 

of proportion between rhe common sense and a geometrical point, then explains how an ability 
one in number cm perceive the contrary objects of diverse senses:42 

The geometrical point is indivisible or divisible according as it is taken in itself as single or as 
double. For one c m  consider it as the start or end of a segment, or as the beginning of one and 

die end of anoiher segment of a line. Thus, as indivisible, both the point and the judgment (6 
icp b o  v ) are comrnon principles and tenns; they assure the continuity and the unity of their 

correlative, namely lines and the five senses. The common sense is, indeed, the root from 

which the sensitive ability is comrnunicated to al1 the organs and at which terminate al1 their 

changes, and there must be one judgment when it compares two sensibles perceived by it in the 

same subject. But insofv as it is the principle and term of these two sensations, it is divisible. 

42 'Ponit veram solutionern; et solutio ista surnitur ex similitudine puncti* (Aquinas, ln de Anima, UI 3 W ) .  
See Hamlyn 1993, 128: 'Aristotle claims here to give the final solution to his problem. That which judges or 
discriminates. the unified sense (presurnably the a i o%q t i ~ o  v n ~ V T  o v-that which can perceive dl 
things-of the De Sensu 449a18 and the K O L W ~ ~  86vapi~- the  common potentiality-of De Sornno 
455ii16), is like a point This is a single thing but qua forming a boundary between two sections of a line it 
can be treated as the starting-point of two lines, and hence as itself two. So far this is a mere analogy to 
illustrate the notion of king numerically one but divided in function.' 

43 'But it is like what some cal1 a point. which is &oh indivisible> and divisible in so far as it is one and 
two. That which judges, therefore. is one and judges at one time in so far as it is indivisible, but in so far as it 
is divisible it simultaneously uses the same point twice. In so far then as it uses the boundacy-point twice it 
judges two separate chings in a way separately: in so far as it uses it 2 one it judges one thing and at one 

T cime.' Hamlyn translation. Sec also Sens. 7,449~110-13: AP'  O ~ V  5 &aiprr6v hi 
V V ~ a r '  Z v i p y c i a v ,  a v  ~i i o n  ~è a i u % q i i ~ O v  ~ ~ U K ~ O C  a AEUKOÛ, oTav 
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The aspect of judgment in the instrumental act is beautifully Uustrated here: Aristotle takes up 

the opinion of a peson reputed to be wise, as weii as consulting the wntings of a poet,so two 

sources of probable premises mentioned in chapter fourteen of the Topics. Furthemore. the 
opinion reported follows another opinion whose formation depends on the use of the third tool 

in view of defining, such as described in chapter sixteen of the Topics. The differences 

between the Living and the non-living, discovered in view of defining the sou1 are involved, in 

fact. Aristotle Fust introduced this opinion in Book One, uniting sense and inteiiect under the 

name a b 8 6 v ~ u 8 a ~ :  

For ni both cases the soul judges and has cognizance of sornething which is: an application of 

the fourth tool by Aristotle's predecessors.s* (Whence one can see that Anstotle can be cailed 

J9 'Now there are two special chmcteristics which distinguish soul, viz., (1)  movement in space. and (2) 
thinking, judging and perceiving. Understanding and thinkingis regarded as a form of perceiving; for in both 
cases the sou1 judges and has cognizance of something which is. Indeed ihe older philosophers assert chat 
thinking and perceiving rtre identical. For instance Empedocles has said "Understanding grows with a man 
according to what appears to him," and in another passage "whence it befalls them ever to think different 
thoughts." Homer's phrase, again, "Such is the nature of man's mind" implies the same thing.' Hett 
translation, slightly modified. See Meruph. IV 5.  I009b12-a10. 

50 Here a passage from the Odysseus (XVIii. 136) is king referred to that any educated Greek (or reader of 
Homer) could reconstruct from memory: 'For such is indeed the thought of men upon the earth, that which 
each &y the Fathet of men and g d s  suggests to them.' Aristotle interprets it as though for Homer the material 
circumstances of the weather each &y, and of which Zeus is the master, conditioned human thought, 

'There are two qualities in which chat which has a sou1 seems to differ radicdly horn that which has not; 
these are movement and sensation.' 

52 Let us note also that Aristotle must spend some time on the likenesses to be found in the sayings of the 
Ancients in order to be able to determine that they were identifying sense and intellect. Schofield's 1992,271- 
272 remark could well have served as an introduction for us to this section: 'It is instructive to notice what 
occasions Aristotle's introduction of the topic of phantasia in DA 3. w e  will be able to appreciate the 
pertinence of this affirmation a bit later.] By the beginning of that chapter he has cornpleted his account of 
sense perception, and he now turns to consider thinking, reminding us of what his investigation of the 
opinions of hîs philosophical predecessors in 1.2 had revealed (...) The fact that both in thought and in 
perception the sou1 judges and is acquainted with things arc led [sic] rhe Ancients, Aristotle tells us, to identify 
the two faculties. And so in his attempt to determine the nature of thinking he takes for his fint task the 
demonstration tbat this identification is a mistake.' 



the father of the tools only as he is called the father of logic. That is to Say, insofar as he 

formulated the methods that allow us to perfect reason's natural abilities, and in no way 

insofar as he invented d e s ,  whichever they are, or because he is the fmt to use these abilities.) 

Now, the Ancients tripped on the likeness between sense and intelligence and omitted or failed 

to use the third tool. But since Aristotle, as we will see, realized that sense and intellect are 

abilities of a different kind, and since it is not insofar as they belong however to a common 

genus that this resemblance belongs to them, the likeness noted and seemingly approved by 

him here is a proportion. The sense is to the sensibles as the intellect to the intelligibles: the 

two jiidge or know, in their way. their respective objects. This is, moreover. quite close to the 

first example of proportions that Aristotie gives in chapter seventeen of the Topics: 'As 

science is related to the object of science, so is sensation relatrd to the object of sensation' 

(Top. 1 17.108a9-10). 

The cause of the formation of the opinion that sense and intellect are the same is thus, 

according to Aristotie. an error as to a difference: the Ancients believed that the intellect was 

corporeal, like sense, and that thinking, like sensing, depended on a contact between the object 

and a corporeal part sirnilar to it: 

Thus, it is the meanings of the word 'knowledge', dong with the realities it designates, narnely 

the processes of sensation and thinking, which are not considered as distinct, as they should 

be. This opinion, as we said, is based on a likeness between the objects included by one of the 

differences defining the soul: both thinking and sensation consist in a knowledge and a 

judgment of the soul. Albert shows clearly that the identification of sense with intellect is 

motivated by a likeness and he formulates the argument, naturally, concluding from two 

affinnative prernises: sense and intellect have the same attribute: 

53 'For dl these authors suppose che pmcess of thinking to be a bodily lunction like perceiving. and chat men 
borh perceivc and recognize like by like, as we have explained at the beginning of this treatise.' Sec aiso De 
an. 1 2; 5.409b26. This is a question of ttiings manifestly aiike bctween which one does not see a difference, as 
was also the case for the knowing faculty and its object. Moreover, here as there, a more sophisticated error 
consists in discovcring differences without simultaneously using the fourth tool, such that one ends up 
thinking that these things are quite other. In this case, one ends up creating a radical dichotomy between 
sensible knowledge and intellectuai knowledge. Ptato, for example, since he insisted, in the name of its 
necessary stability, that intellectual knowledge could not be about sensible things, was forceci to posit a worid 
of ideas and to deny that intellectuai knowledge had its mots in sensible knowledge. 



syllogizabant hoc ex duabus affmativis in secunda figura dicentes, quod 
sensui interiori convenit iudicare et discemere diquid entium, cuius forma 
est apud ipsum, et intellectui convenit idem, ergo intelligere est quoddam 
sentire. (Albert, In De an. 170) 

FoUowing him, Aquinas shows clearly that this erroneous identification caused by a likeness is 

due to the lack of using the third tool. The temptation is ad the stronger. since there really is a 

likeness between the two: 

ostendit causam predicte positionis. Manifestum est autem quod, remota 
differencia qua aliqua ad invicem differunt, remanent idem; sicut si rationaie 
auferam ab homine remanebit de numero irrationabilium animalium; bec 
autem est differencia qua differt cognitio intellectiua a sensitiua quod sentire 
est aliquid corporeum (non enim operatio sensus est sine organo corporali), 
intelligere autem non est aliquid corporeum (quia operatio intellectus non 
est per organum corporeum, ut infra ostendetur). Ideo ergo Antiqui 
ponebant sensum et intellectum idem, quia opinantur quod intelligere esset 
aliquid corporeum sicut et sentire: quomodo autem utrumque ponerent 
aliquid corporeum, ostendit per hoc quod ponebant tam sapere secundum 
intellectum quam sentire contingere per uimitem sirnilitudinis. sicut in primo 
libro dictum est, et intelligebant similitudinem secundum esse corporeum. 
puta quod per terram cognoscitur terra et per aqum aqua et sic de aliis, 
unde sequebatur quod sentire et intelligere consequebantur naturam 
corpoream et eodem modo; et sic sentire et intelligere sequitur idem esse. 
(Aquinas. In de Anima. III 4#622-23) 

The structure of Hamlyn's cornmentary describing the reflections of the Ancienü also follows 

these steps of likeness-difference. and shows as well that the error does not consist in the 

discovery of likenesses-Mstotle indeed takes some of these on his own account-but in 
failing to take account of the differences: 

Aristotle begins to differentiate perception from thinking. Despite his 
comments on his predecessors (e.g. Parmenides. Empedocles, and 
Dernocritus), who tended to assimilate perception to thinking, assuming that 
they were both forms of like k i n g  affected by like and treating hem both 
from a physical point of view, Aristotle's own accounts of perception and 
thought are remarkably parailel. They both involve the assimilation of the 
faculty to its object, the reception of fonn without matter, incomgibility in 
relation to certain objects, and a reliance upon judgment. The only 
difference is that since the intellect has no specific organ the firsst two of 
these notions cannot be interpreted, as in the case of sense-perception, in 
ternis of an organ, as a physicd or physiological doctrine. (Harnlyn 1993, 
129) 



Aristotle, without yet affirming that sense and intellect differ, deduces the absurd 

consequences which follow from considering the intellect as corporeal. One must indeed 

attribute a cause to error, which is an evident fact. Now, if the intellect knew by its own 
likeness to a corporeal object, error would not exist55 because knowing would then be 

something natural: the soul being made up of the elernents, it wodd not only be in ability to its 

objects, but also in act-a possibility whose absurdity was shown by Aristotle in the 

~ e t u p h ~ s i c s . ~ ~  Or, according to the other possibility, error would consist in the contact with 

the uniike, since to know is seemingly contact with the like. 

Anstotle reduces this position through an argument that one may qualiQ as dialectical, 

drawn from opinion. Let us suppose that error has for iü object the unlike rather than the like; 

on the other hand, it is probable that since error and science bear on contraries, both error and 

science will bear on both the like and the unlike; it would then follow that that whch has for its 

object the contraries like-unlike would bear on the unlike exclusively.58 hdeed, we have the 

same relation to the contraries in knowledge of the uuth and in error, because whoever knows 

one of the contraries also knows the other, and he who errs as to one of them, errs as to the 

other also. 

j4 'And yet they ought to have made some mention of error at the same tirne; for error seems to be more 
natural to living creatures, and the soul spends more tirne in it. From this belief it rnust follow either that, as 
some Say, al1 appearances are me .  or that error is contact with the unlike: for this is the opposite to 
recognizing like by like.' 

55 See De an. 1 2.404a28 versus Dernocritus and Aquinas. In de Anim. 1 3839. 

See Metaph. IV 5.1009a6 versus Rotagoras. Also Mauw, In De an. 83#4: 'Huic argument0 dupliciter 
potest responderi. Primo dici potest, quod non datur deceptio, sed omnia, quae videntur atque apparent, sunt 
vera. Sed haec responsio rejecta est lib. IV Metaphysic, ideoque nihil addendum est hoc Ioco.' It is evident 
tiom our own experience that we know in ability bfore knowing in act. 

57 'But it appears that in the case of convaries enor. like science. is one and the same'. 

58 Plam also bas something like this when he makes knowledge bear on being. opinion on becoming, and 
emr on non-king. Sec Resp. VII 534a, and Soph. 240~-d. 



Now, that science has for its object contraries is one of the examples of probable 

propositions given in the ~ o ~ i c s . 5 9  Furthemore, Aristotle seems here to be following a d e  

which he laid out there concerning taking probable propositions: 

Ropositions must aiways be taken in thek most universal form, and the one 
should be made into many; for example, 'The knowledge of opposites is 
the same," then "The knowledge of contraries is the same," and finally, 
' n i e  knowledge of relative terms is the same." In the same way, those too 
must be divided again, as long as division is possible, for example, "the 
knowledge of good and evil", of black and white," and "of cold and hot is 
the sarne"; and so with the other cases. (Top. 1 14.105b33-35) 

Thus, if it is probable that the same knowledge bears upon contraries, it is probable that it will 

be the sarne knowledge which bears on the like and the unlike. 

Aristotle now attacks the position: 

Nor again is perceiving the same thing as thinking. hdeed, the perception of proper objects is 

always [me, but it is possible to think falsely. And because one might object that to think 

conectly is the sarne as to sense, Aristotle adds that perception belongs to al1 animals, whereas 

thought does not, but only to rational beings: 

59 Top. 1 10.104a15; 14.105b5 

60 One might think that q p o v c î v  is k ing  used here to designate the intellectual operations in general. But 
it seems one must rather take it in its proper sense. See Aquinas, In de Aninru, III M629: 'Dicit autem quod 
sapere inest paucis animalium, et non quod insit solis hominibus, quia etiam quedam animaiia participant 
aliquid pnidencic et alicuius sapiencie, scilicet quod recte iudicant de agendis per aestirnationern nacuralem.' It 
seems on the con- that vocîv (in the following quote) should be taken in its general sense. 

61 'Now it is guite clear chat perceiving and practicai thinking are no< the sarne; for al1 onimlr have a share in 
the former, but only a few in the latter.' 



hdeed, as we shail see, what these animals without reason have which is not an external sense 

and which can be tme or false is only imagination, not intellect. 

Clearly, Aristotle is using two differences between the sense and the intellect-they do 

not have the sarne relation to the truth and they do not belong to the sarne subjects-in order to 

establish that they are not identical. Now, this is one of the particular uses of the third tooi 

mentioned in the Topics (1 18.108a35-M). 

Introducing the imagination by which most animals seem, in fact, to go beyond the 

external senses, Aristotle now proposes a distinction between it and the intellect which these 

other animals do not in fact have: 

Thus, after having brought out the likeness and the differences between the sense and the 

intellect, he fmt shows how they are tied together, in the case of man. by the imagination: 

[cpavraola y à p  E T E ~ O V   ai ~ I Q B ~ ~ O E W S    ai ~ I ~ V O ~ ~ F - I  

a h f i  T E  OU y i v ~ ~ a i  KVEU ~ I U S ~ ~ U E W C ,    ai ~ V E U  T ~ C T V S  
O ~ K  ~ L V  Ù ~ O A ~ ~ I Ç .  ( D e o n  III 3.427b14-16)64 

62 'Nor again is rhinking, in which one can be right and wrong, right thinking being understanding. 
knowledge, and crue belief, wrong the opposite of these-nor is tfiis the same as perceiving. For the perception 
of the special-objects is always true and is found in al1 animais, whereas it is possible to think faisefy also, 
and thinking is found in no animal in which there is not also reason.' Hamlyn translation 

63 'thought belongs to no animal which has not reasoning powcr; for imagination is different from both 
perception and thought*. Conceming this yàp ,  which is difficult to explain: Rodier. following Simplicius 
( In  De an., 205.16). attaches this sentence to the preceding one, and he thus understands it to read: thought 
does only befong to rational beings; indeed, imagination, which belongs to animals, is not thought: 'La 
liaison de cette remarque avec ce qui prédède est assez claire: Ia pensée n'appartient qu'aux êtres douts de raison; 
car l'imagination qui appartient B certains animaux n'est pas la pende' (Rodier 1900, 403). See Schofield 
1992, 272: 'He [Aristotle] observes chat al1 animals have sense-perception, but not al1 think; and he moves 
immediately to forestall a possible counter-argument based on the idea that animals do think in a way, because 
they have phantasia, which is also a sort of perception. The equation cannot be thus circuitously reinstated. 
Phantasia (which, Aristotle agrees, nearly al1 animals do have) is different both from sense-perception and from 
thinking'. 

64 *imaginiag always implies perceiving, and is itself implied by judgernent* Given the introduction of the 
word 6 n 6 A n  w i c. which designates an act and even an object, it secms to me preferable to take 



Thus, the extemal senses and intellect differ also from one another by their relation to this 
other reality , whic h is the imagination: the one cornes necessarily before, and the other, on the 
contrary, presupposes it.65 Now, two things which have a different relation to a third 
necessariiy differ fiom this third. 

a /  
a 106n UlC as Maurus does, to be the act or even the object rather chan the faculty. ('sicut operatio 
phantasiae non Fit, nisi praecesserit operatio sensus, ita opinio, quae est operatio intellectus, non fit, nisi 
praecesserit aliqua operatio phantasiae, ut melius patebit inferius' (Maurus, In De an. 84#1).) As for 
cgavraoia ,  it also seems better to me noc to understand it as the faculty. Besides, as Aquinas explains a 
bit further on ( I n  de Anima, III 6.#667), it is not yet clear for Aristotle if it is the act of sense or of sorne 
distinct power. Maunis does not cake account of this and is perhaps a bit too precise here. Moreover, one sees 
in reading De <in IU 3.427b24-26 that ii is better to take i j n 6 ) c q ~  I F ,  as Hett does. in a broad sense. since - 
Aristotle is dividing it there into h i o r f i p r i . 6 8 ~ a  and c p p 6 v q c r i ~ : d o ~  8;  ai a $ ~ ( c  r f c  
i j n o k f i ~ ~ w c  6iacgopai .  h t o r i p q    ai 66Ea   ai c ~ p 6 v q o i ~   ai ~ S v a v r i a  
T O ~ T W V ,  ncpi &V T ~ G  âiacgopâç Ë T C ~ O C  >EQTO ~ O Y O C .  'Addit Aristoteles primo, 
species existimationis esse scientiam, opinionem, prudentiarn et his contraria, de quibus actum est Iib. VI 
Ethicorum' (Maurus, In De an. 85#4). Harnfyn 1993, 130 translates 'supposai' . Tricot 1990, 16513 translates - - 

6 n 6 h l  y I F  by 'croyance' and cornrnents: 'LOG n6 hil w IF  est la croyance, le jugement présentant un 
caractere d'universaiitd. C'est l'acte de l'intellect discursif (...) ~ ' i i n 6 k q ~  i t  est Ir résultat de la dianoia, et 
elle inclut ici, comme genre, I ' ~ ~ I O T ~ V T ~ .  la 88 ta  et la cppovqcri~.' Jannone. Rodier and Boddüs aiso 
translate 'croyance': 'Le terme croyance embrasse génériquement toute espèce de pensée. vraie ou fausse, 
particuli2re ou générale, que l'on peut spécifier. au besoin. comme simple opinion ou comme science' (Bodéüs 
1993. 215n3). See Aristotle, Ph. V 4.227b13: i n i u ~ f i p q  & O C  p i v  i n o h f i ~ i ç .  

65 Simplicius rernarks that judgrnent and sensation are. in respect to imagination: TO u a v & t T É ho s , r6 
E h  & s  O ~ K  ~ V E U  (In De on 206.3). 



Aristotle then compares imagining to what has the same relation to understanding that it 

has to sensing, namely, j~d~rnent.66 Imagining depends on us. since we can form images 

according to our free choice. Whereas, on the contrary, the formation of a judgment depends 

on the reality it bears upon: 

Cd 
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Furthemore. judgrnent is always followed by a passion in the appetite, whereas image is not 

(De an. III, 3.427b2 1-24). Aquinas explains that to have a passion requires seeing the object 

as good or bad. and this requires either the intellectual operation of composing and dividing, 

such as found in opinion, or the naniral instinct found in animals (the estimative power). Since 

imagination neither composes or divides as such. it does not give rise to passions. The two 

arguments hirnished depend on the third tool: having found two differences, one can conclude 

that to imagine and to judge are not identical. This is clearly a case of the use of the tool in 

view of the problem of the same and the other.69 

Now. both to imagine and to judge, although shown not to be the same. seem 
nonetheless to pertain to understanding, first, because judgment is the result of the act of 

composition or division by the intellect, which always presupposes images. and secondly. since 

imagining, which presents us with these, is assirnilated to the acts by which we discem and 

judge the true and the faise: 

66 It is perhaps useful to point out here how natural it is to confuse imagining with thinking. Our everyday 
vocabulary refiects this well: we often use interchangeably. ? imagine that is sol and '1 think that is so'. The 
modem Empiricists use 'idea' to mean either thought or image. 

67 Here and in 427b2 1. 8 6 [ a is taken in a broader sense than funher on (b25). as a synonym of 
i~ n 6 w i C. In b25. it designates a panicu1a.r form of 6 n 6 Ar( y i 5. 

6* 'But clearly image and judgement are different modes of thought For die former is an affection which lies 
in our power whenever we choose (for it is possible to cal1 up mental pictures, as those do who employ 
images in ananging theu ideas undcr a mnemonic system), but it is not in our power to form opinions as we 
will; for we must either hold a Mse opinion or a true one.' 

69 ' Q u d  autem intelligentia et opinio non sint eaedem imaginationi. de qua diximus, manifestum est ex his 
quae dicennir nunc' (Albert. In De an. 171). 'Anstoile's way of distinguishing between imagining and 
supposing' (Hamlyn 1993, t 30). 



Before k ing  able to look at its characteristic act, and then at the intellect itself, it will be 

necessary to clarify what the imagination is. Thus, Aristotle is going to show what he afkned 

before, narnely, that the imagination is not sensation. He will then set out once again to 

establish that to imagine cannot be to judge, but this tirne by the fact that the faculty to imagine 
cannot be identified with any species of the faculty to judge: neither the understanding of 

principles, nor science, nor opinion. 

Once again, then, we are facing problems of the same and the other whose resolution goes 

through the discovery of differences. aided by the third tool, which ultimately aims at 

'0 *As For thought. since it is distinct lrom perception. and is held to comprise imagining and judgement. it 
will be best to discuss it after having completed our analysis of imagination.' 

71 'If imagination is (apan From any metaphorical sense of the word) the process by which we say that an 
image is presented to us, it is one of those faculties or states of rnind by which we judge and are either right or 
wrong. Such are sensation, opinion, science and understanding of principles.' Albert, leaving aside other 
abilities by which the true and false are affirmed but which are less like the imagination than the four 
enumerated by Aristotle, accentuates the idea that it is in respect to thi'gs that are quite close together than one 
must seek out differences: "oporter, quod phantasia potentia sic habitualis, secundum quam contingit venim 
dicere de re ipsa. Hae autem potentiae, quamvis multae sint, tamen ad praesens sufficiunt quattuor, quae sunt 
sensus cornmunis, opinio, scientia et intellectus. Ars enim et pnidentia, quae sunt etiarn virtutes intellectuaies, 
similiter autem et sapientia, secundum quas cantingit verum dicere, nihil similitudinis habent cum phantasia 
quia sapientia de altissimis et pnmis et divinis est, quae non habent imagines, ars autem est principium 
factivum cum rationt dirigente factionem et facturam, pnidentia autem est principium activum cum ratione et 
dirigit in operabilibus per nos, imaginatio autem nihil ornnina dirigit, sed potius impedit omnem directionem, 
sicut supra ostendimus' (In De m. 172). According to Alexander, imagination in the metaphorical sense 
designates indifferently al1 the cognitive faculties. Aristotle, thetefore, wanted to say, it seems, that if we do 
nor take his term in the metaphorical sense, imagination is not one of these faculties or habits. See 
Alexander. In De rur. 66.19-24. 



definiti0n.~2 When commenthg on Mstotie's arguments, Alexander uses some expressions 

that make us think of the third tool ( ~ o  p CC E lu),  and which resemble very rnuch the 

expressions used by Aristotle to speak about the problems of the same and the other: 

cpav~acria ;i a h :  &ai ~i s o t s .   ai y à p  rôv 6 o t ô v  a l  
ciÈv 6 h ~ ~ & ? ~  doiv, a i  62 wcu6t ic .  06 p i v  0662 oü~oc 
a/ 
E XE 1. (Alexander, In De an. 66.24-67.15) 

h n o ~ a v o û v  S E S E L ~ O T E ~  ~ O ~ E C ~ Q  <On 06 T ~ Ù T ~ v ,  remarks Aristotle (Top. 

18.108a37-b4). Albert and Aquinas and Maurus are equally very clear that it is a question of 

showing that imagination is not sensation. nor science. nor understanding of principles, nor 

0~inion.73 

Let us note in passing the use of the second tool to put aside a metaphorical sense of the 

word 'imagination' which could be applied to fabulous beings and creations of the rnind, as 

well as to the objects of al1 the cognitive faculties. Alexander. in the following passage. uses 

metaphoricd oniy for the second: 

73 Sec Albert, b De on 172. 174; Aquinas. In de Anima III 5#638. U654; M a m .  In  De on 8%. 87 (110. 



u a ~ à  J T I I U T ~ ~ ~ T I S    ai V O Û  TSIV ( p a v ~ a u i a v  ~ a ~ q y o p o û p ~ w .  
(h De an. 66.1 9 - 2 d 4  

Aquinas has some interesting rernarks on the judgement involved by the use of the twls 

in regard to the identification of the four faculties that involve the mie and the false.75 These 

are, indeed, the four kinds of knowledge which were recognized at the Philosopher's time. 

One can see this, he says, by considering the position of Plato expounded in Book I. Indeed, it 

was only these four that he reduced to number, assigning the intellect to unity. science to 

duality, opinion to three-ness and the sense to fo~r-ness.~6 Furthemore, one cm note, as we 

saw that Albert did, some of the modes of apprehension given by Anstotle which are missing 

among those listed: wisdorn, art, prudence, suspicion. 

The fust of Aristotle's arguments to show that the imagination is not sense, neither in act 

nor in ability, supposes that one has grasped that 'sense' can designate either the faculty or the 

operation, as Anstotle established77: 

The person asleep, indeed, does not imagine by the sense in abiiity, because nothing appears to 

the sense when it is in ability; no more than he imagines by the sense in act, since during sleep, 

the sense is not in act. Four of the six arguments which follow. showing that imagination and 

74 Thus, according to Alexander. imagination in the metaphorical sense designates indifferently al1 ihr 
cognitive faculties. Aristotle, iherefore, wanted to Say, it seems, that if we do not tttke this t e r -  in the 
metaphoricai sense, imagination is not one of these faculties or habits. 

75 *Ponit autem haec quatuor quasi jam nota. Alia autem, quae ad cognitionem videntur pertinere, nondum 
erant suo tempore per certitudinem scita. Ipse autem jarn superius distinxit intellectum a sensu. Unde praeter 
sensum connumerat tria alia; scilicet intelIectum, opinionem ct scientiam (. . .) Cognoscere autem possurnus 
quod haec tanmm apprehensionis pcincipia apud antiquos nota erant, ex positione Platonis supenus in primo 
libro posita, qui solum haec quatuor ad numeros reduxit, tribuens intellectum uni, scientiarn dualitati, 
opinionem temario, sensum quaternario' (In de A n i m  DI 5.fi39-640). It is thus for another reason than that 
given by Albert that Aquinas thinks Aristotle did not distinguish imagination fiom wisdom, foresight and an. 

76 See De an 1 2.404bî 1-27, 

78 'It is cl- hom the following considerations that imagination is no< sensation. Sensation is either potential 
or actual, cg., either sight or seing, but imagination occurs when neithtr of these is present. as when objects 
are seen in dreams.' 



sense are other, have as their middle term a clifference between them. First of aii, imagination is 

not sense (in ability), because imagination is not always in the animal, whereas sense in ability 

is always present in the animai.79 If imagination is not possible for al1 animals as sense in act 

is-we'li look at that afterwards-it is evident that imagination will not always be present in 

animais, whereas sense in abiiity is. 

Secondly, imagination does not belong to aii animais, whereas sensation d0es.M Indeed, 

the works of foresight that one observes on the part of animals such as ants or bees are canied 

out thanks to a natural inclination. not because of a detenninate imagination distinct frorn 

sense. Indeed, these anirnals can imagine nothing unless moved by a sensible object. Thus, 

their operating in view of an end, as though projecting into the future, does not depend upon an 

image they make of this funire state. Rather, they imagine present acts, which are ordered to an 

end by inclination more than by some apprehension. As Aquinas explains it, for Ansrotle these 

animals are here said to have imagination when something appears to them even when the 

sense is not in act (In de Anima, 5#644). That Aristotie himself a f f m  Iater that al1 animals 

having sensation have at least some form of imagination (III 1 1.434a) is perhaps a sign of the 

didectical character of rhis argument. Next, whereas the senses do not deceive us, the rnajority 
of images do not correspond to any reality, and are false.sl Finally: 

OKG hq K L (De an. III 3.428a9- 1 1). 'Aristote commence par exposer un argument destine A montrer que 
l'imagination n'est ni la sensibilitk en puissance, ni ta sensibiiite en acte; puis il en indique un second (a8: 
T 

E L T P  ai'crlfq cric.. .) qui confirme le premier en ce qui concerne la xnsibilitk en puissance, et un 
traisitme (a9: € i 62 Tt IV < P Y  c cg.. . ) qui le confirme en ce gui concerne la sensibilitd en acte' (Rodier 
1900, 418). 

a2 'Nor do we Say "1 imagine that it is a man" when our sense is hnctioning accurately with regard to its 
object, but onIy when we do not perceive distinctly,' See Maums, In De an. 85M: ' c m  perfecte et exquisite 
operamur pcr sensum. non dicimus, objectum nobis apparece tale, puta id, quod videmus, apparerc hominem. 
sed dicimus, objectum esse taie, ex. gr. id, quod videmus, omnino esse hominem; turn vero dicimus, objectum 
apparere tale, curn imperfecte ilIud sentimus; ex gr. cum videmus hominem a longe visione confusa, tum 



One rnight think that when Aristotie adds that we make use of the expression @ a b  E T  a L 

TOÛTO 6 p i v  for the sense when we are not certain of what we sense, he does so in order to 

make evident, by the use of the fourth tool, a likeness between two close genera-the extemal 

senses when we are not certain, and the imagination-in respect to the fact that both can 

deceive us. 

In like manner, the arguments showing that imagination is not science, nor 

understanding or grasping of principles, nor opinion, also have as a rniddle term differences 

discovered thanks to the thkd tool: 

The image does not always adequately represeni its object. whereas science and understmding 

of principles are aiways me. 

... as is also the case for the imagination, one rnight add. This is. indeed, the most plausible 

hypothesis because of that likeness: 

But every opinion is accompanied by belief or persuasion: 

dicimus id, quod videmus, apparcre hominem, et talis apparentia aliquando est vera. siquidem objectum est id, 
quod apparet, aliquando est faisa. siquidem objectum non est id, quod apparet; sed cum exquisite et perfecte 
imaginamur diquocl objectum, adhuc dicimus, illud apparere nobis tale; ergo aliud est imaginari. aliud sentire.' 

83 'Nor is imagination any one of the faculties which are always right, such as science or intelligence; for 
imagination may be false.' 

84 'It remains, then, to consider whethcr imagination is opinion; for opinion may be either mie or Faise.' 

8J One finds the same idea in Aquinas (ln de Anima, m M g )  and Maunis (In De m. 86M). 



Lndeed, as Albert explains it in a beautifui passage which throws considerable light on the 

nature of dialectical statements and conclusions, it is insofar as someone believes or adheres to 
an enunciation that he opines: 

opinio est aliquando vera et aliquando falsa, sed opinioni, quae est quoddam 
inteliigere, inhaeret fides conclusionis; non enim potest esse, quod opinans 
non habeat fidem de his de quibus habet opinionem. Cum enim dubitatio 
indeterminatus motus sit rationis ad utramque partem contradictionis. 
ambiguitas autem arnbit utramque partem rationis per rationes aequaliter 
fortes. opinio stat in una parte et credit illi propter rationes, quas habet ad 
illam et non ad aliam, sed tamen fonnidat adhuc alteram partem 
contradictionis propter hoc quod suae rationes, quas habet ad alteram, non 
sunt demonstrativae, sed probabiles. Et ex hoc palet, quod ornnis opinans 
opinione, quae est intellectus et rationis, habet fidem eius de quo habet 
opinionem. (Albert, In De an. 174)m 

Now, imagination is found in certain brute animais, whereas this is not the case for opinion. 

Indeed, brutes don? have belief: 

Opinion engenders conviction ( n h  ic), and conviction leads to persuasion. Now. since 

being persuaded (ne ncîoeai) can only corne about by reason ( A ~ ~ O G ) ,  it follows that 

opinion supposes reason: 

Amplius, si omnem opinionem consequitur fides-quicumque enim 
opinatur, habet fidern, sic autem fidem sequitur persuasum esse, eo quod 
nullus est persuasus nisi qui habet fidem; persuasum autem esse 
consequitur ratio, eo quod nuîii suadetur Risi per rationem, bestiarum autem 
quibusdam potest phantasia inesse. sicut supra ostenditum, licet non 
omnibus insit, sed ratio nulli inest bestiae-(Albert, In De an. 174) 

86 'But opinion implies belief (for one cannot hold opinions in which one does not believe); and no bemt has 
belief, but many have imagination.' 

87 See also Maurus, In De on. 8W8: 'qui enim opinatur, credit esse vemm id. quod opinam.' 

88 'Again. every opinion is accornpanied by belief. belicf by conviction. and conviction by rationai discourse; 
but aithough some beusts have imagination, they have no teasoning power.' 



The conclusion of the argument, unstated by Anstotie, is made explicit by Albert in t e m  

which leave no doubt as to the goal pursued in this case by the investigation of differences, 

which is to show that two things are other: 

ergo phantasia non est ratio, nec opinio per consequens. (In De an. 174) 

Thus, imagination king neither sense nor opinion, Aristotle proceeds to conclude that it 

cannot be essentidy an opinion accompanied by sense, or even caused by it, no more than that 

it can consist essentiaily in sense and opinion: 

But, Aquinas comments. he doesn't add that imagination is not sense with opinion because 

imagination seems more to be assirnilated to opinion, which can be false. than to sense, which 

is always true about the proper sensibles (In de Anima, III 3/65 1). Here, Aquinas is using the 

durd and fourth instruments in order to fmd a difference between sense and imagination which 

Aristotle already alluded to in order to conclude that they were other, in the sarne manner as a 
likeness between opinion and imagination aiready mentioned. 

To the degree that Aristotle is thus attacking Plato's opinion (a point the cornmentators 

al1 agree on. to my knowledge),m he is making use of the tools and of dialectical syllogisrns in 

order to solve a dialectical problem. For the Master of the Academy. the image is indeed a kind 
of opinion: opinion accompanied by, stemming from. or rnixed with sensation. For example, in 

the Sophist, Plato has the Stranger saying: 

And seeing that language is true and false, and that thought is the 
conversation of the sou1 with henelf, and opinion is the end of thinking, and 
imagination or fantasy is the union of sense and opinion [<b a IV ET a i" 61 
d h i y o p t v  u6pwci€ic a i o % f i v c o ~   ai s ~ E ~ c ] ,  the inference is 
that some of them, since they are akin to language, should have an element 
of falsehood as well as of tnith?gl 

89 'It is clear, then. that imagination cannot be eicher opinion in conjunction with sensation. or opinion baxd 
on sensation, or a blend of opinion and sensation.' 

See for example Hamlyn 1993, 132- 133. 

9 1 264a This passage is often cited for 8 6 ~  a 61' a [O% fi u É c and au li n A O K 6 (Plato says 
u6 i~ i c) 86 c K P ~  a1 u%fi UÉO C. Sec also nit. 152c: 'Then appearing and perceiving coincide 
in the case of hot and cold. and in similar instances; for things appcar, or may be supposcd to be, to each one 



Thus, because an image cannot follow an opinion and a sensation bearing on different 

objects-for example no image can result from the combination of an opinion about the 

go~dness of something and from a perception of its white color-'to imagine, then,' 

according to Plato, 'is to form an opinion exactly corresponding to a direct perception': 

If made explicit. therefore, the hypothesis that Aristotle is contesting is that imagination is a 

sensation to which one attaches belief as such or. what amounts to the same. an opinion about 

which one is convinced because it bears upon what is perceived by the senses. Now, it happens 

that false things appear to our senses, but that one nonetheless has m e  opinion about them. 

For example, the sun appears to be only the size of a quarter in diameter, but we believe in 

such as he perceives them?' [ O ~ V T ~ U ~  gpa   ai aYobqolc ~ a h o v  Fv  T E  B E P ~ O ~ F  
u  ai n â u ~  T O ~ C  T O L O ~ ~ T O L C .  oTa v à p  a i d v ~ ~ a i  wcamoc,  ~ o i a û ~ a  

~ K ~ T W    ai K ~ V ~ U V € ~ € L  &ai.] Phlb. 39b: 'When a man. besides receiving from sight or 
some other senses certain opinions or statements, sees in his mind the images of the subjects of thern;-is not 
this ri very cornmon mental phenomenon? (...) And the imûges answering to uue opinions and words rue me, 

>/ 
and to false opinions and words false: are they nota?' ["O~av & T t '  o ~ € o c  T I V O S  z h h ~ ~ ~  
a [a%f ic r~wc  r i  T O T C  G o € a & ~ v a   ai h ~ y 6 ~ c v a  8 n a y a y h v  r is  r à c  T ~ V  

S o ~ a o e ~ v ~ o v    ai ~ E X & T W V  c I 1 < 6 v a ~  i v  aii~ô S p a  nwc. L..) oiiraûv 
a i  uiv T O V  6hq8Ôv 8oCÔv   ai A O Y O Y  C ~ K O V I F  ~ A ~ B E ~ F ,  a i  8 1  T Ô V  
wcuSôv W E U ~ E ~ C ; I  

92 *because the opinion relates to nothing else but the object of sensation: I mean that imagination is the 
blend of the perception of white with the opinion bat it is whitc-not, surely, of the perception of white with 
the opinion that it is good. To imagine, then, is to form an opinion exactly corresponding to a direct 
perception.' See Aquinas, In de Anima, iIl 5U652. This opinion is much further from the likelyhood of the 
previous ones; it is much more naturai, as we already said, to confuse imagining with thinking of one sort or 
another. 



uuth that it is larger than the earth.93 If therefore, an image was to follow from the 

combination of this sensation with an opinion, it wouid then be necessary that someone should 

have rejected a true opinion that he fust had, while the object remained the sarne, neither 

forgetting it, nor changing his mind about it. Now, this is impossible. Indeed, it is always by 

one of these three modes that someone rejects a true opiniong4 

O ~ K  8 p a  Qv TL TOCTOV h ~ i v  0%' B K  TOUTOV 6 q a w ~ a d a .  
(De on III 3.428b9)95 

'After having established what imagination is not. Aristotle now establishes what it 

Here Aquinas, followed by Maurus and many others, applies to the case of the 

imagination the general affirmation of Chapter Five of Book 1 of the Topics that the problems 

of the same and the other serve well for the destruction of the definition: 

when we can argue that things are the same or that they are different, we 
shall by the same method have an abundance of arguments for dealing with 
definitions also; for when we have shown that a thing is not the same as 
another we shaii have destroyed the de finition. (Top. 1 5.102a5- 19) 

In the case we are concerned with, Aristotle would first have had to show that neither extemal 

sense, nor science, nor understanding, nor opinion can defuie imagination, being other than it. 

Anstotle therefore expounds on the characteristics of sensation and imagination, before 

proposing a definition of the latter which will take account of the aforementioned 

characteristics, in keeping with the methodological rule he set out at the beginning of the 

rreatise: 

93 Same example in On D r e m  1 -458b28-29: 2.46Obl8- 19. 

9 4 ~ a b c r a i  62 uai ~ t u S i i ,  n r p i  S v  d p a  h 6 h r p g i v  &hqeii f ~ ~ i ,  o'fov 
cpaivérar p;v 8 ;?LLOF CI n o 8 i a î o c .  n c n i o - r r u ~ a i  6 ' ~ Î v a i  p < I ( o v  T ~ F  
o i ~ o u & q c -  u u p ~ a i v c ~  0 t h  :roi h o ~ c $ h q u ~ v a ~  T ~ V  ~ ~ U T O Û  6hn8ii 
6 6 € a v ,  $ v  d x c ,  u o ( o ~ i v o u  roû n p h y p a r o c ,  p i  h i h a & ~ t v o v  pq61  

3 0  u a ~ a n c i o e i v ~ a ,  6 c i  & i  E X E L .  S v P y u q  T ~ V  ai;rfiv hhqefi c'bai   ai 
C I  weusfi. d k ~ à  wcu8ijc i y i v c t o .  o n  k6e01 p r r a n ç u b  TO ~ l p â y p a  ( ~ c  on. III 

3.J28b 1-9). See Aquinas, In  de Anima, ilX 5#353-354 and An, post. 1 6. 

95 'imagination. then. is no< one of these things, nor a compound of them.' 

96 See Aquinas. In de Anima. iii 6#655 and Maunis, In De m. 87#11. See also Ticot 1990. 179n3. 



The movement of sensation involves three likenesses with this other movement of the 

sou1 that imagination seems to be% same time (at least, almost so; the second movement 

must. at least the first time, follow upon the other); same subjects, same o b j e ~ t s ? ~  Now, 

everything that is moved cm also move in the same way as it is moved itself. Consequentiy, the 

sense, which we know to be moved by a sensible (and this is sensation), can cause a movement 

iike the one it undergoes (like sensation): 

97 The attributes contribute greatly to the knowledge of what a thing is. For when we are in a position to 
expound al1 or most of the attributes as presented to us, we shall also be best qualified to speak about the 
essence. For the stming-point of every demonstration is the statement of the subject's essential nature, and 
definitions which do not enable us to know the attributes, or even to make a tolerable guess about them, rue 
clearly laid down merely for argument's sake and are utterly vaiueless.' 

98 One finds the same idea in Ph. VI11 3.254a29-30: { y à p  cpavraofa  ai fi 6 6 t a  
I C L V ~ ~ U É  ic T L V ~  &(II bo~aûcriv .  Aquinas and Maurus make use of the founh mol and of a 
proportion to show this aspect of the nature of the imagination: 'Praemittimus secundo, quod actus phanmiae 
est quidam motus. Sicut enim dum sentimus, sensus externi moventur ab extemis sensibilibus, sic dum 
phantasmur, phantasia movetur a quibusdam imaginibus apparentibus, que vocantur phantasmata' (Maunis, In 
De an. 87iClI). See Aquinas, In de Anima, III 65C656. The movement Aristotle is talking about conceming the 
imagination should not be taken in the proper sense, no more so than when used for sensation, as we will see 
later. 

99 Here we find the fourth tool k ing  used, following that of the third. Sense and imagination were clearly 
alike, in fact imagination is a process by which we Say chat an image is presented to us and by which, like 
sense, we judge. (See De an. III 3.428al-5.) But Aristotle, using the third tooi, found differences between 
imagination and sensation (De an. III 3.428a5-b15), such that he would now be bener positioned to appreciate 
the likenesses ktween them. For example, the fact that by these two faculties one c m  judge has to be qualifiai 
by the fact that the sense is always tme. Moreover, that the act of imagining is not to be found in every 
animal, chat it is not always present, chat it can come about when the sense is not in act, certainly induced him 
to examine more carefully what the likenesses reaily are between imagining and sensing. See Aquinas, In de 
Anima, III 6#657: 'proponit affinitatem quam habet fantasia ad sensum, quia fantasia non potest fien sine 
sensu, set est tantum in habentibus scnsum, scilicet in animalibus, et est illorum tantum quorum est sensus, 
scilicet ilIorum que senciunnir (ea enim que sunt intelligibilia tantum non cadunt in fantasiam).' 



Now, if one supposes that imagination is the only movement to be thus similar to sensation, 

one can conclude that imagination is caused by sensation: 

a h % f i ~ t  oc T ~ C  K ~ T '  ~ É P Y E L O V  Y I Y V O ~ ~ V ~ .  (De an. [II 3.428b30- 
4t9a2) lol 

Nonetheless, imagination is not the trace that sensation leaves, but the activity of the 

imaginative faculty. For if imagination was the trace itself, how would one explain the choice 

among images; how would they not be ail present at once to consciousness? In fact, as 
Aiexander explains, using a proportion in view of defining, what is left over from sensation 

plays, in respect to imagination, the same role as the sensible in respect to the sense faculties 

(In De an. 68.26-27). 

Now, since this movement that hencefonh is to be considered as consisting in 

imagination is caused by sensation, it involves other likenesses to sensation: imagination 

incites to action and to passion, and it can be true or false (De an. III 3.428b16-17). If, 

therefore, on the basis of these observed charactenstics, one were to propose as a definition of 

imagination that it is precisely this movement that the sense in act causes. one could explain by 

it these charactenstics of imagination. Now, Aristotie is not content with checking to see if the 

definition takes account of the characteristics which are better known than it is. Indeed, not 

only does he remark that imagination depends on sense and bears upon the sensibles, but he 

adds that it makes something act and be acted upon (undergo) and that it can be true or false. 

To do so, however, he must base hirnself on a much more profound and distinct knowledge of 

Io0 'But since when a panjcular thing is moved another thing may be moved by it. and since imagination 
seerns to be some kind of movement. and not to occur apm fiom sensation. but only to things which 
perceive, and in connection with what is perceptible. and since movement may be caused by actual sensation, 
and this movement musc be sirnilar to the sensation.' Hen translation slightly modified. 

lol  'if, then. no other hinction than imagination possesses the characteristics enumerated above. and if 
imagination is as we have described it. then imagination must be a movement produced by sensation actively 
operating.' See On Drcams. 1.459 a17-18: k i  6; g a v ~ a a h x  fi h o  ~ i i c  rtar' 
b f p y t i a v  a i o % f i o ~ o ~  y i v o r i f v i l  K ~ W ~ C ~ C .  Aquinas' explanation of  this wholc passage is 
quite enlightening: see In de Anima, iII M55-659. 



the senses and of imagination, a knowledge that the formulation of a definition of imagination 

has ceriainly contributed to. 

Thus, it is because the images persist once the sensibles are absent that Anstotle can 
a f f i  that these images are able to incite animais to act: 

Aquinas uses the fourth tool here and proposes a likeness: 'The same', he says, 'as the senses 

in act move the appetite in the presence of the sensible, so too the imagination moves it in theû 
absence' (In de Anima, In 6#669). 

Thus, it is also a reference to a better knowledge of the sense which allows us CO explain 
why Aristotle still a f f m  at this point of his investigation. having just emphasized the likeness 

between the movements of imagination and sensation, that imagination c m  be true or false. 

whereas he has been affirming until now that sense differed from imagination in always being 

true. One has a nght to ask why the effect would thus have something that the cause does not 

have. But this is not quite what Aristotle is saying now: on the contrary, he is presenting the 

movement of the imagination as similar to the movement of sense which is its cause, even in 

respect to truth and falsity. He clairns in fact that, 

lo2 'because imaginations penist in us and resemble sensations. living creanircs frequently act in accordance 
with them, some, viz., the brutes, becaust thcy have no mind, and some, vi t . ,  men, because the mind is 
temporarily clouded over by emotion. or disease. or sleep.' See On Dreams. 2.460b4 (for the passions), b l l  
(for illnesses). Sleep allows mom for dream represenrations which cenain men use as guides. righily or 
wrongly (see De divinatione, 1 A62b 14- 17). 

lo3 'The movement which comes about as a result of the activity of sense-perception will differ in so fat as it 
cornes from these three kinds of perception.' Hamiyn. translation 



That Anstotle should now be suggesting as a likeness what he earlier invoked as a difference 

by means of the third tool shows to what degree the procedure is dialectic. Or. rather, this 

shows to what point the procedure was dialectic. Indeed, many signs indicate that Anstotle is 

getting closer and closer to a knowledge that is proper and certain. For example, Aristotle tells 

us that he can now give the reasons for the possible truth and falsity of the imagination: 

Thus. Aristotle is now in possession of the cause of this fact whose üuth he noted well before, 

and which is in fact evident. namely, that imagination is a movement caused by the sense in act. 

Now, this movement will differ in so far as it cornes from different kinds of perception. 

Let us look at this explication in more detail. Before seeing separately each of the 

sensibles in Book Two, Chapter 6, Anstotle distinguished between three kinds of sensibles. 

More precisely, it seerns he was then using the second tool in order to distinguish h e e  senses 

of the word 'sensible' and two for the expression 'sensible per se': 

Io4 'since this rnovement [we can presume that it is the movernent of the imagination caused by that of xnse] 
must be similar to the sensation, this movement cannot exist without sensation or to things which don't 
perceive; in virtue of it the possessor may act and be acted upon in various ways; and the movemcnt may bc 
me or false.' Hett translation, modified. 

los 'and the rnovement may be truc or falr. The reason for this last fact is as follows.' 



Now, in Book Three, when Aristotle takes up this distinction again in the course of his 

consideration of the nature of imagination, it seerns to be rather the third tool which is used. 

since he is now distinguishing the thuigs designated by the word 'sensible': 

*The rem "object of sense" is used of three ways; two of hem we say hat  we perceive directly, and one 
indirectly. Of the first two, one is an object proper to a given sense, and the 0 t h  is an object perceptible by 
d l  the senses. By proper object I mean that which cannot be perceived by any other sense, and concerning 
which error is impossible; e.g., sight is concerned with colour, hearing witb sound, and taste with flavow. 
Touch of course has many varieties of object. Each sense has its ptoper sphere, nor is it deceived as to the fact 
of colour or sound, but oniy as to the nature and position of the coloured object or the thing which rnakes the 
sound. Such objects we cal1 proper to a particular sense, but perception of rnovement, rest, number, shape and 
size is shared by several senses. For things of this kind are not proper to any one sense, but are common to 
d l ;  for instance, sorne kinds of rnovement are perceptible both by touch and by sight. I cal1 an object 
indirectly perceived if, for instance, the white thing seen is the son of Diares; Gis is an indirect perception, 
because that which is perceived (the son of Diares) only belongs incidentally io the whiteness. Hence the 
percipient is not acted upon by the thing perceived as such. But of per se perceptibles those are most strictly 
perceptible which are proper to 3 given sense, ruid it is to these that the special nature of the several senses is 
ridapted.' Commentators also speak as though, in Book II, it was a question of discussing the expressions 
'sensible in itself, 'proper' and 'common', and 'sensible by accident' more than of discussing the sensible 
things themselves. See Albert, In De an. 102-103: 'Pic& autem in communi sensibile tripliciter, quorum 
duo quidem per se sentiri, unum autem secundum accidens. Quando autem drcrmus per se sentiri 

. . 
aliquod sensibile. per se in  illo modo dicendi per se. quando subiectum est causa praedicati 
(...) Et ide0 sensatum per se dividitur in duo, quorum unum quidem proprium est, quod sic convenit uni 
sensui, quod non convenit alii, sicut coloratum, inquantum coloratum agit in visum et non in alium sensum, 
sonus autem in auditum et non in aIium sensum. Aliud autem est sensatum, quod ide0 per se sentiri dicitur. 
quia sua intentio in sensu imprimitur coniunta sensibili proprio'. See also Aquinas, In de A n i m ,  II f3#383, 
387. One can see the difference with Alexander who, in using the verb 'to be', does not make it clear chat 
Aristotle is speaking more of words than of things: ~ a % o k o u  T ~ V  a i o % q t b  TÙ ~ i v  

J 8  

y w v p ~ ( r o % a ~  8 ~ '  Q ~ O % ~ ~ O C O C  E X E L ,  n h d o u ~  ~ i v r o i  du iv  a h o u  
aio%fioéic 8 ~ 6 ~ 0 ~ 0 1  (h Dean. 40.20-41.3). 
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Albert also gives the impression that he sees the second tool in use in Book II and, in Book III, 
the third. In fact, he says about the imagination: 

Et contingit ipsam esse aliquando verarn et aliquando faisam. Huius autem 
causa oritur ex diversitate sensibilium, quae sunt tripliciter dicta, sicut in 
superion libro determinavimus. (In De an. 175)lM 

Thus, in Book iII error is said to be explained by the diversity arnong the objects of the 

sensitive faculty, designated by the word 'sensible' whose meanings corresponding to this 

diversity were distinguished in Book II. We could consider this an example of the order 

between the uses of the second and third (001s: it seems indeed that it is because one of the 

differences between the objects named by the sarne word, 'sensible', (to lead or not to an 

error) is not yet quite manifest to us. that Aristotle repeats it in Book III, whereas he had 

aiready presented it in Book II in order to explain the diversity in the meanings of the 

expression. This, therefore, is what explains the fact chat imaginative movernent is sometimes 

in what is false: the sensitive rnovement which is its cause is itself sometimes in what is false. 

indeed, the movement caused by the perception of the proper sensible is true as long as the 

object is present. But the movements brought about by the perception of the common and 

incidental sensibles, both in their presence and their absence, can be false, especially if the 

sensible is far away.109 

lo7 'The perception of proper objects is true. or is only capable of error to the least possible degree. Next 
comes perception that they are attributes, and here a possibility of error at once aises; for perception does not 
err in perceiving that an object is white, but only as to whether the white object is one thing or another. 
Thirdly comes perception of the common attributes which accornpany the concomitants to which the proper 
sensibles belong (1 mean, e.g., motion and magnitude); it is about these that error is most iikety to occur.' 

lo8 Aquinas also seerns to be saying hen that the rectitude of che imagination depends on the son of relation 
that sense has to diverse rhings: 'Dicit ergo primo quod hoc, scilicet fantasiam esse quandoque ueram et 
quandoque falsam, accidit propter hoc quod dicetur, quia scilicet sensus a cuius accu causatur fantasia 
diuersimode se h h t  ad ueritatem et faisitatem secundum quod ad diversa cornparatur' (In de Anima, iII W). 

l o g  See De an. III 3.428b27-30:  ai v i v  n p h q  napo$fls r;c aio%fiotoc 
t ~ r i % f i c ,  a i  6'  & € p a l  K P ~  T T P ~ O ~ U ~ C  K P ~  & H O ~ U ~ C  E L É V  EV yéu8t ' i~.  
~ P A L O T P  &av rr6pgo TG P I O T ~ T O V  8. 



Imagination is closest to the best of the extemal senses, sight. Now, light is what causes 

us to see: it acnializes the transparent. In like manner, imagination is what makes us imagine: it 

actudizes the image, and is what makes us to 'image up' the images of things seen. Hence 

imagination is named fiom 'light'. at lest  in Greek: 

T o ~  O a. (Alexander. In De an. 73.3-7) 

As it is impossible to see without light. in like manner it is impossible to imagine without some 

fùnction of imagination which would be like an interior light. 

Thus, to understand. by means of the fourth tool, that imagination is closer to sight than 
ir is to the other exterior senses,lll and that these two things (light and that in the imagination 

whch allows us to imagine) entertain the same relationship to two other things (sight and the 

activity of imagining), is to consider a proportion between things belonging to fairly proximate 

genera. To consider these likenesses while keeping in mind, by means of the third tool, the 

differences between sight and the principal function of the imagination.112 is useful (perhaps 

I I o  'Since sight is the chief sense, the name cp avT  ao ia  (imagination) is derived from 60 F ( 
because without light it is impossible to see.' 

light), 

1 It is natunl that imagination. which in the order of increasing perfection is the function following 
irnmediatefy after sensation, should be more closely attached to the highest part of sensation. We coufd dso 
say, following Albert-and this is a consequence of the first reason given-that visual imagination is more 
powerful than other sorts. 

I l 2  If we leave aside ail material aspects of the process. we can even cary over the word and use it for 
understanding: 'Sciendum tamen quod transfcnintur corporalia in spiritualia per quamdam similitudinern, quae 
quidem est similitudo proportionabilitatis; et hanc similitudinem oporttt reducere in aiiquam communitatem 
univocationis vel analogiac; et sic est in proposito: dicitur enim lux in spiritudibus illud quod ira se habet ad 
manifestationem intellectivam sicut se habet lux corporalis ad manifestationem sensitivam' (Aquinas, 
Sentences iI dist. 13 q. 1, a.2). 



even necessary) in order to transfer the word from its first meaning to its next derived or 

analogous meaning and, thus, for readily making use of the second tool.113 

Knowledge, as we discovered through the use of the tools, may be either sensible or 

intellectual, and the sensible cm be either that of the extemal senses or of the internai ones, 

such as the imagination. It is noteworthy that Aristotle fmt proceeds. as is his wont, to what is 

easier, in this case and as it is explained in the Topics, to distinguishing things which are 

furthest away, namely, sensible and intellectual knowledge, before distinguishing the things 

that are closer together, namely, imagination from sensible knowledge, and imagination from 

inteliectual knowledge. 

Alexander seems to be opting for an analogy of proportion. wherev it is ralher through an analogy of 
attribution than through one of proportion that both Aquinas and Alben explain that imagination is named 
from light. Light is, indeed, a cause of sight in a certain way, and this latter is in its tum at the origin of 
imagination. Thus, Aquinas seems to be saying that imagination is called 'Iight' because it is an effect of 
light: 'assignat causam huius nominis. Circa quod sciendum est quod phaos in Greco idem est quod lux; et inde 
uenit phanos, quod est apparitio uel illuminatio, et fantasia. Dicit ergo quod, quia uisus est precipuus inter 
alios sensus eo quod est spiritualior, ut supra ostensum est, et plurium cognoscitiuus, ide0 fantasia, que 
causanir a sensu secundum actum, accepit nomen a lumine, sine quo non contingit uidere, ut supra dictum est' 
(In de Anima, III 6#668). For Albert, imagination is not named after a cause of sight of which it is the origin: 
it is, rather. sight itself which is narned from light. and imagination, following sight, because it causes more 
acts of imagination chan the other senses. See In De an. 176. See also Maurus, In De an. 88t16: 'redditur - 

ratio. cur phantasia vocetur hoc nomine. Phaniasia dicitur &ni TOÛ @6ouc, quod significat lumen. 
Ratio est, quia sicut visus. qui est praecipuus inter sensus, percipit objecta propter lumen, quod facit, ut 
objecta, quae sine lumine non apparent, illuminata appareant; sic phantasia videt quodammodo objecta, quae 
apparent in quodam lumine interiori phantasmatum.' But there are reasons for thinking, as Maums does, that 
the process of imposing the senses of this word is by analogy of proportion. As Aristotle showed, the 
Ancients confused imagination and sensation, and it is not very Iikely that they were inspired in so doing by 
such a refined conception of the imagination as that which would be required to name its act afier a cause of the 
sensation from which it results. Moreover, as we saw Aquinas explain it in another text, the transfer of the 
same word to signify the act of the agent intellect follows much more natudly the understanding of what 
ailows a manifestation of like objects, as was the case also for light and one of the acts of imagination, than 
from the fact that it is mted in sensible knowledge, one of whose species depends on light. 



INTELLECTUAL KNOWLEDGE 

Having treated of the sensitive part of the soul and shown that understanding, both 

theoretical and practicai, is not sensation, it remains for Aristotle to treat of the intellective part. 

Making use of the third tool.ll5 he puts aside one question, and then he explains his intention. 

There was a doubt among the Ancients about whether the intellective part of the soul was 

separable in subject from the other parts, or if it was only so in notion.116 Plato, in laying 

down the parts of the soul separated in subject from one another, assigned to them organs in 

different parts of the body. Now. Aristode a f f m  that whatever one might think regarding this 

question, one thing is clear: since the intellective soul is at least distinct by its nature,l" we 

must seek out its difference and how it becornes actualized. 

According to the sense one gives to 'difference', the third tool by which one discovea it 

cm br conceived as immediately ordered to the search for the def~t ion.  Indeed, the discourse 
tuking account of the essence of the thing is from the genus and a difference.118 Nonetheless, 

the process of discovery of differences can aiso be considered as ultirnately ordered to the 

definition, in the sense that Aristotle understands it in Chapter 5 of the Topics. After having 

' Toncerning that part of the soul (whether it is separable in being, or only so in thought) with which the 
soul knows and thinks, we have to consider what is its distinguishing characteristic, and how thinking cornes 
about' Hen translation, moâified. 

l5 He is putting into evidence the judgment implied in the instrumental act. 

' I6 The same question is raised above, among other places. in De A n i m  iï 2.Jl3b 13. 

' l7 We saw in De A n i m  III 3.427b6 that the intellect must be distinguished fiom sense since intellect does 
not belong to al1 animals, nor is it always me. But at the point we have now reached we can have doubts 
about the second argument. since it has been much placed in evidenct that it is only in respect to their proper 
objects that the senses are always m e .  This is more the case than when we formulated the argument in which 
Aristotle had already madc txplicit ail the necessary elements to making clear its weakness, since he affmed 
that the senses are always me d o u t  rheir proper objects, whefeas the intellect is often faise. Now, we are not 
yec in a position to deny this characteristic of the intellect. 

Top. I S.101b35 



shown that intellect is not sense, but this time by more differences than in Chapter 3, the 

position that the intellect can be defined by the sense or as sense is destroyed.119 

Given the singular form of the noun Siago p 6, plus the fact that Anstotle has already 

established by means of at least one difference that intellect and sense are other, the first 

interpretation seems to me the better. It would now be a question of knowing the nature of the 

intellect. This intention would establish that already in Chapter 3 the use of the third tool to 

show the intellect is not sense was ordered to the destruction of the definition of the fint by 

the second. In this regard it is difficult not to notice that one of the exarnples Aristotle gives in 

Chapter 5 of the Topics is precisely about knowledge and sense.120 

Before proceeding to a proper explanation of these words of Aristotle. ii is worth noting 

rhat in 429aL3- 15, he seems to be contradicting himself. In fact, he a f fms  one after the other 

that if understanding is like sensation, it must consist in a passion and then that. like sense, 

intellect must be impassible. This shows well enough that it is only in a broader use that 

'undergoing' is attributed to the sense. and this is a good opportunity, before going back to 

Book Three, to examine how the use of the second tool in Book II revealed two meanings of 

the word n 6 UXE W .  This word can designate either a matenal change or knowing and, in this 

latter sense, only 'reception' is kept frorn the first meaning. There is thus no contradiction in 

l9  Many cornmentaton seem to adopt this interpretation. See Thernistius. In De on 94.3-4; Aiben. In De 
an., 177; Aquinas, In de Anima, III 7#674; Maurus, In De an. 89W1 ; Tricot 1990, 173116. 

12' *if it [the part of the sou1 with which the soul knows and thinks] is analogous to perceiving, it rnust be 
either a process in which the soul is acted upon by what is thinkable. or somerhing else of a similar kind. This 
part, then, must (although impassive) be receptive of the fonn of an object, Le., mut be potentially the same 
as iis object, dthough not identical with it: as the sensitive is to the sensible, so must mind be to the 
thinkable.' It is suiking chat when Aristotle undertakes to make clear what the essential differences are between 
the intellect and the senses (which he already knows are different). he starts CO do so by noting the likenesses. 





have as many. Now, this is just what Anstotle says: 

hgvourv 6txôs (...) 6ixôc Sv L É Y O I T O  K P ~  i 
12). 

irrei8ij 82 rà aioe6vcaeai 
ai'oeq oic (De an. II 5.417a9- 

Aristotle then applies the distinction of ability-act to the intellect, separating at that point 

two senses of ability and of act, sometirnes nfemd to as the fust and second: 

Of these rhree states. says Aquinas. the last is only in act, the first, only in ability, whereas the 

second is in act in relation to the fmt, and in ability in relation to the last. It is therefore evident 

that 'to be in ability' is said in two ways, namely, as the fmt and second states. and that 'to be 

in act' is said in two ways, as the second and third (In de Anima. U 11#361). And thus the 
intellect proceeds in different ways fiom ability to act: 

12' 'But we rnust also distinguish certain senses of potentiality and actuality; for so far we have been using 
these tenns quite generaliy. One sense of "knower" is that in which we might cal1 a man a knower because he 
is to be counted arnongst chose able to know and to possess science. But chere is another sense in wtuch we 
cal1 a knower a person who knows (say) grammar. Each of these two has capacity, but in a different sense (.. .) 
But there is a third kind hower-the man who is already exercising his knowledge; he is in actuality a knower 
and in the strict sense knows (e.8.) this particuiar A.' Hett translation, modifiai. If the use of the second tool 
leaves no doubt, one can nonetheless wonder if Aristotle is having recourse hem to the place which consists in 
looking to see if the things named by the samc word-in this case fmt and second ability and pure act-fa11 
into different, non-subordinated genem which here would be naturai ability (66 va ri LC), acquired disposition 
(ZE LF) and undergoing in act ( ~ G X E  iv). See T o p  1 15. iO7a3O. 

126 'The fm two men are both only potentially instructed; but whereas the ont becornes so in actualiiy 
through a qualitative alteration by means of leaming, and a k r  fnquent changes from a contraq state, the other 
passes by a diffcrcnt process fiom the inactive possession of arithmetic or grammar to its active exercise.' 



From the ability in the fmt  way, someone is reduced to act because he is changed by teaching 

and moved by someone else who knows in act, whereas he who is in ability in the second way, 
having the habit already, proceeds to act without an extenor agent, frorn possessing the habit 

Now, before affirming that what he has shown about the intellect applies equdly to the 

senses, Aristotle, in respect of these two kinds of passage from ability to act, explains that one 

cannot speak of 'undergoing' except in a broad sense-this implies the use of the second tool 

once again-since there are, in fact, many senses of 'undergoing': 

Thus Aristode suggests that 'to undergo' means either an aiteration. mutation towards privitive 

dispositions (from a state originally good or bad). or  a change towards a perfection and 

actudization of an ability of the patient which does not imply the destruction of any form. 

Now. both he who actualizes an ability which he has already and he who acquires a new one, 

perfects himself. and does so without losing any fom: 

12' 'Even the term "undergoing" is not used in a single sense. but sometimes it means a form of destruction 
of something by its connary, and sometimes rather a preservation of that which is potential by something 
actual which is like it, in accordancc with the relation of potentiality to actuality; for chat which merely 
possesses knowledge comes to exercise it by a process which either is not alteration at al1 (for the development 
is into its real self or actuality). or else is another kind of alteration.' 

12' 'So it is not sound to describe rhat which thinks as being aitered when it thinks. any more than ii io truc 
to Say that the builder is aitered when he builds (...) and that which, starting with a potentiality for knowledge, 



Aquinas' explanation is very interesting. Neither of these phenornena c m  be called 

'undergoing' in the strict sense, since they imply no contrariety. It is evident that when the 

penon who has the habit of science starts thinking according to this habit, he is not being 

moved from one contrary to another, but is king perfected according to what he has already. 

In the same way, the person who l e m s  acquires the science he is able to acquire. Thus, 

Aristotie says that if we wish to speak about undergoing. we must also speak about two kinds 
of alteration. one in the strict sense, which is a change towards contraries. and which is not 

involved here, and another in a broad sense, which is a change of a subject towards what is 

naturd to it, 'absque 20 quod aliquid abiciatur* (without their being anything eliminated), 

Aquinas says (In de Anima, II 1 1#367-369). 

One might think that Aristotle made use of the intellect as an example of the distinction 

that one rnust make between first and second ability, since in sense the passage between the 

two, coming about naturaiiy, is less well known to us: 

Aristotle indeed applies what he has said of the intellect to the sense: when the animal is 

generated, it acquires sense ability just as the intellect acquires science by leaming, which, once 

possessed, allows it to undentand just as the sense cm sense. But he does not fail to underline 

the difference by means of the third tool: lM 

lems and acquires knowledge from what is actual and able to teach. either ought not to be described as "being 
acted upon." as has k e n  said or else the= are two senses of alteration, one a change to negative condition, and 
the other a change to a positive state, that is, a realization of its nature.' 

12' *in senticnt creantrrs the first change is caused by the male parent, and at binh the subject has sensation in 
ihe sense in which we spoke of the men possession of knowledge. Again. acniai sensation comsponds to the 
exercise of knowledge.' 

130 'quia posuerat similitudinem inter sentire in actu n considerare. uult ostendcre differenciam inter ea'. 
Aquinas says (In & Anima II 12#375). 



The objects of the intellect being universal and, therefore, in the intellect itself, this latter can 
corne to act as it wishes, whereas the sense is dependent on the presence of sensible exterior 

individuals, who are its objects, to perceive. Then, having indicated that he wiil hirther develop 

this theme in Book III, when compahg the sense to the intellect, Aristotle repeats: 

c/ 
O T L  h p a   KU^ n ô c  h p a ,  x p f i o ~ a r  P v a y ~ a î o v  TG 
n6cXc iv    ai 6hhoioÛoeai  & s  ~ u p i o i q  6 v i u a u i v V ~ 6  S a  
a i a s q r ~ ~ à v  Suvacici f u t i w  O T O V  TO a h q ~ à v  F ~ T ]  
~ V T E A E X E ~ Q ,  K ~ S ~ E P  ~ ~ ~ l l ~ a l .  (De on. I l  5 . 4 1 7 b 3 0 - 4 1 8 d ) ~ ~ ~  

Now. it is by the possession of that ability to becorne the sensible in act that the thing is said to 

be receptive in the broad sense of alteration that Aristotie described as a movement towards the 

dispositions of the thing or its nature.133 Thus, using the founh tool to see the likeness 

between the ability to become the sensible in act on the part of the sense and to become the 

intelligible in act on the part of the intellect. on the one hand, and the ability to receive 

something which brings about a loss, as is the case in alteration, on the other, and doing so 

while keeping in mind their difference, ailows one to master the second tool better. Another 

1 3 '  'with this difference, that the objecü of sight and hearing (and sirnilarly those of the other senses). which 
produce the actuality of sensation are extemal. This is because actual sensation is of paiticulars. whereas 
knowledge is of unîversals: these in a sense exist in the sou1 itself. So it lies in man's power to use his mind 
whenever he chooses, but it is not in his power to experience sensation; For the presence of h e  sensibIe object 
is essential.' 

13* *For the moment it will be enough to establish ihat the tenn "potential" is used wirh two meanings; f i t  
as we might Say of a boy that he is a potentiai generai, and secondly as we might say it of an adult. These two 
meanings appiy also to the potentially sentient. But since there is no name corresponding to this difference in 
meaning, and we have now explained that the meanings differ, and how they differ, we must continue to use 
the phrases '?O undergo" and "alteted" as though they were precise terms. The sentient subject. as we have said. 
is potentially such as the object of sense is actudly.' 

133 'Et licet alterari et pari non proprie dicatur aiiquid. secundum quod exit de potentia secunda in acturn. 
[puta] prout habens sensurn fit actu scntiens: tamen necesse est uti hoc ipso quod est pati et alterari, ac si 
essent nomina propria et convenientia: quia sensitivum in potentia est quale est in actu sensibile' (Aquinas, In 
de Aninza, U 12W382). 



interesting characteristic of Aristotle's use of this tool here is that he distinguished the senses 

that are further apart-ability and actuality-before trying to distinguish those closer 

together-fmt and second ability and actuality. 

Aristotle ends Book II by contrasting that son of reception proper to the senses and the 

intellect with naturai or material reception foiiowing upon the action of a contraxy agent: that is. 

'undergoing' strictly speaking: 

Insofar as every agent acts in virtue of its form and not its matter, this is common to every 

patient. Thus, for Aristotle, air only receives the form of fire, while losing the form it had. 

Nonetheless, as Aquinas notes. one difference does remain in the way of receiving, for the 

fonn received by a natural patient retains the same mode of k ing  as it had in the agent, and 

this is so because the material disposition to this fonn of the patient is the same as that of the 

agent (In de Anima, II 24#55 1-554). In such a case, it is said that the form is received in the 

matter-from which we get the expression 'naturai receptiod-to the degree that the matter of 

the patient receives the form in the same way as the matter of the agent receives it. It is in this 

way that the air receives the form of the fue, as aiso do ail other things which undergo a natural 
action. 

In sense reception, however, the form does not have the sarne mode of king in the sense 

faculty as in the sensible object, since the sense faculty does not have the same disposition to 

the form as the object. Indeed, the form is a part of the sensible thing, whereas. in the sense 

faculty, although it is apprehended through an organ in which it is received rnaterially, it is not 

really received in matter as sensible, but rather in the sensitive sou1 as an intentional being. 

although according to certain matenal conditions: 

L34 'WC must undentand as mie generally of every sense that sense is that which is receptive of the fonn of 
sensible objects without the mattcr.' Hen trandation, slightly mdified. See aiso De an. m2.425b24. 



The wax does not have the same disposition to the image of the ring as iron or gold. It 

becomes likened to the image of what is gold, but not to the disposition of the gold to that 

image. Thus, just as the wax takes on the form of something without having its matter, in iike 

manner the sense receives the form of the sensible object without its matter, and without the 

form of the sense being replaced by that of the sensible. It thus receives the f o m  of the 

sensible as that of the sensible, and not as its own. Taste and sight do not have the same 

disposition to sweet and to colored as do honey and stone. The hypothetical syllogism 

depends on an implicit major prernise. founded on a proportion: the sense is to the sensible 

form as the wax is to the image. The two relations imply reception of a fom: 

cera recipit figurarn sigilli aurei ac ferrei, sed sine materia aun ac fem, 
ideoque aliter figura est in cera, aliter in sigiilo vel annulo aureo et ferreo. 
Proponionaliter sensus recipit species sensibilium. puta species colorum, 
sonorum etc., sed aliter species et formae sensibilium sunt in sensibilibus, 
aliter in sensu; narn in sensibilibus sunt modo pure materali. in sensibus 
autem sunt modo quodam intentionali ac vitali. Sensus igitur est potentia 
receptiva speciemm et formanun sensibilium, non secundum esse matenale, 
quale habent in ipsis sensibilibus, sed secundum esse formaie et 
intentionale, ut explicatum est. (Maunis, In De an. 73#l) 

Furthemore. as the wax takes on the image of sornething, but not insofar as it belongs to that 

thing, in Iike manner the sense conserves the sensible form, but not as it belongs to the 

sensible object: 

Whence the senses do not undergo the colored stone as stone. nor the sweet honey as hooey. 

They undergo the colored stone and the sweet honey as colored and as sweet only. 

Let us go back to the passage of Chapter 4 of Book III: 

13' 'jusr as the wax receives the impression of the signet ring wiihout the iron or ihe gold and receives the 
impression of the gold or bronze, but not as gold or bronze' 

13' 'ro in every case xnse is affected by chat which has colour. or Oavour. or sound but by it, not qua having 
a particular identity, but qua having a certain quality, and in virnie of its f o m  ' 



Aristotle makes use of the fourth tool in order to set up a proportion entering into an 

hypothetical syllogisml38 that will allow him to get to a knowledge of the relation of the 

intellect to its object by the better known relation of the sense to its object. Because the intellect 

is related to the intelligible as the sense to the sensible-we have here two relations of knowing 

faculties to their objects which they sometimes know in ability and sornetimes in act-if the 

sense is impassible, but able to receive the form and is such in ability to the form, without 

nonetheless k ing  identical to it. the intellect must act in respect to the intelligibles in the same 

way as the sense faculty in respect to sensibles and, therefore, be impassible, be able to receive 

the form and thus, be in ability to it, but in such wise as the latter; without, however, being 

identical to it. 

Having used the third tool to avoid the possible confusion between the sense and the 

intellect, both of which are faculties by which one knows (De an. III 3.427b8-14), Aristotle can 

now consider their likeness as a help, rather than as a danger. In fact. this consideration and 

description of likenesses will even aid him to make clearer the nature of certain differences, 

such that it now seems even more to be a question of the application of the third tool io very 
close genera. One of the differences concems the aforesaid impassibility: 

'If it [the part of the soul with which the soul knows and thinks] is andogous CO perceiving, it must be 
either a process in which the soul is acted upon by whar is thinkable, or something else of a similar kind. This 
part, then, must (although impassive) be receptive of the form of an object, i.e., must be potentidly the same 
as its object, although not identical with it: as the sensitive is to the sensible, so must mind be to the 
thinkable.' 

138 See Aquinas. In de Anima Di 70676-677: Maunis. In  De an. 8 M .  Rodier 1900. 436 also admits the 
hypothetical form of the reasoning. 



Sense. aithough it does not undergo anything by an undergoing properly speaking when 

actualized by the sensible, does undergo incidentdly insofar as the organ can be physically 

affected by the sensible, even to the point of k ing  corrupted by too strong a stimulus. This 
cannot happen, however, to the intellect. which has no corporeal organ: it is not subject to 

undergoing either as such @er se) or incidentally @er accidens). Thus, the sense loses 

sensation under the stimulus of too violent a sensible object, but the intellect, when it thinks the 

highly intelligible, is not less able to think of lesser things. but rather more able. 

Before pointing out this difference in respect to the impassibility. however, Aristotle 

explains how. because it is like sense, the intellect receives this other attribution of sense, which 

is to be its objects only in ability: 

Now, since its object iakes in al1 sensible things, and since what is in ability cannot be in act 

what it is able to be. it is necessary that the intellect not be composed of bodies. as was 

supposed, for example, by Empedocles. but rather that it be non-composed, as Anaxagoras 

maintained. Aristotie therefore rejects one opinion and modifies another. Making use of the 

fxst tool. he claims that Anaxagoras qualified the intellect in this way because he placed it as 

the beginning of every movement, and that if it had any corporeal nature. it would be unable to 

move that.141 But since we are not here considenng the intellect which moves everything, but 

13' 'But that the perceptive and thinking facultics are not alike in their irnpassivity is obvious if we consider 
the sense organs and sensation. For the sense loses sensation under the stimuIus of a too vioIent sensible 
object; e.g., of sound immediately after ioud sound, and neither seeing nor smelling is possibIe just after 
strong colours and scents; but when mind thinks the highly intelligible, it is not less able to think of slighter 
things, but even more able* 

140 'I< is necessary then that rnind, since it thinks al1 things. should be unmixcd, as Anaxagoras says. in order 
that it may be in conuol, that is, that it may know; for the intrusion of anything foreign hinders and obstructs 
i t  ' Hea translation, modified. 

14' Diels-Krana. Frag. 12 is partially lirerai. as a parallel reference in Plato attests: & a i  62 6 
Stna iov  kiyc i  ' ~ v a ~ a y 6 p a c .  voûv & a i  TOÛTO* a h o ~ p h ~ o p a  y à p  
a U 6 v  'ovra  ai oii6tvi b c p i y p i v o v  n b ~ a  qqoiv a i i t b  ~ o o p c i v  rà 
n p a y p a ~ a  6ià  n 6 v ~ o v  & i a  ( C r a .  4 1 3 ~ ) .  See also De an. 1 2.405a13-19: 



the intellect insofar as it understands everythhg, this particular middle terni is not capable of 

showing that the intellect must be uncomposed. Rather, as Aristotie points out, we must make 

use of another rniddle to show the same thùig: 

Et hoc est quod addit: "hoc autem est ut cognoscat": quasi dicat: sicut 
Anaxagoras posuit intellectum inmixtum ut imperet, ita oportet nos ponere 
intellectum esse inmixtum ad hoc ut cognoscat. (Aquinas, h de Anima. III 
7#679) 142 

Once again, we have a difference here between intellect and sense, and even the most 

fundamental difference of the four bat  we wilI have examined: 

Ex dictis apparet praecipua differentia intellectus a sensu. Quia enim virtus 
sensitiva non cognocit ornnes differentias corporum et totam substantiam 
corpoream. non debet carere omni corporeitate nec debet esse incorporea; 
intellectus e converso quia cognoscit ornnes differentias corporurn et totam 
substantiam corpoream, debet carere omni corporeitate ac debet esse peninis 
incorporeus. (Maurus, In De an. 90#3) 

Aristotle concludes that the intellect has no determinate nature before thinking, aside 

from what it is in ability: 

Aquinas shows that Anstotie is making use of the second tool with a view to claiity, and to be 

sure that both he and his reader have the same thing in mind when speaking of the intellect, but 

14' In De an. I 2.40Sb20, Aristotle leaves to be understood what war insufficient in the opinion of 
Anaxagoras. when he says that he did not explain how the intellect knows:  v va E ay6 Dac 6; ~ 8 v o c  
Snaefi rpqoiv c I v a i  rov  v o û v ,   ai K O L V O V  0 6 e b  o 8 e w i  ~ ô v  ~ ~ A A U W  
2 0  

E X E I V .  TOLOÛTOC 8'  G Y  n ô c  y v ~ p i ~ î    ai Sià T ~ Y '  a k i a v ,  0%' ~ K G V O C  
~ ' i ' p q ~ é v  OYT '  i~ TÔY ~ i p q ~ É v ~ v  u u p ~ a v k  h i v .  

i43 'Hencc the mind too can have no characteristic cxccpt its capacity to receive. That part of che soul, then. 
wtiich we cal1 mind (by mind 1 mean that part by which the soul thinks and f o m  judgerncnts) has no actual 
existence until it thinks.' 



dso  to avoid fallacies. Indeed, someone who didn't distinguish 'intellect' as applied to the 

human intellect as a part of the soul and thus tied to a body, and 'intellect' as designating a 

separate, immatenal substance, rnight think that Aristotle means every intellect is in ability what 

is intelligible: 

Et ne quis crederet hoc esse uemm de quolibet intellectu quod sit in 
potencia ad sua intelligibilia ante quarn intelligat, interponit quod nunc 
loquitur de inteilectu quo anima opinatur et intelligit; et hoc dicit ut preseruet 
se ab intellectu dei, qui non est in potencia. set est quodam modo actus 
omnium, de quo intellectu Anaxagoras dixit quod est inrnixtus ut imperet. 
(In de Anima, III 7#683) 

From the fact that the intellect has no determinate nature before understanding, it follows 

that it has no corporeal organ, and this is a new difference-asier to see and more concrete 

that the 

Chapter 

two differences we just discussed-Id4 with respect to sense which, as we saw in 

3, is distinct from intellect also because it is found in ai l  animals: 145 

If the intellect were an ability which was acnialized by an organ, having to be confonned to this 

organ as every ability to the subject in which its act is to be found, it would then have a nature 

and sensible qualities. Aristotle affirrns therefore that when the Ancients said that 'the sou1 is 

the place of foms' they were correct in as niuch as one understands that it is because the 

intellective soul does not have an organ. Indeed, if it had one, as does the sensitive soul, this 

statement would be f a k :  the composite, and not the soul, would ~ c e i v e  the intelligible species. 

For example, both sight and the eye receive colon. Thus, Aristotle corrects what they said by 

making clear that one should not Say that the soul is the place of forms, but rather that its 

144 This fourth difference follows nonetheless h m  two of the three othen. Indeed. it is because it is an 
ability to be al1 things, whereas the sense is only able to be its proper object, that the intellect cannot have a 
determinate nature before knowing. And since it has no determinate nature, it cannot even have a corporeai 
organ. Whence its impassability, of which we spoke earlier. 

14' 'So it is unreasonable to suppose that it is mixed with the body; for in chat case it would become 
somehow qualitative, e.g., hot or cold, or would even have some organ, as the sensitive faculty has; but in fact 
it has none,' 



intellective part is (De m. III 4.429a27-29); nor chat these 

but that they are so only in ability: 

forms (or species) are actually there, 

Now. the second, third and fourth tools help to understand the opinion obtained by the first 

tool.148 For it is necessary to distinguish various senses of 'place' to judge it. Now. to do so, 

it is useful to grasp the Iikenesses and the differences between the things designated here by 

this word. that is. between a physical place and the intellect: 

potest uerificari dictum illonim qui dixemnt quod anima est locus 
specierum, quod per sirnilitudinem dicitur eo quod est specierum receptiua. 
(Aquinas, In de Anima, III 7#686) 

In short. Aristotle f ~ s t  rnakes use of a likeness between the senses, dready studied, and 

intellect, in order to make known the latter, which is less known.lQ Then. once the nature of 

the intellect has k e n  made clear, he indicates how the characteristics known to belong to the 

senses, and which have now k e n  shown by means of an hypothetical syllogism based on theu 

likeness to belong also to the intellect, namely king their objects in abilitylso and being 

impassible,*51 belong nonetheless differently to the intellect. This is a good example of a 

fruirful consideration of likenesses ultimately ordered to definition, but which does not lose 

sight of the differences. Having used a likeness of relation between sense and intellect, and not 

14' Anstotle's reticence bears thus on two points: only V O Û S  among the faculiies of the soul, cm be the 
place of Ideas: on the other hand, it is only a question of Ideas in ability (a restriction which will transform 
Plato's conception). 

14' According to the rnajarity of the cornmentators. (his is ckarly an allusion to the Platonic doctrine. even if 
& r o t  E I8Ôv is to be found nowhere in the Dialogues. 



one of identity-the sense is not exactly related to the sensible as the intellect to the 

intelligible-that which was known to belong to sense will belong also to intellect, but not 

exactly in the same way. Having ail sensible forms as objects, k i n g  in potency what it is able 

to know without being identical to it', means, in the case of the intellect, not having any of 

these forms in act and, thus, king completely incorporeal. From this follows its particular way 

of being impassible.152 

Aquinas' conclusion is interesting. It shows how Aristotle, insishg on the hcorporality 

of the intellect, has in fact found a difference between the intellect and the imagination other 

than those he laid out previously in order to show, through the habits of the intellect. that the 

latter is not the sarne as imagination: 

Ex hiis autem que hic dicuntur apparet falsitas opinionis illorum qui 
dixerunt quod intellectus est uis ymaginatiua uel fiqua preparatio in natua 
humana consequens corporis complexionem. (Aquinas. In de Anima, III 
7#689) 

Aristotle had in fact already made clear in Chapter 3 that imagination is often false, whereas the 

understanding of principles and science bear only on the ~ue,153 and that opining is always 

accompanied by belief and. therefore, supposes reason, whereas imagination belongs to al1 
animals.154 This is a beautiful illustration of another of Aristotle's dearest methodological 

principles: the objects of the faculties are better known to us than their acts, and these are better 

known than the faculties hemselves.l55 

Having shown that the intellect is only the f o m  in ability. Aristode now explains how it 

passes into act. Using again the example of a person who knows sornething but is not 

15' 'sensus efficitur inpotens ad senciendurn ex uaide sensibili (...) set intellectus, quia non habet organurn 
corporeum quod cornrmpi possit ab excellencia proprii obiecti, cum intelligit aliquid ualde inteiligibile, non 
minus postea intelligit infima, set rnagis; et idem accideret de sensu, si non haberet organum corporale (...) 
Causa igitur huius diuersitatis est quod sensitiuum non est sine corpore, set intellectus est separatus' (Aquinas, 
In de Anima, Iii 71t688). 



presently thinking it-who is, therefore, in a certain way knowing only in ability-156 he 
reintroduces the differencels' between hvo kinds of ability: 

The distinction is also one between two kinds of act. since he who is in ability in the second 

way is in act differently from him who is in act completely, in this case, the knowing penon 

who is presently thinking. 

Aristotle then shows what the object is in respect to which the intellect cornes to be in 
act. The natures or essences of naturai and mathematical things, which exist in matter, are other 

than the naniral and mathematical things themselves, according to Aristotle. But whereas Plato 

said that they were other in being and in subject, Aristotle maintained that they were only 

different in notion. And thîs allowed him to conclude, against Plato, that the proper object of 

the human intellect is the natures of these things themselves, natures that are not separated 

from them. Aristotle thus certainly made use of a dialectical tool. being influenced in his way 

of introducing the question by Plato's opinion: 

Plato held that the natures of things, which he caiied ideas or 

separately from the individual things. Now, for Aristotle it is only 

forms (species), existed 

because of matter and its 

lS6 In Book RC of the Merophysics. when Aristotle is showing what an act is. the man who knows but who 
is not presently thinking is said to be in ability in respect to the one who is thinking. See iX 6.1048a30-35. 

Is7 See indeed De m. Iï 1.4 12a22-27; 5.4 l7aZ 1-b 1. 

When the intellect has becorne each thing in the way that one who actually knows is said to do so (and 
this happens when he can exercise his capacity by himself), it exists potentiaily even then in a way, although 
not in the same way as before it Iearned or discovered.' Harnlyn translation. The words show how the use of 
the second and thid tools overlap. 

lS9 'Sincc a magnitude is not the samc as the essence of magnitude. nor water the sarne as the essence of 
water (and so tcm in many other cases, but not in al1, because in some cases there is no difference)' 





Now, insofar as things that are diverse require a diversity in the knowing powers, the natures 

of mathematical and of natural things, and these things themselves, will be known either by 

distinct powers or by the same one acting in a different way. It so happens that the intellect 

knows the nature and that the sense powers know the concrete thing, when the soul knows 

separately the nature and the concrete singular thing. But the soul must also compare the 

universal and the singular in order to identify the individuals in question when treating of such 

and such a species, for exarnple. And to do so. the intellect must know in some way both the 

universal and the singular.164 Aquinas uses a proportion and an hypothetical syllogism to 

establish that a single faculty must proceed to the cornparison between the sensible things 

themselves and their defùiition. and this proportion is aiso valid for mathematical things: 

contingit quod cognoscatur alio Caro et quod quid est carnis, non quod sit 
alia et alia potencia, set quod una et eadem potencia alio et alio modo 
cognoscit carnem et quod quid est eius; et istud oportet esse cum anima 
comparat uniuersale ad singulare: sicut enim supra dictum est quod non 
possemus sentice differenciarn aibi et dulcis nisi esset una potencia sensitiua 
cornmunis que cognosceret utrumque, ita etiarn non possemus cognoscere 
comparationem uniuersalis ad singulare nisi esset una potencia que 
cognosceret uuumque; (In de Anima. UI 8#712)165 

Sensation is to the objects of two different senses as knowledge is to the objects of two 

different knowing powers. sense and intellect. Now, just as in order to compare the objects of 

two different senses only one sensing faculty is required, in the sarne way, to compare the 

objects of two knowing powers one single knowing power is needed. 

It is therefore necessary to understand that both for natural things and for mathematical 

things the intellect knows the nature of the species directly, and indirectly the singular by a 

reflection on the phantasms or images from which the intelligible species is abstracted. 

constitutes Aesh; but it is by something else, either quite distinct, or related to it in the s m e  way as a bent 
line to itself when pulled out straight, that we judge the essence of fiesh. Again, among abstract objects 
"suaight" is like "snub-nosed", for it is always combined with extension; but its essence, if "straight" and 
"straightness'* are not the sarne. is something different; let us cail it duality. Therefore we judge it by another 
faculty. or by the same facuIty in a different relation.' Hett translation, slightiy modified. We can note again in 
this passage the use of a diaiectical tool: as an example of the fact that the essence differs h m  the thing itself 
in the case of marhematicai entities also, Aristotle gives a definition of Plato's, according to whom nurnbers 
were the species and essences of mathematicai things, as unity is of the point, and duaiity of the straight line. 

164 'Et licet eodern iniellectu. quo cognoscirnus quidditatem nrum rnaterialiurn. cognoscamus etiam 
individua, quorum sunt quidditas; alioquin non possernus intellectu cognoscere, quae sic quidditas 
individuomm, ex. gr. hujus vel illius hominis' (Maunis, ln De an. 92#2). 

16' One fin& the same line of rcasoning in Albert, In De an. 199. 



Whence, those things which are separated from matter in their k ing  can be undentood by the 

f o m  only; and those things which are not separated from sensible matter in k ing  but in 

notion ody. are understandable without sensible matter, but not without some matter, viz., 

imaginative (intelligible) rnatter; finally, those thuigs that depend on sensible matter both for 
their existence and in notion (sensible things), must contain in thek def~t ions  sensible matter. 

but only universally, so that the intellect abstracts from singular sensible matter. Man, for 

example, is understood without the panicular material parts that make up an individuai, but not 

without reference to the kind of material parts that are essential for him to be a man, such as 

that he is made of flesh and Sone, etc. Thus, the intellect knows the singulu only indirecrly. 

The proper object of the intellect. therefore, is said to be the essence of a thing, which 

essence is not separated from that thing. Thus. the essences of sensible things do not reside 

outside of hem, as the Platonists claimed. but are in sensible things, aithough the intellect does 

not apprehend them quite as they are in natural things. h fact, the individual conditions of their 

existence are left aside. 

At this point Aristotle raises two possible difficulties (or 'aporia') against the theory 
presented in this chapter: 1) If the intellect is. as we have said. simple and without admixture. 

and possesses no property in itself (aside h m  iü ability to know al1 things), and if, on the 

other hand, thinking is undergoing, how can thought corne about in it? Every patient must in 

eff'ect have something in common with the agent: it must be in abiiity what the agent is in act: 

16' 'One might raise the question: if the rnind is a simple thing. and not liable to be acted upon. and has 
nothing in common with anything elsc, as Anaxagoras says, how wiil it think, if tfünking is a form of king 
acted upon? For it is when two things have somcthing in common that we regard one as acting and the other 
as acteâ upon.' 



278 

Anstotle has aiready declared that the intellect ihinks itself.168 The intellect becomes an 
object for itself. But how? If the intelligibility of the intellect is of the same kind as the 

intelligibility of the other intelligibles. and if it is not by something other than itself that it is 

intelligible, nothing would seem to prevent every intelligible from understanding too. On the 

other hand, if it is through something else that the intellect is undentandable, and that ali the 

other things that are understandable participate in this also, the intellect would be 

understandable in the same way as ai i  other things, such that nothing would prevent things 

understood from undentanding also: 

1s the intellect really uncomposed? 1s it understandable? These are certainly 'aporia'. since one 

is faced with opposing arguments. It has been shown that the intellect, because it is able to be 
d l  things, must be uncomposed. On the other hand, if it is uncomposed, it would seem then 

that it c m o t  undergo. In addition to Aristotle's saying so, there is one reason for thinking that 

the intellect must be intelligible: it does ihink itself. On the other hand, there is a reason to 

think that it cannot be intelligible, since ths would seem to lead to the absurd consequence that 

ali intelligibles are able to understand. 

Making use of the second tool, Aristotle resolves the first problem by recalling that in 

ueating of the sense, he had distinguished a meaning of 'to undergo' taken according to 

something cornmon to both material reception (which the word names properly) md to simply 

receiving. The intellect, therefore, is said to undergo insofar as it is in ability to the intelligibles 

before thinking: there is, therefore, as we have seen, an actualization which consists in a certain 

reception of the intelligible in act by the intellect in as rnuch as it only contained it before in 

ability.170 And the intellect's ability to be identical with dl  things is the common element 

16' 'And our second problern is whether the mind itself cm be an object of thought. For either mind will be 
present in al1 other objects (if, that is, mind is an object of thought in itself and not in virtue of something 
else, and what is thought is always identical in fonn), or eise it will contain some common element, which 
makes it an object of thought like other things.' 

170 
'la passion proprement dite suppose, non pas seulement que le patient est en puissance, mais qu'il est en 

puissance ce que l'agent est en acte; que l'un et l'autre appartiennent au meme genre. Le patient doit donc, non 
pas seulement être en puissance ce que l'agent est en acte, mais être en acte le contraire de ce qu'est I'agent. 



which makes possible the undergoing. Now, this ability in no way impedes the intellect from 

being uncomposed: 

Aristotie uses the fourth tool in order to establish a proportion with a view to coming to know 

the intellect: the intelligibles are to the human intellect as non-written letters are to a tablet not 

written on. hdeed, pure intellective ability is compared to the tablet, which can receive 

something written; it corresponds to a subject able to be understanding.172 Perhaps we c m  

say that Anstotle is using the founh tool also to the degree that there is a cornparison of 

knowledge, including intelleciual, with writing in wax in the 77zeaethefu.s (19 lc). 

To the other difficulty, Aristotle answers that the possible intellect is not intelligible by 

its essence, but by some intelligible species, just like the other intelligibles. hdeed. the h n g  

understood in act and the intellect in act are the sarnedne  can use a proportion to understand 

this-just as the sensible in act and the sense in act are one. The species or form of the thing 

understood in act. abstracted €rom matter, becomes the form of the intellect in act, and it is by 

Une chose qui, comme l'intellect. n'est rigoureusement parlant, rien en acte ne saurait donc avoir rien de 
commun avec aucun agent, et en disant plus haut que l'intellect est tout en puissance et rien en acte, nous 
wons dit. par cela même. qu'il ne peut pas plitir au sens ordinaire du mot, c'est-Mire ~ â ~ à  KO iv6v T i '  
(Rodier l9OO. 456). 

17' 'Or there is the explanation which we have given before of the phrase "being acted upon in vinue of sorne 
common element," that mind is potentially identicai with the objects of thought but is actually nothing, until 
it thinks. What the mind thinks must be in it in the same sense as leners are on a tablet which bears no actud 
writing; this is just what happens in the case of the mind.' 

"* Ma-' explanation of Aristotle's solution to the first problcm is very clcar: 'Ad primam dubitationern 
dicendum, quod, ut explicatum est L. II, c. viii, n. 4, pati dicitur dupliciter, cornmuniter et proprie. Ad 
passionem propriarn, per quam id, quod patitur, transmutatur in contrariis qualitatibus, requiritur. ut quod 
proprie patitur non sit simpiex, sed compositum, et habeat subjectum commune capax qualitatis, quae est in 
agente, eo pacto, quo q u a  potest calefieri ab igne, in quantum convenit cum igne in materia et subjecto 
communi susceptivo tum cdoris tum frigoris; at ad passionem cornmuniter dictam, per quam subjectum pure 
pefficitur et non vansrnutanu in contrariis qualitatibus, non requiritur, ut id quod patitur sit compositum atque 
ut conveniat in subjecto communi, sed sufficit, ut sit in potentia ad actum; sed intellectus secundum se est 
potentia omnia intelligibilia et est sicut tabuia rasa vel sicut liber, in quo nihil fuerit scriptum: ergo potest 
fien in accu et inteiligere per hoc, quod recipiat formas et species intelligibiliurn secundum esse intentionale' 
(In De an. 93#3). 



this form that the intellect cm understand its own act. and thus itself. We only know our 
inteiiect because we undentand that we are understanding: 

. - 
i yàp f n i a ~ f i u q  $ ~ E W P ~ T I K ~ ~    ai TO OÜTW Inio-cq~Ov 6 
a h 6  E UT I V -  ( ~ o  an. m 4.430a~-~)l'J 

And Anstotle answers the objection: in material things, the forms are only inteUigible in ability. 

Now, the intelligible in ability is not the same as the intellect. but only the intelligible in act. 

Thus, intelligence does not belong to those things which have their form in matter. This 

solution requires the distinction between the intelligibles as they are in ability, or in act, and 

this requires the use of the third tool to show they are different, and that it is the intelligible in 

act which is the same as the inteliect in act.174 

Anstotle now shows that, in addition to the possible intellect. an agent intellect must 

exist. he does so both by means of an argument and an example. He fust gives the reason: 

173 'It is also itself thinkable. just like other objects of thought. For in the case of things without matter that 
which thinks and that which is thought are the same; for speculative knowledge is the same as its object.' 

17' 'Quia vero intellectus est potentia sine materia et penitus imrnaterialis, ut dictum est. ide0 ea. quae habent 
materiam et sunt intelligiblia solum in potentia, non sunt intellectiva; siquidem vis inteltectiva sequitur ex 
imrnaterialitate' (Maunis, In De an. 93M). in article 1 of question 87 of the Prima Pars, after having concluded 
that ou .  intellect does not know itself through its essence, but rather by its act, Aquinas has a passage which is 
of interest to us. Using the third tool, he shows in fact that the knowtedge that the intellect has of itself and of 
its existence, and the knowledge of the nature of the intellect wfiich Aristotle set out to get at the beginning of 
the chapter, are not the same: 'Non ergo per essentiam suam, sed per actum suum se cognoscit intellectus 
noster. Et hoc dupliciter. Uno quidem modo, parti~ulariter~ secundum quod Sairates vel Plato percipit se habere 
animam intellectivam, ex hoc quod percipit se intelligere. Alio modo, in universali, secundum quod naturam 
humanae mentis ex a m  intellectus consideramus.' Now, getting the second kind of knowledge requires in fact 
a use of the third tool: 'Est autem differentia inter has duas cognitiones. Nam ad prirnam cognitionem de mente 
habendam, suffïcit ipsa mentis praesentia, quae est principium actus ex quo mens percipit seipsam. Et ide0 
dicitur se cognoscere per suam praesentiam. Sed ad sccundam cognitionem de mente habendam, non suffkit 
eius praesentia, sed requiritur diligens et subtilis inquisitio. Unde et multi naturam animae ignorant, et multi 
etiam circa naturam animae erravenint. Propter quod Augustinus dicit, X de Trin., de tali inquisitione mentis: 
Non velut absentem se quaerat mens cernere; sed praesentem quaerat discemere, idest cognoscere differentiam 
suam ab aliis rebus, quod est cognoscere quidditatern et naturarn suam.' Aquinas thus emphasizes the 
usehlness of the third tool with a view to definition. 



Everything that is at some time in ability and sometimes in act (and this is the case for al1 
natural, material beings. as Alexander notes),lY6 must, as Aquinas interprets it. involve 

something which is like matter in each genus. that is, something in ability to di the individuds 

of this genus, as well as a formal aspect which is active and factivum of al1 these 

individuals.17' Aristotle manifests the relation between these two elements by comparing 
them. through the use of the founh tool, with the relationship between art and matter. The fust 

is what gives a form and therefore actualises the second. Now. the intellective soul, being 

sometimes in act, sometimes in ability, must involve an aspect according to which it c m  reduce 

the things that are undentandable to act: 

~ V ~ Y K T I  K P ~  Z V  ~6 V U X ~  ù n i i p ~ c i v  r a k a c  ràs S i a c p o p i ~ .  
(De M. III 5.430a13-14)17* 

By the third tooi, Aristotle distinguishes two facets of the intellect according as it is either in 

ability or is active.1'9 

There is, therefore, an intellect which is like matter (6 k i ~ 6  s V O Û  C) and one which is 

productive (no 171 r i ~ 6  c v o Û ~ ) . l s l  Since many commentators have proclaimed the agent 

175 *Since bust as] in the whole of nature here is sornething which is matter to each kind of thing (and this is 
what is potentially al1 of [hem), while on the odier hand there is something else which is their cause and 1s 
productive by producing hem dl-these being related as an art to its material-' Harnlyn translation. 

76 in D e  an. 88.17-22 

Sec Aquinas. In de Anima, III 1W728. 

178 'so there must also be these differences in the soul* Hamlyn translation 

179 Rodier 19ûû. 459 has an interesting remark in respect to the cornparison of the agent intellect with art, 
which is taken up by Tricot 1990, 18 1112: 'ii faut remarquer que cc rapprochement n'a pas seulement la valeur 
d'une comparaison, mais contribue justifier la conclusion: Si la distinction de la forme et de ta matiere se 
retrouve partout, dans les oeuvres de la nature comme dans celles de l'art, elle doit exister aussi dans l'âme.' 

'And there is an intellect which is of this kind by becoming al1 things, and there is anothcr which is so by 
producing ail things, as a kind of disposition' Hamlyn translation. 

l8 l See Alexander. h De m. 88.23-24. 



intellect to be the undentanding of the principles, we have to make use, as Aquinas and Tricot 

do, among others, of the second tool to distinguish the senses of 'habit' (Y€ ic). Now, the 

agent intellect cannot be the understanding of the principles, which is a stable, acquired 

disposition. since in that case it would be necessary for something else to have acted in order 

for the terrns presupposed to this understanding to be apprehended. Such an agent intellect 

wodd not cause ali things understandable to be in act. It is, therefore, in the sense of Yom', in 

opposition to privation and ability that Aquinas and Tricot claim must be Our understanding of 

'habit' here: 

Dicendum est ergo quod "habitus" hic accipitur secundum quod 
Philosophus frequenter consueuit nominare omnem formam et naturam 
habitum, prout habitus distinguitur contra priuationem et potenciam, ut sic 
per hoc quod nominat eum habitum distinguat eum ab intellectu possibili 
qui est in potencia. (Aquinas, In de Anima, ID 10#729)182 

<0 

E E is, par opposition à privation, et non, au sens, que nous connaissons, de 
première étape de l'actualisation. (Tricot 1990, 18211 1) 

To allow us to understand the necessity of an agent intellect, Aristotle compares it with 
tight: 

There is a proportion between light and colors. and the agent intellect and the things thai are 

intelligible: each of the fint tems of the two relations actualizes the other: there is this 

difference, rhat light actualizes the medium, since colon are visible in act, whereas the agent 

intellect acnializes the understandable things themselves which are only understandable in 

la* The commentary of Alben gives a funher explanation of what Aquinas probably undentands by 'habitus' 
in the sense of a form: 'Et per hunc modum in anima rationali necesse est esse has differentias ita quod unus 
intellectus sit in ea, in quo omnia fiant intellecta, qui formatur et distinguitur ab intellectis, et dius sit. quo 
omnia intellecta facit et confert eis formas, unde movere possint intellectum possibilem. Et ille est non 
quidem habitus, qui sit accidens, quod non est pars animae, sed habet similitudinem habitus in hoc quod per 
ipsum agit anima, quando vult, et non indiget aliquo ad hoc extrinsecus perficiente ve1 operante, et sicut 
habitus de se faciens formas intelligibiles separatas, quas, prout sunt intelligibles, non habent de se formae, 
prout sunt in rebus, quarum sunt formae' (In De an. 204). Aristotle has, in fact, given as a sign of the 
possession of an act, and therefore of a form that a subject can act by, when it wants (III 4.429b7-8) and 
'quamlibet formam tunc diquis in actu habct quando potest opcrationem illius forme explere' (Aquinas, In de 
Anima, iII iW700). 

lg3 'and then is another [intellecq which is so by pmducing al1 chings, as a kind of disposition, like light, 
does; for in a way light too makes colours which arc potencial into actual colours.' Hamlyn translation 



ability More k ing  apprehended by being abstracted from sensible or individual matter. 

Aquinas' commentary brings out the use of the third and fourth dialectical tools to which 

Aristotle has recourse in carrying out his cornparison: 

Vnde dicit quod est habitus ut lumen, quod quodam modo facit colores 
existentes in potencia esse actu colores. Et dicit "quodam modo", quia 
supra ostensum est quod color secundum se ipsum est uisibilis, hoc autem 
solummodo lumen facit ipsum esse actu colorem in quantum facit 
dyaphanum esse in actu ut moueri possit a colore et sic color uideanir; 
inteiiectus autem agens facit ipsa intelligibilia esse in actu. que prius erant in 
potencia per hoc quod abstrahit eas a matena: sic enim sunt intelligibilia in 
actu, ut d i c m  est. (In de h ima ,  IXX 1W730) 

Aristotle takes up the nature of the agent intellect and lays down four of its 

charac teris tics: 

He explains three of them by the fact that every agent is nobler than the patient it acts on, and 

every active principle more noble than its matter: 

chrl C. (De on. III 5.43Oal8- 1 9 ) ~ ~ ~  

The fourth twl and a proportion would seem to be usehl with a view to formulating the major 

premiss of an hypothetical syllogism whose place is that of the more and the less.lM Anstotle 

implies this major premiss, only making explicit, in fact, the likeness that justifies the 

proportion it is founded upon, as well as one of the relations entenng into this proportion. The 

agent intellect king related to the patient intellect as any agent to its patient? it follows that, if 

the possible intellect possess a certain degree of goodness by the fact that it is separable, 

impassible and uncomposed, then the agent intellect must be al1 this too and even more. 

184 'Mind in this sense is separable. irnpassive and unmixcd. since it is ewentially an actuality;' Hett 
translation, modified. 

185 'for the agent is always supenor to the patient, and the onginating cause to the maiter.' 

See Top. II lO.liSa5-7: ah ho^ iv& n é p i  860 h c y o p i v o u ,  c i  6 pâhhov 
E ~ K ~ F  ~ T T ~ ~ x € I v  pfi V n h p X c i ,  068' ~ T T O V ,  K P ~  € 1  5 ~ T T O V  E ~ K ~ C  

6 n 6 p ~ ~ i v  h a p ~ r i ,   ai 5 ~ Ô X A O V .  The formulation of the place by Aristotle leaves us to 
tbink in fact that he is envisaging it as a form of an hypothetical syllogism. We have a beautiful illustration 
of the application of this place by Plato in the Phaedo: if the body is imrnortaf, evcn more so is the soul; 
now, the body is immortal-the boncs, at lem, subsist-therefore, the soul is irnmortal (79e-80d). 



Aristotle implies the rninor premise also, which affirms the goodness of the possible 

in teliec t. 187 

In addition to explainhg Aristotle's argument by putting it hypothetically,la Aquinas 

uses the third and f o d  tools first of al1 to indicate what charatenstics involve a likeaess 

between the two intellects, and then what characteristics constitute the difference that makes 
them distinct: 

Deinde cum àicit: Et hic intellectus, ponit quatuor condiciones intellectus 
agentis, quamm prima est quod sit separabilis, secunda quod sit inpassibilis, 
tercia quod sit inmixtus, id est non compositus ex natuns corporalibus 
neque adiunctus organo corporali, et in hiis tribus conuenit cum intellectu 
possibili; quarta autem condicio est quod sit in actu secundum suam 
substanciam, in quo differt ab intellectu possibili. qui est in potencia 
secundum suam substanciam, set est in actu solum secundum speciem 
susceptam. (In de Anima, III lW32) 

The sarne way of proceeding in Maurus and Rodier: 

intellectus agens est separabilis, impatibilis. incorporeus et inorganicus, et in 
his praedicatis intellectus agens convenit cum intellectu possibili. Differt 
intellectus agens ab intellectu possibili in hoc, quod inteliectus possibilis est 
ens in potentia, cum ejus essentia consistat in hoc ipso, quod possit omnia 
fieri; intellectus agens est ens in actu, cum ejus essentia consistat in hoc, 
quod possit omnia facere. (Maunis. In De an. 94#3) 

En somme, l'intellect en puissance a tous les caractères de celui qui agit. 
sauf celui d'être en acte. (Rodier 1900,46 1) 

Aristotie now describes the intellect in act according to three conditions. He must make 

use of the hird tool to discover the differences between the intellect when it is only in abiiity- 

and this includes both possible and agent intellects-and the intellect when it is in act: 

lS7 'Ajoutons que la phrase qui suit, a, 18: ' ' ici  y 80. ...... KT A. suppose que l'intellect en puissance 
est, lui aussi, sépard, impassible et sans mklange. Car la supériorité de l'agent ne peut servir à démontrer que 
I'agent possède certaines qualites que si le patient les posskde aussi; l'agent devant, en ce cas, les posséder a 
fortiori' (Rodier 1900, 462). 

In de Anima, iII l M 3 3 .  With Ma-. one also finds the idea of the more and the less: 'intellectus agens 
est separabilis a corpore, impatibilis. incorporeus et inorganicus, atque actu ens. Robatur; in quolibet enim 
genere principium activum est honorabilius ac perfectius principio passivo, quod se habet ut matena; sed 
intellectus possibiiis, qui cornparam ad intellectum agentem sicut passivum ad suum activum. est xparabilis, 
impatibilis. incorporeus et inorganicus (...): ergo a fortiori intellectus agens est separabilis, impatibilis, 
incorporeus et inorganicus' (In De an. 94#3). 



The intellect in act is the same as the thing known, whereas it is quite different for the intellect 

in ability . Also, 

In one and the sarne individual, the intellect in ability cornes before the intellect in act in time, 

but generally it is otherwise both in nature and in tirne. This distinction of the two States of the 

intellect by the fact that they are not simultaneous corresponds to a distinction. also made by 

means of the third t001,~91 in Book IX of the Metaphysics (7.1049b14-1050a3). Aristotle 

a f f m  there that act cornes before ability in nature, but that in tirne and in the same individual. 

ability is before act because an individual is first in ability before becoming in act. But, 

speaking also in a univenal way, act is prior in tirne, since what is in ability is not reduced to 

act otherwise chan by something which is in act. Thus, understanding in ability does not 

becorne understanding in act either by discovery or by leaming without sorne knowledge pre- 

existing in act. Al1 intellectual teaching and learning proceeds, in fact, from previous 

knowledge (An. post. 1 1.7 la 1-2). 

It is false to Say that the intellect in act sometimes understands, sometimes not: 

Tercia condicio intellectus in actu est per quam differt ab intellecm possibili 
et inteiiectu agente, quorum uterque quandoque intelligit et quandoque non 
intelligit; set hoc non potest dici de intellectu in actu. qui consistit in ipso 
intelligere. (Aquinas, In de Anima, iII lW74 1) 

The intellect in act consists in the very fact of understanding. 

'Actuai knowledge is identical with its object* 

lgO 'Potential is pnor in timc to actual knowledge in the individual. but in general it is not prior in tirne.' 

l g l  This is a case where it is manifest that it is not a question of the dialectial tool alone. since the lhings 
distinguished m u t  also be ordcred, as is equally the case in the De Anima. 

l9* 'Mind does noi think intermittently.' 



According to ~ ~ u i n a s , l 9 4  Aristotle is treating of the characteristics of the whole 

intellective part of the soui here: 

Dicit erg0 primo quod solus intellectus separatus est hoc quod uere est. 
Quod quidem non potest intelligi neque de intellectu agente neque de 
inteilectu possibili tantum. set de utroque, quia de utroque supra dixit quod 
est separatus;lgs et sic patet quod hic loquitur de tota parte intellectiua. que 
quidem dicitur separata ex hoc quod habet operationem sine organo 
corporali. ( Aquinas, In de Anima, IIX 1 O # W )  

And as Anstotle said that if some operation of the soul is proper to it, the soul will be able to 

be separated,l96 he now concludes that only this part of the soul, namely the intellective, is 

incomptible and perpetuai: 

Again according to Aquinas, Aristotle then explains why, if the intellect is thus 

incorruptible. we cannot keep any memones of our present life after death:lw 

193 When it h u  been separated it is iü m e  self and nothing more' Hett translation. modified. 

239 This chapter has been the occasion for some celebrated debates between the schools. but this is not the 
place to go into the question here. (Boddüs 1993, 229n4 calls the sentence just quoted 'l'une des plus 
higrnatique du De Anima'.) Let us only mention that, whereas Alexander identifies the active intellect with 
die prime mover, Averroes conceives of it as a separated substance, but inferior to God; in both cases, a 
transcendant intellect would be doing the thinking in us and personal human immortality would be excluded. 
To the contrary, Themistius and Aquinas place this intellect in the human soul. and Aquinas goes so far as to 
attribute to the Staginte the doctrine of the immortality of the human soul, form of the body. See Tricot 1990, 
183nl. 

lg5 On the possible intellect, set De an iII 4429b5; on the agent intellect, De art. Ei 5.430a17. 

197 'and this aione is immonai and everîasting' 

Ig8 This passage lias led to many interpcetatioas. Sec Tricot 1990, 183111. 



Aquinas explains that we forget because, although the intellect itself is impassible, the part of 

the sou1 that undergoes in a stricter sense is comptible.200 And without this part, the intellect 

can understand nothing because, as will be explained, we cannot think without images (De an. 

III 6.43 1 a 16- 17). Because of this, know ledge cannot remain in the separated soul in the same 

way. Following this interpretation, whoever seeks to undentand why the separated soul does 
not remember what it knew when united to the body must understand that the inteilective and 

sensitive abilities, both of which participate in the way of knowing proper to the human soul 

united to a body, are nonetheless distinct. since they are separated by a difference: the one is 

incomptible. the other not. This distinction requires the third tool. 

Aristotle now takes up the operation of the intellect. And as he had earlier indicated that 

we should do, he distinguishes first of d l  between two operations according to their objects 

(the complex and the simple). He affirms that one of these operations consists in the 

understanding of indivisibles. and this bars on things which cannot be false, both because the 

incornplex are neirher true nor false. and because the intellect cannot be deceived about the 

essence: 

Indeed, where the true and the false corne in there is already a composition of things 

understood: 

lg9 *(we do noc nmemkr because, while mind in this sense cannot be acted upon. mind in the passive sense 
is perishabte), and without ihis nothing thinks.' 

200 Given the translation of the term v OÛ c which has, in Greek. a much broader sense than intellectus' in 
Latin, (the word lhat Moerbeke used to render the text of Aristotle) Aquinas was obliged to explain why 
something of the sensitive soul could be called v 0 ;  F. But in fact, by the expression v O Û c 
na%nr L K ~ F .  Aristotle was seeking no more han to designate the soul subject to undergoing, that is. the 
sensitive soul. See De an EI iM744. 

201 'The lhinking of indivisible objeca of thwght occun among things conceming which then can be no 
falsehd' . See Aquinas, In de Anima, iii 1 1#746. 



To help us to understand this operation of composition. Aristotle, making use of the fouith and 

fmt tools, points out its likeness to generation as conceived of by Empedocles, that friendship 

or love unites those things divided by hatred or ~ t r i f e . ~  Although neither nue nor false when 

taken separely and in themselves. the simple concepts together form a complex notion or a 

staternent subject to king erroneous. Thus. the intellect is me when it puts together things that 

are really one or composed, as when it affiirms the incommensurability of the diagonal of a 
square with respect to the side.205 It is faise when it composes things which are not so in 

reality, as when it attributes cornrnensurability with the side of the square to its diagonal. 

A bit further on in his text, Aristotie treats more of the fmt operation: 

*O3 'Whm mith and fdsehood are possible there is implied a compounding of thoughts into a fresh unity. as 
Empedocles said, "where without necks the heads of many grew," and then were joined together by Love. so 
also these separate entities are combined, as for instance "incommensurable" and "diagonal.'" See Int. 1.16a9; 
Meraph VI 4.1027b18; 7.lOIZa2, 

204 If it is me chat this Fragment of Empedocles was part of his p~sentation of his ideas on Ihe formation of 
men and animats (see Rodier 1900. 469). Aristotle would be consulting the writings of the wise in order to 
judge their endoxaiity. 

205 h 6 ~ i t  T PO c here has the meaning that Aristotle gives it most oftcn. that of the diagonul of the squore. 

206 *Since the temi indivisible has two wnses-potential or actuai-there is nothing to prevent rhe mind from 
thinking of the indivisible when it thinks of Iength (which is in acniality undivided). and that in indivisible 
time. T i i e  is ais0 both divisible and indivisible in the samc sense as length. So it is impossible to Say what 
it was thinking in each hdf of the timc; for the half has no existence, except potcntiaily, unless the whole is 
divided.' 



This text is difficult, but one might readily think that Anstotle is answering a tacit objection to 

his description of the Fust operation of the intellect, for if this consists in grasping what is 

simple or indivisible, someone could ask how, then, the intellect knows magnitudes and 

wholes. Now, Aristotle is not descnbing the object of this operation as absolutely indivisible, 

but as indivisible in act. This is the case for the continuum, which is one in act but many in 

ability, and it is as such that it is the indivisible object of one act of the intellect. 

Apprehending magnitudes as divided in act would have to be due, in fact, to many consecutive 

acts, each of which would have simple objects. nonetheless-magnitudes which are parts of the 

magnitude. 

Aquinas is stressing Aristotle's use of the second tool: the distinction of the senses of 

the word 'indivisible' (in act or in ability) commands the order of his exposition, if it is true 

that Aristotle shows that their multipiicity does not prevent things from king understood as 

indivisibles, insofar as they involve unity: 

Dicitur enim uno modo aliquid unum continuitate, unde et id quod est 
continuum indiuisibile dicitur in quantum non est diuisum actu, licet sit 
diuisibile potencia. Potest ergo intellectus intelligere magnitudinem 
dupliciter: uno modo secundum quod est diuisibilis in potencia, et sic 
intelliget lineam numerando partem post partem et sic intelliget eam in 
tempore; alio modo secundum quod est indiuisa actu, et sic intelligit em ut 
unum quid constans ex multis partibus et sic intelligit eam simul. Et ide0 
subiungit quod similiter tempus et longitudo diuiditur uel non diuiditur in 
intelligendo. (In de Anima, III L 1#752-753) 

We can also see Aristotle's use of the fourth tool: T h e  is also both divisible and 

indivisible in the same sense as length. Aristotle's justification of his position that the 

understanding of magnitude as divisible cornes about in time implies, in fact, a proximity of 

tirne to rnagnitude.2 * 

207 'But by thinking each half separately, mind divides the time as well; in which case the halves are treated 
as separate units of length. But if the Iine is thought of as the sum of two halves, it is also thought of in a 
time whch covers both half periods.' 

*O8 For another example of the founh mol, but this time conjointiy with the third. sec De on III 6.430b14- 
20. 



Aristotie now treats of the operation of composition. 

Thought is not always able to lead to tnith and error. That discoune by which the intellect 

predicates an attribute of a subject (an affmation, for exarnple) is always either tme or false, 

something that is not the case for the thing undersiood. The intellect, as we saw, has for its 

object the incomplex things thought. Now, tmth and falsity only follow upon complex 

expressions. which corne about when the intellect composes or divides, but not when the 

intellect simply seizes the incomplex. The intellect is infallible when its operation is lirnited to 

seizing the essential characteristics which constitute a given notion:*10 

et ide0 subdit quod intellectus qui est ipsius quid est secundum hoc quod 
aliquid erat esse, id est secundurn quod intelligit quid est res, uems est 
semper. et non secundum quod intelligit aiiquid de aliquo. (Aquinas, ln de 
Anima, III 1 1#760) 

The essence is indeed the proper object of the intellect. Anstotle is making use of the fourth 

tool to set up a proportion: the eye is to color as the intellect is to the essence. and this then 
enien into the major premise of an hypothetical syllogism aimed at making known the 

intellect's operation in respect to its proper object by mems of the more known operation of 

the sense in respect to its proper object: 

If the eye is not deceived as to color, but only as to those things which accompany it, the 

intellect is not deceived as to the essence, but only in respect to what accompanies it. Now. the 

209 'Asseriion. like affirmation. States an attribute of a subject, and is always either m e  or false; but this is 
not always so with the mind: the thinking of the definition in the sense of the essence is always uue and is not 
an instance of predication' 

*Io Thus. as the enunciation is always tnie or false. the intellect which adheres to it is always in mth or 
error. But as the intelligible itself is neither tnic not faIse, the intellect that seeks to understand this intelligible 
either seizes it or does not. 

21 l 'But just as while the scting of a propr object is always truc. the judgement whether the white objeet is a 
man or not is not aiways truc, so it is wiîh every object without matter'. Hett translation, rnodificd. 



eye is not deceived as to color, such as about white, but only as to what happens to white. such 

as what its subject is. Therefore, the inteilect is not deceived by the essence it seizes, but ody 

as to what accompanies it, such as when it formulates an impossible definition or when it 

attributes a definition to something to which that essence, correctly undentood, does not 

belong. Alben and Aquinas put the argument in hyphetical form: 

Et huius rationem assignat quia quod quid est est proprium obiectum 
intellectus, unde, sicut uisus nunquam decipitur in proprio obiecto, ita nec 
intellectus in cognoscendo quod quid est, unde intellectus nunquam 
decipitur in cognoscendo quod quid est homo; set, sicut uisus non semper 
uerus est in iudicando de hiis que sunt adiuncta proprio obiecto, puta si 
album est homo uel non, sic nec intellectus semper est uerus in 
componendo aliquid alicui. (Aquinas, In de Anima, il? 1 1#760)*1* 

212 See Alben. In De M. 210. 



A COMPARISON OF THE INTELLECT TO THE SENSES 

After having reiterated certain of the essential poinu already mentioned.*13 Aristotie 

reminds us of what he said in Chapter 12 of Book II, namely, that sensation is not a 'passion' 

nor a 'movement' in the proper sense of these words. He says, in effect. that the sensible is 

what acnializes the sensitive part. that is, what reduces it from ability to act: 

Whence it follows that the sense neither undergoes. nor is altered, stncdy speaking. by the 

sensible; there is no contrariety between the sensible and the sense. 

06 yÙp n a a ~ ~ i  068' 8hhoioÛrai. (De an. 111 7 . 1 3 1 d ) ~ ~ ~  

Motion, as treated in the Physics is from one contrary to another, and thus, if one treats 

sensation as a 'motion', one must see that it is ariother sort of act involved here: 

Thus, the third tool is being used-Aristotle's words are significant-to find the 

difference between the two kinds of act: one is the act of what is in ability as such. the other. of 

what is already in act. 

quia, ut dictum est lib. II. sensitivum, dum sentit, proprie non patitur nec 
alteratur a sensibili. sed pure perficitur ac actuatur, ide0 motus. quo 
sensitivum movenir ad sentiendum, est dia species motus, ac qui definitus 
fuit lib. III Physicomm. Explicatur; motus, qui definitus fuit lib. III 

214 'And cleariy the sensible object rnakes the sense-faculty actually operative h m  king only potentiai' 

l5 'It is not acted upon. nor does it undergo change of sute*. 'n est clair que le rdle du sensible se borne 
faire passer le sensitif de I'6tat de facultC à celui d'activité; car le sensitif ne pâtit pas sous son influence' 
(Rodier l9OO, 492). 

l6 'and so. if it is motion. it is motion of a distinct kind; for motion. as we saw. is an activity of the 
irnpcrfect but activity in the absolute sensc, ùiai is activity of the perfected, is different' 



Physicorum, est acnis entis in potentia, quia subjectum dum tali motu 
movenir, adhuc ordinatur ad ultenorem motum; sed sensus, dum sentit, jam 
est in actu perfecto nec per sensationem ordinatur ad ulteriorem actum: erg0 
motus, quo sensus movetur. est diversae rationis ac speciei a motu d e f ~ t o  
lib. III Physiconun; ideoque curn motus, qui definitur Iib. III Physicorum, 
sit actus entis imperfecti, motus, quo sensu movetur, est actus entis perfecti. 
(Maurus, In De an. 93#1)217 

One of these is, therefore, the act of something imperfect, and the other, of what is perfect. We 
have thus another example of the cornplementary use of the third and founh tools. It is 
necessary to distinguish the two things because they are manifestly alike, but also to consider 

their likeness in order to understand why one names things in this way, which dlows us to 

distinguish things named by the same word and, thus, to more easily use the second tool. 

Having distinguished the act of what is imperfect fiom the act of what is perfect. Aristotle is, in 

fact, Ied to make clear that, even if there are two acts, it is the latter which is called 'motion' 

( K ~ V  O L S )  in the strict sense, whereas the other is more properIy called an 'operation' 

( Z v é p y r  ia).218 

Having seen the differences between two things by explaining what they are, one is 

better able to judge rightly of the tme likenesses between them which before led to confusing 

them. We just saw an example with motion and operation. But much more crucial to our 

understanding of Aristotle's project is to see that this way of proceeding is now to be applied 

to the intellect and the senses, for after having shown that sensation is not understanding. and 

having explained in what these two knowing processes consist, he then shows how the 

movement of the intellect is like that of the sense. 

By the fourth tool. and what has been said up to now, one can first conclude that 

sensation resembles understanding in this, that neither the one nor the other is a passion in the 

strict sense: 

218 431a6-7. We will find the samc distinction, thanks to the third and second toois, in Metciphysics M 
6.104fib 15: Anstotie is distinguishing imperfect act. which he called ' K ~ V  v ULC'. from perfect act. called 
6' cv 6py c LU'. The differcncc is that in the Mctaphyrics. Aristotk gives as a distinction that operation has an 
immanent end, whereas motion tends toward an end exterior to the mobile. We notice that it is from this 
differencc that the one in the De A n i m  follows: it is, indeed, because the end is immanent or not to the 
subject which is said to move, that it is called pcrfect or imperfect, in act or in ability to that towards which it 
is moving. 



Furthemore, sensation itself, that is to Say. the apprehension and the judgment of the sense, is 

similar to the fmt operation of the intellect, narnely, to simple apprehension: 

Dicit ergo primo quod, cum sensibile reducat in actum sensitiuum sine 
passione et alteratione. sicut et de intellectu supra dictum est, manifestum est 
ex dic tis quod ipsum sentire est simile ei quod est intelligere. ita tamen quod 
quando est solum sentire, id est appre hendere et iudicare secundum sensum. 
hoc est simile ei quod est solum dicere et intelligere, quando scilicet 
intellectus tantum iudicat aliquid et apprehendit, quod est dicere quod 
simplex apprehensio et iudicium sensus assimilatur speculationi intellectus; 
(Aquinas, In de Anima, EI l2#767) 

Actus igitur, quo sensus percipit suum objectum proprium, habet 
similitudinern cum actu, quo intellectus inteliectione sirnplici dicit, quid sit 
res. Sicut enim intellectus intellectione simplici dicit, id quod intelligit esse 
id quod est. sic visus videndo album dicit quodammodo, id quod videt esse 
album; auditus audiendo sonum acutum aut gravem, dicit quodammodo, 
sonum quem audit esse acutum aut gravem tactus dicit. ea quae tangit esse 
calida vel fngida. (Maunis. In De un. 98N)  

L'opération qui consiste à saisir les sensibles propres ressemble à 
l'intellection de la quiddité d'une notion. Il y a, dans les deux cas. une 
intuition indivisible et infaillible. (Rodier 1900,492) 

La sensation pure et simple est comparée il la simple conception de la 
pensée: il n'y a alors ni affirmation, ni négation. (Tricot 1990, 190114) 

Many cornmentators thus clearly indicate the use of the fourth cool here. But the pleasure or 

pain that foilow upon sensation are comparable to the second operation of the intellect: 

219 *<phva 1. au sens strict, c'est-&-dire 'Cnoncer un terme isolk* ou 'poser une notion indivisible sans la 
mettre en rapport avec une autre'' (Rodier I9OO, 492). 

220 'Sensation. chus. is like mer= assertion and thinking' Hett translation. modified. 

221 'when an object is pleasant or unpleasant, the sou1 pursues or avoids it, thereby making a son of assertion 
or negation. To feel pleasure or pain is to adopt an attitude with the sensitive mean towards g d  or bad as 
such. This is what avoidancc or appetite, when actual, realiy means* 



nius,  pleasure or pain that follow the sensations are similar to the affirmation and negation: 

set quando sensus sentit aliquid delectabile aut triste quasi affmans aut 
negans id quod sensu percipitur esse delectabile aut triste, tunc prosequitur 
per appetitum, id est desiderat, aut fugit (et dicit signanter: "ut affmans aut 
negans", quia formaxe affirmationem et negationem est proprium 
inteliectus, ut supra dictum est, set sensus facit aliquid simile huic quando 
apprehendit aliquid ut delectabile uel triste). (Aquinas, In de Anima, III 
12#767) 

We are dealing with a proportion: the passion following upon sense, its reaction to the 

apprehension of good or evil, is a bit like the enunciation of the intellect which follows the 

apprehension of terms. The sense enjoys or suffers as the intellect a f f m  or denies: 

Aristotle also assimilates finding something pleasant to asserting it as good; 
contrariwise for what is painfui. (Hamlyn 1993, 145)222 

It thus appears that the movement of the sense involves three steps: the apprehension of 

the sensible as suitable or as harmhl; then this apprehension is followed by pleasure or pain; 

these are then followed by eithrr desire or aversion. Although desiring and averting and 

sensing are diverse acts. their pnnciple is the same in subject: and this is what Anstotle wants 

to Say with his remark that the appetite and aversion are not other in subject, no more than that 

they are other than the sensitive part, but that their essence is other; that is to say that they 

differ in notion: 

222 This is how Aquinas. Maurus and Hamlyn interpret the text. But othen think rhat the proportion is 
between the desire and aversion following upon the sensations of pleasure and pain, and the affirmation and 
negation of the intellect. They think the intellect affirms and denies just as the sense appetite desires and flees. 
See Rodier 1900,492: 'Ce que sont, dans I'ordre de la pensée, l'affirmation et la ndgation, ta recherche et la 
fuite le sont dans l'ordre de la connaissance sensible.' See also Tricot 1990, 190n4: 'Mais si cette perception 
s'accompagnent de plaisir ou de douleur, la recherche ou Ia fuite de l'objet sensible par l'âme est une sorte 
d'affirmation ou de ndgation.' In the Nicornachean Ethics VI 2.1 139a21, it is indeed this proportion that is to 
be found: k i  6 '  Ouncp jv k a v o i g  ~ a t 6 g a o i c   ai dnoqaoi:, t o Û t '  ;V  

b& E i 6 h E  i~  ai ( D U Y ~ ~ .  Nonetheless, the first interpretauon seems to me the better. as the 
following passage confirms (43 La 14- 17), a passage in which Aristotie compares three stages in the movement 
of the inteIIect to the thrcc stages in the movement of the sense; in that case, affmation and negation are 
found in the same place as pleasure and pain, and it is a pursuit and aversion of the intellect that corresponds to 
those of the sense. See also De an- 1II 7.43 1 b8-9. 

223 'and the faculties of appetite or avoidance are not really differcnt from each o t k ,  or fiorn the sensitive 
faculty, though their actual essence is different.' 



This is a use of the third and fourth tools which is certaidy ordered to refuting Plato, who 

placed the organs of sensation and those of appetite in different parts of the body: 

potest quaeri, quo pacto differant pars sensitiva et pars appetitiva: 
subjectione, eo quod in diversa parte corporis resideat virtus sensitiva, in 
diversa resideat virtus appetitiva, ut opinatus est Plato; an potius difierant 
sola ratione. Dicendum quod non differunt subjecto, sed sola ratione et 
secundum esse; adeoque licet in eadem parte corporis sit virtus sensitiva ac 
virtus appetitiva, adhuc aliud est v h s  appetitiva, aliud est virtus sensitiva. 
(Maunis, In De an. 98444) 

.eistotle next shows that there is something like the three stages of the movement of the 

senses in the case of the intellect also: 

He makes use of the fourth tool to set up a proportion: the phantasms move the intellect as the 

sensibles move the sense; and, just as the latter pursues or flees what it apprehends as pleasant 

or disagreeable. in the sarne way the intellect seeks out or avoids what it apprehends as good or 

bad. The syllogism. of which only the conclusion is explicit. is hypothetical: if the senses 
cannot sense without the sensible, so too, the intellect cannot understand without the 

phantasms. Now, the senses cannot sense without the sensible; therefore, the intellect cannot 

understand without the phantasms, Anstotie implies. Once again, many cornmentators stress 

both the use of the fourth tool;225 and the hypothetical form of the argument.*% 

Even if his use of the third tool is more subile, attention to Aristotle's way of speaking 

reveals that once again he is using the fourth iool in conjunction with the thrd, as Aquinas 

notes: 

Ex ipso autem modo loquendi Aristotilis, attendenda est duplex differencia 
inter sensum et inteliechun, (In de Anima, IIi 12#77 1) 

224 
'Now for the thinking soul images cake the place of direct perceptions; and wlien it asserts or denies that 

they are good or bad, it avoids or pursues them. Hence the soul never thinks without a mental image.' 

226 Aquinas. In de Anima, iIi 12#770-772; Maunw, In De an. 9905. 



We said previousiy that sensation involved three stages: the apprehension of the good or of the 

evil was followed by pleasure or pain before giving way to desire or aversion. Now, the 

intellect seeks out or avoids without its apprehension of a good or bad object giving way to 

these passions of pleasure and pain, and this is so because, whereas the sense apprehends a 

determinate good and the sense appetite pursues ihis good, the intellect apprehends a universal 

good or evil. Whence, the inteilectuai appetite is moved immediately. Moreover, whereas we 

can Say that the intellect a f f m s  and denies, we can only Say the sense acts as if it were 

affirming or denying, as Aristotle says in 7.43 1a9.227 Maurus explains very clearly in what 

consists one of the ciifferences picked out by Aquinas: 

differentia est, quod sensus eo ipso, quod apprehendit objectum ut 
delectabile vei dolorifenirn, dolet aut delectatur, et consequenter prosequitu 
aut fugit. Ratio est. quia sensus apprehendit solum objectum ut praesens; 
sed ex apprehensione objecti delectabilis ut praesentis sequitur delectatio, ex 
apprehensione objecti molesti ut praesentis sequitur dolor: ergo cum sensus 
apprehendit objectum delectabile vel doloriferum. delectatur aut dolet; 
intellectus e converso non eo ipso. quod judicat objectum esse bonum vel 
malum. delectatur aut tristanir. quia potest judicare objectm esse bonum aut 
malum. abstrahendo ab hoc, quod sit praesens vel absens; sed ex bon0 et 
malo. abstrahendo a praesentia vel absentia, sequitur quidem prosecutio vel 
fuga, sed non sequitur delectatio vel dolor. (Maurus. In De un. 99#5)UB 

in certain passages which have been the source of very diverse interpretations (Rodier 

1900. 501 goes so far as to Say that their obscurity is well-known). Anstotle explains the 

Iikenesses which establish the proportion on which reposes the major premise of his last 

syllogism, and first of all. that the phantasms are to the intellect as the sensibles are to the 

sense. He stresses that insofar as they are rnoved by their objects, both the intellect and the 

sense are one: 

227 See Aquinas. In de Anima. III 12#77 1. 

228 See Rodief 1900,497: 'Lorsque l'âme dianoétique aperçoit, non plus, comme la sensibilitk, l'agréable ou 
le pénible, mais les concepts du bon ou du mauvais, de l'utile ou du nuisible, dans l'image de l'objet qu'elle 
saisit, et qu'elle affirme ou qu'elle nie ces qualités de cet objet, elle le hit  ou le recherche.' 

229 'The process is just like that in which air affects the eye in i panicular way. and the eye again affects 
something else; and similarly with hearing. The last thing to bc affected is a singIe entity and a single mean, 
dthough it bas more than one aspect.' 



Thus, the intellect is like the common sense which is one in subject, but many in notion, 
insofar as it is the term of many kinds of sensation: 

Dicit ergo primo quod aer inmutatus a colore facit pupillam huiusmodi, id 
est facit eam diqualem, inprimens in eam speciem colons, et ipsa, scilicet 
pupilla sic inmutata, inmutat altenun, scilicet sensus communem. et similiter 
auditus inmutatus ab aere inmutat sensum communem; et licet sensus 
exteriores sint plures, tarnen ultimum, ad quod terminannu inmututationes 
horum sensuum, est unum et est quasi medietas una inter ormes sensus, ... 
et nunc etiarn dicendum est de ipso per comparationem ad intellecnun, quia 
est aliquid unum respectu omnium sensibilium sicut, inquam, terminus. 
(Aquinas, In de AnUna, DI 12#773-774) 

Making use of the fourth tool, Aristotle indeed describes the cornmon sense as a limit. hç 
c/ 
OpOG: 

The sensibles perceived by the common sense are many in notion. but are nonetheless one by 

analogy, Aristotie adds. Al1 the sensibles are indeed related in the same way to the sense of 

which they are the proper object.a* They are also one in number. to the degree that they exist 

in the same subject. since they are ultimately known by the common sense. Moreover, they are 
to one another as the objects of the intellect are to one another: whence. one could conclude 
that the phantasms are. in like manner, one by analogy and in number. And Aristotle proceeds 
to justify that the sensibles are one by anaiogy and in number: 

T i  yàp Giacp ipe~  TO h o p a t v  nWc rà u: Q l o y t v f i  ~ p i v c i  fi 
T i v a v T i a ,  o rov  ~ E U K O V   ai ~ É A P V ;  (De o n  III 7 .431a24-25)~~3 

23 1 
23 ' *We have explained before what pan of the sou1 distinguishes between sweet and bot, but rome hinher 
details must now be added. It is one thing, but it is so as a boundary is, and these things, being one by 
anaiogy and number, are each to each as those arc to each other'. Hett translation, slightly modified. 

232 'It seerns fairly clear that %ese things" must bc the swect and the hot. These are one (a) by analogy, i-e. 
in their relations CO the corresponding unified senses' (Hamlyn 1993, 147) 

233 'for what ciifference does it maice ro ask ho* one judges those thingi which arc nor of the sarne kind or 
those which are oppsites, Iike white and black?' Hamlyn translation 



Indeed, it makes no difference to judge of sensibles of different genera or of the same genus, 

since. as we saw, sensible objects are related in the sarne way to the sense of which they are the 

proper object and they are aIi finaily judged by the cornmon sense. Aristotle makes explicit the 

unity in subject (i.e., the knowing subject) of the sensibles, as well as the conclusion that he 
draws from it about the phantasms: 

The relation between two sensibles is the same as that between the two images they bring 

about. Thus, white (A) is to black (B) as the image of white (C) is to that of black (D). If, 

rherefore, white and black are, as was said, one in subject, dthough two in notion, it will be the 

same thing for the two images in question. They will be one in subject, known by the same 

intellect, but will differ in notion. And it will be the same thing when it is a question of 

sensibles belonging to dîfferent genera and of their images? 

Aristode made use of the fourth tool to establish a proportion between the relation of the 

two sensibles and that of the two images, then he reasoned hypothetically: if white and black 

are one in subject because perceived by the cornmon sense, but many in notion to the degree 

diat they are the objects of diverse sensations. Iikewise their images wili be one in subject and 

234 'Suppose that as A (white) is to B (black), so is C to D. Then altemando C is to A as D is to B. If ihen C 
and D belong to one subject, they will stand in the same relation as A and B; A and B are one and the same, 
though their king has differents aspects, and so it is with C md D. The same also holds good if we take A as 
sweet and B as white.' 

235 'Accipiamus etgo A loco albi et B loco nigri, ut sic se habeat A album ad B nigrurn sicut G ad D, idest 
sicut fantasma aibi ad fantasma ni@: quare et secundum pemutatam proportionem A se habet ad G sicut B ad 
D, id est aibum ad fantasma albi sicut ni- ad fantasma nigri; et sic ita se habet intellectus ad G et D, 
scilicet ad fantasmata aibi et nigri, sicut se habet sensus ad A et B, id est ad album et nignim. Si igitur GD, id 
est fantasmata albi et nigri, sunt existencia uni, id est diiudicantur ab uno intellectu, sic se habebunt sicut et 
AB, id est aibum et nigrum que iudicabantur ab uno sensu, ira quod sensus diiudicans hec duo erat unum 
subiecto. differens ratione, ica erit de intellectu. Et eadem ratio est si accipiamus non homogenea, ut xilicet A 
sit duIce et B sit album* (Aquinas, In de Anima, ül 12W776). 



perceived by one intellect, even if they are diverse in notion. We therefore used the sense to 

make known the inteiiec t.236 

Aristotle now mariifests the other likeness between the relation sense, sensibles, and the 

relation intellect, images. He said indeed that the intellect, like the sense, flees or pursues what 

it apprehends as bad or good.237 Since the intellect abstracts the universal (including the 

notions of good and evil) staning from the phantasms, as it is moved by the sensibles, likewise, 

it is sometimes moved by the phantasms alone: 

CH ( O E U K T O V ,    ai E K T O C  i f i ~  ~ I o ~ ~ ~ o E o F .  o i a v  h i  TÔV 

Aristotle gives examples for each of these cases:u9 

Thus, the intellect is sornetimes moved to flee in the presence of some sensible thng. But, 

sometimes, considering the images of the sensibles, the intellect deliberates on future actions 

and, judging that something is harmhil. it seeks to avoid it. and does so in the same way as 

when it is moved by the presence of the sensible: 

236 
'Sed adhuc magis explicandum est. quo pacto procedat motus. quo sensus movetur a sensibili. ut pateat 

deinde, quo pacto procedat motus, quo intelIectus movetur a phantasmate' (Maurus, In De un. 9%). 

237 'Arirtotle no* r e m s  to the issues left off at 421a17' (Hamlyn 1993. 148). 

238 'So the thinking faculty thinks the foms in mental images, and jus< as in the sphere of rense what is to 
be pinued and avoided is defined for it, so also outside sensation. when it is occupied with mentai images. [it] 
is moved.' 

L3Y 'The example of the beacon is not meant to illustrate the function of images but to provide a case to 
illustrate the role of perception in initiating actions (...); this is to k compared with the m!e of images which 
is referred to next' (HamIyn 1993, 148). 

'For instance in prceiving a beacon a man mognizer that it is fire; then seeing it moving he knows ihat 
it signifies an enemy.' 



Aristotle is therefore using the fourth tool to underline that the intellect moves in the same way, 

whether it is moved by the presence of sensible things or by their images when they are 

absent. The reason for this is obviously that the images are the representations of the sensible 

things : 

Uno verbo, proportionaliter intellectus movetur ad actiones ab objectis 
absentibus per phantasmata repraesentatis, sicut movetur ab objectis 
praesentibus per sensum repraesentatis. (Maws ,  In De an. 100119) 

Finally, Aristotle proceeds to compare ihis movement of the intellect, which is also like 
that of the sense insofar as it emanates from the practical intellect or the theoretical one. By 

means of the founh tool he a f f m  fust of al1 that, just as the practical intellect flees or pursues 

what it apprehends as good or evil. in the same way the theoretical intellect tends towards the 

true and repels the false: 

K(IK$ (De an. 111 7.431b10-1 1)242 

Aristotle then underlines the difference: 

241 'But sometirnes by rneans of the images or thoughts in the soul. just as if it were seeing, it calculates and 
plans for the future in view of the present; and when it makes a statement, as in sensation it asserts that an 
object is pleasant or unpteasant, in this case it avoids or pursues'. See Maunis, In De an.IW8: 'Ex. gr. 
videns quis facem et dijudicans iIlm esse hostilem. adeoque hostem appropinquare, movetur ad fugiendum. 
Proportionaliter intellectus ni hi1 sentiens, sed solum excitatis phantasmatibus consultans de objectis, ac si 
essent praesentia statuit esse fugiendum vei prosequendum et sic movetur ad prosecutionem aut fugam, ac si 
vere esset praesens aliquid jucundwn vel moiestum.' 

242 'and so generally in action. What does not involve action. i.e., the truc or false, belongs to the sarne 
sphere as what is good or evil' 

243 'but thcy differ in having rerpectively a universal and a particular reference.' Sec Maunis. In De on lûû#9: 
'Verum porno et falsum, quae sunt objectum intellectus speculativi, ejusdem generis sunt ac bonum et maium, 
quae sunt objectum intellectus practici, ac differunt solum in hoc, quod bonum et maium considerantur 
applicando illa actionibus panicularibus, verum et faisum considerantur simpliciter.' Tricot 1990, 19% 1 goes 
dong with this: 'L'intellect pratique n'est pas entihement indkpcndant de l'intellect théor6tique: le vrai et le 
faux rentrent dans le m2me genre que le bon et le mauvais. sont rangés dans la même VU OTO &.-POU 

apercevoir la liaison des idées, il faut faire précdder cette phrase de I'explication sous-entendue suivante: 'Tel est 
donc l'intellect pratique. il a pour objet le bon et le mauvais, tandis que l'intellect théorétique a pour objet le 



Then, having considered the likenesses between the sensible and the intellectual 

knowledge of materiai and sensible things, and having affirmed that the sou1 understands 

nothing without images (De an. III 7.431a16-17). Aristotle shows how our intellect can know 

the non-sensible substances and, fmt of dl,  the mathematical abjects? As Aquinas explains 

(In de Anima, III 12#782). the intellect abstracts the natures of these things which exist in 

sensible matter, but in the definition of which this matter does not enter. Not in the sense that it 

understands them as immaterial, but sirnply that it does not consider the sensible matter in 

whic h they exist: 

Thus, the intellect does not understand snub-nosed as snub-nosed without sensible matter, 

since this rnatter falis into its definition; but when it understands snub-nosed sirnply as curved, 

it understands it without the matter, i.e., without the nose of flesh in which this curve exists, but 

without affirming nonetheless that this curve is not in this matter. Since flesh is not in the 

definition of curve, the intellect sirnply understands it without this matter. And the same is me 

of ai l  mathematicai things: 

vrai et le faux (...) La différence signalde in fie, c'est que le vrai est absolu, tandis que te bien est relatif à 
quelqu'un ou à quelque chose." From Aquinas' interpretation, 1 retain only this clarification of the difference: 
'intellectus speculatiuus considerat aliquod uerum uel falsum in univuersdi, quod est considerare simpliciter, 
intellectus autem practicus applicando ad particulare operabile, quia operatio in particuiaribus est' (In de 
Anima, III 12#780). 

244 In the cornparison of intellect and senw that Aristotle has been undenaking up to now in Chapter 7, he 
has been examining likenesses between the two faculties, but without confusing them, because he has also 
k e n  noting the differences between the aspects brought together by the likenesses. Now he wiIl necessarily be 
examining only differences. For. objects that are not sensible are not per se objects of sense. 

245 'Abstract objects, as they are calkd, the mind thinks as if it were thinking the snub-noxd; qua snub- 
nosed, it would not bc thought of apart from flesh, but qua hollow. if it were actually so conceived, it would 
be thought of apart fiom the flesh in which the hollowness resides.' 

246 'So when mind thinks the objects of rnathematics. it thinks hem as separable though acnially they arc 
not.' 



Things are thus seized by the intellect as they are-in the strong sense of essence-that is to 

Say, that the intellect takes account of the sensible matter which is part or not of their being. 

The fourth tool is probably useful for considering what is cornmon between the intellect in act 

and its object, which are nonetheless clearly distinct: it is the essence of the object: 

Mstotle concludes the chapter saying that it would be necessary to ask whether our 

intellect. as something not separated fiom matter (it is a faculty of the human soul. which is the 

act of the body)Za can undentand those substances which are totally separated from matter: 

T 
apa 8 '  f v S É X ~ ~ a i  TGV ~ ~ ~ o ~ i o & o v  T I  v o é î v  b a  a$& 
1: ~ ~ ~ o p l o ~ ~ v o v  Ciryhout ,  o c ,  o ~ é n T É o v  ÜOTPPOV. ( ~ e  

on. III 7.43 1 b 17- 191249 

But this question belongs to metaphysics, since it is not manifest to the psychologist that 

separated substances exist.250 

Aristotle now makes use of what he detetmined about the sense and the intellect to 

further clarify the nature of the soul. He starts by showing that it is. in a certain way. as the 

Ancients described it. and in another way, that it is not. 

hdeed, in a certain way, it is true to say that the sou1 is al1 things, as the Ancients said, for: 

247 'In general. the mind when actively thinking is identicai with its objects.' As the object of the intellect is 
universal, it will never main any singular aspect, but, as we saw, ic will retain universai sensible matter or 
no& depending on whether it is a question of natural things or of mathematical ones. 

248 When Aristotle said it was sepmte in III 1.429bS; 4.430a17, we musc understand that this was insofar as 
ii operated without a bodily orgm. 

249 Whether it is possible for the mind to think of unextended objects whcn i< is not itself unextended must 
be considered later.' 

This is someching that is established, however, in Bocks W and Vm of the Physics. 

'Now summing up what we have said about the soul. let us assert once more thai in a sense the sou1 is ail 
existing things.' 



Everything that is, is indeed either sensible or intelligible. Now-here the fourth tool cornes 

into play-the soul is, in a certain way, the sensible and intelligible things, since the sense is in 

a certain way the sensible and the intellect the intelligibles or intellectual knowledge, the 

knowables. Making use of the third tool, he explains: 

Thus, sense and science are divided as are things. into act and ability.34 Now. science and 

sense in ability are related to the knowables and to the sensibles which are in ability; science 

and sense in act are related to the knowables and the sensibles in act. In a different way, 

however. Indeed. the sense in act and science or intellect in act are the sensibles and the 

knowables in act; but the sensitive and cognitive abilities of the soul are neither the sensibles. 

nor the knowables themselves. They are only these latter in ability: the intellect, the knowables; 

the sense power. the sensibles. 

Aristotle goes back to the opinion of the Ancien&: 

252 'What exists is either sensible or intelligible: and in a sense intellectual knowledge is the knowablc and 
sensation the sensible.' As Albert leaves it to be understood, Aristotle's division of things here probably 
supposes the use of the third tool in order to find that the sensibles and the intelligibles differ in their 
relationship to matter: 'Quod autem sic sit omnia, per divisionem patet, quoniam omnia quae sunt. aut sunt 
sensibilia, quae sunt coniuncta cum materia. aut sunt inelligibilia sicut separata a materia' (In De m. 223). 

253 'We mus< consider in what sense this is so. Both science and sensation are divided to comspond to their 
objects. the potentiai to the potential, and the actual to the actual. The sensitive and intellective faculties of the 
soul are potentially these objects, vit., the sensible and the knowable.' 

254 Anstoile reinîroduces, by the thrd or second tool. the distinction between king in act and in ability. 



If the soul is ail things, it must be either the sensible and understandable things themselves, as 

Empedocles held that we know earth by earth and water by water, and likewise with other 

things, or it must be their forms. Now, the soul is not the things themselves, as these thinkers 
claimed: the stone is not in the soul, its form alone is. For it is in this way that the intellect in 

act is said to be the same as the intelligible in act, Le., insofar as the species or form of the 

thuig understood is the f o m  of the intellect in act: 

anima est omnia sensibilia et omnia inteiligibilia non per hoc, quod habeat in 
se inteliigibilia et sensibilia secundum esse reale, ut dicebant antiqui, sed per 
hoc, quod habeat in se species et formas intelligibilium ac sensibilium 
intentionaiiter et sine materia.-Probatur; nam anima sentit et intelligit 
lapidem non per hoc, quod in se habeat lapidem secundum esse materiale. 
sed per hoc. quod habeat speciem lapidis sine materia, hoc est secundum 
esse intentionale. (Maums, In De an. 10 l#4) 

Thus, once again Aristotle corrects the error of his predecessors by emphasizing that sensation 

and thinking are 'undergoings' only in the broad sense. Anstotle foliows up these statements 

with a beautiful proportion. making use of the fourth tool: 

lust as the hand is a tool in view of tools. so too the intellect is the recepticle of intelligible 

forms, and the sense the recepticle of sensible f o m :  

Ex quo patet quod anima assirnilatur manui: manus enim est organum 
organorurn, quia manus date sunt homini loco omnium organorurn que data 
sunt aliis animalibus ad defensionem uel inpugnationem uel 
cooperimentum: omnia enim hec homo sibi manu preparat; et similiter 

255 'These faculties. then. must be identical either with the objects thernxlves or with their foms. Now they 
are not identical with the objects; for the stone does not exist in the soul. but only the form of the stone.' 

257 The soul, then. acts like a hand: for the hand is an instrument which crnploys instruments. and in the 
same way the rnind is a form which employs foms, and sense is a form which empIoys the forms of sensible 
objects.' 



anima data est homini loco omnium formarum, ut sit homo quodam modo 
t o m  ens, in quantum secundum animam est quodam modo omnia, prout 
eius anima est receptiua omnium formarurn; nam intellectus est quedam 
forma receptiua omnium formamm intelligibilium et sensus est quedam 
forma receptiua omnium formarum sensibilium. (Aquinas, In de Anima, III 
13#790) 

Aristotle, having shown that the intellect is not the sense, and then, what it is. he 

proceeded to discuss its likeness to sense. Once again. he spoke of them as of two similar 

processes, but going on in parallel. There is thus a risk of not seeing the order between the 

two. Thus, Aristotle now shows how the intellect depends on sense. After which he will 
distinguish the intellect from the imagination. having already shown that the imagination is not 

the sense, but that it, too, does nonetheless depend on it. Aquinas describes what is to be taken 

up in the following passages: 

Quia dixerat quod intellectus is quodammodo intelligibilia. sicut sensus est 
sensibilia, posset aliquis credere quai intellectus non dependeret a sensu, et 
hoc quidem verum esset si intelligibilia nostri intellectus essent a 
sensibilibus separata secundum esse. ut Platonici posuerunt; et ide0 hic 
ostendit quod intellectus indiget sensu, et postmodum quod intellectus 
differt a fantasia. que etiam a sensu dependet, (Aquinas, In de Anima. III 
13#79 1) 

To show that the intellect depends on the sense once again underlies a criticism of 
Plato's opinion that the Ideas our intellect knows exist apart from sensible things. Aristotle 

starts by reiterating his daim that no thing understood by us seems to exist separated frorn 

sensible magnitude; and from this it follows that those things understood in our intellect (and 

thus separated from sensible things there. aibeit in different ways) must still exist in the 

sensible beings: 

Because of this, we cannot acquire science, nor think about what we know already. without 

sense; consequently, when we understand in act, it is necessary for us to simultaneously form 

some image: 

*'' 'But since apparently nothing has a separate existence. except sensible magnitudes. rhe objecu of 
thought-both ttie so-cailed abstractions of mathematics and al1 States and affections of sensible things-reside 
in the sensible foms.' 



Since the intelligibles must exist in the sensible forms, it is necessary for us, in order to 

understand, to represent an image, since the images are the Iikenesses of the sensible things. 

They ciiffer fiom thern in that the images are without the matter. As already stated: the sense is 

able to receive the forms without the matter. Now, imagination is the movement caused by the 

actualization of the sense by a sensible object and, therefore. a movement caused by an 
immaterial f o m  received in the sense. Thus Aristotle is here caliing upon the fourth and third 

tools, in order to compare the images with the things sensed. 

We might weIi wonder why Aristotle is preparing to distinguish imagination and intellect 

once again. In Chapter 3, Aristotle has indeed distinguished the act of the imagination from the 

judgment or the enunciation of the intellect. and then from the kinds of judgment to be found 

in principles, science and opinion.261 One reason for making this distinction again is easy to 

see and well explained by Aquinas, as we saw: the intellect and the imagination are aüke in this 

respect, that they both depend on sense, something that has just been explained for the 

intellect.M2 But it is less clear why Anstotle uses the third tool diqerently here; the differences 

that he discovers in order to distinguish the intellect from the imagination are not those that he 

found for the same purpose in Chapter 3 by the use of the third tool. 

It seems that the distinction of Chapter 8 presupposes Chapten 4 to 7 on the intellect. 

Indeed, in Chapter 3, Aristotle gave two arguments to show that the act of irnagining and the 

act of the intellect are not the same. (To the extent that the faculties are distinguished by their 

acts, he has in fact shown that imagination and intellect are other.) At that tirne, Aristotie had 

only compared imagination to the second operation of the intellect, which is more known to us, 

259 See An. p s t .  1 18.81a38. 

260 'And for this reawin as no one could ever l e m  or understand anything without the exercise of perception. 
so even when we think speculatively, WC must have some mental picture of whjch to think; for mentai images 
are similar to objects perceived except that they are without matter.' 

262 There would be a lot to say about lhis likcness: v.g. when Aristotle says that the two principal causes of 
error are imagination and appetitt. If imagination had not some iikcncss to inteflect, this would not be so. 



but he had not yet distinguished it from the f î t .  But this time around Aristotle fumishes an 
argument to distinguish the fmt act of the intellect fiom the act of imagining, sornething he did 
not need to do in Chapter 3. but that he has to do in 8, having meanwhile distinguished two 

acts of the intellect. Moreover, it was not previously a question of the very essential 

characteristics of the second operation of the intellect. for the fact that it does not depend on us 

and that it always involves an undergoing are rather effects of its property of leading to the m e  

and the false.Z63 Now. this is the very property of the second act by which Aristotle 

distinguishes it, in Chapter 8. from the act of the imagination. 

Aristotle therefore fust distinguishes the imagination from the intellect in respect to the 

second operation of the latter. saying that the imagination is other than affirmation and 

negation. since the tme and the false follow from that composition: 

Now, the composition brought about by the imagination does not imply the true and the false, 

unless this is considered by rhe intellect. But then, what will distinguish the concepts, neither 

true nor false, from the images? Aristotle now explains that the understanding of simple 

notions differs from the act of the imagination, since even though the simple notions require 

images. they are not images thernselves: 

263 Aristotle rnakes use of this difference monover to explain the difference concerning the will in Chapter 3: 
6 0 ( 4 ( c i v  6 '  OUK i.g' i i b îv  & V ~ Y K T  yàp  w 4 8 r o e a i  ij à k q e & ~ v  (427b20-  
2 1). See Aquinas, In de Anima, III M33-634: 'probat quod non sit idem fantasia et opinio, duabus ntionibus. 
Quarum prima talis est: passio fmtasie est in nobis cum uolumus. quia in potestate nostra est fonnare aliquid 
quasi apparens ante oculos nostros (...) set opinari non est in potestate nosua, quia necesse est quod opinans 
habeat rationem per quam opinetur uel uerum uel falsum; ergo opinio non est idem quod fantasia. Secundam 
rationem ponit (...) Que talis est: ex opinione statim sequitur passio in appetitu. quia., cum opinarnur aliquid 
esse p u e  uel terribile. statim compatimur tristando uel timendo. et similiter si aliquid sit confidendum. id est 
de quod debeat aliquis confidere et sperare. statim sequitur spes uel gaudium; set ad fantasiam non sequitur 
passio in appetitu. quia. dum apparet aliquid nobis secundum fantasiam. similiter nos habemus ac si 
considerarcmus in pictura aliqua terrîbiiia uel sperabilia; ergo opinio non est idem quod fantasia' 

264 'But imagination is no< the samc thing as assertion and denial; for vuth and falsehood involve a 
combination of notions.' See Aquinas, ln de Anima, m 13#793: 'ostendit differenciam inter fantasiam et 
intellectum. Et primo quantum ad operationem intellectus que est compositio et diuisio. dicens quod fantasia 
alterum est ab dfirmationc et negationc intellectus, quia in complexione intellectuuxn iam est uemm et 
falsum, quod non est in fantasia: narn cognoscere uerum et falsum est solius intellectus.' 



Aquinas justifies Anstotle's answer by means of a difference: the images are likenesses of the 

particuiars, whereas the concepts are universals abstracted from individual conditions. Whence, 

Aquinas adds, the images are concepts in ability but not in act (In de Anima. 1II 13#794). 

Aristotle is therefore making use of the third tool to distinguish imagination from intellect, 

about which he has just shown that it depends, as does the imagination, on sense. 

We could, therefore. sum up this whole process thus. First of all, a clear likeness 

between imagination and intellect: by the imagination, animals seem in fact to go beyond the 

extemal senses, as one does with the intellect. Then there are differences discovered by the 

third tool, which avoid confusing them. Next there are considerations on the nature of the 

imagination and of the intellect. following whch we can seize other resemblances, among 

which the fact that both depend on the senses. Finally, a difference, thanks to the third tool. 

This order also allows us to understand why the differences brought up in Chapter 3 are not 

the same ones as in Chapter 8: the reason is that the likenesses that the differences permit us to 

quai@ are not the same. In Chapter 3, we have to distinguish. as it were, kinds of knowledge 

or states of mind; in Chapter 8, it is a question of distinguishing exactly how each faculty is 

tied to sense. 

What we have seen is a clear enough testimony to the use of the tools in order for us to 

surmise that this use will continue on in a similar way to the end of the book. Let us 

nonetheless take the time to co rnen t  a bit on the account which Aristotle rnakes of the 

definition of the sou1 given by the Ancients. He is, indeed, more precise than at the 

beginning.266 Now that he has shown that sensation and understanding are not the same, and 

that he has explained in what they consist, he can affirm that the sou1 is characterized by 

movement and by both sensible and intellecnial knowledge: 

265 'How ihen will the simplcst notions differ fiom mental pictures? Surely neither these simple notions nor 
any others are mental pictures. but they cannot occur wittiout such mental pictures.' 

266 See De un. 1 2.403b25-27. In III 3.427a17-19. the othemess of sensation and of understanding is put into 
doubt. 



Giving again the principal division of the treatise-the soul as pnnciple of knowledge and as 
principle of movement-Aristotle, using the thkd tool, can now in fact divide one of the 
differences of the definition. He is now ready to undertake a study of the last ability of soul- 
locomotion-which, as he will show, depends on intellect as well as on sense. And it is here 
that we wiii leave off our analysis of the text. 

267 'The soul in iivinp creatures is distinguished by two functions, the judging capacity which is a hinction of 
the intellect and of sensation combine4 and the capaçity for exciting movement in space.' 



SOME APPLICATIONS OF THE TOOLS IN METAPHYSICS iX 

Although Aristotle, unlike Platol. did not make of dialectic the very method of 

philosophy. he did affirm a close tie between it and metaphysics. If we ask why this particular 
affinity, severd reasons might corne to mind: dialectic is necessary both to defend the first 

common principles-the axioms-and to get to the first proper principles of each science- 
the defuiitions. In fact, Aristotle claims that the whole of dialectic is ordered to the problern of 

definition (Top. 1 6.102b26-35). Now. these are precisely two tasks that pertain to 

rnetaphysics: the axiorns belong to what is proper to being as being, and metaphysics seems to 

dispose of a special insight into the essence of the subjects of the particular sciences? In 

l See Rcsp. VU 534b; 534e-535a On the meanings of the word 'dialectic'. see Alexander, I n  Top. 1.8-3.24: 
TO ~ i j q  S i a h c ~ t i ~ i i ~  h o p a  O ~ K  i n?  6 aljro oqpa iv6pcvov  n h m z  o i  
( P L A ~ U O ( P O L  C P ~ ~ O U U L Y .  He explains that the Stoics called 'dialectic' 'speaking well'. which mant  
saying what was hue; and that Plato and the Platonists called 'dialectic' the method of division that they 
considered to be the crowning point of philosophy. Whence, in keeping with this conception, oniy the wise 
could be called 'dialecticians'. But, he goes on to Say, for Anstoile, dialectic is a syllogistic method. Now, 
what is properly called 'dialectic' is the syllogisrn that proceeds ftom opinions. Alexander therefore concludes 
that the other current is not using the word 'dialectic' properly. 

>0 

P ~ h à  nâoai  a h a i  nepi o v  T L  mi Y ~ V O F  TI m p i y p a y i i p ~ v a ~  m p \ L  
3 0  ~ o 6 r o v  n p a y p a r d o v ~ a i ,  ghh' o 6 ~ i  ncpi ovroc &nk& 068; fi g v ,  

046; TOÛ T( Jmiv  o b i v a  h6yov R O ~ Q Û Y ~ P L  (Mctaph. VI 1.102Sb7-IO, repeated in XI 
7.106412-9). 'Initially, it seems odd for Aristotlc to claim that the special sciences say nothing at al1 about 
their subject-genera, given that the fmt pnncipIes inciude definitions and hypotheses. But he must mean that 
the kind of thinking involved in dernonstrative sciences does not concem itsclf with giving any reasoned 
account of the what-it-is or the if-it-is of thcir basic subject-genera. Thus the c!ear implication of this whole 



addition, in Book Beta, Arîstotle gives four reawns why we should argue from probabie 

opinions to contradictory conclusions (that is, why we should use diale~tic).~ Loolung at these 

wdi M e r  help to see the close co~ect ion between the Metaphysics and the Topics: 

.. . . . - 

napanhfiuiov nhnover r o î ç  6~6cpZvoic. h6Cvarov y à p  
Q P ~ I O T É P O F  n ~ , o c k % ~ i v  d ç  npouecv. 516 SE'? T Ù F  

First of dl ,  the truth we are seeking is nothing other than the solution of an intellectual 

problem.5 analogous to what happens in the case of the body when it is tied up with knots. 

Now. to untie the knois, we have to study thern; so too, to solve a problem, we have to study it 

passage is that giving such an account is an appropriate task for che kind of thinking involved in first 
philosophy ' (Cleary 1995, 192). 

See Madigan A.. Anstotle Meraphyrics. Book B and Book K 1-2. Oxford: Clarendon R a s .  (Fonhcoming.) 
Perspicaciously noting that Aristotle's case for beginning with an aporetic discussion is couched in three 
mecaphors: the knot, the road. and the trial: he deteçts three reasons for this. Cleary 1995. 199-205 cornes up 
with four. Owens ( 1963.2 18) and Ross ( 1924,22 1) count three reasons. but enumerate the sarne four. 

'Now for those who wish to get rid of perplexities it is a good plan to go into them thoroughly; for the 
subsequent certainty is a release from the previous perplexities. and release is impossible when we do not 
know the h o t .  The perplexity of the mind shows that then is a "knot" in the subject; for in its perplexity it 
is in much die same condition as men who are fettered: in both cases it is impossible ro make any progress. 
Hence we should first have studied al1 the difficulties. both for the reasons given and also because those who 
s m  an inquiry without fust considering the difficulties are like people who do not know where they are going; 
besides, one does not even know whether the thing required has been found or not. To such a man the end is 
not ciear; but it is dear to one who has already faced the diffîculties.' Tredennick translation. UnIess otherwise 
indicated. the translations hom the Greek of the Metaphysics are those of Tredennick, Loeb Classical Library. 



f ~ s t .  'Aniculating a difficulty shows how to solve it? A second reason is that just as in 
traveling we must know where we are going before setting out, so too, to investigate without 

having carehiiiy exarnined the difficulties is Lice walking without knowing where we are going. 

Further, just as soneone who doesn't know where he is going may not know enough to stop 

when he gets there, so too someone who doesn't know what the goal of his investigation is, 

will mn the risk of not recognizing the answer when he fmds it. 

Finally, one is better situated to decide a question after having heard the arguments on both 

sides, much like a judge in a litigation. 

The founh reason tums out to be the sarne as the Fust of the two reasons given in the 

Topics I 2 for the usefulness of dialectic in respect to philosophical knowledge. The fiat three 

reasons. however, seem to have a connection with both reasons given in the Topics, since the 

diaieclical method used by the metaphysician to seek the truth always involves arguing to 

opposites, and may consist in a road whose goal is the beginnings, namely, when he is 
defending the fust common principles and when he is seeking the rf h i . 8  

in the De Caelo, Aristotle says: 

And he goes on to add: 

Madigan, ibiâ 

'Further, one who has heard al1 the conflicting theories. likc one who has heard both sidcs in a lawsuit. is 
necessiinly more cornpetent to judge.' 

Ccnceming chis passage (995a24-b4), x e  also Cleary 1995, 197-203. If chis passage on oporein can hclp to 
better understand the philosophicai uses of diaiectic as described in the Tapics, the lanet treatise c m ,  for its 
part, fumish an explanation of what an aporia is. See Top. VI 6.145bl-2; 145b4-5; 145b17-20. Sec Owens 
1963, 217. 

9 'let us fmt go over what othcrs have thought., for the demonstrations of their opposiics are difficulties for 
the contrary opinions.' My translation 



Aristotle seerns to be saying that the more proof we have for one of the contrary positions, the 

more problems we have for the other. But, of course, the same wiU hold for arguments in favor 

of the other opinion, so that, having heard both sides, we may have problems with both. such 

that finally, as in the text of the Eudemian Ethics already quoted, and: 1 €6 nop l a  h6 u 1s 

TG v d no poup f v o v mi, as Aristotle puts it in Metaphysics III 1.9Ma28- 19. If, 

therefore, our position is the correct one, then we ought to be able to explain where the contrary 

position went wrong. 

In order to conclude that this passage contains the fvst reason for doubting in the above 

text of the Metaphysics. we must consider that Aristotie leaves us to undentand here that 'the 

solution of the difficulties is the truth one is seeking'. Once this is laid out, indeed, if the 

confrontation with the opinions of others creates difficulties or uporia, whoever desires to get 

to the tmth must take account of these opinions. Thus, the first reason of the De CaeZo seems 

to justiQ collecting the contrary opinions that wiil create doubt; the second, that one rnust 

resolve them 

Perhaps Aristotle is introducing an idea here rhat is absent from the text of the 
Metaphysics. It is not enough to examine the arguments concluding to opposites and to 

evennialiy determine which are the most solid, which means resolving the diffculty. One must 

dso explain why those who hold these rejected opinions were able to do so, which is to show 

how their premises, although false, could yet appear to be tme. Aristotle States this in more 

than one placebll Finally, the third reason from the passage in De Caelo quoted above 

corresponds to the fourth of the Metaphysics, but in addition to mentioning the dispositions 

necessary for judging, it adds a consideration of those that should be avoided. 

'Besides. rhose who have fint heard the pleas of our advenaries will be more likely to credit rhe assertions 
which we are going to make. We shdl bc les open to the charge of procuring judgemcnt by defauit. To give a 
satisfactory decision as to the tmth it is necessary to be rather an arbitrator than a party to die dispute.' My 
translation 

l Sec. for example. Ph. IV 4.2 1 1a7- 1 1. 
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USE OF THE FIRST TOOL IN THE META PHYSICS 

In the Metaphysics, Aristotle clearly uses the tools, at least the fmt one. everywhere he 

argues dialectically and among other places: in Book Alpha, to examine the opinions of his 

predecessors conceming causes; in Book Beta, to weigh the diverse positions and eventualiy to 

discover principles; and in Book Gamma, to examine the opinions conceming the principle of 

contradiction. 

Book Beta furnishes us with a good illustration of the specific use of the firsst tool by 

metaphysics. Indeed, whereas. in the particuiar sciences, Anstotle lays out separately the 

doubts about each of the particular questions concerning which he intends to seek the truth, in 

the Metaphysics. he seems to lay out al1 the doubts about the subject at once. in the sarne book 

and chapter.12 Brandis 1834. 69 described Book Beta as an 'antinomical discussion of the 

main problems of the fiat philosophy' . 

Est autem attendendum. quod propter has rationes consuetudo Aristotelis 
fuit fere in omnibus libris suis, ut inquisitioni veritatis vel detednationi 
praemitteret dubitationes emergentes. Sed in aliis libris singillatim ad 
singulas determinationes praemittit dubitationes: hic ver0 simul praemittit 
omnes dubitationes, et postea secundum ordinem debitum determinat 
ventatem.-Cuius ratio est, quia aliae scientiae considerant particulariter de 
veritate: unde et particulariter ad eas pertinet circa singulas veritates dubitare: 
sed ista scientia sicut habet universalem considerationem de veritate, ita 
etiam ad eam pertinet universalis dubitatio de veritate; et ide0 non 
particulariter, sed simul universalem dubitationem prosequitur. (Aquinas, ln 
Metaph. Lü 1#343) 

This reason does not scem to me to be the most convincing of those given by Aquinas because 

it is incomplete. Aquinas is telling us that the metaphysician must have a universal doubt. So 

be it! But why then is it that the one who doubts about many things which have a tie to one 

thing should ask his questions separately. whereas the one doubting universally about things 

in relation to king must ask ail his questions at once? Aquinas offers us no answer to this. 

Now, 1 would Say that whoever compares the dialectic in the Metaphysics with the 
dialectic-say, in the Physics or in the De anima-will see that the fust is a more universal 

dialectic. This meaas that the aporia that the metaphysician works up, since they are about aii 



of being, are very universal, whereas the questions raised in the Physics and the De mima are 

proper to their particular and Limited subject-matter. 13 

Now, why, at the beginning of the consideration of motion in generai. of ihat of local 

motion, or that of life, are not al1 the aporia laid out which concern ihese parts of naniral 

philosophy, as are those of metaphysics? Perhaps this is due precisely to the universdity of 

the subject of the latter: both its causes and its properties are beings. Indeed, because the 

subject of wisdom is most universal, it is impossible to fmd causes or properties of ihis subject 

to which the narnes of the subject wiiî not apply in some way. But in the case of the mobile, for 

example. the principles of motion (the subject), are not motions, no more than are the measures 

of motion. Whence it follows that Aristotle will be treating the aporia conceming the 

pnnciples, those about the subject and about its measures separately, since these are different 

reaiities. 

Moreover. Aquinas brings up another reason coming from the manifestation of the 

adequate order of consideration: 

Potest etiarn et dia esse ratio; quia dubitabilia, quae tan& sunt principaliter 
illa. de quibus philosophi aliter opinati sunt. Non autem eodem ordine ipse 
procedit ad inquisitionem ventatis, sicut et alii philosophi. Ipse enim incipit 
a sensibilibus et manifestis. et procedit ad separata, ut patet infra in septirno. 
Alii vero intelligibilia et abstracta voluerunt sensibilibus applicare. Unde. 
quia non erat eodem ordine determinaturus, quo ordine prosesserunt alii 
philosophi, ex quorum opinionibus dubitationes sequuntur: ideo praeelegit 
primo ponere dubitationes omnes seorsum. et postea suo ordine 
dubitationes determinare. (In Metuph. III 1#344) 

It may be that it is more important in metaphysics to show the reader in what order the apona 

should be resolved. It is easier to understand that it is appropriate to examine the measures of 

motion and mobile king after having studied their principles than to understand that you must 

study sensible substances before formal. or immaterial, substances. This dificulty would 

moreover explain the absence of much consensus about the order of consideration among 

Aristotle's predecesson. and why, king in disagreement with hem on this point, he would 

prefer to expound theû positions with a view to clarifying the problem, without having to 

follow the order they proposed.14 

l4 Since I Ihuik <ha< the first reason given by Aquinas is not a nason, 1 agrce with Cleary 1995,265 chat 'the 
generai impression crcaicd by Aquinas' explanatîon is thaf Aristotie gathcd all of these problems togethcr in 



It is tnie that Aristotle raises many doubts together in other treatises too. One thinks, for 

example, of the fust books of the Physics and of the De Anima. But there is an important 

ciifference between these cases and that of the Metaphysics. It is clear that, in the Metophysics, 

the doubts of Book Beta are the chef questions of wisdom and that the answers to them or the 

resolutions of them are spread throughout the remaining books. Some questions are answered 

in Book IV, some in WI and VIII, others in Book IX, others in Book XII. etc.15 In the 

Physics. on the other hand. the doubts in Book I are al1 on the same initial problem of how 

generation is to be explained, and those in Book 1 of the De Anima are al1 centered on the 

definition of the soul. Thus in other parts of both of these treatises it is very clev that there are 
abundant doubts that were not explicitely, nor even implicitly raised at the beginning, such as 
are found in Books üI and N of the Physics, and Book III of the De Anima. 

In order to examine al1 these questions about the mode and the subjects of the science of 

being as being, it will be necessary to be able to procure a large number of very universal 

probable statements and. therefore. to possess the first tool exceptionally we11.16 Let us not 

forget that it will ultimately dlow one to abound (euporein) in dialectical arguments and 

one book because they do not really fit into his own order of inquiry; i.e. starring from sensible things and 
moving to the supersensible'. But I do not think, sis Cleary does, that this shows that Aquinas is rejecting the 
reasons for doubting that Aristotle gives: 'But this makes nonsense of everything that Aristotle says at the 
beginning of Metaphysics III about the necessity of first getting to know ri problem and its cluster of 
difficulties before going on to propose a solution' (Cleary 1995, 265). Indeed, it seerns to me that what 
Aristotle says there justifies asking appropriate questions at the start of every enquiry and, therefore, laying out 
the aporia as Aristotle does subsequently, whereas the recison concerning the order that Aquinas gives would 
justify the fact that Aristotie is asking al1 the questions about being al1 at once. It seems to me that Aquinas is 
chus ridmitting chat one must doubt for the four reasons given by Aristotle at the beginning of Beta, but that 
he is explriining that Aristotle must doubt about al1 of these at once by the fact that he is proposing to proceed 
to the resolution in an order which is different from that of his predecessors. 

l5 It would be going quite beyond the scope of this thesis to examine whether al1 the doubts of rnetaphysics 
are really raised in Book Beta and whether the subsequent doubis do not in some way arise from those in Book 
Be# and are not subordinated to them. But I suspect that it is the case. 

l6 According to Madigan, ibid. Book Beta respects the essential characteristics of dialectic in presenting many 
endoxa. and, even if he attributes to it what 1 consider to be common to the four tools, he does underiine the 
extensive use of the first tool there. Thus, when 1 say that there must be an abundant use of the first tool in a 
context such as that of Book Beta, this does not necessarily imply that there is more use of it than of the 
others, but that there must be use of the tools, whichever they are. The reason is that even if 1 speak of the 
first tool in respect to what is specific to it, 1 am still not speaking about it as it is disiinguished from the 
othcrs, but as presupposed to them. 



eventually to abooud in truths.17 And it is necessary to possess the first tool very well also 

because of the difficuity of the questions. Aristotle himself-if that is any consolation for 

us-fmds these proposed problems particuiarly difficult. Indeed, he finishes their enurneration 

by adrnitting that with respect to them not oniy is it difficult to discover the tnith, but it is also 

difficult to proceed dialecticdiy, that is, to gather the opinions from which the arguments pro 

and con proceed: 'with regard to those problems not only is it difficult to anain to the mith, but 

it is not even easy to state ail the difficulties adequately' (Metuph. III, 1.996al~- l7).18 

The examples of the use of the other three tools that we are now going to examine are 

taken from Book Theta, which is concerned with ability and acniality. We will thus be using 

abilities known by their acnialities in order to study the very notions of ability and actuality. 

THE USE OF THE SECOND TOOL IN METAPHYSICS T H E T A  

Aithough we are going to concentrate on Book Theta, it is important to point out that 

there is evidently extensive use of the second tool in Book Delta, since the whole book is 

devoted to distinguishing the senses of the central words in metaphysics? Among these 

words, in Chapter 12, Aristotie distinguishes the senses of 'abi1ity'-which he will be doing 

again. but more briefly, in Theta. 

Indeed, in Theta, Chapter 1. after having recalled this procedure, 'we have made it plain 

rlsewhere that 'ability' and 'to be able' have several senses' (1046a4-6)-the terms used are 

very close to those which describe the second tool in the Topics-Anstotle exciudes two 

l 7  See Top. 1 13.105a20-21. 'The Greek root por- conveys cwo notions: (a) a way or passage and (b) supply or 
abundance (...) the noun euporia at 995a28-9 is translated "good supply", Le.. of truth. and the verb euporein at 
995a27 and 996a16-17 is mnslated "be well supplied, Le., with truth' (Madigan, ibid.) 

l a  *Listing the aporiae is not the same thing as working through them in detail, but even composing a good 
Iist of aporiae is a demanding process (cf. 996b17) (...) It is no accident that we possess three versions of the 
aporiae in B 1, B 2-6, and K 1-2' (Madigan, ibid.) 

l9 As to his interpretation of polfochôs lcgcrai, Owens 1963 has the same opinion on the use that Aristotie 
makes of it in Book Delta of the Metaphysics and in the Topics. He identifies the homonomy of ihings with 
what it is to be said in many ways, an expression which he consequently applies to things. See 1963, 113. It 
seems to me, however, that without denying chat the subject, causes and properties of k ing  as king which are 
named in many ways by the words of Book V are things-homonymous things-and even rhat things are 
often the subject of the expression pollach6s Iegerai, for the nasons already given. it is the meanings of words 
(and of expressions) which are the subjects of this book. This is clearly the opinion of Alben, Aquinas. 
Maunis and of Smith, and is reflected in the great majonty of the translations. 



equivocal senses of 'ability', and then enurnerates the principal ones: (1) a principle of change 

in another being, or in the sarne being as other; (2) a principle, in a passive being, of a change 

which it is likely to undergo by the action of another being, or of itself as other: (3) the 

disposition of that which is not likely to become worse or to be destroyed by another or by 

itself as other. Finaily, al1 these abilities are so cailed either because they merely act or are 

acted upon in a panicular way, or because they do so weU. 

It might be interesthg to point out that there could be another use of the second tool (or 

n use of the third) by Aristotle before this use of the second, one which puts the dialectical act 

of judging into greater evidence. We have seen that he started to distinguish an ability to act 

upon from an ability to undergo. Now, it may well have been from Plato that he took his 

inspiration. Indeed, it is precisely this same distinction that the Stranger proposes in the 

Sophist, supposing that in so doing he is furnishing Theaetetus with a defmition of being: 

My definition [of being] would be, that anything which possesses any sort 
of ability to affect another naturally, or to be affected by another (. . . ) al1 
such is being; for 1 posit as definition which defines beings that they are 
nothing other than simply ability. (Soph. 247e) 

Aristotie would, therefore, have appropriated Plato's distinction of being here into active and 

passive ability, but with modifxation: he wiil apply it exclusively to ability, which is only a pm 

of the division of being, whose other part is actuality. 

One cm aiready see in Delta the special way in which rnetaphysics uses the second tool 

by die fact that Aristotle is not content to simply distinguish the senses of each word, but that 

he orders them also, something that is not at al1 mentioned in the Topics. k ' i v . .  .t6 v 
oo go v . . . n LT  TT E LV (Meraph. 1 2.982a 18).*O This ordering of the meanings of words 

wiil have to be according to one of two principles. Either according as the meanings are better 

known to us, or according as they are mon in keeping with what is more knowable in itself. 

The first way is nonetheless the most obvious and common way. For we name things as we 

know them. so that the order ia which we place a name upon things generaily follows the order 

in our knowing. Now, in order to apply these principles. one would have to know things 

universally and in relation to out muid. Only Wisdom can do so. 

20 This almost military metaphor is meant to show that just as the one who cornmands in the practical areas 
of life 'orders' the ones commanded to some determinace end through determinate means, so wisdom will order 
the inferior sciences to their ends. Sec Metuphysics 1 2.982a16-19; 982b3-7. Thus. if the wisc do not always 
'give orders' in practical rnancrs, they do always order. 



Nevertheless, to Say that it belongs to the wise to order meanings of words is not to deny 

that it belongs also in some way to the logician or the natural philosopher, and even with 

respect to the same words? 1 do not maintain, for example. that the nanirai philosopher 

cannot know and order at Ieast some senses of 'nature*. He can certainly see that the word 

fust evokes the idea of matter as that from which the thing cornes and that makes it to be what 

it is, and from this he can reason that form is even more such a principle of becoming and 

being, and thus deserves even more than matter the name of 'nature*. Aristotle does in fact 

distinguish nature as matter and as form in the second book of the Physics, so that we rnight 

even ask why the wise man should distinguish the senses of 'nature'. As tied to one genus of 

things (the mobile), would it not beiong to the natural philosopher more?22 Yet 'nature' c m  

also name any substance, even those that are not materid and mobile. Thus. his expenence 

limits the natural philosopher to the meanings of 'nature' which are applicable to material 

things. 

Consequently, given their universal extensions, the words found in Book V pertain to 

metaphysics in a special way, and it belongs to the wise man to distinguish and order al1 the 

senses of them, and to do this with certitude. For, when we Say a person versed in one 

particular science can order the meanings of a common word such as those found in Book 

Delta but less perfectly than the wise man. less perfectly means that he cannot grasp al1 the 

rneanings, as in the example given, but also sometimes that the order that he puts between them 

is only probable. It is in this way, moreover. that the dialectician will always order the 

meanings of such words. 

Alexander. in his cornmentary, was quite aware of this difference: 

2L It is really not enough ro ask why it belongs more generally to the wise man to order the meanings of 
words; one should also explain why the words in Book Delta have a special interest for him. One reason is that 
these words name the subject of wisdom, its parts, their causes and properties. They dso are used in h c  
ucioms. Now, if it belongs to wisdom to defend and clarify the axioms, as Aristotle affms in Book N, it 
will dso have to distinguish and order the meanings of these words. Another reason is that these words are not 
tied to any particular matter. Whence they seem to pertain to wisdom, which is most univenal. Another yet is 
that it belongs to wisdom to consider the most difficult things. (See Metaphysics 1 2.982a10-12.) Now, as we 
l e m  in the Sophisticd Refutationr , these words are the most difficult to distinguish (7.169a22-25). 

** Aquinas does in facr ask this question- See In Metaph. V 5#808: 'Hic distinguit hoc nomen Nam: cuius 
quidem consideratio, licet non videatur ad primum philosophum, sed magis ad naturaiem pertinere, ide0 tarnen 
hic hoc nornen natura distinguinir, quia natura secundum sui quamdam acceptionem de omni substantia dicitur, 
ut patebit. Et per consequens cadit in consideratione philosophi primi, sicut et substantia universalis.' 



In addition to explaining the way the didectician considen the rneanings of cornmon words, he 

shows that he sees how Book Delta, while k ing  like dialectic, nonetheless goes beyond it. 

Thus, with some words, the diaiectician, given the cornmon character of his method. may be 

able to distinguish al1 the central senses, and even do so better that the philosopher in a 
particular discipline, though he will not be able to do so with certitude. 

Now. in Theta. as before in Delta, after having distinguished the senses of 'ability', 

Aristotle takes care to reduce al1 of them to the fust (Metaph. IX 1.1046a15-20). Indeed, the 

first definitions are included in those of the abilities which are related to acting well or 

undergoing well, since to act and to undergo well imply that one is simply acting and 

undergoing. Furthemore, both the third and the second of these principles are said to be 

abilities by reason of their cornparison with undergoing. In the one case, it is a question of a 

principle thanks to which someone is able not to undergo; in the other, of a principle because 

of which someone is able to undergo. Whence, since the undergoing depends on the action. it 

is necessary that the definition of the active ability should be placed in the definition of the 

second and third abilities? At the end of Chapter 2, to which we will corne back, there is also 

a good example of Aristotle's ordering of the meanings he has previously distinguished: 

23 One can find another exampk of this procers in the case of the reduction of the xnx of the word 'energeia' 
to a f i t  sense in Metaph. IX 3.1047a30. 

24 'it is evident also that whereas the ability of merely producing (or suffenng) a given effect is implied in the 
ability of producing that effect well, the contrary is not always me; for that which produces an effect well 
must also produce it. but that which merely produces a given effect does not necessarily produce it well'. 
Tredennick translation; 'ability' substituted for 'power'. 



M e r  having reduced the meanings of 'ability' to the fiat, Aristotie clearly appeals to 

one of the ways described in the Topics of venfying whether a term is used in many senses: 

With regard to the opposite put in a contradictory form, you must see 
whether it is used in more senses than one. For if it is used in several 
senses, then its opposite also will be used in several senses. (Top. 1 
15.106b 13-23, Forster translation) 

Thus, d e r  having said chat inability is the privation of ability-in a sense which includes 

contradiction-Aristotie a f f m  more succinctiy what he said in Delta, that to each ability there 
will correspond an inability for king a p ~ c i p l e  in the way the said abiiity is a prhciple: 

&uvap<a 62 Z U T \  O T É P ~ O L F  S U V ~ ~ ~ W C   ai T ~ S  T Q I C ~ ~ T T I C  

~ P X ~ I S  o ï a  E C P ~ ~ T ~ L  (... ) & L  82 ~ a e '  I ~ a ~ É p a v  86waLIw 

There will therefore be as many senses of 'inability' as there are of 'ability*. 

Let us corne back briefly to two of the reasons given by Aristotle in the Topics for the 

particular usefulness of the second tool. Since most words used by the questioner have more 

than one sense, the second tool is necessary in order to make clear what is k ing  asked and 

asçented to and laid dom,  and to avoid equivocation (Top. 1 l8.108al8-29).'~ Now, in the 

passage we have exarnined, Anstotle is crrtainly aiming at claribing the object of his 

investigation. as weii as at avoiding failacies. 

In the Sophistical Refutations. Aristotie notes that the victims of equivocation are unable 

to distinguish in how many ways a word or expression is said, underlining the extreme 

difficulty of doing so for certain words, among which are 'one', 'being', and 'sarne' 

(7.169a22-25), since they are common and analogous (equivocal), as Albert explains (In Soph 

el. 615). Now, 'ability' is without doubt a very common word; it is in a sense coextensive with 
27 being, since it is to be found in al1 the categories. Thus, someone who had not distinguished 

25 'Inability is a privation of ability-a kind of abolition of the principle whîch has been described- (...) 
there is an inability corresponding to each kind of abiiity'. Sec fX, 1.1046a29-3 1. 

26 For anothet particularly nice example of the use of this mol. because Aristotk hirnself mentions h e  utility 
o f i t :  see CmL. 19.278b9-11: ~ i n o p w  62 n p ô ~ o v  r i  ~ i y o p t v  &ai T ~ V  06pavov 

w  ai nooa@s, iva pâhAov :pîv Giihov y b q r a i  T O  ( ~ T O C ~ E V O V .  

27 See P h .  III 1.200b26-28: ' ~ o t i  &fi t i  ro vav C V T E A C X C ~ J  U ~ V O Y ,  TG 6; 
6uv6pci  ai i v ~ c h ~ x r i g ,  TG b i v  r66r ri, T G  62 roo6v6c. TG 6; 
TOCOV~É,   ai h i  r ô v  iikhov t ô v  toû & t o c  ~ a r q y o p i ô v  6 p o h s .  See 



the senses of 'ability', would run the risk of being deceived by the equivocation of an 

argument such as: 

Every ability (third sense) is an impassability; 

now, combustibility is an abiiity (second sense); 

therefore, combustibility is an impassabiiity. 

Thus. here as elsewhere, one can better understand the necessity of an ability when suffenng 

the consequences of not having it 

THE USE OF THE THIRD TOOL IN METAPHYSICS THETA 

With Chapter 2 we go from what was mainly a consideration of words to what is more a 

consideration of things. Aquinas says. in fact, that after having examined 'ability in itself 

(potentia secundum se), Anstotie examines it, 'through a comparison with those things in 

which it is' (per cornparationem ad ea in quibus est)? In sorne way, the tools also follow 

this order. The second discovers new premises by working irnrnediately on words; the third. 

on things. 

After having distinguished the senses of 'ability', Aristotle affirms that certain of the 

principles it designate are to be found in inanimate beings. others in animate ones: 

Before examining how he divides the abiiities that are i ~ .  the animate, it seerns pertinent to note 

that when designating their subject. he substitutes the word 'soul' for 'animate*. 1 think this 

was done because the difference between the genera of substance in which one finds the said 
abilities is more evident when one evokes the notion of the soul, since it is the very difference 

also 2Ola8-10 and Metaph. IX 1.1045b32-34: h c ?  62 ~ É Y É T Q L  TO >Ov TO C(?V TO 
n a i à v  fi n o o b ,  TO 62 ~ a t à  SGvapiv uai  h c k & ~ i a v   ai ~ a t k  r6 
3/ 

c p y O v . See also Metaph. XI 9.1065bS-7. 

29 'Since some of these principles are inhercnr in inanimate things. and othcrs in animate things and in rhe 
sou1 and in the rational part of the soul* 





way or even in an opposite way, and even wili not to will. But the irrational abilities. operating 

through inherent f o m  that exclude their opposites, are always determined to a single object. 

Thus, the hot has ody the ability to heat, and that which c m  cool never produces other than 
cold. 

In Chapter 5, Aristotle explains another ciifference between the rational abilities and the 

irrational, or if not entirely another, one which follows from the first. In the case of the 

irrational, when the agent and the patient rneet in accordance with the ability in question, the 
one must act, and the other be acted upon. It follows from the nature of an active ability that 
never produces but one effect that, when the passive subject is present, the active ability must 

of necessity pruduce this effect of which it is the cause. But in the other kind of ability, this is 

not necessary. It is not necessary that the sculptor start to sculpt as soon as he is in the 

presence of appropriate material. Indeed, those abilities are abilities for producing contrary 

effects; hence, if when appropriate materials were present it was necessary for such an ability 
to produce its effects, ths one ability would produce at the same time contrary effects, which is 

impossible? Rather, there is need of desire to determine which of the opposites will be done. 

Here we have a case of the use of the third tool in regard to things that are clearly 
different. We know reason in fact better as an ability open to opposites than as it is deterrnined 

in certain respects, similar to the irrational abilities. lndeed, discourse is clearly an act of reason 

as it is undetermined, and this is better known to us than natural understanding, for it is only 

from our experience of the kind of understanding that results from discourse that we can 

reason to the existence of a prior natural undentandhg that is not a product of disc0urse.M 

Rhetorica non sunt scientiae, sed sunt facultates et potentiae quaedam probabiIiter syllogizandi utramque 
partem contradictionis; potentiae enim proprie dicuntur, quae aeque se habent ad oppsita.' 

33 See 5. 1048a5-10. 

34 Furthemore, when Anstotlc first enurnerates the gcnera of powers of the sou1 in the De mim. he calls 
reason the Grau O ~ T L K ~  v ability (II 3.4l4a3 1-32}. Now. the word 6 ~ a v  017 LKOV clearly refers to 
discourse as cm be seen from its use in the beginning of the Posterior Analytics for the knowledge which 
cornes from pre-existent knowledge (1.7 lal-2). And we saw chat Aristotle first distinguishes reason from the 
imagination by an act which belongs to reason insofar as it is open to opposites, rather than by an act which 
belongs to it insofar as it is detennined to the me (De an. iIi 3.427b19-22). 1 am free to imagine something 
good or bad, such as having won the sweepstakes or having a terrorist outside my room with a gun, but 1 
cannot think I have won, or that thetc is a tenorist, without having some reason for doing so. It is the sarne 
for the will. A sign of this is that it is easier for us to distinguish it from the sensible appetite by rhe act by 
which it selects means han by the act by which it bears on the end; we have difficulty in distinguishing 
betwcen the good and the mercly pleasure. When Aristotle distinguishes the will or higher dcsirc h m  the 
scnse desiring powers in the De Animu (III 2.434aS-15). he indeed does so by the will k ing deliberative desire. 



This use of the third tool therefore presupposes that of the fourth, even if Aristotle does 

not make this explicit. Indeed, the third tool is not used here so much in order to discover 

differences-its object are things already clearly different-so much as to make clear the 

nature, the breathe and extent of a difference, something for which it is necessary to have taken 

account of kenesses. As we have seen, it would be easy enough to think that the knowledge 

of things that are different from one another dœs not require the use of the third tool, but this 

is not always the case. For, often, the fourth tool having revealed a likeness between things 

manifestly different that might have passed unobserved. it is then by the use of the third tool 

that one discovers and proposes with greater precision and assurance the pertinent differences. 

We already gave as an example that seeing that the point and the unit are alike, at l es t  in 

respect to both k ing  indivisible principles of quantity, one is helped along in the discernment 

of the essential differences. The very likeness indicates in what direction the principal 

differences are to be sought, namely, of what sort of quantity each is a principle and how. It 

then becomes evident that the main difference we should seek is that the point is the principle 

of continuous quantity, and thereby has position. whereas the unit is the principle of discreet 

quantity, and therefore does not have position. 

Another example will help: aithough it is quite evident that fire and the medical art are 

not the same and that the first is a principle for a determinate action, whereas the second is a 

principle for a great variety of sometimes opposed actions, the founh tool will allow one to 

recognize that these are both in some way principles of change that are in some way 

determinate. Once this affinity has k e n  established. it is easier to make clear. by use of the 

third tool, how fire and art are principles of detenninate change in quite different ways. It is 

clear that Aristotle's presentation of the difference between the rational and the irrational 

abilities is shaded by his perception of a likeness. The contraries are not objects of art or 

science in quite the same way, he ex plain^.^^ 

A more typicai example of the use of the third tool would have k e n  about things clearly 

alike. Let us choose one from the reairn of metaphysics: the 'one' that follows 'king', and 

the 'one' that is a principle of number are both indivisible, and it is only too easy to confuse 

them without a use of the third tool. 

But this desire is choice. Hence, the wilI is first known as will, as the ability to choose, rather than as a nature 
willing something by natural or inbom necessity. 

35 See Metaph. iX 2.1046W 15. 



h the Topics, Aristotle states that the ihird tool is useN for syilogisms about the same 

and the other, and for howing what each thing is. Seeing the difference between two h n g s  

enables one to syllogize directiy that they are not the same. And one cannot define things 

without seeing their ciifferences? Now, one might weli ask if Aristotle was seeking to divide 

abilities into the rational abilities and the irrational, or only attempting to make sure the two 

were not confused. One thing seems certain, he was not seeking to avoid a confusion of the 

rational and the irrational abilities, since they are clearly different, and therefore he must have 

ken  seeking to clarify their differences. But although this contributes to making better known 

what they are, I do not think he was quite attempting to define them yet. We already saw that 

the rational abilities are more strictly abilities than are the irrational ones. Also, a rational ability 

can make use of an irrational one. as the doctor might use heat to relieve a sore back, so the 

abilities are not king divided ex aequo. 

Thus, whoever sets out to discover likenesses between the rational and irrational abilities 

without using the third tool at the sarne tirne, so as to go beyond the rnerely superficial 
differences, might weli end up a f f d n g  that reason and will, just like the vegetative, sensitive 

and inanimate abilities. are completely determined and that their differences are only 

apparent.37 Now, the possibility for the rational abilities to tend towards one or the other of 

two contraries. even if they are naturally ordained to one of them, modifies the likeness itself 

whch exists between them and the irrational abilities: namely, the fact of king at the ongin of 

determinate movements. One cannot, therefore, on the basis of such a likeness conclude that 

the two kinds of abilities are pnnciples in the same way. 

To do so would be a fallacy of the relative and the absolute. Indeed. when Aristotie 

considers bow and why men are thus deceived. he says that it is because the difference 

between what is said simply and in some respect is so little.38 Indeed, we must look at the 

quaMication of a particular case, or respect, or rnanner, or time-here. the fact that it is only as 

to their goal that the movements whose pnnciples are reason and will are deterrnined-as 

having no extra significance, in order to concede the universality of the emneous statement- 

36 1 18.108a38-b6 

37 Thus. one might corne to bclieve that because monkeys are able to carry out very complicated tasks and 
even to communicate in a fahion. thanks to their imagination. that they are reaily not ail that different from 
us, and that thcy can 'think'. 

38 Soph el. 7.169b9-12 



namely, that these abilities are determined. This example shows well that as the third tool 

seems more tied to things than to words, in the same way, the fallacies that arise from its 

imperfect mastery corne more from things than from words. 

As these things that are clearly different are fmt of al1 naturally the objects of the fourth 
tool, the crudest error in respect to them would have been not to have recourse to this tool, or to 

use it badiy, and consequently to claim that the rational and irrational abilities are completely 

different. This is exactiy the opposite error from that caused by the wrong use of the t h ~ d  tool: 

here, the fact that it is only in a certain respect that reason and will posses an infinity of 

possibilities and are not limited to one is taken as having no extra significance to concede the 

universality of the statement that these abilities are undetermined. It is also an example of the 

situation where the intellect is stmck by the differences to the point of not seeing the 

likenesses. and an exarnple of the rather rare cases where the incorrect use or simply the non- 

use of the fourth tool causes error. 

Thus, only taking account of the differences between reason and will on the one hand. 
and the vegetative. sensitive and inanimate abilities on the other, some thinkers came to think 
that there is no part or side of any contradiction which reason must assent to and cannot agree 

to its opposite; and likewise that there is nothing that the will must will and cannot will its 

opposite. John Stuart Mill, for example, in his defense of liberty of thought sees such liberty 

as respecting reason. which is nowhere determined necessarily to one side of a contradiction. 

And Jean Paul Sartre sees man's will with no determination to any object. 

There are, of course. many others who share these positions. indeed. those who think, in 

accord with scientific customs, that every thought is an hypothesis to be tested by its 

consequences (as many scientists and epistemologists, from Claude Bernard to Sir Karl 

Popper, do) would hold this position, especiaiiy when it is realized that even the confirmation 

of an hypothesis does no< force reason to accept it. (One cannot affirm necessarily the 

antecedent because the consequent has been affmed.) And these positions would at f i t  sight 

seem to agree with the above distinction of a natural and a rational ability going back to 

Aristotle, if not before. Indeed. it seems to be a case of the excluded rniddle; either an ability 

would be determined to one of the opposites or it would not be. But stopping for a moment, 

we will recall that Anstotle himself holds that some objects of undentanding are known 
naiuraliy, while al1 others are known by reasoning and study.J9 And that he says that ail men 

39 Although it is difficult to find a passage *hem Aristotle says that some principles are known by nature. 
tfus is cleariy enough his position. Let us look at Nicomachcm EIhics VII 9.1 151a15-19 wherc he compares 



tend towards the same gwd, even if he thinks they have the c hoice of the means thereto (Eth. 
Mc. 1 1.1094al-2). 

This case is very similar to one we saw at the beginning of our analysis of the De 
Anima. We were concemed in fact with two errors, one of them more naive, the other more 

sophisticated. The fint consists in not seeing any likeness between things that are clearly 

different; the second, in seeking out likenesses to such an extent that one ends up thinking the 

differences were only apparent. In the De Anima it was a question of things clearly alike. 

namely, the thmg known and the knowledge of it. Most people. we noted. omit pointing out the 

differences and think that the soui's aptitude for knowing depends on the existence in it of the 

known objects as they exist objectively: they make little or no use of the third tool. But others, 

more prudent, spend so much time on the differences that they end up denying every likeness 

between knowledge and its object: they make use of the third twl, whde neglecting or ornitting 

the fourth, 

THE USE OF THE FOURTH TOOL IN METAPHYSICS THETA 

In Chapter 6, Aristotle first of al1 manifests universally what an actuality is by an 

induction from an enumeration of sirnilu relations. One can thus speak of an analogy of 

proportion to designate the process that allows one to lay down each of the statements of the 

antecedent of the induction:a 

the principle in foresight (prudence) to the beginning in georneuy: 'virtue prexrves the fundamental principle, 
vice destroys it, and the first principle or starting-point in matters of conduct is the end proposed. which 
corresponds to the hypotheses of mathematics; hence no more in ethics than in mathematics are the first 
principles imparted by process of reasoning, but by vinue, whether natural or acquired by training in right 
opinion as to the fmt principle'. Now, that it cannot be by custom c m  be seen from Nicomachean Ethics W 
11.1 152a 29-30: 'habit is easier to change than nature'. This is indeed opposed to the certitude of the - - 

beginnings. In the Dr Anima (iIi 10.433a26-27). he says that every v OÛ t is correct; this could not be by 
custom. Also, in Memphysics IV 3. 1005b30 he does Say that the axiom about contradiction is by nature the 
beginning of al1 tbe rest. If their order is by nature, they would also secm to be by nature. 

40 'Et ita proportionaliter ex panicularibus exemplis possumus venire ad cognoxendum quid rit actus et 
poientia' (Aquinas, In Metuph. DC SW1827). 'Aristode indicates (...) that he will not provide definitions, but 
that we rnust corne to undentand energeia and dunamis by induction from analogy (...) Initially he lists several 
andogous instances of actuality and comsponding potentiality so thai we might grasp their generai notion 
(1048a3CLb6)' (Polansky 1983, 16 1 ). 



The resuit of this induction. which Aristotle starts with. is that actuality and ability are two 

different modes of existence. He then goes on to explain that the statue. the half-line and the 

one who knows are said to be in ability when they are stili considered in the unworked wood, 

the uncut line, and the instructed man who is not yet thinking, but that they are said to be in 

actuality when considered in themselves. Now. it is easy to note that the statue. the half-line 

and the instnicted person exist differently according as they are, or are not, in their respective 

correlatives. 

Aristotle goes on with the aforesaid analogy in such wise as to manifest more precisely 

the nature of an acniality: 

The last two of the enumerated relations. less concrete. throw a great deal of light on the 

difference between what is in a state of actuality and what is in a state of ability. Thus. what is 

actual is more perfect than what is only able to be so. This is the proportion. although not so 
explicitly stated in Aristotle, which consists in one of the extrernes of the conclusion of the 

induction, the other extrerne being the subjects in actuality and in ability that are being 

compared. 

41 'Actuality means the prcsence of the thing, not in Ihe sense which we mean by ability. We say that a ching 
is present in ability as Hemes is present in the wood, or the half-line in the whole, because it can be separateci 
from it; and as we cal1 even a man who is not studying a scholar if he is capable of studying. That which is 
present in the opposite sense to this is present actually.' Treddcnick translation 

42 'As that which is acnidly building is to Ihat which is capable of building, so is that which is awakc to thai 
which is asleep; and that which is seeing to that which has the cycs shut, but has the power of sight; and that 
which is differentiated out of matter to the matter; and the finished article to the raw matcrial. Let acniality be 
defined by one member of this antiihesis, and the ability by the othcr.' 



Now, it is clearly the fourth tool that allows us to grasp these proportions. As we have 

seen, likeness between things in different genera is one of the kinds of likeness with a view to 

whose consideration the fourth tool is said to serve in the Topics: 

Likeness must be examined in things belonging to different genera-as A is 
to B, so C to D ..., and also, as A is in B. so is C in D (Top. 1 17.108a7-10, 
Forster translation) 

Things beloaging to different categones or which are very common can be one by analogy: 

Anstoile infom us right from the beginning of Chapter 6 that he is proposing to define 
actuality-ne pi h c p y d a ~  8 i o p k r w C i t v  ~i TG i o n v  fi ( v f  p y c i a  (1048a26-27). 

We find a confirmation that he is really using analogy and induction to do so when he 

explains why he proceeds the way he does: 

43 *Again, some things are one numerically, others fomalIy, others generically, and othen analogically; 
numerically, those whose matter is one; formally, those whose definition is one; generically, those which 
belong to the same category; and analogically, chose which have the sarne relation as something eise to some 
third object. In every case the latter types of unity are implied in the former: e.g.. al1 things which are one 
numerically arc aiso one formally, but not al1 which are one formally are one numerically; and ail are one 
generically which are one fomally, but such as are one genencally are not al1 one formally, although they are 
one analogically; and such as are one analogically are not al1 one generically.' See also Metaph. XIV 
6.1093b18-21. Although my principal purpose here is to show how the knowledge of details in the Topics cm 
help us to better understand Aristotle's practice. here we also have an example of the opposite. In fact, in Top. 
1 17.i08a7-12, Aristotle oniy gives examples of proportions based on relations of actuality (fint or second) to 
object and form to master. This could e a d y  give the impression that it is the same in al1 proportions: 'The 
proportion cm be of actions or habits CO their objects, or of foms to their subjects of inhesion' (Owens 1963, 
123- 124). Now. the study of cases such as that of Metaphysics Thcta shows that this is not so, and that certain 
analogies are foundcd upon a relation of action to agent 

44 'What we mean cm bc plainly seen in the particular cases by induction; we necd not s«k a definition for 
every tenn, but must comprehend the anaiogy'. nie Greck tenn cruvopâ~ is used many times in thc Topics 
with 'likeness' as a direct object. See I l6.lO8a 12- 14; 18.108b7, 19-22. 



ùideed, fust notions such as acniality cannot be defmed by the division of a single genus by 

differences. They go beyond any genus, they are uanscategorical, as is being.45 It would, 

therefore, be principaily with a view to coming to know what actuaiity is that he uses the fourdi 

tool as we saw. To define things found in remote genera-and acniality certainiy is, as it is to 

be found in dl the genera, as the examples of it enumerated by Aristotle show-is indeed one 

of the uses that the consideration of their likeness is said to offer in the Topics: 

duoioc 82 uai b T O ~ F  nohù & r o ~ & n  xpi ioipoq n p k  
roùc 6p iopoù~  $ TOÛ 8ciolou e c o p i a ,  o h  O n  ~ a G v  
yakilvq pèv f v  ~ a h h q ,  v q v e g f a  8' j v  ;Épi ( ~ K ~ T E ~ O V  
y à p  $uuxia) ,    ai m Y u $  ; V  ypawpn   ai povàf t v  i i p t e ~ ~ ô  
( ~ K ~ T E P O V  yàp 6~x6). OUTE 6 K O I V O V  f n i  &TUV +oc 

But to the degree that it is only through induction that notions such as actuality are defined, 

Aristotle aiso makes use of the fourth tool with a view to this other utility. It is obviously 

impossible to rnake an induction without seeing likeness: 

We saw previously that an incorrect use of the fourth tool could lead one into error. but 

that most of the time it seems that it is more likely to breed ignorance. It is a good bet indeed 

that someone who cannot see how the relation between the point and the line is like the rclation 

between the unit and a number, will be unable to grasp the notion of principle implied here. but 

that it will not enter his head to daim that the point and the unit are in every respect different. 

Simüarly, an inability to grasp that the statue is to the wood as the hdf-line is to the line, and as 

4s See Ross 1924. 25 1. 

46 'The snidy of the similar in things gready differing is a h  useful for definitions. c.g. that a calm in the sea 
and a stillness in the air arc the same (for each is a quietness), or a point in a line and a unit in a number (for 
each is a beginning). Consequently, if we give what is cornmon to hem a11 as the genus. we shall not seem to 
be de fining strangely .' Smith translation 

47 'The consideration of similarity is useful for inductive reasoning (...) because we maintain rbat it is by 
induction of particutars on the basis of sirnilarities that we infer the universal; for it is not easy to induce if we 
do not know the points of similarity.' Forster translation, modified. 



the one who is presently using his knowledge is to the one who knows, and as he who builds 

is to him who can build, but is not, and he who is awake to him who sleeps, and he who is 

seeing to him who bas his eyes shut, and as that which is abstracted from matter to what is in 

matter, and as what is made up to what is not yet, would indicate a serious inability to 

understand what actuality is. Whence, the necessity for the fourth tool. 

Enough for the fourth tool. But continuhg to tail Aristotle wiil fumish us with another 

example of the complimentarity between the third and fourth tools. For hardly has he 

established that these relations are alike and that one of the terrns of each is an actuality, then 

he insists on the fact that it is only by analogy that they are aii called 'actuality'. tndeed, these 

relations differ also: the third tool reveals now that the more perfect way of existing of al1 the 

terms said to be 'in actuality' in cornparison to their correlatives said to be 'in potency' or 'in 

ability'. is not the same. Some are more perfect than what is in pure ability because they are in 
motion, others, because they are a fom. 

For exarnple, the statue of Hernies is cailed an 'actuality' because it is a form in the 

wood, whereas sculpruring is an 'actuaiity* because it is the movement or activity of the 

sculptor in the wood. From whence it follows that the wood and the sculptor are said to be 

'able'. the former in two ways-as able to undergo the process of sculpturing and as able to 

have the forrn of Hernies-the later. as k ing  able to sculpt the statue. Aristotle rnakes use of 

the fourth tool and of a short induction in order to make manifest in general this distinction 
between two kinds of proportions: 

To continue with our exarnple and to complete it by plachg it into an induction: as Hennes is 
in the wood or the sculpture is to the sculptor, so too science is in the wise man, or healing is 
to the doctor and so temperance is in the virtuous man, or painting is to the painter. 

48 'But things arc not al1 said to exist actually in the same sense, but only by analogy-as A is in B or to B. 
so  is C in or to D; for the relation is either that of  motion to ability, or that of substance to some particular 
matter.' See Aquinas, In Metuph IX 5#1828: 'Ad hanc diversitatem accus insinuandam dicit primo, quod non 
omnia dicimus similiter use actu. sed hoc divenimode. Et haec divenitas considerari potest per diversas 
proportiones.' 



Aistotle ends up Chapter 6 by 

which are proper to the Me of soul: 

Since no action which has a 

334 

distinguishing movement from other kinds of activities, 

hnit is an end, but only a means to the end, as, 
e.g., the process of thinning; and since the parts of the body themselves, 
when one is thinning them. are in motion in the sense that they are not 
already that which it is the object of the motion to make them, this process is 
not an action, or at least not a cornplete one, since it is not an end; it is the 
process which includes the end that is an action. E.g., at the same time we 
see and have seen, understand and have understood. think and have thought; 
but we cannot at the same t h e  l em and have learnt, or become healthy and 
be healthy. We are living well and have lived well, we are happy and have 
k e n  happy, at the same time; otherwise the process would have had to cease 
at some time, like the thinning-process; but it has not ceased at the present 
moment: we both are living and have lived. Now of these processes we 
should cal1 the one type motions, and the other actualizations. [ T O ~ T  O v 
6: < S E ? >  T ~ C  ~ Z V  ~ l v f i ~ € l ~  h é y r i v ,  T ~ F  8 '  ~ V E P Y E ~ ( I C ]  
(Meraph. M 6.1048b 18-28) 

Certain actualities that are not forms are not movements either. since they constitute ends in 

thernselves and not simply means. Every movement tends towards its term, which is sornethuig 

other than itself; once this term is reached, there is no more movement. But a perfect actuaiity 

is one that constitutes an end. This difference is explicitly pointed out by Aristotle, thanks 
again to the third tool: 'this process [the one that has a term] is not an action, or at least not a 
complete one. since it is not an end'.@ 

Let us note that Aristotle is once again using the third tool to show how clearly disrinct 

things differ: and to do so. he had first to find likeness between them by means of the fourth 

tool: he distinguishes form from movement. by the quite evident fact that the fint is perfect and 

the second imperfect. in doing so. he is in fact begiming by suggesting how two rather unlike 
actualities differ. It is only aftenvards that he sets out to make clear how movement and 

4 9 0 ~ K  FOTL T(IÛTQ T T ~ Ô ~ L F  5 06 t r h d a  yc .  06 y à p  T É A O C  [ h h k '  ~ K E ~ v T ~  

kvvn6pxci  t6 r i h o c  ~ a ' i  fi np6eie . l  (Meruph. U( 6.1048b21-23). See Owens 1963. 405: 
'Act is not in itself dependent upon movement. Rather, in its fullest sense it is conmdistinguished from 
movement. It does not impiy seeking an end outside itsdf. It is not like building-the purpose of which is a 
house-but like seeing or thinking-the purpose of which is themselves. These cm continue as the same act, 
instead of striving towards something else and ending when that objective has been attained.' See also 
Polansky 1983, 163- 164. 



operation differ from one another;Soprobably because they are more alike. As it is more 

difficult to discover differences between things that are very close, Likewise it is more difficult 

to make clear, among those things manifestly unlike one another, how those closer together 

differ. And it is a principle for Mstotle that one should begin with what is easier.S1 

Not only does this chapter show the third and fouxth tools in act, but it is also perhaps an 

example of the way they are useful for the second tool and sometimes even necessary. indeed, 
if one cm distinguish the diverse meanings of a word without seeing the differences and the 
likenesses between the things it signifies, it is not possible to fumish de finitions of these 

senses without these, and this is the second part of the ability which is the second too1.S2 One 

might be able to Say to someone that 'actuality' cm be said of movement. of operation and of 

form (or even of particular kinds of these), but the person to whom this is explained will not 

necessarily see that they are different in their perfection as actualities and that it is ths that 

causes 'act' to be defined differentiy according as they name the one or the other. Anstotle's 

way of proceeding leads us to think that he may be first examining the senses of the word 

'actuality'S3 which he will know better once the things signified by it have k e n  defined. 

Having h v e d  at this point, perhaps some remarks on the order of the considerations of 

act and ability in Book Theta rnay be useful. If we suppose, following Aquinas, that Aristotle is 
considering ability before actuality in the ninth book,S4 it would then seem that he is going 

against the order of proceeding that he established. A doser look. however, shows that this 

explanation of the process of Book Theta is not violating the general principle, because there is 

still some knowledge of the actuality before the knowledge of the ability. Indeed. the 

50 Polansky 1983. 161-163 also speaks about two distinctions. He explains that Aristotle tint distinguishes 
(1048b6-9) between two kinds of 'energeia', namely motion and substance, and he further explains that he is 
then taking 'substance*, as we do, in the sense of form or attribute. He goes on to affirm that Anstotle then 
distinguishes between 'energeia' (this time taken in the strict sense operation) and motion (1048b 18-35). 

See. for example. Metaph. V 1.10 13a 1-4. 

54 
'Deten~nat de potentia et actu; et dividinir in partes tres. In prima detenninat de potentia' [Chapters 1-51. 

'In secunda de actu* [Chapters 67. 'in tertia de comparatione actus ad potentiam' [Chapters 8-10]. (Aquinas, In 
Metaph. IX 1#1773). 



consideration of abiiity in what is often called the fmt  part of Book Theta presupposes some 

knowledge of an actuaiity, narnely of motion. mus, a more detailed knowledge of the achiality 

may follow a consideration of the ability, but this consideration will be based on some 

knowledge of the actuality. 

It would be tempting to see the book as divided into three parts, as Aquinas proposes: 

(1) the consideration of ability, (2) the consideration of actuality, and (3) the cornparison of the 

two or the consideration of their order etc. But such a division seems over-simplified, since 

whatever the principal object of the consideration ability and actuality must always be 

examined together. As we saw, they enter into the same proportions, although not in the same 
place. Thus, in the first part, Aristotle considers only abilities for motion, but he also says 

certain things about motion as an acniality.55 And in the second part. there is not only a 

generai consideration of actuality, by a distinction of its kinds. but dso by a corresponding 

distinction of the abilities for these actualities, as Aristotle in fact presents it at the beginning of 
his consideration of abiijty. as weii as at the start of his consideration of actuahty: 

55 As we shall see aftenuards. in addition to explicitly affinning it in Chapters 12 of V and 1 and 2 of iX, 
Aristotle is still talking at that point about ability as a principle of change ( ~ i v q  U i C )  and motion 
( ~ É T ~ ~ o A $ ) .  Furthemore. the examples he gives in Chapter 2. wherc he distinguishes the rational 
abilities from the irrational, are abilities to movements of the productive sciences, whereas in Chapter 6, it is a 
question of actuality (ivÉpr c ta )  and of substance ( o h t a ) .  

56 'let us also gain a clear understanding about potentiality and actuality; and fmt about potentiality in the 
sense which is most propcr to the word, but not most useful for Our present purposc-for potcntidity and 
actuality extend beyond the spkn of terms which only refer to motion. When we have discussed this sense of 
potentiality WC will, in the course of our definitions of actuality. explain the others also.' 



Thus it is not only the actualities which are distinguished in the second part. but also, in a 

more generai way than before, the abilities, so that the employment of induction and seeing a 

proportion are also useful for understanding them. as Owens weil explains it: 

This procedure in determining act and potency is according to Aristotie's 
usual empiricai manner. The instances of act are merely pointed out in 
contrat to the instances of the correspondhg potency . ( 1963, 404)s8 

Thus, rather than being a consideration of ability followed by a consideration of 

actuality, the process, that Polansky 1983, 16 1 cails 'pedagogicai', starts from ability and 

actuality as found in changing things to proceed towards a more univenal knowledge of ability 

and actuality. 

Change, as found in sensible things, serves therefore as the basis for the 
study of act and potency. The goal of the investigation, however, Lies beyond 
the order of change. 8, accordingly, takes the same position as 2 .  It is 
investigating a topic in sensible Entities for the purpose of aaaining a higher 
type. (Owens 1963,403)Sg 

Both ability and actuality are considered in the first two parts. but more universally in the 

second part, so that it is only in Chapter 6 that we corne to a hi11 presentation of energeia and 

dunamis.60 As seeing is to the man with the ability to see but with his eyes closed, so is fonn 

to the matter before it has been shaped (Metaph. IX 6.1048b2-3). form and matter are kinds 
of actuaiity and ability which were not treated in the first part. It is txue that motion is not 

5' 'Since we have now dealt with the kind of potency which is related CO motion, let us now discuss actuality; 
what it is, and what its qualities are. For as we continue our analysis it wiIl also become clear with regard to 
the potential that we apply the name not only to that whose nature it is to move or be moved by something 
else, either without qualification or in some definite way, but also in other senses; and it is on this account 
that in the course of our inqujry we have discussed these as well.' 

58 That is how Owens spcaks about IX 6.1048910-35. 

59 See also Aquinas. In Metuph. IX 1#1771: 'Sed cum dixerimus de potentia, quae est in rebus mobilibus, et 
de actu, ei correspondente, ostendere poterimus et de potentia et actu secundum quod sunt in rebus 
inteltigilibus, quae pertinent ad substantias separatas, de quibus postea agetur. Et hic est ordo conveniens, cum 
sensibilia quae sunt in motu sint nobis magis manifesta. Et ide0 per ea devenirnus in cognitionem 
substantiarurn r e m  immobilium.' 

See Polansky 1983, 161. 



talked about too much in the fust part, but it may be because it is the act most known to us61 

and has already been considered fuily in the Physics. 

One could, moreover, ask if the ability for motion is not already known from the Physics, 

and why then it is necessary to corne back to it in Metaphysics IX? But it is phcipaüy motion 

which is known; the ability for motion is certainly known to the naturai philosopher, but as it is 

at the beginning of this particulas act more than as ability in general. Also, the wise man 
distinguishes between nanual and rational abilities and. hence, his study must include that of 

ability for motion. 

It is not really possible here to cover al1 the material in Book Theta, but when one 

rernembers that starting with Chapter 8, Aristotle compares movement. operation and form with 

the ability for these actualities. one realizes that the metaphysician not only uses the third tool 

to distinguish things. but that he also orders them. as, in fact. he orders the senses of the words 

he has distinguished th& to the second tool. 

61 Wat k t '  should fmt have named movement is a sign of it. See Metaph. M 3.1047a30-32. 



CONCLUSION 

Our examination of the didectical tools as expounded in the Topics and as applied to 

parts of two major philosophicd treatises of Aristotle's should be sufficient to show the value 

of this doctrine, and thus to reinforce the position that the Topics is indeed a necessary and 

important part of Aristotle's logic, and not a description of some now outmoded spon of 

intellectuai joushg. 

A famous physicist claimed that 'God is in the details', and although no doubt this 

affirmation should not be brandished about carelessly (philosophy is not physics), it is my 
conviction that much of the incompreheosion about Aristotle's logical works cornes from a 

lack of that attention to certain detaiis thai necessarily accompanies any effort to apply logic, as 

well as from a tendency to diink that whatever is more easily understood is naive, and thus to 

go afier what is more diffcult fist. The neglect of any consideration of the application of the 

toois goes indeed hand in hand with a serious misunderstanding of what purpose dialectic, as 
described in the Topics, is supposed to serve, especially in regard to first principies and to 

demonstration. 

There is, to my knowledge, no work that has previously undenaken to study seriously 

these tools and to apply this doctrine to an analysis of the very texts of Aristotle. This is what 1 
have tried to do. Now, among the passages we have examined in the second part, there are vely 

many that are clearly dialectical and that involve the use of the diaiectical tools. They testify to 

the nature of these tools as described in the fmt part, and to their use in the treatises. They 

c o n f i  the hypothesis that the use of dialectical tools aiways implies a judgment foilowing 

upon a cornparison of the premises one is seeking to take with already-existing, or at least 

potentidy existing opinions; and, that the fmt tool concerns simple statements, whereas the 
three others concem complex statements. 



But many questions remain to be answered. For example, other passages we have 

exarnined are far fiom king clearly dialec tical. Most of the time our doubts about their logical 

character stem fiom the rather confident tone and assurance with which Aristotie a f fm his 

conclusions. But since there are reasons to think that the majority of these discourses are 

certaidy not dernonstrative, one may well ask if it is possible that they rnight after all be 

dialectical dso. If this is sol then in almost al1 the passages where we have seen the use of 

some tool. Aristotle would be proceeding dialec ticaliy . 

Indications that many of these arguments in the treatises that are no< clearly dialectical at 

first sight must still be so can be found in the principle that no science proves its subject; it 

cannot therefore be apodicticaliy that Aristotle the psychologist acquires the know ledge of the 

nature of the sensitive and intellective soul. And even for the wise it is impossible to 

demonstrate ptinciples conceming notions as elementary and common as the kinds of cause, 

contradiction, the modes of the subjects of metaphysics, ability and actuality, since nothing is 

prior to them. 

Nonetheless, we should not go so far as to daim that al1 knowledge which does not 

follow from demonstration is dia1ectical.l To take up a thesis dear to Robert Bolton 1990, 196. 

that dialectic is necessary for the discovery of the frst pnnciples, does not at aii mean that it is 

sufficient.2 There are, in addition, things that seem to indicate that the psychologist and 
especidly the wise man possess the tools in such an excellent way that often. when they make 

use of them one cannot speak of dialectic alone. Their use of the tools presents particularities 

(rspecially in metaphysics): for example, the ordering of the senses of words, and of very 

common words, as well as of the things which have been distinguished; and the cornmunity 

andor di fficulty of the things about w hic h they quickly find fundamental di fferences and 

likenesses, without trial-and-error. But most of dl. the apparent certitude of a loi of their 

processes. in which there is no mention of a cornparison of their premises with opinions, 

except when it is carried out with a view to emphasizing the fact that these opinions are king 

Although it is certainly very illuminating to speak of the dialectical syllogism as one that is not 
dernonstrative, one must still be careful to understand what exactly one is affinning, and not to suppose chat 
the proposition is convertible. 

One wouid have to verify Invin's position that the principles he claims to be concluded with certitude by 
dialectic in both the De Anima and the Metophysics are really so, or whether it is not rather dialectic and 
intuition, or even demonstrated conclusions. 1 tend to think su. As to his position that therc is no dialectic as 
describcd in the Topics in these two treatises, 1 ihink I have shown sufficiently in these pages that this is not 
the case. 



rejected. The perfection in what they obtain is then due more to the knowledge of natural 

things, or to wisdom, rather than to dialectic. Aristotle says, in Book Gamma, that dialectic has 
the same subject matter as philosophy, but differs by the mode of the ability (6 h h à 
8 i a g t p c i  T ~ F  p b  TG T P O T ~ O  ~ v v h ~ c o s ) .  Now, this is indeed a cornparison 

for which Aristotle is clearly using the two last tools3 in a context that is non-âialecticai and 
certain, yet without there king any question of demonstration. 

Let us not forget that the tools, no less than the rest of dialectic, pertain fmt of al1 to a 
naturai ability, pnor to being perfected by art. Thus, if it is tme, in imitation of the famous 

passage from the Rhetoric,r to Say that all men corne up with simple probable statements, 

distinguish senses of words, and find differences and likenesses. and that the majonty do so 

either by luck, or thanks to a disposition acquired through experience, while some tmly 

proceed orderly. easily and without error, much more so than the others because they posses 

the art; among these, the best will be those who have a better knowledge of the matter in 

question. And that would be the case of the psychologist and of the wise who make use of the 

tools. 

It remains that in the presence of arguments that appear to be rather certain, it is very 

difficult to judge whether such conclusions flow from a combination of dialectic and intuition, 

or from demonstration, or again, from a dialectic carried out once the conclusion is 
demonstrated. Aquinas. in fact. often mentions uses of diaiectic after demonsuation: 

Huius igitur demonstrationem Aristoteles supponens a mathematico, utitur 
testimonio et signis, sicut consuevit facere post demonstrationes a se 
inductas. (In de Coelo, 1 2 #14) 

And he describes it as better than the dialectic that precedes demonstration: 

dispositio se habet ad perfectionem dupliciter: uno modo, sicut via ducens in 
perfectionem; aiio modo, sicut effectus a perfectione procedens. Per calorem 
enim disponitur materia ad suscipiendum formam ignis: qua tamen 
adveniente, calor non cessat, sed remanet quasi quidam effectus talis forrnae. 

Aquinas places chis fact in evidcnce quite well: 'Dialectici et sohistae induunt figuram eamdem philosopho. 
quasi similitudinem cum eo habentes (...) Ad manifestationem autem primae ostendit quomodo dialectica et 
sophistica curn philosophia habeant similitudinem, et in quo differunt ab ea' (In Metaph. N 4# 572). 



Et similiter opinio, ex syllogisme dialectico causata, est via ad scientiam 
quae per demonstrationem acquintur: qua tamen acquisita, potest remanere 
cognitio quae est per syllogisrnum dialecticum, quasi consequens scientiam 
demonstrativam, quae est per causam; quia ille qui cognoscit causam, ex hoc 
etiam magis potest cognoscere signa probabilia, ex quibus procedit 
dialecticus syllogisrnus. (ma q.9 a.3 ad2) 

Moreover, even when one is clearly in dialectic, one does not always see exûctly how the 

statements taken are destined to play the role of premises. 

I hope that in those cases where Anstotle seems to be speaking with certitude, the 

imperfections in the analyses of the applications will be due, not to a deficiency in the 

explanation of the nature of the dialectical tools that has been suggested, but rather to an 
insufficiency in the knowledge of the matter in question. It is cerîainly not logic that holds the 

key to wisdom and that allows us to get a hold on life! For. to probe, meditate, take out the 

insides and tear apart a living thing, as we have been obliged CO do here, has given a thousand 

chances for the sprit to slip away, and for our subject to die, as Goethe might mockingly 

rerni.uk, with reason. As to dialectical arguments, 1 will plead that it would have been necessary, 

with a view to continuing Pelletier's ground-breaking work, to consider the places, dong with 

their interaction with the tools, in order to bring about a satisfactory and complete analysis. 
For, if the tool allows us to get probable premises. it remains that it only takes into 

consideration the probability of statements, and that it is the place that allows us to judge of 

their pertinence in relation to deteminate problems. 
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